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Abstract: Security has been an important issue in the smart phone
application. Here a complete security system is provided to the car
along with additional features to the car such as unlocking and
locking the car. A security system has been developed that helps the
user to locate the car using a GPRS modem and also allows the
user to control the car using a GSM modem. This system consists
of a microcontroller, relays, transistors, resistors and a GSM/GPRS
modem. The key features of the car can be controlled using mobile
phone of the user. A GSM modem installed in the circuit will be
connected to the car in such a way that the GSM modem,
connected with the microcontroller will perform the objectives of
this project.
Index terms: GSM modem, GPRS modem, Microcontroller, Relays,
Transistors.

scrutinized easily and hence can be tracked and located by the
owner and can be recovered
II. Existing Systems
The project is an innovative project of its own. Projects of
similar criteria had been performed where the usage of GSM
modem and microcontroller was really effective. Some ideas
of those projects are taken in deliberation while performing
this project. But all and all, the chosen project is one of its
kinds.
III. Proposed System.
A. Hardware Design

I. Introduction
GSM MODEM
In this world everyone likes to be updated in the technology
perspective. People around us prefer to get their work done in
just click of a second. No one is interested to use the old
technology because everyone likes to adopt the new and
advanced fast technology. As a result of this mind set,
automobile companies witnessed a major boost in their
technological aspects. The major area covered by automobile
companies is the saloon cars.
It is quite common that if a person loses the keyless remote, in
that case people faced many difficulties in unlocking and
locking the car. The chosen project eliminates this risk for the
user as all these operations for the car can be performed just
by sending a text from specific mobile number to the GSM
modem installed in the car. Sending SMS with specific
template can lock or unlock the car.
The world is experiencing global inflation and there is always
a risk that a person’s car gets stolen. The car in this case can
be used for illegal activities banned by the government. In this
case the car owner can face many hitches in answering the
concerned department. But a perfect solution to this problem
is one of the objectives of this project as the circuit installed in
the car has a GPS system in it and the car location can be
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Microcontroller

Start/
Off
engine
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Figure 1 Block diagram
The block diagram shown in Fig. 1 completely depicts the
components involved in the project. The mastermind of the
project is considered to be the microcontroller 16f887. The
microcontroller is connected to the GSM modem. The system
runs when the user of the car sends an SMS to the GSM
modem installed in the circuit. This signal is then received by
the microcontroller. It checks the received information and
then makes necessary operation to attain the different
objectives of the project. For example: if the SMS send by the
user is to unlock the car, then after the execution of this
process, a confirmation SMS is send to the user mobile phone
indicating that the car has been unlocked.

A GPS system is also installed in the circuit that helps in
monitoring the location of the car. Detailed information about
the location of the car is sent to the user mobile phone when
required.
B. Software Design
The flow chart of the system explaining the function of each
block is shown in Fig.2. It starts when the user sends a SMS
to the GSM modem. This SMS is then sent to the
microcontroller. The microcontroller detects the template of
the SMS received. If it reads unlock the car, lock the car, turn
on the engine, turn off the engine or GPS location of the car,
then it take appropriate actions. If the microcontroller reads
ON/OFF/GPS: if the user has asked for GPS location of the
car, then the location of the car is obtained through GPS
modem and the result is send back to microcontroller that
sends back these data in terms of latitude and longitude to the
user mobile number. If it reads ON/OFF, then it switches on
or off the engine by activating or deactivating the ignition
system. If the microcontroller reads unlock/lock the system
will lock or unlock the car. The task carried out by the system
is acknowledged to the user by SMS.

on. Further sending the SMS with template “2” turns off the
LED indication the car has been locked. Both the ways the
circuit operates and acknowledge the user by SMS saying the
car has been unlocked or locked. Further the circuit is also
capable to send the GPRS location sending a template as “3”.
It sends the location of the car in latitude and longitude form
to the user.
GSM Modem:
The GSM modem is highly flexible plug and play modem.
Voltage range of this device provides perfect solution for
system integrators. For GSM modem interface the power
supply is through Molex 4 pin connector. It has Toggle spring
SIM holder. The current it handles is 8mA in idle mode.
Temperature range is around -30 to 85 degree. Overall it has a
dimension of 80mm x 62mm x 31mm. and weights around
200 grams.
A GSM modem allows the connection to the GSM network.
The GSM modem nowadays are really affordable and of less
cost. The GSM modem comes with a jacket for inserting the
SIM. The SIM slot for the GSM modem is the normal SIM
(subscriber identity module) that fits in the jacket. The GSM
modem provides direct data connection with the other mobile
phone having SIM. The user sends the SMS to the SIM
number installed in the GSM modem. This is the major hub in
forming the connection between the outside world and the
circuit. The SIM in the circuit can be changed with any other
SIM.
AT Commands Supporting GSM MODEM:
Commands
AT
AT+CFUN=0
AT+IRP=?
AT+IRP=4800
ATD<number>
ATH
ATA
AT+CMGF=1

Descriptions
Check if the serial interface and GSM
modem is working
Turn the radio on
Shows the baud rate
Setting up the baud rate to 4800
Dial the number
Reject the call
Answer the call
Send message

Figure 2 Flow chart of the system
IV. Results and Discussion
C. System Operation
The circuit operates using a microcontroller chip along with
the external oscillator of 8MHz. The circuit receives an SMS
using a special template “1” which indicates the car to be
unlocked depicted later in the result with the help of an LED

A. Simulation Results

GPRS modem in placed inside a closed room or a house, it
sends 0.
B. Test Results

Figure 3 Simulation showing the GPRS commands
Figure 5 Test results of the system on Bread board
Fig. 3 shows the commands to initialize the GPRS modem
before a location is received in the mobile phone. ATEO
shows the removal of the echo. Furthermore it shows the steps
to activate the power to turn on the GPRS modem. The
command AT+CMGD=1,4 helps in deleting all the previous
messages stored in the GSM modem.

Figure 4 GPRS location received by the user
Fig. 4 shows the location of the car in terms of longitude and
latitude received as a SMS from the system. It shows 0
because the GPRS modem is not kept in open area. In case the

After simulation, the circuit is tested on bread board and the
results were verified as per the objectives of the project as
shown in figure 5. In this a microcontroller can be seen in the
middle. At pins 11 and 12 the Vss and Vdd is given. Between
pins 13 and 14 external oscillator of 8MHz is connected along
with the capacitors. At pin 29, port d.6 is used to connect to
the transistor and then the relay which is then further
connected to the LED. All the pins of the GSM modem are
connected to the breadboard and specified functionality is
achieved. A voltage generator is used to give the circuit 5v
which is the required voltage for the circuit.

Figure 6 LED turned on after receiving SMS
Fig. 6 shows the LED turned on once the SMS is received
from the user defined number. This LED will remain on until
another SMS to switch off the LED is not received.

V. Advantages and Future Scope
The project helps in providing the user many additional
features in the car. A person having this system in the car can
fully control his car by a smart phone. A person no matter in
which part of the world is staying, only by a single SMS the
car can be locked, unlocked, and switched on and off the
engine. The best part of it is that it will acknowledge the user
regarding the task accomplished by the system. Getting a
GPRS location is a big concern nowadays. So having a GPRS
modem connected with the system all the theft activities
related to the car that can lead to a mishap of any type can be
avoided.
VI. Conclusion
Students have implemented systems using microcontroller and
GSM modem but implementing this system on the realistic
car was a challenge that was performed as part of system
implementation. It eliminates the major complains of the
people because it involves a GSM mobile that is a necessity
for every human being in this planet. It gives an alternative
way to the user to control the car. System like this can get
quite popular within a community and these circuits can be
manufactured at low cost and can be installed in cars for
enjoying the latest innovation in the field of electronics.
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ABSTRACT
Cryptography and cryptanalysis are interrelated and directly
proportional branches belong to Cryptology. Cryptography,
which is responsible and certified technology in providing a safe
transfer of information, is a study of designing strong cryptographic algorithms, while cryptanalysis is a study of fracturing
the cipher. Over the past few decades biological approaches and
specially the human brain system provide inspiration in solving
computational problems from various fields. This paper focuses
on artificial neural network (ANN) approach of biological inspired computational (BIC) paradigm in cryptology.
Index Term – Neural Networks, Cryptography, Cryptanalysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
The general area of artificial neural networks has its roots
in an understanding of the human brain. Formally, “an ANN is
a massively parallel distributed processor made of simple processing units, the neurons, which has a natural propensity for
storing experiential knowledge and making it available to use.
It resembles the brain in two ways. First, knowledge is acquired by the network from its environment through a learning
process, and second, interneuron connection strengths, called
weights, are used to store the acquired knowledge”[6].
In general, an artificial neural network is a set of electronic
components or computer program that is designed to model
the way in which the brain performs. The brain is a highly
complex, nonlinear, and parallel information-processing system. The structural constituents of the brain are nerve cells
called neurons, which are linked by a large number of connections called synapses. This complex system has the great ability to build up its own rules and store information through
what we usually refer to as ‘experience’.
The neural network resembles the brain in two respects:
 Knowledge is acquired by the network through a
learning process;
 Inter-neuron connection strengths known as synaptic
weights are used to store the knowledge.
The procedure used to perform the learning process is called a
learning algorithm. Its function is to modify the synaptic
weights of the network in an orderly fashion to attain a desired
design objective.
Neural networks, with their remarkable ability to derive meaning from complicated or imprecise data, can be used to extract
patterns and detect trends that are too complex to be noticed

by either humans or other computer techniques. Other advantages include:
1. Adaptive learning: An ability to learn how to do
tasks based on the data given for training or initial
experience.
2. Self-Organization: An ANN can create its own organization or representation of the information it receives during learning time.

3. Real Time Operation: ANN computations may be
carried out in parallel, and special hardware devices
are being designed and manufactured which take advantage of this capability.
II. NEURAL NETWORKS IN CRYPTOGRAPHY
According to [2] who has studied the performance of neural network to address the discrete logarithm (DLP), the
Diffie-Hellman mapping problem (DHMP) and the factorization problem related to the RSA cryptosystem. It is known that
the RSA cryptosystem will break when a method for computing indices over finite is available.
The study of [7] concerns on a secure hash function which [1]
is constructed based on neural network. Three neuron-layers
are used to implement data confusion, diffusion and compression, respectively, and the multi-block hash mode is presented
to support the plaintext with variable length. The results show
that the neural network’s property makes it practical to realize
in a parallel way.
The study of [3] presents an attempt to design an encryption
system based on artificial neural networks of the GRNN type
which is invariant to the secret keys. The proposed NN has
been tested for various numbers of training iterations and for
different numbers of hidden neurons, input data. The simulation results have shown a very good result, with relatively
better performance than the traditional encryption methods.
In [9] using neural networks as powerful tools for replacing
XOR. They have used the feed forward networks with the
back proration algorithm to make SDES algorithm stronger
thereby making the cryptanalysis more difficult. They have
observed using natural XOR design is better than normal
XOR design to make their algorithm more robust and to make
the cryptanalysis more difficult.
Nitin Shukla & Abhinav Tiwari [10] proposed a neural network approach in the field of cryptography to overcome the

drawbacks of time consumptions, complexity and requirements of large computational power during generation of key.
They have used two artificial neural networks in the cryptography field which are chaotic neural network and ANN based
n-state sequential machine. They have used the MATLAB
software for simulation. Their experimental results have lead
to an ANN successfully built and trained chaotic neural network and sequential machine for performing cryptography.
III. NEURAL NETWORKS IN CRYPTANALYSIS
In the study of [4] was proposed using right sigmoidal signal activation function for feed forward neural network used
in cryptanalysis for Feistel-type cipher.
In [8] back propagation neural network is used to find out the
plaintext from cipher text of Feistel cipher.
In [5] described the problem in cryptanalysis as unknown and
considered the neural networks as ideal tools for black-box
system identification. Neuro-Identifier is developed to attack
the (SDES) cipher system.
Recently Mohamed M.Alani has applied a new cryptanalytic
attack on DES and Triple DES based on neural networks
which is a known-plaintext attack. He has trained a neural
network in this attack to retrieve a plaintext from a cipher text
without retrieving the key. The attack has been implemented
successfully on MATLAB. The average times require to train
a neural network to perform a cryptanalysis on DES and Triple-DES are 51 minutes and 72 minutes respectively as in [1].
IV. CONCLUSION
The potential utilization of ANN has been shown useful in
the design and analysis of cryptographic primitives, cryptographic protocols and cryptanalysis.
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Abstract - Data Migration is an important event for an
organization to be competitive in today's business world.
However, it is a critical process that directly affected the
quality of data. Data is considered as a critical asset to
continuing organization's business operations. Therefore, this
paper proposes an algorithm to improve quality of data during
data migration, where data from a source database has to be
migrated to a target database that has a different structure.

data generated, increased emphasis on doing technology
refreshes and continuous improvements in the data
storage hardware and software. Moreover, there are
multiple reasons that force the organization to initiate
data migration:
• New statutory and regulatory requirements,
for instance changing security policy which
lead to upgrade the database to be more
secure and sophisticated.
• Increased of stored data leads to insufficient
speed or capacity of database in existing
system.
•
Economic problems in an organization lead
to uninstalling commercial and expensive
database and installing open-source and
cheaper database instead [4]
Thereby, data migration is a tool-supported one-time
process which aims at migrating formatted data from
a source structure to a target data structure whereas
both structures differ on a conceptual and/or technical
level [2]. In addition, there are various methods for
performing data migration in efficient and effective
way such as ETL method. ETL method consists of
three essential steps: Extract, Transform and Load
(ETL).
• Extraction: it is responsible to extract data
from source database.
• Transformation: it is used to apply a series of
rules or functions on incoming data, to
allow the extracted data load into the target
database.
• Loading: it is used to load the data into the
end target database.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to technological progress and new business
models as well as ever-changing legal regulations that
require to replace business applications from time to
time. This leads for migration of data from at least one
source to a target business application, to support
enhanced functionality and re-engineered business
models. For example, Delta Lloyd Deutschland (DLD)
AG is a holding group with private banking, life
insurance, mortgage services, and corporate pension
funds [1]. It involved modernizing a number of core
application from IBM mainframe to an internal open
system because it faced rising costs for hosting the IBM
mainframe platform. The modernization includes
mapping of the legacy data model to a relational Oracle
data model, and the migration of production data to
Oracle database [1]. However, Data is considered as a
valuable asset, but crude movement of this asset in the
shape of unprofessional migration exposes some issues
such as inconsistent, inaccurate, duplicate and incomplete
data. Therefore, there is need to develop a new algorithm
to solve these issues by improving the quality of data
during data migration process.
This paper is divided into four sections. First, review
the data migration and the main reasons to initiate it.
Second, present the related work in the data migration.
Lastly, present an algorithm to improve data during data
migration process.

II. DATA MIGRATION

Figure1: ETL process

Furthermore, data migration is extremely critical
process because various information systems and
their database transfer between different software and
hardware. This this activity requires the proper

In present day data migration is very topical, because
it is a fundamental aspect on the modernizing or
replacing databases, and it is a crucial event that brings
benefits to the organization due to exponential growth of
1

coordination and management, because it is necessary
transfer data and their structure to new system
correctly [4]. Therefore, there are lots of tools to
migrate data from a source database to a target
database such as swisSQL Data Migration Tool, ESF
database Migration Toolkit, etc. However, some of
these tools have problems with migration of foreign
keys that are part of relations between database tables
[4], there is no possibility to change the features of
tables and attributes in the target database, and also it
cannot be extended by user.

oriented database (OODB), object-relational database
(ORDB) and XML as a target. They use an
intermediate Canonical Data Model (CDM) to
migrate an RDB into object-based/XML databases.
This CDM enriches the source database’s semantics
and captures characteristics of the target database.
Elton Manoku and Guido Bakeme [7] present an
algorithm to migrate data from one database to
another database that has different structure and
without changing the data meaning or their
correctness. This algorithm has two main phases:
mapping the source database structure to the target
database structure, and migrating facts, as they point
out that database store meaningful facts which
divided into two types: independent facts and
dependent facts.

III. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY
Coping with the growth of information
technology led many organizations to migrate the
data from their existing database to a target one. As
data migration is an important event for an
organization as well as mitigating its issues is more
crucial.

Florian Mathes, Christopher Schulz, and Klaus
Haller [2] present an architecture and process model
for relational database migration, where data from
one source database has to be migrated to exactly one
target with no data. Also, they point out the practicebased testing and quality assurance techniques to
reduce or eliminate the risks of data migration.

An algorithm is significant method to migrate data
from one database to another database that has
different structure. It maintains consistent and nonredundant data by eliminating the migration's
problems that effect on the quality of data. This
elimination of data migration's problem will lead to
improve productivity due to have better data in
decision making, and increase revenue of an
organization because it will reduce the cost of IT
operations and maintenance cost. Also, it will reduce
the employees' effort.

Andreea Marin, Ciprian Dobre, and Valentin
Cristea [8] present automatic data migration that is
able to handle data transfers between different
databases. Also, it able to work with dynamic data
schemas with minimal user input interaction.

Therefore, this algorithm will open the door for any
organization to be competitive in business world by
keeping data in acceptable quality after migrating
data from an existing database to a new one.

V. AN ALGORITHM TO IMPROVE DATA
MIGRATION
Quality is the key of guaranteeing successful
software, and it is the degree to which software
conforms to both explicit and implicit requirements
[3]. Consistent and non-redundant data are crucial
requirements to achieve high quality of information.
Therefore this paper proposes an algorithm to
improve the quality of data that migrated from one
database structure to another database structure. The
main steps in the algorithm are:
• Specify the source and target database by
defining the version of the source and
target database. Due to, various versions of
the same type of database can be different
[4].
• Load logical structure of the source database
which contains tables, relationship between
tables and attributes, with considering to
data type of attributes and size of the data
type [4].

IV. RELATED WORK
This section shed light on work published in the
area of data migration.
Hudicka [6] provides a good overview about the
phases for data migration. He presents that in case of
migrating from legacy systems which are based on
hierarchical databases, the migration need to be
performed carefully because many of these systems
do not enforce referential integrity. This leads to
redundancy. Also he argues different phases that
should be completed before going to the next phase.
Abdel salam Maatuk, Akhtar Ali, and Nick
Rossiter [5] propose a framework to migrate existing
Relational Database (RDB) as a source into object-

2

• Propose a set of appropriate data types of the
•
•
•
•
•

database has to be migrated into a target database.
This algorithm will lead to eliminate migration issues
such as inconsistent data, which will bring unique
advantages for an organization that faces data
migration's problem by improving the productivity of
the organization due to which they can have better
data in decision making, and increase revenue
because it will reduce the cost of IT operations.

attributes in the target database tables.
Evaluate attribute in the target database table
through IF-THEN rules.
Select one of the evaluated appropriate data
types for attributes in the tables of the
target database.
Create logical structure for the target
database.
Migration logical structure to the target
database.
During above steps data of source database is
migrating to the target database.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an algorithm to improve
quality of data migration, where data from one source
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Abstract – Project Management activities of any ICT
implementation represent the most valuable part of a successful
delivery. On most ICT projects; project management tasks
engaged at least 40% of the project workforce. It’s essential to
ensure high quality deliverables along with controlled cost,
resources and time. Project risks and issues always been a
disturbance to any implementation, with the help of project
management techniques, those risks and issues can be address
dynamically. Hence our propose paper has incorporated
international standards with help of technology to deliver
systemic computerized and automated platform to enterprise.
This paper contains three chapters. The first chapter provide
brief introduction on overview of the business case, problem
definition and project scope. The second chapter emphasis deeply
into similar work done and literature review for technology
platform, project management core competencies and theoretical
fundamentals of the propose system. The last chapter highlights
the propose implementation methodology and details analysis
and finding. In addition it focuses more into understanding the
business requirements and transfers them into project
objective/deliverable to meet the set goal.
Index Terms – PMO, PMIS, PM, V-Model, SharePoint

I.

INTRODUCTION

The significant expansion in ICT in the Sultanate's has
driven for a strong need to have a comprehensive legislation
framework to govern and monitor the activities in the
development of ICT projects. In particular, Government
organizations and private corporates have already been taken
initiatives in this direction by establishing specialized entity
preforming the role and function of Project Management
Office (PMO).
The core function of PMO is to manage ICT projects inline
with its timeline and deliverables under a centralized
environment. PMO’s primary concern is to ensure alignment
of project’s objectives with organization’s business strategy.
In addition, PMO imposes governance to project portfolio and
processes, by utilizing set of established policies and
procedures. PMO provides project facilitation to stakeholders
by maintaining standards and adopting implementation
methodology. Furthermore PMO provides its extreme
attention to critical factors such as project cost, resources, time
and scope.
In every IT project initiative, huge volume of information
scattered across different divisions/departments of the

organization including (status reports, project schedules, forms
and templates, etc.) and that too stored in multiple locations
such as email, shared platforms and standalone machines. This
enables high difficulty in data traceability within project
development lifecycle. Besides this, consistent communication
and collaboration between parties involved in the particular
project team will be a nightmare. Hence PMO needs an
automated information system to support them in centralizing
project related artifacts and documentations. This paper
proposes an integrated Project Management Information
System (PMIS) to implement on a matured, well proven
platform which automates the business processes into a fully
faster and self-service oriented manner.
Problem Definition
Studies on projects from various domain shows that one
of the main reasons for the delay in delivery of projects on
time is the presence of manual process, project costs exceed
expected values, lack of effective stakeholder’s management.
Most of the situations, this results more project risks and
issues. The absence of an effective and automated project
management system causes mission critical issues to PMO
such as:
 Not achieving organizational strategic goals.
 Manual and unmanageable document management
standard.
 Shortage of appropriate tools to facilitate team
collaboration.
 Failure to report project status to higher management
in correct and timely manner.
Project Scope
“Project Management Information System (PMIS) is a
standardized set of automated project management tools
available within an organization and integrated into a system”
as in [1].
The propose project’s aim is to develop a web-based system
that automates the processes/forms/documents/template
involved during project implementation with the functionality
of project management tools. This project will enable multiple
project team members to access the system concurrently. The
proposed system has given more emphasis to manage IT

related projects exclusively. The domain of the system is
Project Management in Information Technology especially to
PMO. The system designed for project manager (PM) and
implementation team to collaborate together, monitor project
progress, address risks and issues and extract summery reports
to higher management.
The system will be fully integrated with email server to
deliver collaborative environment to business users. It will
keep them informed, alerted and responsive seamlessly. The
proposed system will be deployed into LAN network
environment to cater the needs of all parties mentioned above.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Reference [2] defines Project as “temporary endeavor
undertaken to create a unique product, service, or result”.
These characteristics give clear understanding of project
boundary and what’s the core component to deliver successful
project. According to PMBOK Guide there are main processes
(initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling,
and closing) which lead to project completion. Therefore the
proposed system shell incorporates most of the primary
processes of project implementation. As stated by Ref. [2]
"Temporary means that every project has a definite beginning
and a definite end” and Resources present “The project teams,
as a working unite, seldom outlives the project - a team
created for the sole purpose of performing the project will
perform the project and the team is disbanded”. And finally
deliver unique product, service or result which defines itself as
“A capability to perform a service, such as business functions
supporting production or distribution”.
Hence a project must have a specific beginning and end, to
identify the project duration. Ref. [2] has described temporary
for timing and resources. Resources of the project include the
project team and materials as well. A team can be created and
separated ones the project deliverable are achieved. However
professional expertise recommended a project implementation
team can support the system ones goes live because they know
the product better then operation team, especially at initial
stage. A project without scoped objective can’t be interpreted
as full project development life cycle. A project created to
support business function and meet business objectives.
One of the major components in project management domain
is Risk and issues management which define “Project Risk
management process includes planning, identification, risk
analysis, response planning, and monitoring & control”. Risk
management planning helps PM to design/conduct
methodology organizing their anticipated risk activities. Risk
identification present and document the risk factors they may
affect project either positively or negatively. Whens come to
analysis PM should conduct both “Qualitative Risk Analysis”
and “Quantitative Risk Analysis” where he/she can prioritize
the risks according to their severity and types. However
“Qualitative Risk” is hard to measure and address because
they are more logical then physical activities mainly when it’s
come to mitigation plan. Moreover risk response planning give
PM the opportunity to develop alternative options to minimize

the risks, and determining the action need to be taken to
reduce threats impacting project objective. Yet after all risks
need to be monitor continuously and observe in case of any
new changes.
Monitor project progress project schedule control as stated:
“is concerned with: determining the current statues of the
project schedule, influencing the factors that create schedule
changes, determining that the project schedule has changed,
and managing actual changes”. Ref. [2] did not mention only
creating the project schedule and freezing it. A PM should be
dynamic in perceiving other interdependency and the project
schedule as well should be design to cater new changes.
Consequently PMIS system has propose such functionality to
provide better advancement and easy to use for project team
member.
Managing project stakeholder and resources is a tough task
for every PM because its involved lots of interaction and
official communication channel. This strategy must be in a
higher consideration as it has direct impact into project
success. Thousands of projects have fall relativity because of
mass communication. Ref. [2] has defined it as “Creating the
project communications plan is an important step in sound
project planning. This plan facilitates effective and efficient
communications with all project stakeholders”. Subsequently
if there is consistent communication between all stakeholders,
it does smooth in the activities and faster the interaction.
In outline a project is a collection of activities that executed in
a sequence manner, these activities has specific start and end
date, to deliver specific objective/services/output. Reference
[2]
Technology advancement has transfer business operations
from simple paper-based into better productive collaborative
and efficient solution. Microsoft technology always has been
as business enabler more than technology provider. SharePoint
2010 as platform described as follow “Microsoft SharePoint
Server 2010 is a rich server application for the enterprise that
facilitates collaboration, provides full content management
features, implements business processes, and provides access
to information that is essential to organizational goals and
processes”. Reference [3]
To deliver such services and features to business
department/users, the technology platform should be built in
top of strong Services Architecture which "includes a set of
services that can be shared across Web applications”
Commonly known as service applications. These services of
SharePoint 2010 include: "Access Services, Business Data
Connectivity service, Excel Services Application, Managed
Metadata service, Search service". SharePoint Server 2010 is
built on top of .NET technology as programing language and
backed up with the SQL Server as database engine. However
“content and settings in SharePoint Server 2010 are stored in
relational databases.” Where by assembled using object
oriented programing standards. Reference [4]
Business process automation is one part of utilizing
technology, but on the other side enforcing new policy and
procedure is a MUST. Hence SharePoint 2010 provide

international standard of the best practice in market. It has
state that "Governance is the set of policies, roles,
responsibilities, and processes that guide, direct, and control
how an organization's business divisions and IT teams
cooperate to achieve business goals". To apply this
governance control into real life environment, a proper
document management structure should be introduced. These
allow creating, reviewing, and publishing, and archiving every
document it the organization following regular business
workflow that designed according the company policy and
procedure.
SharePoint offer great foundation to develop collaborative
business environment between co-workers of the organization.
This corporation activities lead to better performance, personal
achievements, and knowledge sharing as stated "The goal of
information architecture is to create a system that helps users
collect, store, retrieve, and use the information that is needed
to achieve business objectives" Reference [5]
Definitely picking up SharePoint 2010 and Microsoft
technology as supporting technical infrastructure to build
PMIS is a good choice. Where service architecture and
advance application development is deployed into reliable
database engine, and users provided with controlled security,
governed policy and collaborative environment.
III. ANALYSIS
I.
Methodology
The propose project development uses V-Model
methodology to deliver the product and project related
artifacts. V Model been reflected from its graphical
representation of the different test process activities involved
in this methodology. It's expressed by using the letter 'V'. As
shown in Fig. 1 Reference [6]
The V-model has evolved significantly since its establishment.
V-model as a methodology derived from the traditional
waterfall methodology with more emphasis on testing inline
with each phase. The V-model designed towards accurate
customer/users requirements that validated directly. In
addition it has detailed documentation involved in each phase
included design and analysis. The main purpose of V-model
“is to improve efficiency and effectiveness of software
development and reflect the relationship between test activities
and development activities”.
One of the V-Model best features is the dynamic approach that
follows both a 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' approach.
Regardless to these approaches, the development and testing
activities goes together seamlessly and smooth. So as the
development team starts the requirement analysis activities,
the testing team simultaneously begins with its acceptance
testing activities. The usage of V-Model has a big impact on
the time which runs in more controlled manner. In addition it
helps to minimize and optimize the resources.
The V-model demonstrates strong importance on testing each
component/phases of the project. The testing covers (Unit
Testing, Integration Testing, System Testing, and Acceptance
Testing)

Figure 1: V-Model Activities & Phases
The v-model principle states that requirements evolves
throughout the project from definition, high level design,
detailed design, so it become clear as it goes on. This
methodology delivers data & process integrity, by addressing
"Successful design of any solution requires the incorporation
and cohesion of both data and process". Reference [7] &
Reference [8]
II.
Requirements Analysis
Requirements analysis is very critical to project success.
The proper understanding and details focused is needed from
both business users and business/system analysts.
Functional requirements:
Project Document center (PDC): this module will provide
full control to the document life cycle which include (creation,
review, approval, publication, and disposition). It will allow
user to create, review, and published their documents for
public sharing using automated approval workflows.
Moreover a document can be disposed and send to archiving
mode and taken/search whenever needed. PDC enable the user
to manage/create different types of documents, content, and
template. To organize the documentation in standard manner,
PDC support document metadata (properties) for different
types of document.
E-services (Project Business Processes): E-service module
will help to reduce the number of unnecessary interactions
between project team members to perform a particular
business processes such as project initiation report. The main
idea of this function is to automate business processes related
to project activities and tasks. E-service will improve speed
and quality of decisions taken by project team. This module
will provide a number of forms to collect data/information
from participants (users). The proposed business workflow
will provide interaction channel to complete/approve project
tasks. For Instances PM will be able to initiate contract
approval workflow, technical specification review, or
processing legal documents assign it to legal team. This
module also will contribute by monitoring/tracking an issue

through its several steps of resolution. Project team members
will be informed instantly using e-mail notification, calendars,
and task lists.
Project communication and collaboration: this component
provides collaboration tools that allow people to work together
effectively. Project team member can work together utilizing a
full set of collaboration tools such as workflows, creating team
sites, tagging important content, and wikis for knowledge
sharing. This collaboration platform is secure, easy to manage,
and scalable. It provides security and privacy controls for user
accessibility with reporting and analysis feature. For example
program and projects managers can update a project schedule,
or revising the requirements document to finalizing the project
charter. Besides that, this module works seamlessly with
Microsoft Office applications.
Stakeholder’s management: stakeholders are key portion to
project success, this module design to deliver project
communication plan. It defines the project stakeholder details
and their roles and responsibilities during project lifecycle.
This feature specifies overall communication line and type of
channel should be taken such as internal or external
communications. It acts as electronic project information
repository. Stakeholder’s management deliver informative
updates about milestone, project status report, high-level
budget statistics, and overall project condition. To insure
proper access security according to roles and responsibilities,
the module support different user permission (full control,
contribute, read).
Project resources management: this module will include
information about HR resource involved in the project
implementation it will include both (technical and nontechnical) resources. In addition it will have a small inventory
incorporating information about (hardware, software, any
other resources use during project).
Project Tracking: Project’s progress is a highest priority and
critical element for PM in any project. This module will helps
PM to measure the progress of a project schedule by regularly
comparing the planned schedule with current status.
Furthermore it allows determining risks and planning effective
response accordingly. PM should keep an eye for new
potential risks, their relative severity. A part from project
tracking, this module will create a change management control
for any change request (CR) related to project scope,
resources, cost, and time. It will enable PM to initiate CR,
evaluate, and take right decision to implement the change.
Project Reporting: reporting module will play significant role
to provide informative and summarize view to higher
management. This function will present the project plan
graphically and provide interactive summary report. One of
the proposed reports will combines, aggregates and arranges
project measurements, such as schedules, tasks and Risk into
one single report.
Project Closure: this module will provide the essential action
need to be taken before moving forward to another project. A
project needs to be closed and signed-off properly without any
pending task/risks/issues etc. during project closure PM and
team member should analyze positive and negative condition

via project implementation considering the lessons learned.
Listing down these lessons learn and documenting them for
future enhancement.
This paper will ensure the proposed system will incorporate
standard industry non-functional requirements such as:
efficiency, flexibility, service availability, usability,
scalability, accessibility, audit control, security and Integration
capabilities.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has covered different perceptive of PMO
operation scenario. It has identified the pitfall and accordingly
develops solution to address these problems. There is a decent
efforts been done, yet there is big opportunity for a greater
work to come, ones a complete solution delivered.
New learning outcome achieved from writing this paper,
which definitely has added value into domain knowledge,
technical expertise, and writing skills.
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Abstract – The aim of this publication is to highlight the recent
Cybercrime domains and cases along with its associated cyber law
according to Oman government.

I.

CYBER STALKING

It’s a way of spying on a person to get confidential
information related to business or other means of importance.
The attacker will use this information to either threatening or
blackmailing a person for his own benefits.
Omani Cyber Crime Law - Chapter Two -Article (6):
Violation of safety, confidentiality of data & electronic
information and the informational systems. The penalty with
imprisonment for a period not less than one year and not
exceeding three years and a fine not less than OMR one
thousand and not exceeding OMR three thousand or by either
penalty, shall be applied to any person who intentionally and
illegally have access to an electronic site or to an informational
system with the intent to obtain data or governmental
electronic information of confidential nature or by virtue of
orders issued in this regard. The punishment with
imprisonment for not less than three years and not exceeding
ten years and a fine not less than OMR three thousands and not
exceeding OMR ten thousands, shall be applied if the criminal
act resulted in the deletion or change or amendment or
disfiguration or destruction of or copying or damage or
dissemination of data or electronic information.
The confidential data and electronic information of the banks
and the financial institutions are regarded as governmental
confidential data and electronic information in the application
of this article.
II.

CYBER FORGERY

Refereeing to a method where a person or organization
use special illegal tools like sophisticated scanners, printers
and computers to create official documents such as currency
notes, academic certificates and stamps. The victims of this
attacks mostly are banks and government bodies.

Study cybercrime questionnaire (United-Nation, 2013) Criminalization of
computer‐related fraud or
Forgery

Omani Cyber Crime Law - Chapter Four - Article
(12):Forgery & information Fraud .The penalty with
imprisonment for a period not less than one year and not
exceeding three years and a fine not less than OMR one
thousand and not exceeding OMR three thousands or by either
penalty, shall be applied to any person who uses the
information technology tools in the commission of
informational forgery crimes by changing the nature of such
data or the electronic information by addition or deletion or
replacement with the intent to use it as proper data or
electronic information, acceptable in an informational system
legally a matter which might causes personal benefit to him or
the other or causes damage to the other.
If such data or electronic information is governmental, then the
penalty shall be temporary imprisonment for a period not less
than three years and not exceeding fifteen years and a fine not
less than OMR three thousands and not exceeding OMR fifty
thousand

III.

CYBER TERRORISM

Also known as vandalism refer to a political, religious, or
social message that an attacker is willing to deliver to public.
Attacker use most famous websites, forums and portals as
media to send his letter. He uses some tools to deface the
website, or install backdoor which can be used whenever he
needs.
Omani Cyber Crime Law - Chapter Five -Article (20):
Content Crimes .The penalty with life imprisonment and a fine
not less than OMR one hundred thousand and not exceeding
two hundred thousand shall be applied to any person who
establishes an electronic terrorism site on the internet or uses
the informational network or the information technology
facilities for terrorist purposes or for the dissemination of and
calling for the concepts and the principles of terrorist
organization or the financing of the terrorist operations and
training or to facilitate the communications between the
different terrorism organizations or between their members
and leaders or for the dissemination of the methods of
manufacturing explosives, weapons and other tools that could
be used specifically in terrorist operations.

The Royal Oman Policy (ROP) caught a computer shop
located in Ruwi for selling Microsoft known software.
According to the investigation, the victim used CDR
hardware’s and stolen product keys from entities. The victim
were clamming to official software as reseller from Microsoft
but as per verification, it was determined that all software were
pirated (TradeArabia News Service, 2011).

V.

EMAIL ACCOUNT HACKING

Email hacking is considered as one of the most common
attack recently. It contains countless methods of gaining
unauthorized access to people’s email for intentional purpose
like revenge or obtain personal financial transactions which
will simplifies the attack.

VI.

CREADIT CARD FRAUD

Nowadays people use credit cards rather than cash in hand
because of many reasons like security, efficiency and key
record of their transactions. Currently people prefer online
transaction for buying goods, transferring money from one
account to another and buying shares online using their credit
cards. Normally crackers use special techniques either to copy
the card or steal cards owner’s identity from account registered
on specific website in order to issue electronic transaction for
his own benefits.
Bank Muscat Oman’s giant money lender lost about 39$
Million due to vulnerability discovered in prepaid travel card.
The card allows its owners to use their currencies abroad
which will help them in purchasing with lesser price compared
to debit and credit card described by the bank staff
(REUTERS, 2013).

Most common cybercrime acts encountered by national police (UnitedNation, 2013)

IV.

SOFTWARE PIRACY

Represents a technique of copying licensed software or
source code illegally using special application. Software piracy
considered unstoppable because once the software is cracked
using a code or a key-gen, crackers distribute those keys online
to encourage people to install a software freely without any
registration required.
The software piracy started to decrease in Oman and GCC
countries after the copyright protection low launched in 2003.
The low violation could cause a penalty of 2000RO and up
two year jail. Since that time the piracy reduces because all
local distributors were aware about the new rules (Shaibany,
2009).

Oman Police arrested four suspected persons for banks card
fraud. The issue was discovered after several complains from
banks. The Suspected were using back’s deposit machine to
deposit money to accounts located abroad. According to Royal
Police investigation the suspects used information liaised from
cards used abroad to obtain information about banking
accounts and owners which facilitate the fraud activity
(GulfNews, 2010).
Omani Cyber Crime Low – Chapter six – Article (28) :
Trespass on the Credit Cards .The penalty with imprisonment
for a period not less than one month and not exceeding six
month and a fine not less than OMR five hundred and not
exceeding OMR one thousand or by either penalty, shall be
applied to any person who forges a credit card by whatsoever
mean or manufacture devices or materials facilitating forgery
or acquire the data of a credit card or uses it or present it to the
others or facilitate the obtaining thereof or uses the
informational network or the information technology facilities

to illegally obtain the numbers and the details of the credit
card or accepted a forged credit card knowingly.
If any of the acts provided for in the previous paragraph is
committed with the intent to acquire or facilitate acquiring the
property of others or the services provided in the card, then the
penalty shall be with imprisonment for a period not less than
six months and not exceeding one year and a fine not less than
OMR one thousand and not exceeding OMR five thousand or
by either penalty. If any of the above has been acquired then
the penalty shall be with imprisonment for a period not less
than one year and not exceeding three years and a fine not less
than OMR three thousands and not exceeding OMR ten
thousand or by either penalty.
VII.

KEY LOGGERS

OMR one thousand and not exceeding OMR three thousand or
by either penalty, shall be applied to any person who
intentionally and illegally have access to an electronic site or
to an informational system with the intent to obtain data or
governmental electronic information of confidential nature or
by virtue of orders issued in this regard. The punishment with
imprisonment for not less than three years and not exceeding
ten years and a fine not less than OMR three thousands and not
exceeding OMR ten thousands, shall be applied if the criminal
act resulted in the deletion or change or amendment or
disfiguration or destruction of or copying or damage or
dissemination of data or electronic information.
The confidential data and electronic information of the banks
and the financial institutions are regarded as governmental
confidential data and electronic information in the application
of this article.

They are small programs installed or publically used
computers like cyber café, terminals or others. Hackers’
installs these programs to record all characters that used by
authorized users while checking his/her identity on the
website. Once the records are inserted, hackers can use those
records to gain unauthorized access to victim’s financial
statements and even transfer victim’s money to other accounts.

Omani Cyber Law – Chapter three – Article (11):
Misuse of Information Technology tools referring to
key logger section.Viruses are computer programs which

Omani Cyber Law – Chapter three – Article (11): Misuse of
Information Technology tools .The penalty with
imprisonment for a period not less than six month and not
exceeding three years and a fine not less than OMR three
thousands and not exceeding OMR fifteen thousand or by
either penalty, shall be applied to any person who uses the
informational network or the information technology tools to
produce or sale or purchase or import or distributor present or
make available programs devices or tools designed or adapted
for the purpose of committing cybercrimes or uses passwords
or symbols for accessing informational system or possesses
such programs or devices with the intention to use them in the
commission of cybercrimes.

ROCRA or red October is a malware that targeted many
entities located in different countries. The impact of infected
prey was stealing information .According the Kaspersky Lab
ROCRA also targeted to well-known entities located in Oman.
Alexander Gostev the chief security expert of Kaspersky
refused to identify those entities but suggested that one of
targets was embassy (Tauqi, 2013).

VIII.

IX.

VIRUS AND MALWARE ATTACKS

harms systems by slowing them or other means of delaying and
stopping the system from functioning properly. Computers
viruses requires host to spread from on host to another using
communication media’s like email , attachments and links on
the website .

THEFT OF CONFIDENTAIL
INFORMATION

Omani Cyber Law – Chapter two – Article (6): Violation of
safety, confidentiality of data & electronic information and
the informational systems. Data storage and backups are
means of organization comfort because it provides ways of
recovery when systems stopped. On the other hand losing any
set of information physically by a stolen backup tape or by
security beach can cause financial lost to business. These
stolen data can be used be competitors to know the exact
secretes of business success, tenders information or sort of
information which will affect organization brand.
The penalty with imprisonment for a period not less than one
year and not exceeding three years and a fine not less than

Fig.1 Countries infected with ROCRA malware according to Kaspersky
antivirus adapted from Muscat Daily website.

X.

WEB DEFACEMENT

Omani Cyber Crime Law - Chapter Five Article (14):
Content Crime .Represents a method of substituting an official
website with other website or a picture to deliver a message,
gain popularity and achieve a challenge to gain recognition.
Hackers with specific group name usually targets well known
financial websites.
Users were trying to access google search engine using Oman
domain and found Oman’s domain was hacked. The hackers
group identified themselves as Z0mbi3_Ma And SQL_Master
and replaced the google search engine page located in Oman’s
domain using google.com.om as a target of placing a black
picture to prove their success. According to Oman CERT, the
hackers poisoned the DNS that host the above mentioned
domain (Shaddad Al Musalmy , 2013).

The penalty with imprisonment for a period not less than one
month and not exceeding one year and a fine not less than
OMR one thousand and not exceeding OMR three thousand or
by either penalty, shall be applied to any person intentionally
and illegally have access to an electronic site with the intent to
change its configuration, amend or damage or delete it or to
occupy the site.

The penalty with imprisonment for a period not less than one
month and not exceeding one year and a fine not less than
OMR one hundred and not exceeding OMR one thousand or
by either penalty, shall be applied to any person who uses the
informational network or the information technology facilities
to produce or procure or distribute or make available or
transmit or sale or purchase or import pornography materials,
unless such actions were permitted for scientific or technical
purposes. The punishment shall be for a period not less than
one year and not exceeding three years and a fine not less than
OMR one thousand and not exceeding OMR five thousands if
the subject matter of the pornography program is a juvenile of
less than eighteen years of age or he is meant by the criminal
act and the same punishment shall be applied to any person
who uses the informational network or the facilities of the
information technology to possess juvenile pornography.

CONCLUSION
In Conclusion it’s understood that cybercrime are getting
increased using the recent technologies and tools to facilitate
the offence. Many attacks and domains are being discovered
frequently. It is compulsory that every country should have
cyber law to aware people not to abuse personal or private
property. Oman is one of many countries which participated in
Global Cyber Crime associations.
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Abstract - Arabic is the official language in the Middle East
countries and ranked as the world’s second spoken language in
terms of speakers. The language is available in several forms
such as Dialectal, Modern, and Classical Arabic. Dialectal Arabic
is different from one region to another. In Oman, there are
numerous Arabic accents and vocabulary different from other
countries. The problem of Arabic speech recognition has been
addressed by a number of researchers. However, the literature
does not provide any document focusing on the speech accent of
Arabic in Oman, particularly for native speakers who have
accents belonging to the particular dialect of a region.
Keywords – Speech, Recognition, Accent, Phoneme.

I. INTRODUCTION
Accents are patterns of pronunciations that are used by
people in a specific geographical area. The variation in accents
is huge for a spoken language in a wider region. Therefore, the
consequence of accent on speech recognition is huge in most
languages. To lighten the dilemma of accent accuracy in
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems, the languages
and the auditory models are normally modified to target
accents. In general, the available amount of alteration data is
scanty. Consequently, it is desirable to establish a systematic
approach to pick a minimum amount of data to well adapt to
the speech models. Vergyri et al[1] did an investigation on
conversational Arabic speech recognition based on
morphological language model. There is inconsistency
between formal and dialectal Arabic which has influenced
Arabic ASR systems. Another study on the recognition of
dialectal Arabic was done by K. Kirchhoff et al describing the
discrepancies between formal and dialectal Arabic in relation
to speech recognition[2].
It is essential to research and establish speech recognition
systems for languages other than English since ASR has the
main task in human computer communication. Strong
languages depend on recognition accuracy which is totally
true for Oman since this country contains many people with
different accents.
In the Middle East countries, Arabic is the official
language. It is also the world’s second spoken language in
terms of speakers. Arabic has several forms such as Dialectal,
Modern, and Classical Arabic. Dialectal Arabic is different
from one region to another. In Oman, there are numerous
Arabic accents and varied vocabulary. Although the problem
of Arabic speech recognition has been addressed by a
numerous researchers, the literature does not provide any
document that focuses on the speech accent of Arabic in
Oman.

Al Qtaibi[3] has studied continuous speech in relation to
Automatic speech recognition. A Modern Standard Arabic
speech dataset was generated and a new procedure was
proposed for Arabic speech labelling and several approaches
have been suggested to create Arabic speech corpus. The
produced Arabic language speech recognition system has
generated very high accuracy, reaching 93% during the study.
Bila et al.[4] has addressed in his study, Arabic broadcasting
news indexing issue. He discussed different issues in relation
to Arabic speech recognition. Many efforts have been tried to
generate an Arabic Automatic Speech Recognition, however
they were measured either by speaker dependent systems or
they were vocabulary limited[5-10].
The key to achieve reasonable speech recognition results
depends on balanced and rich phonetic speech. A. Mohammad
et al.[11] in their study developed an Arabic corpus using 367
phonically rich and balanced sentences[12, 13]. Around 50
speakers who belong to Gulf, African and Levant regions were
used to record speech data and build the speech corpus.
Currently, a number of researchers from different regions have
created Arabic text and speech databases for various
purposes[14-21]. However, they have not put phonetic
richness under consideration during the database generation.
Consequently, these databases are not proper for training
speech recognition systems.
Recently, there is a considerable accomplishment and
success in Automatic speech recognition that mainly
characterises Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM) for huge
networks, using speech signals and decoding techniques[29].
HMM appearance generated many other proposed techniques
by the end of 1980, where researchers started using Artificial
Neural Networks for ASR. It was difficult to represent words
from a whole sentence or a dictionary which requires long
sequences of acoustic observations; therefore ANNs have
failed to build a standard framework for ASR[30]. Regular
architectures are considered to avoid this limitation, but still
there is a lack of aptitude to produce long-term dependencies
in ANNs. Hence, the idea of using HMMs has started in the
early 1990s, which is widely used in ASR researches and
commercial products[31, 32,33].
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The fundamental knowledge of speech processing
techniques, Arabic phonetics, and natural language processing
are necessary as pre-requisite skills.
Statistical models are used to test speech signals of
similar speech signals in prevalent speech recognition
systems. The training models are involved in supervised

pattern learning with class labelled patterns, whereas
unsupervised learning finds hidden grouping of the data to
learn the patterns. The structure of pattern recognition
approach is described in Figure 1. It uses the following three
steps[4]:

The schematic representation of the formant analysis
method is shown in figure 2. The formant frequencies were
extracted according to the following steps:
1.
2.

i. Parameter measurement
ii. Pattern comparison

3.

iii. Decision making
4.
5.

Figure 1: Block diagram of pattern recognition approach.
The speech signal is transformed into a well-organized set
of parameters during the parameter measurement stage. An
efficient depiction of any input speech signal requires
excellent parameterization techniques. These techniques are
described later in the following section. Finally, the test input
patterns will be compared during the test phase with the
reference patterns created earlier to select the best match using
decision rules.
The most common techniques for studying and analysing
speech signals are Digital Signal Processing. The number of
variables and data in many signal processing applications is
outsized. Therefore, training large amount of data could
consume long time and huge memory. In addition, the large
number of variables may cause a deprived generalization of
data with an over fitting of model to training. These problems
could be worked out by characterizing the data accurately and
sufficiently using some feature extractions. However, the
extraction features to describe given data set is application
dependant and requires expert knowledge. Therefore, it has
been set as an open research problem.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of automatic computation of
formant frequencies at the mid-point of phonemes.

Compute the formant frequencies of all speech data.
Train a speech recognition system (generate HMM
models for phonemes using transcriptions of speech
data).
Align a speech file with a network of phoneme HMMs
corresponding to the transcription of the speech file.
Determine boundaries of vowels from the alignment.
Select formant frequencies corresponding to the mid
points of the vowels

Viterbi alignment of utterance with trained HMM models
provides phoneme boundaries, which helps in computing the
mid-point of a phoneme. Formants corresponding to the midpoint of a phoneme are selected, since mid point of a phoneme
is less influenced by preceding and succeeding phonemes.
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) can be used to model
anytime series signal. HMM based models estimate phoneme
likelihood at proximate, tiny frames of any speech signal. The
Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) could be adopted to
establish the proposed Arabic accent analysis. It includes a set
of tools and models in C form language. These speech analysis
tools provide complicated facilities for HMM training, testing
and analysed results. Speech recognition is processed in two
stages. Firstly, training utterances including related
transcriptions should be used to estimate the parameters in a
set of HMM. Secondly, HTK recognition tools are used to
transcribe the unknown utterances[22]. Speech recognition
system of accent dependent and independent will be
developed using HTK core. The impact of accent analysis
results will be learned from the results of the system. That
might lead to adapt unaccented model in relation to other
accents.

Figure 3: A flow diagram of assigning feature vectors to
each phoneme.

A Markov model based recognition system will be
formulated in order to generate phoneme HMM models. A
flow diagram of the system for assigning feature vectors to
appropriate phoneme is shown in figure 3. Phoneme HMM
models are trained using the transcription of speech data and
feature vectors. Viterbi alignment of feature vector sequence
with the sequence of trained HMMs phonemes of the utterance
yields boundaries between the phonemes. Using the boundary
information feature vectors are assigned to appropriate
phonemes.
An Arabic accent recognition system will be developed
with reasonable high accuracy. Arabic pronunciation in Oman
thesaurus will be arranged to concentrate on pronunciation
exceptions of spoken Arabic words.
III. DATA ACQUISITION
The planned project should have contributions in different
areas that belong to the field of speech recognition. These
contributions are briefed as follows:
i. Establishing a text corpus of around 1000 Arabic
sentences with several phonemes to be read by around
100 Omani speakers from different regions in Oman,
using an audio recorder to record the participated speakers.
Phonetically wide rich Arabic sentences will be created to
certify phonetic richness. Transcription (text
corresponding to speech data), pronunciation dictionary
and word list will be created to be used by HTK toolkit to
train the speech recognition system.
ii. Analysing spoken Arabic vowels phonetically of different
regions in Oman will be conceded. This will facilitate in
understanding distinction in acoustic vowels space across
regions.
There are nine different accent regions in Oman (Muscat,
Batinah, Buraimi, Dhahira, Dhofar, Dhakhilya, Wusta,
Sharqiya, and Musandam). Multiple pronunciations and
vocabularies are different, which make complex
implementation.
Characterizing the data by using some feature extractions
should help to get around the previous problems with
sufficient and accurate data description. It is important to
provide the best description of the given data by selecting the
appropriate features. Usually, it is application dependent;
hence special knowledge is necessary to select the features,
which is already an open research problem.
IV. ANALYSIS
The project should be useful for word processing and
dictation applications, systems dealing with voice commands,
people with disabilities using voice-to-text converter systems,
and several embedded systems. Increased demand on services
and products based on voice recognition are essential
components of telecom technology solutions. Therefore, this
kind of research is actively pursued by many researchers
around the world. ASR is fairly challenging because of
various reasons which are summarized below:

i. Developing speech recognition system for independent
speaker is a further challenge given that the rate of
speech, dialect, and accent vary across geographical
areas. In addition, the speaking dimensions depend on
the variations of age and gender.
ii. The recognition system accuracy of huge vocabularies
of similar words usually drops off, depending on the
characteristics of signal, channel, and microphone, as
well as the background noise.
iii. The difficulty of recognizing speech sounds due to the
boundaries of each word phonemes which depend on
the phonetic context of the phoneme.
The final product/system of this research will be
evaluated by doing manual testing and comparing it with the
scientific algorithm. It should be a scientific report
highlighting the findings and a new algorithm. The research
aims at identifying characteristics of Omani accented Arabic
phonemes that belong to different geographical regions in
Oman. Phoneme frequency based analysis of Omani accents in
Arabic will be detailed in the report. It should satisfy the users
in terms of recognizing several Omani accents by identifying
the spoken sentences or words.
The research is based on learning from literature reviews
and previous research articles related to speech recognition,
collecting the required spoken sentences from different
regions in Oman, identifying a proper algorithm to be
implemented using open source applications, and finally
testing the product with Omani speakers.
V. CONCLUSION
Automatic Speech Recognition refers to the ability to
listen to the spoken words and identify various speech sounds
in it, and recognize them as words of some known language.
There is little research documented in the literature on Omani
accented Arabic speech recognition. The proposed research
will bridge the gap by developing a state of the art speaker
independent Arabic speech recognition system. The project
also aims at analysis and study of Omani accented Arabic
vowels in formant space. A scientific study of formant
characteristics of phonemes across different accent regions of
Sultanate of Oman will greatly contributes to better
understanding of spoken Arabic language.
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Abstract - Object recognition using digital image processing is one
of the promising areas of research with numerous practical
applications. Due to applications in the area of object recognition,
extension research is being carried out to implement effective
solution. Correlation filter is one of the robust techniques which
are widely studied for identifying similar signal characteristics. In
this research MACH filters are studied to recognize object which
are captured by synthetic Aperture Radar technique. Algorithm is
proposed to implement correlation filter using MACH filter.
Synthetic Aperture Radar images are used for testing the algorithm
MSTAR data box contains repository of T72 and BTR70 images.
Algorithm is tested under various condition and results are analysis
for evaluating the algorithm. Experimental results proved that
MACH filters based correlation filtering process aqua better results
during classification. From the results it can be noted that by
selecting accurate parameter, algorithm can results is good results.
However, there is a trade-off interim of computational complexity
and memory. The algorithm can be improved for better
classification results by combing other techniques of classification
along with MACH filters.

Index Terms— target detection; correlation filter;
object based recognition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) refers to the problem
of detecting and classifying military targets based on sensor
information. Current sensors include forward-looking
infrared (FLIR), electro--optical (EO), and synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) [2]. Although each has its own
advantages, SAR has become increasingly popular due to its
high-resolution images as well as its ability to work under
varying weather and lighting conditions. The basic SAR
ATR architecture can be divided into three stages. The first
is a pre-screener used to select regions of interest out of a
wide-area scene. The pre-screener reduces the overall
computational complexity by quickly locating a few regions
meriting a closer inspection. The discriminator stage is used
next to detect targets while rejecting clutter. The final stage
is classification where class labels are assigned to the images
passed by the discriminator.

A. Application
In recent years, the application of correlation pattern
recognition (CPR) algorithms SAR ATR has yielded very
encouraging result [6]. CPR refers to the use of carefully
designed filters to recognize objects. These filters are
correlated with the input image leading to large peaks for the
desired reference object. The filters are derived from closed
form solutions obtained through the optimization of a
performance figure of merit. The resulting algorithms are
analytically simple and are easily implemented.
Furthermore, the correlation operation is shift- invariant.
This enables the correlation filters to handle multiple objects
within a scene in parallel. So, algorithm complexity is
dependent only on the scene size and not the number of
objects in the scene. Finally, advanced filters such as the
Maximum Average Correlation Height (MACH) correlation
filter have shown the potential for distortion-tolerant pattern
recognition.
B. Correlation Filter
Due to their shift.-invariance and distortion tolerance ability,
correlation filters are attractive for pattern recognition.
Earlier filters such as the Minimum Variance Synthetic
Discriminant Function (MVSDF) filter and the Minimum
Average Correlation Energy (MACE) Filter were designed
so that a training image would yield a pre-specified value at
the origin (loosely termed peak) of its correlation output.
Thus, a class label could be assigned to image based on this
correlation peak value. It was later observed at by relaxing
these constraints (i.e., by maximizing the energy of average
correlation peak of the training images instead of forcing the
correlation peaks to pre-specified values), better
performance could be achieved. This led to the introduction
of the maximum average correlation height (MACH) filter.
C. MACH Filter
The object recognition MACH filter is based on the SDF in
which linear combination of the various reference or training
images are combined to make a composite image [13]. The

MACH filter maximizes the relative height of the average
correlation peak with respect to the expected distortions.
Unlike the SDF, the MACH filter can be tuned to maximize
the correlation peak height, peak sharpness and noise
suppression while also being tolerant to distortions in the
target object that fall between the distortions given in the
training set.
II. LITRATURE RIVEW
The correlation filter is an important topic in the area of
image processing. Several research have studied correlation
filters in detail, one of the interesting area of research in
correlation filter is Maximum average correlation height
MACH filters in correlation filter can be used in image
processing application [2,13] . Important, correlation filter
finds its application in object recognition .in this research,
correlation technique is applicable to detail tank object using
(Maximum average correlation height filter) correlation
filters belong to frequency domain based approach a detailed
survey of frequency based techniques is presented in this
paper. Several techniques which are reported in the literature
are analyzed and discussed, if it is evident from the literature
that frequency based approaches are most suitable for tank
objects recognition, the geometrical distortion, scaling,
relation, displacement are addressed in an efficient way by
the frequency based correlation filters. Hence, this approach
improves the tank recognition accuracy compared to other
techniques such as spatial recognition technique.
A. Spatial Methods for Object Recognition
Object recognition is some steps which performed in series
after detecting the feature of the image [12]. Those images
feature create the hypotheses of potential objects. These
hypotheses should be confirmed via objects models. Strong
hypothesis verification and configuration is not requiring for
all object recognition method.

Step5: Create a mask window.
Step6: Rotate the mask window as per the angle.
Step7: Remove the background by multiplying mask with
image.
Step8: keep the object (tank) in the center for all images.
Step9: Compote the Fourier transform of the image.
Step10: Estimate means and power spectrum in the
frequency.
Step11: General MACH filters coefficients for T72 and
BTR70 image.
Step12: Store MACH filters coefficients.
B. Algorithm to generate MACH filter
Step1: read the mean of training image.
Step2: read the variance of training images.
Step3: read compute power spectrum average correlation.
S=variance _Mean x
Step4: Initialize Mach filter with mean conjugate (Mean).
Step5: For all clusters and classes (cluster X class).
Repeat step 6
Step 6: Mach filter= Hmach/0.2 x variance of image
0.7*variance 0.1
Step7: Save Filter confidence
C. Flowchart for generating MACH Filter Coefficients
Read Image

Normalize the pixel
value of image

Compute Fourier
transform

MACH filter coefficient

Compute Correlation

III. ALGORITHM
There are two phases involved in the process of recognition
of objects using MACH filters first phase is training second
phase is testing (recognition). In the first phase MACH
coefficients are generated and stored. The recognition
algorithm reads the MACH coefficients and recognizes the
objects in the second phase. In the following sections
complete algorithm details are provided.
A. Algorithm to train SAR images using Correlation Filters

Identify the filter for which
correlation is high

Assign the image to the
class for which correlation
is high

Display result
Figure 3.1: Flowchart for generating MACH Filter Coefficients

Step1: Read SAR images (T72, BTR70).
Step2: Find the cluster for each images type (T72, BTR70).
Step3: Normalize the image values.
Step4: Find the angle of the object.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The process of target identification and classification rogues
several assumption and parameters. The implementation can
be done various platforms. However MATLAB is choose for
implementation environment due to available of toolboxes
and using MATLAB prototyping can be done easing.
A. Controlling parameters
In this section the constants and controlling parameter are
discussed. Following are some the crucial parameter.
• The member of clusters for classification of tanks
from BRT70 and T72 are fixed to 8 and 16. The
classification accuracy however, the computational
and memory replacement.
• The target size is (emitted to 20x40 pixel size
during background removal process. Increase size
increase the chance of including compels
information of tank. However, if also includes the
much of background .if the window size is
decreased from 20x 40 pixels, then the target
information may be last. Reduced window size
night result in decreased classification result.
Hence, the window size is feed to 20 x 40 pixels or
a tradeoff. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 shows an example of
target with windows size 20 x 40. Figure 5.3 shows
target with varying window sizes. However, 20 x
40 is chosen for experiments because it covers the
entire tank image adequately.
• Theα,β, γ are parameters of MACH filters fixed to
0.1, 0.2, and 0.7 respectively. The coefficients are
chosen experimentally looking at the literate and
algorithm classification results.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1: (a) T72 image with size 128 x 128 pixels, (b) Center aligned
T72 tank with size 64 x 64 pixels, (c) The tank is removed from the
background after background removal process.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: BTR70 image with size 128 x 128 pixels, (b) Center aligned
BTR70 tank with size 64 x 64 pixels, (c) The tank is removed from the
background after background removal process.

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

As discussed in previous chapter, the algorithm is tested and
evaluated /analysis using database form MSTAR database
[10]. The parameters, configuration and assumption are
discussed in chapter 4. The results are generated for various
control parameters. If is important to note that the results
dependent on various factors such are manual algorithm of
tank in the center. Any wrong alignment reduces the
classification accuracy T72 and BTR70 in shape and
structure or discussed in or discussed in chapter 1 chapter 2.
Synthetic aperture radar images are captured in a high
altitude. Hence the algorithm should be robust enough to
classify the tank to either to T70 class or BTR70 tank class.
If it is either belong to T70 or BTR70, it should be classified
are unknown tank. The classified also depend on the here
should value set for classifying the tank to either T72 or
BTR70.
A. Cluster Analysis
The selection of cluster and allocation of cluster is crucial in
generating the results. The filter generated is based on the
quality of the datasets and image samples used in each
cluster. Figure 601 and 6.2 shows the spatial domain
representation of T72, BTR70 tank images belonging to
different clusters. If can be clearly noted that within cluster
the randomness is minimized compared a single cluster are
discussed in chapter 1 figure 4.1.

Figure 5.1: Spatial domain means images for T72. Eight clusters
are identified depending on the angle distribution. Each picture
corresponds to a specific angle interval. (a) Cluster 1 (0-45 degree)
(b) Cluster 2 (46-90) (c) Cluster 3 (90-135) (d) Cluster 4 (136180) (e) Cluster 5 (181-225) (f) Cluster 6 (226-270) (g) Cluster 7
(271-315) (h) Cluster 8 (316-360).

B. Classification of results
The algorithm is tested on various criterions. Following
sections details the results. It is possible to increase the
recognition accuracy by removing erroneous sample during
filter generation process. However, images are kept intact
are per the standard MSTAR dataset. Results are generated
for cluster 8 and cluster 16.

BTR70
T72

BTR70
137
1

T72
98
226

Unknown
1
0

Table 1: Confusion matrix for manual estimation of angles. Total
number of cluster is 8.

Table 1 shows the results for T72 and BTR70 with eight
clusters. If can be observed that good classification results
are obtained for T72. Some of the test inputs BTR70 images
are wrongly classified as T72. There are few inputs which
are neither classified as T72 or BTR70

BTR70
T72

BTR70
32
0

T72
28
69

Unknown
1
0

Table 2: confusion matrix for same training set. Total number of
cluster is 8.

BTR70
T72

BTR70
61
0

T72
0
69

Unknown
0
0

Table 3: confusion matrix for same training and testing set. Total
number of cluster is 16.

Figure 5.2: Spatial domain means images for BTR70. Eight
clusters are identified depending on the angle distribution. Each
picture corresponds to a specific angle interval. (a) Cluster 1 (0-45
degree) (b) Cluster 2 (46-90) ) (c) Cluster 3 (90-135) (d) Cluster 4
(136-180) (e) Cluster 5 (181-225) (f) Cluster 6 (226-270) (g)
Cluster 7 (271-315) (h) Cluster 8 (316-360)

There are two types of parameters estimated from all the
images belonging to a cluster. Mean and variance are
computed for all clusters in the frequency domain from the
spatial domain images. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 shows the
frequency domain mean image spectrum for T72 and BTR70
tanks respectively. Figure 6.5 and 6.6 shows the frequency
domain variance spectrums images for all clusters. These
parameters play a crucial in deriving the filter coefficients.
The spectrums generated for each cluster correspond to the
cluster images shows in figure 6.1 and 6.2 respectively.

Table 2 shows the confusion mating for 8 cluster using same
training and testing set. Table 3 shows the confusion matrix
generated for sixteen clusters using the same training and
testing data. If can be observed that the classification results
are better compared to eight cluster results. This indicate
that be the finer the cluster modeling, the better filter design,
however, sixteen cluster generated more filter coefficients
which increases the memory requirement and computation
complexity.

BTR70
T72

BTR70
147
1

T72
71
227

Unknown
15
0

Table 4: Confusion matrix for larger unknown data set. Total
number of cluster is 8.

BTR70
T72

BTR70
172
4

T72
56
224

Unknown
5
0

Table 5: Confusion matrix for larger unknown data set. Total
number of cluster is 16.

Table 6.4 shows the results for eight clusters using 8 clusters
using unknown test dataset. Table 6.5 shows the results for
sixteen clusters using unknown test dataset. If can be noted
that results improve as the cluster size inverses. However, in
the current research fewer samples are chosen to generate
the results keeping test dataset more compared to training
tank dataset.
C. Critical Analysis and evaluation
If it is important to note that clear classification results are
obtained during classification process. Even though there is
high similarly among T72 and BTR70 tanks, tanks are
distinguished clearly when similar samples are tested [9].
The classification results are reduced as more unknown
sample is tested; however, the correct classification is rate is
higher compared to the Training data set.

Figure 5.1: histogram for file distribution for eight clusters for
BTR70 tank. Total number of files is 61.

MACH filter. Total number of cluster for designing filter
and the training/ testing sample data set. The details of
controlling parameters are discussed in detail in pervious
chapter. It can be noted that MACH filters are good
classifies. However, the performance depends on. They
should parameters used in experimental. From the analysis
of the experiments, it can be noted that for specific
application and cases, the algorithm can be fine-tuned to
derive results. The test conducted under various conditions,
showed good classification results, however on real time
cases the input conditions may vary. Hence robust algorithm
to classify the object is required. In order to increase the
robustness of the algorithm, other techniques may be
combined with MACH correlation. Frequency domain
techniques are immune to geometries scaling, rotation and
shifting operations, hence, better results are expected for
frequency domain analysis. The drawback of frequency
analysis is the increased computational complexity .with
new computing technology and processors, the
computational complexity of the algorithm can be addressed
easily. Techniques like weighted average for selecting the
correlation filters results and classification, can be studied to
improve the classification results. It is important explore the
weighted correlation value approach to find accurate
classification based on most similar object class. Current
approach arraigns on ten to either T70 or BTR70 based on
maximum probability value. There may be erroneous high
correlation value for clusters of MACH filter. Weighted
average might reduce the chances of false classification. The
current approaches do not extract parameter from the tank
image while generating filter coefficients. Further research
may be conducted on generating filter coefficients based on
feature from the input image. The feature can be the
coefficients from a transform such as principal component
analysis, wavelet transform, hence transform
, disaster
cosine transform ete. The raw image data is huge and
difficult to process. Hence, transform based feature may
reduce the dimensionality of the image and may result in
better representation and classification of the object.

Figure 5.2: histogram for file distribution for sixteen clusters for
BTR70 tank .total number of files are 61
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ABSTRACT
In today’s world as the needs of the business and
organization is growing so it result into the increase of the
departments, number of employees and also the variety of
employees as the main purpose of the business to earn profit
so that business and organization in today’s world need the
reliable and inexpensive technology which can both meet
their growing needs and better and reliable availability of
resources this all can be achieved with the through the new
technology known as cloud computing , through cloud
computing we can make the resources available all the time
with less amount of money as this cloud computing is
elastic so it can easily accommodate the new services
provided to newly created departments and the users and
large storage place for storing backup and file sharing place.
With the help of the cloud computing we are able provide
the user and inexpensive, elastic and automated system
through these resources become more reliable by using
different cloud computing techniques and all this provide
user access to the resources remotely from anywhere. I have
made the research about the techniques of the cloud
computing and its benefits over the ordinary network, it will
also help to make their system faster and to prevent for any
crashes in the services moreover it provide the cost effective
storage, backup, services and file sharing resulting in the
increase of their profits beside this it will automate the
entire system.
Now a days even the smallest business are using the cloud
computing and earning the benefits of it so it seems in the
near future all the business will move to the cloud
computing because it advantage over the normal network as
it’s the emerging technology it seems that whole world will
turn into cloud.
Index Terms – Cloud, private cloud, cloud storage

I. INTRODUCTION
As our project is to move the existing network of the
company to cloud computing because it will give them

many advantage over the traditional network which include
automation of the whole system, providing the flexibility
and making the data accessible from anywhere which will
allow the workers of the company to do their work or to
save the work on the company network from anywhere they
want.
And to all this we are using the cloud computing technology
to make their network more advanced and fully automated.
For this first we need to know that what the cloud
computing , we can say that in the evolution of the internet
cloud computing can be next stage which provide as almost
all the things including the infrastructure, user and business
application , and many other services can be provided to us
regardless to our physical location.
As the cloud computing is the new technology coming up so
everybody is talking about the cloud computing he basic
thing to understand is what is cloud computing really is we
can explain this by giving one example like if we need milk
it is not necessary to buy the cow first in order to get the
milk we can buy the milk from the person why is having the
cow cloud computing has exactly the same thing if we want
to use something it’s not necessary for us to buy it even with
low specification we can use the high processors consuming
applications from any place and from anywhere.
Clouding computing provide four types of services
•

Infrastructure as a service

•

Platform as a service

•

Software as service

•

Network as a service

A lot of maintenance over head is there for the IT
department for the upgrading and installing of the new
services of each computer separately.
Storage for the backup is now less as the company data is
increasing day by day.
As on the existing network the more number users access
the resources the speed of the network decrease so cloud
computing can solve the problem.

III. PREVIOUS WORK DONE

FIGURE 1
And it has four deployment models
•

Public cloud

•

Community cloud

•

Hybrid cloud

•

Private cloud

According to the NIST (US slandered institute of
standard and technology) cloud computing is defined as
“Cloud computing is a model for enabling
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction.” [1]

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In the existing network they require space to put their
servers need power to run the servers and the power to cool
down the servers.
The existing system is non-automated.
The existing system is not elastic.
The users of the company need to store the a lot of data and
their demand is increasing day by day so less storage is also
the issue in the existing network. [2]
As the new services and the existing services require more
servers so get the new servers are expensive

There are many persons in the world who are doing the
research on this as it is the emerging technology in the
existing world the most basic problem while providing the
storage is how the user will able to access the storage on
cloud most of the people try to give the access through the
Active directory federation services which will contact the
active directory
and using the active directory
authentication it will provide the access to the cloud storage
this is can be the case in the public cloud and the main issue
in the public cloud storage the is the security.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION
As there is problem in for the accommodation of the servers
their powers supplies and coolant the cloud computing will
solve the problem of having the all the accommodation of
the servers to take care of the cooling system and power
supplies.
The existing system is not automated most of the things
have to do manually and so through cloud computing the
whole system will be automated as an example there is
when new update comes or need to install the new the
software ii will be get done through cloud computing which
in terms is reducing the management overhead of the IT
professional in the company it will help to manage through
virtually. [3]
More over if the servers are not used to provide any kind of
services instead of keeping it there for the all-time with the
help of cloud the automated server discarding can be done
which will remove the server automatically creating the
space for the new servers.
As the number of users is increasing in the company as the
company I getting bigger so the need of the of more storage
is also increasing in order to solve this problem which
having the issues to buy new hardware and installing it to
the servers will make the servers down during the
installation so the cloud computing will solve these issues
by using the virtual cloud storage and it helps to provide
backup facilities on large scale. [4]
Cloud computing allows the user to use the application
regarding to their hardware from anywhere any time so it
also providing the flexibility.

And the it will provide the storage space to users which can
be accessed from anywhere using the web services from
anywhere of the world and also allow the user to customize
the applications and store whatever they want without
having the physical hard disk
WORK DONE
There if the same idea will be applied for the private cloud
which I am doing it will reduce the security issue as the
cloud is connected to the LAN of the company and it is
behind the firewall and there is no need to the active
directory federation services for the authentication after
solving the problem of authentication the next problem
come how to assign the storage to the user in the cloud
some people using to buy the cloud storage for the storage
providing companies to solve the issue but this can be
solved by yourself also .
This can be done with the help of system center through the
system center we can create the storage pool for the
particular user by installing the role of SMB file and storage
services and with the help of this we can also increase the
storage space according to the requirement of the user
Through the cloud technology the user will be able to use
the application which their hardware can’t run so they can
use the interface of the application using cloud hardware for
running the application
Through the cloud the user are able to access the resources
and the storage from anywhere in the world
The only issue which needs to take care is the bandwidth
issue because it can effect on the accessibility of the system.
[5]
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Abstract - Flexibility, scalability, and adequate storage of email
are becoming challenges for the development of Middle East
College (MEC). MEC needs to use a solution that meets its
requirements in order to be able to improve the overall
performance and productivity without spending more budgets
and at the same time providing enough security for development,
deployment, and maintenance. One alternative is the
implementation of Cloud Computing technology.
Cloud Computing is a new IT delivery model that offers
computing resources as on-demand services that are hosted
remotely, accessed over the internet, and generally billed on a
per-use basis. Middle East College can benefit from this model to
increase the scalability and productivity. This paper is aimed to
describe the reasons for the need to rise Cloud Computing and its
available applications in Middle East College to enable students
and staff to perform their academic and business tasks without
spending any more capital for the computers and network
devices and provide more solutions by bringing to education a
range of options not available in traditional IT models. It also
describes what challenges as well as benefits associated of this
exciting development. Moreover, it determines the steps required
to migrate emails from on-premises to Microsoft Office 365 in the
cloud.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Middle East College (MEC) is an educational
institute established in 2002, specialized in Information
Technology. There are 4000 enrolled students and 400 staff.
The College is equipped with approximately 800 PCs.
Therefore, solutions to accessible storage capacity are required
in addition to providing scalability and flexibility. One
alternative is the implementation of cloud computing
technology.
Cloud Computing is a new IT delivery model that offers
computing resources as on-demand services that are hosted
remotely, accessed over the internet, and generally billed on a
per-use basis. It basically provides resources and capabilities
of IT (software applications, hardware, data and computer
processing power) over the web via services offered by Cloud
Service Provider. It has many characteristics such as shared
infrastructure, pay per use model, On-demand self-service,
broad network access, rapid elasticity and scalability which
are perfect for the college environment [1]. Middle East
College needs to use a solution that meets its requirements in
order to be able to improve the overall performance and
productivity without spending more budgets and at the same
time providing enough security for development, deployment,
and maintenance.
II.
PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Flexibility, scalability, and adequate storage of email
are becoming challenges for the development of MEC. Just
like any other educational institute, MEC is under pressure to
find ways to offer rich, affordable services and tools to deliver
more services for less cost in order to help improving its
services and provide good support to its students to find better
jobs and greater opportunities in the future. Basically, Middle
East College network is a Local Area Network having all
servers available locally and all students are working on the
services provided locally in the data centre of MEC. So, all
operations are happening internally. Students are not able to
send or receive email to or from external networks and very
limited size of attachment is allowed (30 Mb). In this medium
size organization, available servers are not able to give
sufficient mailbox storage to each student. Administrator
overload for managing and maintaining the network is another
problem. As the number of students increases every year,
spending more capital on buying new servers with high
capabilities, purchasing more software licenses, upgrading all
of the college desktop systems to the latest operating system
or even ensuring the reduction of overall data centre cost for
power and cooling are not the right solutions to solve these
issues for the college.
The objective of this work is to implement cloud based email
in MEC as a significant alternative for today’s educational
perspective as well to explore how MEC students can benefit
from the advantages of this exciting development.
III.EMAIL IN THE CLOUD: THE BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
Adoption of Cloud Computing and the use of Software-as-aService (SaaS) by delegating email services to third party
providers have increased rapidly for the past few years with
the improvement of technology and security. Software as a
Service (SaaS) can be defined as “software deployed as a
hosted service accessed over the internet”. SaaS has transform
how IT departments relate to and consider their roles as
computing service providers to the rest of enterprise. The
appearance of SaaS as an effective mechanism for software
delivery give IT departments the opportunity to focus mainly
on managing services that applications provides rather than
deploying and supporting these applications. This provides
services that draw from internal as well as external sources
and therefore produces more value for the successful business
that aligns closely with the business goals.
Competitive to on-premise applications, SaaS applications can
take benefits of centralization through a single-instance, multi-

tenant architecture providing a features-rich experience. SaaS
applications can be offered either directly by the service
provider or by an intermediary party called an aggregator.
Aggregator bundles SaaS services offered by different service
providers, and offer them as part of a Unified Application
Platform. Usually, SaaS provider hosts an application centrally
and delivers access to multiple customers over the Internet in
exchange for a fee. Customer usually pays ongoing fees for a
subscription model in order to have SaaS application access.
The structure of fee varies from application to application.
Some SaaS providers charge different rates based on customer
usage, while others charge a flat rate for unlimited access to
some or all applications provided [2].
The application and data is hosted centrally by SaaS providers
by deploying patches and upgrades to the applications
transparently, and delivering access to end user via internet
through a browser or smart client application. Customer may
be provided tools to be able to modify workflow, data schema
and other features of operations. SaaS providers are
responsible for deploying an application and keeping it
running from day to day, testing and installing patches,
managing upgrades, monitoring performance, ensuring high
availability, and so forth. This reduces the overhead on
enterprises side which allow them to focus more on high value
activates to support their business goals. IT department can
have the direct opportunity to contribute in the success of the
enterprise.
The most attractive aspect of Cloud Computing is the time that
can be saved as it often reduce the amount of time required an
organization to support; so it can focus more on its primary
business function. However, many organizations still
reconsidering hosing email in the cloud. There are a number of
factors causing this reconsideration, based mainly on cloud
security issues and up to what level you can keep your
sensitive information safe and cost effective. Cloud service
places application software and storage in the cloud so it
shares some common attributes such as rapid provisioning,
outsourcing of systems management and subscription rather
than license or equipment economics.
On the other hand, for many companies, the benefits of
hosting email in the cloud are enough to take the risk. They
take more advantage of migrating emails to the cloud with the
correct security levels. There are many reasons why security
in cloud is unique as it can provide organizations with the
flexibility they need. Such reasons include that cloud enables
wide visibility and rapid response, it can provide ‘everywhere
and always on’ protection to connected users, and it can
provide ‘elastic protection’.
There are in the other hand several shortcomings to consider
around securely hosting email in the cloud. Such detriments
may involve handling of the data, losing security at the local
level, control, tenancy sharing, and hidden cost increase in
bandwidth requirement. There are several disadvantages to
consider around securely hosting email in the cloud.
Handling of data: many customers prefer on-premises
solutions to maintain control over data, including user activity,
system logs and other threat data. While cloud services

vendors typically have both policies and technologies
designed to protect customer data, many customers still prefer
to maintain control.
Loss of security at the local level: loss of physical control
over email. Customer needs to be fully comfortable with the
service provider’s security strategy.
Control: many customers, employees or managers prefer to
contact other employees to fix IT problems over contacting
external service providers. Even considering all the benefits of
the cloud, sometimes, technology doesn’t change how people
prefer to work.
Shared tenancy: it’s possible that denial of service to a shared
system may impact victims other than the original target.
Exposing hiding costs: while many organizations may not
evaluate either soft costs (eg, management overhead) or shared
costs (eg, real estate, power and bandwidth) associated with
on-premises systems, cloud providers have to bring out these
costs, which may appear higher to potential customers. In
truth, cloud providers typically benefit from economies of
scale not generally seen by their customers [3].
IV.

STEPS TO MIGRATE FROM ON-PREMISE TO CLOUD

In order to migrate 3000 email accounts to Microsoft Office
365, it first needed to merge its Active Directory Domain
Services and automate user-credential management. A work
with identity and access management specialist is needed to
reorganize its directory structure, deploy Microsoft Forefront
Identity Manager 2010, and create a centralized identity and
access management portal.
Fig. 1 shows MEC LAN connected to Microsoft Cloud
through the internet. Exchange 2003 is used in the college
which does not support online mailbox move, so offline move
process is needed using Staged Exchange Migration (with
DirSync). There are around 3000 students’ mailbox, therefore
the process will take between 1 to 2 weeks.

Figure 1 MEC emails connected to Office 365 Cloud

Staged Exchange Migration is a simple Exchange migration
solution for medium to large enterprise to move to Office 365.
It has the capability of high fidelity migrations; as it can
migrate mailbox, calendar, tasks and much more [4].
There are 3 steps to preparing for the deployment:
Step 1: Identity and enable client access to Office365

The preparation MEC IT infrastructure for Office 365 is based
on identity management and web gateway traffic load. Office
365 as a cloud based solution require to provision users into
the cloud service and manage those user identities and
attributes, such as role information, contact information, and
so on. Office365 includes a DirSync Tool to facilitate the
initial provisioning and synchronization of users into the
service. DirSync which is actually a special version of FIM
(Forefront Identity Manager) is by default set to synchronize
on premise Active Directory with cloud Active Directory.
MEC need a well-defined identity management process and a
proper class tool to facilitate the synchronization of
information to ensure proper, normalized and clean AD. For
that, Microsoft provides Forefront Identity Manager (FIM) as
a solution for identity management, provisioning, and
synchronization, as well as user self-management tools.
Step 2: Federation between cloud and on-premises AD FS
Administrator needs to understand users’ authentication
process to office 365; one of the options is to enable Singlesign on solution using federation service. Federation is a set of
standards that define how organizations can securely access
other organizations resources, without the need for managing
different identities for each system. ADFS allows users to log
on into cloud-based email with their on-premise credentials. It
also simplifies user management to a single source of
authority. Office 365 allows what is called Active
Authentication Flow to Exchange Online and Outlook.
Federation, and AD Federation Services in particular, enables
users to authenticate against their production Active Directory,
obtain a token or claim, and pass the claim onto Office365 for
access.
Step 3: Office365 protection using on-premises AD RMS
So far, user access to Office 365 is enabled and Single Sign
On is ready to use. Now securing the content inside Office 365
is required. Microsoft is providing a high level of data centre
protection. As for the customer side, MEC in this case, can use
a product called Active Directory Rights Management
Services (or ADRMS) which encrypt the content stored in
Exchange. MEC required hosting their own infrastructure for
deploying ADRMS infrastructure to allow users to obtain the
correct certificates so they can open and access content [5].
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Abstract-Traffic congestion is a problem in most
countries of the world. As result of these problems, there
are a lot of losses because emergency vehicle cannot
reach to the emergency location in time. Therefore
intelligent ambulance needs to implement. The
intelligent ambulance has XBEE transmitter transmit
data indicating the ambulance on what road it takes to
XBEE receiver that placed on the traffic signals, and
interrupts the microcontroller to change the signal. Also
if the road have exits, the ambulance driver can check
the status of the road through traffic sensor. The system
sends SMS about the status of the traffic through GSM
modem to the ambulance driver. Whether to go through
the nearest exit or to continue travelling on the same
road.
I. INTRODUCTION

Emergency cases occur anywhere and anytime maybe due
to road accident or because carrying a patient that needs to
be hospitalized. Most of the time, an emergency vehicle
specifically an ambulance can be called to take a person to
the nearest hospital. As we all know, these vehicles are
equipped with first aid and medical apparatus and medical
staff. But sometimes, the situation is inevitable due to
traffic jam or traffic signal that causes a delay for the
ambulance to reach the vicinity of the incident or
hospitals. Hence, the ambulance or any emergency vehicle
must be aware of the status of traffics in the roads so that
the vehicle can follow the road that is having a less traffic,
by which an ambulance can reach to hospitals or vicinity
of the emergency without losing much
Some countries like the USA uses very effective
technological system called “Multiple Traffic Control
Using Wireless Sensor and Density Measuring Camera”.
This system measures the density of traffic on various
roads, and gives the information to the emergency vehicle.
The aim of the intelligent ambulance project is to reach to
the vicinity of accident or to hospitals promptly and
easily. This project allows the driver of an ambulance to
check the status of the traffic density on the road and
choose the road without traffic congestion. Moreover,
when the roads have traffic signal, the driver of an
ambulance can change the sequence of traffic signals [1].
II. EXISTING TECHNOLOGY

1.

Microcontroller based intelligent ambulance traffic
controller

2T

The idea of this project was to have communication
between IR sensors to control the traffic signal.IR
transmitter placed on the ambulance that sends signal to
IR receiver which is placed over traffic signal. Then the
received signal interrupts the microcontroller to change
the signal as required setting. The limitation of this project
is that it uses IR sensor which operates in short range of
about 30 m and whereas the distance is not enough to
control the traffic signal [2]. Also infrared sensor required
a direct line of sight between the transmitter and receiver.
Therefore in the new innovation of intelligent ambulance,
xbee wifi is used to avoid those problems. xbee can be
used for wireless communication so doesn’t require direct
line of sight to transmit signal. Also operate with medium
range and more security.
2. Traffic jams management system
This project is useful for emergency vehicles like
ambulance. The idea of this project is about the near
roundabout where three traffic sensors are placed in each
street. The first sensor is placed 200 m away from the
roundabout to measure the low traffic. The second sensor
placed 400 m before the roundabout to measure the
medium traffic. The last sensor is placed before 700 m
from the roundabout. The traffic density is indicated by
glowing LED. If the traffic is light, the green LED
indicates and when is medium, the yellow LED glows and
when it is heavy traffic, the green LED automatically
responds [3]. The limitation of this project in feeding the
ambulance driver with information to know the status of
road traffic is few meters before the roundabout. So to
overcome this problem the GSM modem sends SMS to
ambulance driver about the road’s traffic status when the
ambulance is far away.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A.

Hardware design

System block diagrams of two project's feature
1.

The ambulance can control traffic signals in
emergency cases.

Control switch: This device is used to activate the xbee
transmitter so that it can send signal to the traffic light
controller which will set the traffic light to the emergency
mode allowing the ambulance to pass easily. It will be
placed in the ambulance and can be activated by the driver
when approaching the traffic light.

Control switch

Xbee transmitter

Xbee Receiver

Interrupt

Miicrocontroller (1)

Traffic light

1000m

received signal will interrupt the microcontroller to
change the signal accordingly. It means to check the
signal on ambulance side, if the light at that moment is
green, the ambulance moves.
start

Figure1 Block diagram (1)
Xbee transmitter: This will be placed in the ambulance to
send signal to traffic light controller.
RF receiver: This will be placed in the traffic light. It will
receive a signal sent from xbee transmitter. It sends this
signal to the microcontroller to indicate that the
ambulance is approaching the traffic light area.
Microcontroller (1): Microcontroller will be placed in the
area of the traffic to control traffic light. The input of this
microcontroller is from the xbee receiver and outputs are
traffic lights.
Traffic light: Sets of light used to control the flow of
traffic according to the preset mode. It is controlled by the
microcontroller.
2.

GSM modem sends a message to the ambulance
driver about the density of the traffic on respected
sides.

Delay 5s

Initialize
Process

Change the green signal
to yellow of active signal

Get the ambulance
moving

Delay 5s
Xbee Trasmitter
transmit data
Turn red signal

Delay 5s

No

Is the
reach the active
moduls ?

Activate the
ambulance side by
making it yellow

Yes
Xbee receiver
receive data

Delay 5s
Interrupt the
microcontroller

Keep the
signal green

Is the
traffic signal of
ambulance side is
green ?

Ambulance

No

Yes

Delay 10 s

Traffic
sensor

Microcontroller
(2)

GSM
Modem
Did
ambulance
crossed the
signal?

No

Figure 2 Block Diagram (2)

Keep the
signal green

Traffic sensor: to detect the cars and then indicate whether
the road is busy or not.

Delay 5s

Yes

Microcontroller (2): it is used to receive signal from
traffic sensors indicating the status of the traffic and send
the required information to the ambulance driver through
GSM modem upon his request.
GSM modem: It is used to receive and send messages
from and to the ambulance driver indicating the status of
the traffic.
B. Software design
1.

The ambulance can control traffic signals in
emergency cases.

First of all, the driver of the ambulance should initialize
the system by switch on the control switch of the system,
which will activate xbee transmitter installed on the
ambulance .while ambulance moves, the xbee transmitter
transmits signal. Xbee receiver receives the transmitted
signal. Xbee receivers are installed on traffic light. The

Follow the
normal
sequence of
traffic signal
End

Figure 3 Flow Chart (1)
On the other hand, if the signal is not green, its changes all
the activate signals on the other sides to yellow and turn
them to red in 3 seconds. After 5 seconds, activate the
signal on ambulance side by changing it to yellow, and
turn on the green signal with a delay of 20 second so that
ambulance can move through the traffic signal without
interruption. After that delay which suitable to the
ambulance to move, the traffic signal will follow the
normal sequence of traffic lights.
2. GSM modem sends a message to the ambulance driver
about the density of the traffic on respected sides.

Start

x

Initialize system

Get the
ambulance moving
y

Figure 6 transmitter circuit
Is the
road between
x and y exits has
traffic
congestion?

No

z

Yes

So by pressing the push button switch, the 5 v flow to the
input pin (which is the switch connected in it) of the
pic16f628a. The function of the pic16f628a is to check
which push button is closed and send these data to xbee
transmitter. The xbee transmitter after receiving this data
from pic16f628a, send to the xbee receiver which is
placed on the traffic light.
The second circuit which placed on the traffic light, is
used to receive the data from xbee transmitter and change
the traffic light depending on the received data.

Take exit from exit y

end

Figure 4 Flow
Chart (2)

Figure 5 Exit
location

First of all, the driver of the ambulance initialize the
system allowing the GSM modem which is placed inside
the ambulance to send and receive SMS to check the
status of traffic on the road between exits of (x) and (y)
.GSM modem sends and receives SMS 1km ahead to the
exit (y). If the road has traffic congestion between (x) and
(y), the ambulance driver takes exit from exit (y).
However, if the road doesn’t have heavy traffic the
ambulance will follow the same path.
C. System operation
The one of objective of intelligent ambulance car controls
the traffic signal during emergency cases. It implemented
to resolve this issue
This project consists of two circuits:
The first circuit is placed on ambulance car which is used
to transmit data indicating the ambulance on what road it
takes.
As shown in Fig. 6, there are four push button switches
correspond to the road number. The ambulance driver has
the ability to manage switch.

Figure 7 receiver circuit
In this circuit the function of xbee is to receive data from
the xbee transmitter and send this data to pic 18f45k22.
This microcontroller has ability to control the traffic light
depending on the received data. This mean, that the signal
must be changing into green on an ambulance side and
keep the signal red on other sides.
D. simulation and testing result
1. Working of intelligent ambulance shows by using ISIS
PROTEUS

If active signal (green signal) on road number two and
ambulance come on road number one

Figure 10 green signal on road 2
Figure 8 green signal on road 2

Then the signal will be change on road number two from
green to yellow then to red.

Then the signal will be change on road number two from
green to yellow then to red.

Figure11 red signal on road 2
Figure 9 red signal on road 2

The signal changes on ambulance
red to yellow then to green.

side from

The signal changes on ambulance side
from red to yellow then to green.

Figure12 green signal on road 1
V. ADVANTAGES FUTURE SCOPE

Figure10 green signal on road 1
2. Working of intelligent ambulance shows by testing
circuit on bread broad.
If active signal (green signal) on road number two and
ambulance come on road number one.

There are some features which could be added in future in
order to improve the intelligent ambulance such as; place
a system on the four sides of traffic light to indicate to the
ambulance driver the transmitted data by xbee transmitter
has been received and recognized by the traffic light
system. The other feature that could be added in the future
is the use of a single number for all the GSM

modems placed at the exists. Therefore, the
driver will make a single call and get messages

from each of the GSM modems at the same time
indicating the status of the roads. Then the driver can
select the appropriate road to be the route. Because the
current system is using different phone numbers of GSM
modem. This means that the driver has to check the status
of the road by calling individual GSM modems.
Advantages

VI. CONCLUSION
The main aim of this project is to develop an intelligent
ambulance which reaches can reach the emergency
location in a very less time without any wasting much to
save someone’s life.
The intelligent ambulance project may also solve some
problems which emergency vehicles specifically an
ambulance faces in some cities due to heavy traffic.
Practically, the ambulance driver receives SMS about the
status of road from the system. Moreover, the ambulance
can change the signal sequence of traffic light through
wireless
communication.
Rich
accomplishments,
knowledge and good information gained about the
components for example the GSM modem function and
how it works. The microcontroller also added to this
project to know how to program the microcontroller. Most
of all, learning the process of how to interface the GSM
modem with microcontroller.
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Abstract
Business intelligence system is the way of
integrating complex information needed using specified
tools. This information is collected from different data
sources and stored in data warehouses, which is used to
store the data of the organization in different data
formats. That needs lots of time to be analysed to make
decisions. This paper presents the business intelligence
model design for Sohar University. The business
intelligence model design for Sohar University is aiming
to improve the quality of decision needed at the
University for improving the staff and student
performances. In addition, it will ensure the
effectiveness of the informative reports that help the
university in decision making.

I. INTRODUCTION
Through 50s the business intelligence is
defined by some researchers as the ability to see the
interrelationships of the presented facts in such a
way to reach a desired goal while these days is
defined to have evolved from the decision support
systems which is originated in the computer aided
models that are created to assists the planning and
decision making.
The purpose of investing in BI is to transform from
an environment that is reactive to data to one that is
proactive [1].
Business Intelligence (BI) systems combine
operational data with analytical tools to present
complex and competitive information to planners
and decision makers [2]. Business Intelligence has
become critical to all organizations striving to
succeed in this highly competitive global landscape.

Middle East Collage
Muscat, Oman
elizabeth@mec.edu.om

Properly planned, designed, and executed, a BI
program ultimately will translate into substantial
profits [3]. So, companies around the world
searches for new ways of using the data through
Business intelligence that brought the data with
conventional wisdom. In addition, accessing
unstructured data is physically challenging the users
of the data as these data is stored in huge variety
formats. Therefore, there is a need for business
intelligence system that will benefit in simplifying
the analysed informative reports. Also, it will
increase the understanding the needs of the
development and finding opportunities to derive the
business value. The aim of this research is to design
a business intelligence model at Sohar University
based on the set of requirements that has been
derived from current methods and models. This
model uses a structured method to elicit information
requirements for knowledge management purposes.
It will be used by the decision makers system at the
university by measuring the performance of the
staff and students. BI model will help the users to
take decisions fast and reliable. That will increase
the quality of the staff and encourage the students in
learning. Any organization looking to become a
market leader needs to embrace continuous
improvement and innovation, and this requires the
adoption of increasingly more advanced approaches
to BI.
II. DATA FRAMEWORK FOR BI

As the volume of reviews for the BI model
grows tremendously in recent years, many efforts

have been put in analysing and understanding these
contents that is lead to the BI framework [4].
The main goal of applying the BI is to simplify
the steps needed for decisions made and satisfy the
integration of data through the reports resulted from
the BI analysis. The data framework of the BI that
is show in figure1 is composed of three areas that
are the operational systems, database management
and the business intelligence:
Operational systems that is contains the data
collections
of
organizational
data,
staff
performance’s data and student’s performance data
Database management which is the data warehouse
BI that contains the analysis tools to produce the
reports needed for making decisions.

Figure 2 BI development stages
IV. RESULT AND CONCLUSION
Business intelligence is used to analyse the student
and staff performances that will help in handling the
staffs work and students learning management. It will
encourage the monitoring process of their performances
and finding new ways that helps in the development. In
addition, it will help the university to update the
processes with the modern technologies and upgrading
the new learning outcomes.
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Figure1. BI framework

III.BI DESIGN MODEL
Business intelligence design model is a model that is
used to create better and faster decisions that will help
the high level managers of the university to achieve the
long term goals to benefit the education and learning at
the university. It will measure the student and staff
performances to ensure the quality of learning and
educations. That is by integrating complex information
and analyses it using specified tools.
There are different process stages for each system to be
done through the development. BI design model has six
stages that are: justification, planning, business analysis,
design, construction and deployment as appeared in
figure 2:
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Abstract  ــDatabase Technologies have become part
and parcel of today's businesses and the economic

improving

of

the

information

technology

will

allow

communicating between agencies and customers to give better

developments of institutions. Advisement in Database

services. This project will be develop the Car Spares Parts

Technology for supports large enterprises made them the

services, especially with providing facilities to report and

crux of any Information and Communication Technology

records details related to the agencies and the customers.

(ICT) interface. Without a database centric business

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

information system, an organization can't meet its
strategic goals. This project is developed for the required
needs of Car Spare Parts Management services. The aim of
the project is design and developed a web based database
information system application using Oracle technologies.
The database technology that I use it in the system
interface provides a friendly user interface which is easy to
use. Adding to that, Oracle database application provides
an easy way for the user to store the required data which
related for the Car Spare Parts system. This system can be
used in any organization and agencies which specialized in
automotive spare parts. Also this system is flexible to
upgrade more features in the future which suit different

A. Rapid Methodology
In this project I will use the RAD Methodology (Rapid
Application Development). RAD is a methodology that
enables organizations to develop faster development,
reducing costs, saving valuable resources and higherquality results. I chose this method because it will be
flexible with the changes that required giving the user
what really wants. It will help to get the user requirement,
this methodology contain different stages. The first stage
is identifies the user information and the user
requirements. The second step is developing the most
important functions using a basic database. Third step is

organizations.

allow the user to use the system and discuss the requested
I. INTRODUCTION

changes and then implement the important changes. The
last stage is make a lot of test and implement to make the

Automotive business is very popular in Oman. Car spares parts
agency becomes one of the biggest businesses around the
world. The system can help the employees to find any part of
the car required by customer in very short time. Also, with the

required changes until the system will meet fully with the
user requirements. So it will contain the most important
stages which are identify, Analysis and Planning,
Design, Testing and implementation.

techniques for using Enhanced ER Diagram. The
technique which used in the project is one of the
Generalization techniques which are Supertypes as it
shown below.

Figure (1): Rapid Methodology
B. Use Case Diagram
Use case diagram is a diagram which gives an idea about
what a system dose from the viewpoint of an external
observe. It gives a description about how the user uses a
system to achieve a specific goal or aim. It contains
normally three important elements:
Actors: describe the kind of user who interacts with the

Figure (3): Enhanced ER Diagram

system.
System: the functional requirements that specify the
intended behaviour of the system.
Aims: usually the use case starts by a user fulfill aims
describing the activities involved in achieve the aim.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A.

The results of CSPMS are as shown below:
Give appropriate authority to the users depend on the
job role and the privileges for each job level.
Provide easy, helpful and flexible system to the users
for quick business transaction process.
With having good plan and strategy for the backup
and recovery, in case of the failure still the data will
be available, safe and secure.
Allowing the user which has the privileges to search
for part, register any new customers or supplier and
issues the invoice for the customer.

B. User Interface:
Figure (2): Use Case Diagram

This is the first window that will display to the user. It
will give some information about the system. This

C. An Entity Relationship Diagram
In the project an Enhanced Entity Relationship Diagram
(EERD) is provided. It is a high-level data model
incorporating extensions to the original. ER Diagram
model to design the database. There are several

page is designed by using Adobe Dreamweaver CS4
Software.

E. Main Menu:
In this form the user can see all the forms that he/she
has the privileges to access.

Figure (7): Main Menu
Figure (4): User Interface
F. Sample of Forms:
This is sample of one Form in the system which is

C. Login Form:
This form will be for authorization. The user should

Invoice Form. All the details about the customer

enter his/her user name and password correctly.

requirement will be shown here.

Figure (5): Login Form
D. Splash Screen:
After checking the authorization and the user success
login to the system this screen will be displayed for 5

Figure (8): Invoice Form

seconds.
IV. CONCLUSION
At the end of my paper, the purpose of this project is
to improve the system in Automotive Agency especially
in the spare part department. The project developed
within standard software technique by incorporating
Figure (6): Splash Screen

major requirements of system, within the limited time.
Adding to that, this system will be so helpful for the users
to save the time and complete the customer's order or

requirement in less time and as fast as possible. And the

[3] Oracle (2006) 'Basic Database Administration',

most important reason for this system is to make more

Oracle® Database Administrator's Guide 10g Release 2

secure and safety for these applications and the details

(10.2), May.

especially the customer's details.
[4] Butts, C. (2012) Forms: How to use a calendar in a
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ABSTRACT
virtualization technical which is open away to
autonomic server room administrate, availability of
new method that exploited to monitor and control
activity that running with machine .This for control
flexibility remote, facilitate powerful, across
software control to maintenance the system .This
paper discover future plan to use server virtualization
at Middle East college data centre that running a
heterogeneous mix of workload .It’s view system
that control mix workload with their performance
,administer and their effective on particular system.
Moreover, there are same challenge and list of
benefit to implement server virtualization at MEC
[1].

Cache mark and large memory effect by high
frequency context of switch .And they exist
scheduler enhanced with finer control method [3].
II.

CURRENT SYSTEM of
VIRTULIZATION at MEC

Duaa AL-Sabti
MEC have CPU virtualization on the student Lab

I.

INTRODUCTION

The computing can enter multi device at one single
device like CPU, server and others. Server
virtualization technical is creating one physical
server having many servers [2].

that contains 8 terminal servers used sun product
machine with terminal server as operate system for
400 PC. Currently, MEC planning for server
virtualization because there are large numbers of
physical server on the data centre such as VoIP, WiFi , Access control, mail, Web ,Domain controller
,datacentre ,database [4] .Furthermore, more cooling
machine that increase power consuming. Also,
administrator head to monitor and manage without
reliability and disaster recovery.
III.

SERVER

VIRTULIZATION

CHALLENGES at MEC
And there are no specific roles it is just depending on
the load of server. Also better to separate internal
server from external to provide security that provide
solution to enhance efficiency of parallelism with
core use through consolidating multi independent
virtual device running into single physical machine
.Virtualization allow anew usage type to product the
flexible computing resource. Furthermore server
virtualisation works with high performance and
scalability to consolidate servers and reduce impact
of its scheduling policy.

At the moment when you think to implement server
virtualization there are same challenges should be
take care about it. First challenge, building several
machines virtual service base on large number will
concerns cutting functional and non-functional of
availability, performance with security and cost.
Moreover should made decision on the network
zones architectural by use server application type,
authentication, storage and group of component.

Second challenge, lack of addressing of
virtualization benchmark used for frequently server
performance analysis. There is industry benchmark
develop specifically to address this problem. Also,
modelling function of virtual machine is the
application has short platform resources dedicated
only for its consumption. ( Tickoo, Iyer, & Illikkal)
Adding to that, there is challenge to calculate
minimum requirement (Processor, RAM, CPU and
hard drive) for physical machine
IV.

BENEFIT EDUCATION INSTITUTE

Server virtualization offers a lot of benefit especially
for the educational Organization:
A. Reduce hardware number type of physical
machine so that will reduced spend though
removing older.
B. Minimize power consume and increased
cooling at server room.
C. Can be combine nine racks in to two racks
so that will reduce floor and racks so that
require few physical system to purchase
D. Enhanced the server’s utilization.
E. The system run per administrator is more
and virtual machines execute work of week
or day in hours, so that will increased
productivity.
F. Decrease spends cost for backup, operate
system and database licensing.
G. Enhance application performance if compare
it with oldest servers.
H. A lesser amount of time of installs and
configures, easy to manage. Adding to,
reduce administrator head to monitor and
manage [5]
I. Using shorter recovery time objective for the
planning downtime put on the case of
unplanned failure there are technical called
recovery point objective all of that to
improve application availability and disaster
recovery.[6]

J. Almost virtualization based on enhancing
security for that usually substantially reduce
impact resulting from attacker even they
successfully attacked the system or
application that run virtualization.
K. The ability to isolated same application from
the end user application by this way can
control totally any user access the
application. [7]
L. On the virtualization if there are any errors
occur at any virtual will not affect to others.
M. Easley transfer data that store in files at
physical machine to others without changing
on functionality.
N. Configuration ability without affecting to the
functionality for testing, that allow testing
one or two virtual to check programme
certain. [8]
O. Also easy to transfer or duplicate hard drive
from physical machine, because hard drive is
represent as separate file at virtualization.

V.

TYPE of SERVER VIRTULIZATION

There are different type of server virtualization can
be use it at MEC, with cost and advantages of using.
It’s creating hardware cost saving through enable
device to be used to their full potential. Also, it’s
unlocked unused capacity and enables CPU,
memory, disk and controllers to make the most of for
each device. Depend on the performance
measurements; checking, estimations, and test and
error detection, also virtual server can add any
number to the device, to increase server utilization.
Furthermore, better to create server virtualization for
an application instead of buying expensive servers
without using. The cost to implement virtual
machines has decreased and easy to create. [9]
These different type of virtualization products at the
market are VMware, Citrix and Microsoft and each
have different feature with basic idea and no longer
different between them.

The VMware is one of the type of sever
virtualization that provide relocation tools called
P2V that help administrator move from legacy area
to the server virtualization /migration tools . By
using ESX Server 4.0 V sphere as physical hardware
machine and V sphere as flavors ESX server/ operate
system of administrate machines to manage
virtualization. ESX server is support VMware with
lots of advantages such as Multiple number of virtual
machines and multiprocessing, memory sharing,
provide 64 CPU’s, 1TB RAM and 32 Ethernet cards.
That can be using it on the data center and disaster
recovery. Moreover, VMware V sphere have basic
tools on the following and each have specific
concept that use for administration.
A. VMware HA
B. VMware DRS (Distributed resource
scheduler)
C. VMware consolidated Backup (VCB)
D. VMware update manager
E. V center Converter
F. VMware Guided Consolidation and
G. ESX Server: is seasoned and strong
virtualization software that design for data
center creation. It is same things like server
virtualization
that
support
easier
managements, increase utilize of resource
and
provide
consolidate
network
infrastructure. Furthermore, there are
different requirement to complete their
function like CPU, memory, hard disk,
network card and others. The minimum
specification for CPU is 900MHz and
512MB.Adding to that, it is separate from
the rest of the pack and ability to group VMs
through physical system to support scale to
OS of guest. [10]
H. Virtual Center Server: it is management’s
tools for the global mode access to provide
as with single administrator point to resource
of ESX server and GSX server VM.

I.

Those done because V center have ability for
immediate
relocation
of
resource
,applications and to the end user to
experience with no downtime that respect to
the service by using database backbend.
Oracle or access or SQL it is necessary to
used one of them to allow function of virtual
center with maintain copy of each OS.
V motion: Is use to move and transfer active
VMs across running host system. And by
use its hardware there are no longer impacts
to the production that simply move of live
VM to the different host. On the virtual
motion advantages side can have previously
installation of VIN and have create virtual
center server with two ESX servers. Should
use same processor for both source and
destination
with
gigabit
LAN
communication and there are no clustering
and remote sessions.

Finally, is responsible to optimize performance
by manage load balancing across workload
management and any change on the system will
not impact the end user. [11]
VI.

CONCLISION

At the end there are different types of server
virtualization technology that provide many
advantages which can help administrator to
configure high level of technical that create multiple
virtual servers on a single physical server, Allows to
run multiple operating System in a single physical
server even these operate system are different, Better
performance of utilization of Hardware resources
like CPU, Memory Also its reduces the need for
huge number of Physical servers.
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Abstract-The aim of the project is to design and develop a
pre-sales support system for in-store customers to satisfy the
needs of them in Home Centre furniture showroom. Home centre
provides an exhaustive and impressive range of furniture and it
has many branches in Oman. Branches at AL-Mawaleh City
Center in AL Seeb area is selected to analyse the requirement of
the project. As a part of the project we have developed a touch
screen based application for furniture products at Home Centre.
The system enables customers to know the availability of
products, design, price, different colors , delivery time and other
necessary information that are of interest for to the customer. The
application supports English and Arabic interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION
The paper is all about designing and developing
database application which is helpful for in-store customers to
find information about furniture products with in the
showroom, without the availability of a sales person. In this
application, the interface will be designed to support touch
screen as well as traditional computer system. The application
will be available in Arabic and English interfaces.
The aim of the project is to establish a program for
furniture products at home centre by using touch-screen to
enable customers to know the available products and access
detailed information regarding the offered products at home
centre .Secondly, whenever sales workers are busy .the
program provides self-service for customers.
This application is a part of the marketing functional area
of sales and marketing of Home Centre Muscat, Oman. The
application is provided for pre-sales stage to support in-store
customers, to get more information for Home Centre products.
The application works in English and Arabic interfaces for
native and non-Arab customers. The admin part of the
application will be provided to Home Centre designated staff
member to update the application database.
Data Requirement:
The details held on Pre-sales support: A system for in store
customers. In the Home Centre Showroom.

Each showroom has item categories is given as, category
name, category type, image path and category ID which is
unique throughout the show room.
Each item categories has item sub category. The details held
on sub category name, sub category color, image path and sub
category ID which is unique throughout the showroom.
Category will deal with many item sub categories.
The details held on item are the, item name, item price, item
quantity, item description, availability, image path and item
code which is unique throughout the showroom. Item sub
category and show interest will deal with many items.
The details held on promotion are promotion code, promotion
type, promotion name, promotion discount and period. The
promotion code is unique throughout the showroom. Item will
deal with many promotions.
The detail held on show interests are show interest ID, show
interest quantity and required time. The show interest ID is
unique throughout the showroom.
Each showroom has customer contact details is given as,
customer ID, customer name, customer GSM, Customer PB,
customer PC, customer area and customer email. Customer ID
which is unique throughout the showroom. Show interest will
deal with many customers.
The details held on visitor counter are visitor ID, date and
time, and user attempt. The visitor ID is unique throughout the
showroom. Customer contact details and items will deal with
many visitor counters.
Each showroom has staff is given as, staff ID which is unique
throughout the showroom, staff name, staff phone, staff PB,
staff PC, password and last login date.
The details held on history are history ID, modified date and
modified time. History ID is the unique throughout the
showroom. Staff will deal with many histories.
Show below in figure.1 indicates the data requirement for the
support system using ER diagram. An entity-relationship (ER)
diagram is a specialized graphic that illustrates the
relationships between entities in a database. ER diagrams often
use symbols to represent three different types of information.
Boxes are commonly used to represent entities. Diamonds are

normally used to represent relationships and ovals are used to
represent attributes.

Pre-sales support: A system for in-store
customers
Vistor_counter
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Item_category
PK

PK

Pro_code
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Pro_name
Pro_discount
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It_code

Cat_ID
Cat_name
Cat_type
Img_path

Screenshots of the application will be displayed here to give
the reader a more in depth look at the work that was done. This form
shows the item category information for customer(figure .3) .which
help them to shows different kind of the items ,when the customer
click in the picture of the item the can see different items category
with them its detail .
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Staff
PK
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Stff_name
Stff_phone
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Stff_PC
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This form stores the staff information. Staff can change the data
about item category, item sub category, item detail, employees’
information and contact us.

Figure .1
D. Equations algorithm
The algorithm for the execution of the proposed sales support
system is given in the flow chart in figure 2.
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Conclusion
We have hence proposed the development of a support system
project that deals with the creation of a database of furniture
for pre-sales. This system contains all the information about
item that is needed by the customer such as price,
measurement, type of furniture, colour etc. There is another
window in the system where the admin can change the
information about the items.
In this paper we have used ER diagram and flowchart to
exprese are proposal. This system is helpful for customers and
staffs to save their time.
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Abstract–In the last year, the number of the number of violations
of each driver increased, even if its car violation or driver
violation. For that the driver needs some way which informed
them by SMS about their violation at the time it happened. The
implementation of this project depends on the design the DB of
both: driver, police, car and violations, the DB was designed by
Oracle Software .ERD, DFD was achieved by taking the help of
Smart Draw program. Then VB is used to design the interface,
programming language are ASP.NET, C++ and C#.
Index Terms – Driver, ROP, Violation,DB,Car.

1. INTRODUCTION
ROP in Oman plays an essential role in reducing the
number of the violation in order to keep the driver in the safe
mode. This violation can be divided into two types: driver
violation like "not wearing seatbelt" and car violation like
"accidents and speed up". Both of these types are registered in
the system of ROP. Also, the cost of each violation as we
know is different from one type to another [1].
ROP design website, it divides in two parts Admin part and
User part. It contains several services like: the drivers can
review their violation but they can only see a car violation not
driver violation. Also, there is an online reading for the last
news of police and the complaining party.
The DB of ROP is consisting of Driver, Police, Car and Car
violation. That database updated every week.
At this website achieved good result in ROP by providing the
drivers of several services, some problems are found in that
existing system which are:
Drivers may face some violations that caused by different
reasons like: up to speed and the expiration of the car. So,
drivers need to pay for ROP in order to remove their
violations. Sometimes the drivers didn’t know about the
violation when it happens and in which time. The drivers today
can know their violations by using some techniques which are
provided by Royal Oman Police (ROP) for example: The
driver
needs
to
login
the
ROP
website:
(http://www.rop.gov.om/arabic/organization_hq.asp).
The
current service has shown 50 violations only [1]. In the case of
more than 50 violations, it will be shown a note to tell you
about that. In order to pay (end) those irregularities, you have
reused this service again. This will require from the driver to
provide some important information to complete the form and
send it to the ROP database for example:
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o Registration number plate
o Driving license number.
o ID card number.
o Visa or passport number.
Log in to ROP site, drivers naturally need to have a
connection to the internet. Therefore drivers sometimes find
this difficult to inquire about their violations. Also, the
system today in ROP is shown only Radar violation, the
other violations can't check from the website.
The driver can also know their violations by visiting the ROP
station. In the last two years, there has been only one number
-provided by ROP- which enables drivers to call this number
and they can ask about all their previous violations in the.
But now this number is discontinued.
For that it seems that it's important to search for the
solution that will provide better services for the driver in
order to solve the problem which is" increasing the number
violation in Oman". The ROP SMS Notification System is
the proposed system to solve the previous problems.
2. DESCRIPTION OF ROP SMS NOTIFICATION SYSTEM
The ROP-SMS Notification System is a web-based
information system that enables drivers to participate in this
system to receive a message from ROP System when they
recorded to them any violation. Also, it enables the drivers to
inquire about how many violation they had.
The objectives of that system are:
 It gives a chance to reduce the accidents that increasing
every day because the driver will be more careful when they
see their violations are increasing rather than don’t know
anything about them.
 It reduces the cost and the time for the drivers in order to
check for their violations.
 It gives the drivers a chance whether they wanted to know
about any violation at the time that it record or whenever they
want to know.
If users need to know their traffic violations directly they must
participate in that service by visiting the ROP website and
enter their phone number, so whenever any kind of violation is
recorded, a message will arrive directly to that number
containing the violation type, time, place and the cost.
3. METHOD AND TECHNIQUE

There are many types of requirement which analyzed and
gathered in order to implement the project according to that
requirement. The requirements are:
Functional requirement like: Provide form to participate in
SMS service and non- functional requirement like: SMS
service has to work efficiency and update every 24 hours.
Also, there is a user requirement even if it Driver requirement
or ROP requirement.
The following table 1 will clarify the material and resources
which require for the implementation:
Resource Software
Hardware
Type
Oracle10g, Power
Mobile Phone
Design
Internet medium like:
, Microsoft Project ,
modem
Smart Draw
PCs
OmantelBroand Band
Visual Studio software
Cost
200R.O
200R.O
Table 1: Types of required resources

The DB of the proposed development was diagrammed (ERD,
DFD) by taking the help of Smart Draw software and Oracle
10g was used to register the data of each object in the system.
To understand the main function and task which implemented
in the system , Figure1 below clarifies the context level of
DFD, because the context level consists of the tasks and the
users of each task.
0

Context Level

0.1

0.6

Access to
the
service

SMS
notificatio
n

0.2
Police

Add
violation

0.8

Driver

Online
inquire
0.3
Edit
violation

0.4
View
violation

0.5
Add
driver

Fig. 1 DFD context level of both driver and police.

Oracle 10g used to build the structure of each table which is:
Driver table, Police table, Car-Violation table, DriverViolation table, Car table and transaction table. The relation
between each table formed by ERD. There are privileges
which implemented to each table so by that the police can

access the entire table but also it depends on the rank level of
that police.
As ASP.NET is a server side web application, it adopted to
produce dynamic web pages. Also the framework of the
project designed by it [2]. ASP.NET takes an object-oriented
programming language approach to web execution [4].
Microsoft Visual Studio is the tool which took to implement
ASP.NET side [3]. The DB which designed in Oracle connect
to the server side in ASP.NET by using SQL server so all the
tables can given privilege from the VB with no need to open
oracle again. Also, any manipulating to that table like: delete,
add and edit done from Oracle.
Here are the main codes which implemented by using
ASP.NET in the master page. It shows that the language which
used is an object oriented language"C#". Also it shows that
the server is run during the implementation of that master
page.
<%@ Page Title="" Language="C#"
MasterPageFile="~/MasterPage2. master" %>
<Script runat="server">
Protected void Page_Load (object sender,
EventArgs e)
{
}
</Script> [5]

The web pages of the system consist of two sides: one is driver
part other is admin part. The driver can access the Web page
and show the whole violation (car/driver) with no limit number
as what happen in the ROP real website. Also, the driver has to
add the phone number which the SMS of the violation will
send for. But in the admin part , police will add, delete and
edit the violations. Also, the police can show the whole
information which is about a specific car or driver. This part is
entered by police civil number because each police will has
specific privileges.
4. RESULT
4.1Expected results:
In the system, I hope to cover all basic points about violations.
First, the policeman (administrator) accesses to the system.
The policeman can add and store the violation in the system of
the database program (Oracle 10g). There database
administrator can modify and delete the violation. Others
cannot make any change to the details of the violations but
they can view the details of the violations and drivers. Then
the driver can make the report of these details. I want to build
the project easier for the users. Also the SMS part has to
implement effectively.
4.2 Actual result:
The system, cover all the main points that related to the
violations. First, the database administrator can add and
modify in the details of the violations. The database
administrator also can store, add, modify and view all details
of the drivers and violations. Also the user can search for any
violation by specifying which type of violation they want to
search. If the user wants to search about car violation, enter the
License Number, Car Number and Car Character. But if the

user wants to search about driver violation, enter the License
Number. The SMS is received to the driver after the system
tested. The main information about the violation was shown in
the SMS.
The difficulties of implementation part are: errors which
appear in each testing before the final test but implementing all
the basic points that mentioned in the expected result are
important.
Fig.2 show the actual result which achieved , the violation
need to record in the ROP system , then the computer
programmed to send the SMS to the driver to inform them
about their violation.

Omantel is the communication company which has to facilitate
the way of sending the message and has to provide good offer
for ROP for sending the message.
The future work of the system may extend to include other
services with respect to the security side of it. Especially to the
DB of the ROP, it's very sensitive and it needs to protect more
from any malicious software of virus. In addition the system
should achieve high scores in some requirements like:
Efficiency: SMS service will work efficiency and update every
24 Hours. Portability: - we can get SMS in any type of mobiles
anywhere and Usability: - everyone can use the web interface
and SMS service.
So, the system will solve the problem of violations increasing
if it achieves these requirements.
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Fig.2 the actual result of ROP SMS Notification System

5. CONCLUSION
ROP SMS Notification System aims to inform the drivers
about their violation and the cost of each violation by sending
SMS which shows whole the main information which drivers
want to know. The main difference between the this system
and the one which done on ROP website is that this system
doesn’t require the drivers to connect to the internet in order to
show their violations, just by SMS all the information can be
gained.
The DB of the system designed by Oracle and connected to the
server by adopting ASP.NET.
The tasks and the actors of each task are diagrammed by using
Smart Draw program. DFD has about 8 levels, in each level
the task was clarified. In addition the ERD has about 7 tables,
each table has relationships with other and each table has
privilege in which polices and drivers can access.
There are two features of the system which developed for the
driver one is online inquiring: These services in our software
retrieve the whole type of violations whether it is car violation
or driver violation. But if we use the online inquiry through
ROP site the driver can get only the radar violation. Our
software develops this service to adapt to retrieve all types of
violations. Another is SMS notification: The SMS notification
means, after the police record the violation whether its car
violation or driver violation, the system will check
automatically for any new violation and it will send SMS for
the last violation that recorded in the database.
The system will help to reduce the number of the violations of
each driver, because each driver will receive quick SMS for
each violation and they will avoid repeat it next time.
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Abstract: The project aims to design and develop a system

The proposed work aims to use the head movement and puff

which will be controlled by the movement of the head and by

mouth of the disabled person. These movements can be

puff air from mouth. This will be useful for the disabled

converted as electric signals and given to a control unit which

people who cannot control the computer mouse by their hands.

can be used to operate the movement of the pointer on the

Users will not get tired from using this device, because the

computer window. The puff of breath from the mouth will be

head movement and puff of mouth does not require too much

used for selection. This effort may lead to an improvement in

energy. The system makes use of an accelerometer to sense

the user per performance and helps to shrink the barriers that

the tilt of the head and a microcontroller program will execute

the disabled face. Initially the head movement and later the

the required movement of the cursor. The capacitor

puff mouth to active this operation. An accelerometer is used

microphone will be used to sense the puff from the mouth and

to collect the head movement and correlate it with the

convert that into an electrical signal which in turn will be used

movement of the mouse pointer on the computer. Later, the

to select the option needed. This paper proposes a possible

puff from the mouth will be used for selecting an option.

solution to control the mouse function by head movement and
selection function by the puff from the mouth.

II.

Proposed system design:

Index Terms: Accelerometer, microcontroller, Human

An accelerometer will be placed on the head of a person that

computer interface, and microphone

will operate the mouse pointer in a computer by the tilt of the
head. Then a capacitor microphone will be used to sever the
puff from the mouth and convert that into an electrical signal

I. Intrudaction:

which in turn will with select the option. The Head movement

People with severe impairment have lot of difficulty in

based cursor movement for the disabled translates natural

controlling the computer operations. There are people who are

movements of a user's head into directly proportional

not able to use computer mouse. In such cases, the computer

movements of the computer mouse pointer, so as the user

has to be operated by any other signals that are obtained from

moves their head the mouse pointer on the screen also moves.

the physically disabled person. “These signals have to

“Head movement based cursor movement for the disabled will

originate from the person and have to be strong enough to

use a wireless optical sensor which tracks a tiny disposable

control the computer operation .Several alternate mechanisms

target that is worn by the user in a convenient location on their

have been developed for such users. To address this issue, the

forehead, glasses, hat, etc.”[2] It works just like a computer

project takes steps to control the computer mouse.”[1]

mouse, with the mouse pointer being moved by the motion of

the user's head. “The accelerometer is mechanical transducers

IV. Algorithm and Implementation:

which converts the mechanical motion into electrical
electri
signal.

The flow chart in figure2 explains the process. The

These electrical signals are further used for the control

microcontroller is programmed and signal is transmitted

action.”[3]

wirelessly to execute the movement of the cursor on the
computer screen and the selection also on the computers
screen. Figure 3 shows the snap shot of the sensor circuit
system:
III. Operation of the system

operation verification on the bread board making use of the

This operation starts when the user start moving his head, the

LEDs as the output indicates.

accelerometer will detect the head movement and will send
appropriate signals to the microcontroller. Microcontroller
will transfer this signal to the transmitter (xbee). Xbee will
send the signal to the computer and it will display in the
computer as mouse pointer moves. Also, when the user
puffing into the microphone, this puffing will be t into an
electrical signal and sent to the microcontroller which will
transfer it through xbee to the computer for a selection option.
If the user puff in the microphone one puff per second it will
be detect as left click and if he puff two puff per second it will
be detect as right click. The system makes use of “the
microcontroller which is a small computer on a single IC
containing a processor, memory, and programmable input &

Figure 2 System
ystem flow chart

output peripherals.”[4] The CPU, memory, I/O and timers are
all on a single chip. Xbee iss a wireless technology allowing
the

communication

between

microcontroller

and

the

computer.

Figure 3 project implemented in the bread board

Figure 1 System
ystem block diagram

V. Result and conclusion:
The final outcome of this work will be a wearable hat which
will have an accelerometer to sense the tilt of the head along
with a microphone which is used to sense the puff from the
person’s mouth to make a selection option. This product
developed will be very useful for the disabled who are in real
need to use the computer. “There are a lot of people who can’t
work with the computer because of disability.”[5] This project
will provide an alternative way of interaction with a computer
for those who are unable to use the mouse.
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Abstract - The economic development of any country depends
on the growth and development of banking sector. Banking sector
is considered to be an effective instrument for accelerating the
pace of economic growth. The economic status of Sultanate of
Oman has reached the present position due to continuous efforts
by the government for enhancing the quality and productivity of
banking operation. This paper has carried out an extensive
investigation into the impact of the information technology on the
performance of commercial banks in Oman. The investigation has
been done on eight important commercial banks. The work has
unearthed that the present day growth of IT field has penetrated
the banking sector in Oman, which in turn, has accelerated the
performance of commercial banks on one hand and the customer
satisfaction on the other. At the end, the researcher has given
some recommendations on the further improvement of IT system
in banking sector in Oman.
Index Terms – Banking sector, Information technology,
performance evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The role of commercial banks in the economic development of
a country is inevitable for the reason that the banking sector
stands to be the effective tool of transferring the individual
savings in the capital formation of a country (Brooking, 2001).
The success or failure of any economic system is based on the
functioning of commercial banks in a country. It is, therefore,
important for a nation to look into the planning and
implementation of a good banking system so that the pace of
economic growth is accelerated to achieve the goals set forth
by a government (Lamb, 2003). Oman is considered to be one
the countries in the GCC which has witnessed remarkable
growth in the banking sector by encouraging the infrastructural
changing both in the operation of the banks and in the delivery
of banking services to the customers. The growth and
development IT system has dominated all fields of economic
activities in the country. Banking sector is one the most
influenced sectors by the invent of IT system. The researcher,
therefore, has developed an interest in undertaking a study on
the impact of IT system on the performance of the commercial
banks in Oman

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE.
Commercial bank is the term used for a normal bank to
distinguish it from an investment bank. This is what people
normally call a "bank". The term "commercial" was used to
distinguish it from an investment bank. Since the two types of
banks no longer have to be separate companies, some have
used the term "commercial bank" to refer to banks which focus
mainly on companies. In some English-speaking countries
outside North America, the term "trading bank" was and is
used to denote a commercial bank[16].
In modern banking system, commercial banks have made a sea
change in the functioning of commercial transactions. The
functions of a commercial bank can be three folded:
• Accepting deposits
• Lending Loans
• Ancillary functions
A commercial bank lends different types of loans which can be
categorized as cash credit, overdraft and term loans. Loans can
also be classified into short-term, medium term and long term
on the basis of period of loan. Loans are granted by
commercial banks for different purposes, for both for business
and non-business customers. Personal loans are offered to nonbusiness customers for different purposes at a reasonable rate
of interest with easy instalments. Loans are also offered to
business people for different business purposes [12].
In modern banking system, a commercial bank undertakes a
lots of ancillary functions for the customers. These are known
as service function. The role of commercial banks in service
functions has increased to a great extent that a bank is doing
agency function in everything for their customers [7].
III. BANKING SECTOR IN OMAN- AN OVERVIEW

Banking sector plays a vital role in achieving financial
equilibrium and economic stability in any country. Banking
sector in Oman is viewed as a most stable, highly efficient and
fast growing sectors in the GCC region, operating in such a
way as to respond to the regional and global developments and
requirements and the need for changes towards the

globalization. In Sultanate of Oman, the central bank of Oman
is responsible for maintaining the stability of national currency
the Omani Rial (RO) and ensuring monetary and financial
stability in a deregulated and open financial system. The
Omani banking system has experienced several mergers and
many specialized banks have also been incorporated during the
past 5 years, namely, Oman Housing Bank, The Oman
Development Bank and Alliance Housing Bank.
IV. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND BANKING SECTOR
The influence of information technology has become
inevitable in each and every aspect of the life of a person in the
present day modern world. E-commerce has opened up a
revolutionary change in the operation of business enterprises,
whether it is manufacturing organization or a service
organization. The impact of information technology is very
high in service sector in general and in banking sector in
particular. The use of information technology has led to a sea
change in the functioning of banking sector over the world.
The IT strategies have opened up new markets, new products,
new services and efficient and excellent delivery of banking
services. Gone are the days where the customers of
commercial bank stood in a queue in front of the banks’
counter during the specified officer hours for transacting any
banking operations. But there is a different scenario in the
present day IT era, where the customers visit the bank on the
day of opening the account and are able to carry out all the
banking operations in absentia through the use of IT based
banking services. Online electronic banking, mobile banking
and internet banking are just a few examples.
V. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Under a competitive environment, banking organizations are
striving to provide finest services to their customers to retain a
position in the competitive market. The efforts are being
directed to achieve high level of customer satisfaction. An
organization cannot exists without the attaining customer
satisfaction. The banking sector has made a remarkable growth
in Sultanate of Oman under the captainship of the Central
Bank of Oman. Being the Apex Bank, the Central Bank of
Oman plays a major role in the creation and maintenance of a
well-organized banking system in the country. It is a wellknown fact among the economists that a well-organized
banking system is a prerequisite for the economic growth of a
country. Banks act as instruments for capital formation which
is the basis for the growth of economy in the country.
In Sultanate of Oman three types of banks are functioning
which are:

1. Government Banks
2. Private Sector Banks
3. Multinational Banks
All these three types of banks participate in commercial
banking activities. There exists a stiff competition among the
commercial banks to gain the market share and achieve higher
customer satisfaction. In this context, the researcher has
developed an interest to study about the impact of information
technology on the performance commercial banks in Sultanate
of Oman.
VI. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The overall aim of the study is to evaluate the impact of
information technology on the performance of the commercial
banks in Oman banking sector. Keeping the broad aim in mind
the following specific objectives are framed:
1. To assess the IT strategies followed by commercial
banks in Oman;
2. To assess the utility of IT facilities by the customers;
3. To evaluate the impact of IT strategies on the
performance of the banks;
4. To identify the problems faced by the commercial
banks in the implementation of IT strategies;
5. To offer findings, suggestions and conclusion
VII. HYPOTHESIS
The following hypothesis has been framed for the research:
1. The information technology system introduced in
commercial banks has not influenced the performance
of banks in Oman.
2. The information technology system in commercial
banks has not influenced the level of customer
satisfaction.

VIII. RESEARCH Methodology
The study is an empirical research based on the survey
method. Both primary and secondary data will be collected for
the purpose of the study. The researcher has proposed to
collect primary data both from samples of commercial banks
in Oman and their customers through structured
questionnaires.
The secondary data regarding the theoretical aspects of IT
strategies in banking sector will be collected from recognized
text books, journals, newspapers, research articles and
research works and from relevant websites.
Sampling design:
For the purpose of the study, the researcher has proposed to
select as many as eight locally incorporated commercial banks

in Oman are selected. The sample population for the study
includes the following banks:
1. Ahli bank;
2. Bank Dhofar;
3. Bank Muscat;
4. National bank of Oman;
5. Oman International Bank, now merged with HSBC;
6. Oman Arab Bank;
7. Bank Nizwa; and

8. Bank Sohar
The researcher has excluded the foreign banks operating in
Oman for the study. The researcher has also decided to 10
customers each from the sample banks for the study totaling
around 80 customers in order to collect primary data from the
customers. Hence, the primary data would be collected
through two different questionnaires, one for the commercial
banks and the other for the customers.
7. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION:
The data collected from the questionnaires have been analysed
and the following are the outcomes of the analysis:
The IT system introduced by commercial banks has influenced
the performance of the banks in positive way. This is evident
from the results of analysis made on the performance records
of sample population which shows that majority of the sample
population considered for the study has recorded an increase in
the volume of banking operation ranging from 35% to 52%;
The IT system introduced by the commercial banks in Oman
has influenced the level of customer satisfaction as is evident
from the analysis that mojority of the customers expressed
their happiness in availing the IT based banking transactions
which has reduced their efforts to the services.
IX. Suggestions:
The researcher would like to record the following suggestions
to be considered by the management of banks in order to
enhance the quality of IT system:
The web page of banks should be designed to be users friendly
as majority of the customers may not be familiar with the
handling of computers professionally;
The employees of the banks should be trained to acquired the
skills and knowledge in IT system to ensure effective
discharge of their services;
The banks may conduct annual works shops for the customers
to make aware of IT system in the banks
X. Conclusion:
Banks play a pivotal role in the acceleration of the pace of the
economic activities in a country. The so called IT system has
dominated all fields of business activities with a higher level of
influence in banking sectors. This paper has investigated the

role of IT system in enhancing the performance of commercial
banks in Oman. The findings of the research work show that
IT system has a positive impact on the performance of the
commercial banks and the level of customer satisfaction.
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Abstract
Purpose - The purpose of this study is to examine the practices of
the internal marketing (IM) with the use of IT represented in the Ebanking systems of an Omani commercial bank in building the
bank corporate brand name from the internal consumers‟ perspective (the employees).
Specific research question is: Do electronic banking systems
provided by the local banks in the context of IM play a role in
building corporate brand from the internal consumers‟ perspectives?
Design/methodology/approach - A content analysis methodology
is employed, data were collected through a questionnaire distributed on employees of one of the local banks in Oman. The IM strategic modeling tool is used to study the current practices of the
chosen bank in boosting the corporate band value through the use
of the electronic banking systems within the internal customer
environment.
Findings – to a large extent, in the context of IM with the use of
E-banking systems, the employees of the local bank are not participating in building the bank corporate brand image and the local
bank practices do not boost the bank corporate brand from the
employees‟ perspective.
Originality/value – in this study, the knowledge of corporate
brand value is advanced by exploring the influence of IT represented in the electronic banking systems in implementing the IM
program to build strong bank corporate brand name.
Keywords – Corporate Branding, Bank Corporate Brand, Electronic Banking Systems, Internal Marketing, Local Omani Bank
Paper type – Survey research paper

I. INTRODUCTION
The globalization and integration of the financial markets
and the adoption of e-commerce to provide the financial
services in the recent years resulted in high rivalry and challenges in the banking industry. Banks in Europe adopted the
“global branding strategy” in response to these global
changes [1]. Business sustainability is dependent on the
brand. The brand factor determines the growth limit of the
business, the potential new markets it can target and the
profit limit it can generate [2]. However, “Ref. [3]” asserts
that; meeting the local customers‟ requirements helps dealing with the expected challenges of the bank brand identity
[3]. The role of consumer perceptions in protecting and differentiating the banks from the competitors is understudied.
The financial brands focus on the financial performance

much more than focusing on the brand success indicators.
Customers face difficulty in evaluating different banks‟
competing offers due to service intangibility. Therefore,
banks must distinguish themselves with positive corporate
brand image that pays attention to the perceived risk of consumers and work to control it in order to maintain long-term
success [4].
The global brand strategy concept requires companies to
practice identity management principle to deliver the society
with differentiated identity. To deliver differentiated image
to the stakeholders, companies focus on their behavior, internal culture, use of communication actions and visual
symbols. The delivered positive identity results in having
motivated employees, attracts new investors, generate solid
reputation and enhance customer satisfaction. The inherited
difficulties in differentiating the products and services of
banks, the recent financial crisis and lack of credibility and
trust towards them makes managing and differentiating the
identity and image of banks of great importance [5]. The IT
revolution has changed the way the banks perform business.
Wider range of financial products had been introduced
which increased the customers‟ demands on secured and
quality financial services [6]. To reduce costs and provide
consistent services at any place any time, the retail banks
increasingly relays on the technology through the implementation of the Automated Teller Machines (ATM), web
banking, Mobile and SMS banking. This change in carrying
the banking business led to involve the customers heavily in
the delivery of banking services. Therefore the Internal
Marketing (IM) dimensions of internal customers, training
and education, quality standards and rewards systems play a
great role in creating and supporting the bank brand identity
[7].
The researches that examine the concept and practices of IM
are limited. The interaction between internal marketing and
organizational behavior concepts that strengthen training,
learning and motivating, job satisfaction, teamwork and
coordination between activities in the research needs more
contribution [8]. The researches that study the IM and influence of electronic banking in building corporate brand value
through implementation of IM in the context of Omani
banking sector is unavailable.

In this study, the knowledge of corporate brand value is
advanced by exploring the role of IT represented in the implemented electronic banking systems in implementing the
IM program and it goes further by suggesting the implementation of IM model with the use of IT on the external customers. To achieve the aforementioned goals, the paper begins with a literature review of corporate brand, bank brand
name, electronic banking, and internal marketing tool. A
brief history on the electronic banking in Oman is presented
followed by the proposed research methodology. Next the
results obtained are outlined and analyzed. Finally conclusions regarding the most relevant aspects found are presented and the limitations and suggestions for future lines of
research are indicated.

awareness, reputation, quality, performance and loyalty it
gets [7].
Reputation and credibility considered to be the main dimensions of corporate image construct [23]. “Ref. [24]” on the
other hand, considers the functional value, emotional benefits and organizational association that is consisted of tangible and intangible characteristics [25] as base of the corporate image. Banks‟ brand image is built over many factors.
The offered services, access to services, appealing facilities,
personnel and reputation are among the factors that make up
the corporate brand image of the banks [26]. Similarly, the
security of transactions [27] and corporate social responsibility (CSR)[28] are important factors that are considered
while evaluating the banks‟ corporate brand image.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Corporate brand in banking
Corporate level concepts such as corporate image and corporate identity had been studied by many scholars since
1956. Corporate image refers to the image of the organization that is associated with its name from the stakeholders‟
perception [9]. “Ref. [10]” defines branding as the symbol,
design, sign, name and term that differentiate and identifies
the seller or maker of a product or service from competitors‟
products or services. “Ref. [11]” defines branding as “the
singular idea or concept that a product owns inside the mind
of the prospect”. The organization external communication
channels play a role in building the corporate identity [12].
Corporate brand image cannot be directly managed by the
companies therefore communicating an appealing identity is
required [13]. According to “Ref. [14]” corporate image of
the banks is developed and positioned by the corporate identity that is communicated using the corporate branding concept.
Corporate image is interrelated with the service quality concept. “Ref. [15]” states that the quality of service provided
are determined by the corporate image. Brand associations
in banks result in high quality services that lead to high satisfaction, loyalty and customer value [16]. Organization‟s
profit increases and the competitors influence reduces as a
result of having strong corporate image [17]. Organizations
with strong corporate image are more appealing to current
employees [18] and investors [17]. “Ref. [19]” mentions
that having a positive corporate image helps in brand extensions. “Ref. [20]” states that having a strong image results
in high credibility on the offered products. Financial firms
that offer undifferentiated services could benefits competitive advantages by having strong corporate brand image
[21]. “Ref. [22]” states that brand equity reflects the market share of the brand. Higher brand equity results in higher
brand name awareness, loyalty, perceived quality, strong
trademarks, strong brand associations and channel relationships. Brand equity is a valuable asset that can have a price
and creates competitive advantages for the company. The
more powerful the brand is the more consumer brand

“Ref. [7]” states that intangibility of the services characterizes make branding more important for services than for
goods. The intangibility of services is considered to be a
major issue with service branding and thus it becomes difficult to distinguish financial services providers. Branding in
financial services depends entirely on the company‟s culture. This means that the entire company contributes to the
corporate brand building. The customers‟ interactions with
staff formulate the customers‟ perceptions of the brand.
Therefore it is necessary to ensure quality consistency in
service delivery. According to “Ref. [29]”, service brand
success depends on relationships between the employees
and customers. The power of corporate branding resides in
being the factor that pushes customers to make the purchase
decision. Therefore, UK retail banking industry adopts and
implements the Internal Marketing program in order to
maintain the power of corporate branding [7].
IM role in building strong corporate brand
Companies‟ market orientation is affected heavily by the
poor performance of its employees in delivering the services
to the customers. The lack of employees‟ commitment is
harmful to the company. In order for the banks to succeed in
its market orientation, employees‟ commitment and citizenship must be guaranteed. The implementation of IM therefore considered being important for achieving market orientation [8]. Market orientation is defined by “Ref. [30]” as
“shared values and beliefs that provide (individuals) with
norms for behavior in organization”.
“Ref. [31]”considered each employee as a marketer that
should have the skills to do add-on, cross-selling in order to
retain ongoing customer relationships. Organizations should
implement the similar framework of its external marketing
and stimulate service awareness and customer oriented behavior internally. According to “Ref. [32]” IM is “a management philosophy, viewing employees as internal customers and viewing jobs as internal products that satisfy the
needs and wants of these internal customers while addressing the objectives of the organization”.

Branding in services sector is a challenge. Attention is to be
given to the role of staff in producing and delivering the
services and the importance of that in sustaining successful
brand positioning [33]. Employees should be aware of their
role in building the brand. Adopting customer focused service culture in employees actions are fundamental to provide high-quality services and its nourished with Staff development and training. Delivering services that match the
perceived services brand reinforces the brand image and
therefore maintains high Consumer satisfaction.
The importance of the employees‟ role in maintaining the
brand image leads to the adoption of IM in the service industry. UK retail banks have adopted IM to achieve competitive advantages through building strong corporate brand
image. IM emphasis on the employee‟s element since staff
is the contact link with the external customers [7].
Hypotheses development
The Internal Marketing Model (IM) is used to build and
sustain a strong corporate brand as literatures indicate. IM
contains four main constructs: Internal Customers, Training
and Education, Quality Standards and Rewards System. As
literatures explain, the perceived value of the employees
about the corporate brand value is built over the IM constructs [7]. Based on this, the following hypotheses are developed:H1. In the context of IM with the use of E-banking systems,
the employees of the local bank are not participating in
building the bank corporate brand image.
H2. The current IM practices with the use of E-banking
systems of the local bank do not boost the bank corporate
brand from the employees’ perspective.

Sampling design and data collection
Owing to the limitation of resources, time and to the fact
that not all Omani banks allow access to their employees, a
convenient sample of customers‟ contact employees was
selected from one of the local commercial banks in Oman.
A self-administered questionnaire was distributed to 60
sampled employees by hand and 30 by email. Of the distributed questionnaires, 57 were successfully delivered. The
57 delivered questionnaires were analyzed in this study. The
study survey consisted of four sections built over the IM
framework:(1) Internal Customers, measured using 6 items;
(2) Training and Education, measured using 4 items;
(3) Quality standards, measured using 2 items;
(4) Reward System, measured using 2 items.
Since the survey was conducted on one local bank, the results cannot be generalized on the entire Omani banking
sector. However, the study highlights on the IM practices of
one of the largest local commercial banks in Oman from
employees‟ perspectives. The study presents one of the directions implemented in the Omani banking sector with
regards to IM practices through the use of the electronic
banking system from the internal customers‟ perspectives.
The research design was deliberately aimed to capture perceptions of bank‟s employees on IM practices of their bank
in regards to the electronic banking systems. The definitions
of IM framework constructs are presented in Appendix 1
(Table AI). The questionnaire is presented in Appendix 2.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The study is exploratory in nature. It aims at exploring the
influence of Information Technology on building strong
corporate branding values from the internal consumers‟ perspective (the employees) in the context of the electronic
banking of the Omani banking sector. For this purpose, the
survey research strategy using the quantitative approach was
adopted to explore the awareness and the practices of the
employees. Survey research is considered valuable in aspects where the required information to understand the employees‟ perception is not available and to conduct consumer perception surveys [34].

The questionnaire contains four parts. The first part
measures the bank‟s practices in regard to the internal customers‟ construct. The second part measures the bank‟s
practices in regards to the training and education construct.
The third part measures the bank‟s practices in regards to
the quality standards construct and the fourth part measures
the bank‟s practices in regards to the reward system. All
four constructs are measured from the employees‟ perspective in the context of electronic banking systems to build
corporate brand value.
Part 1: Internal Customers construct of IM

Research locale: local commercial bank in Oman
The bank was established in 1980s and is considered to be
one of the largest banks in Oman. It provides products and
services in retail banking, corporate and project finance,
investment banking and trade finance.

Item 1: in response to a question about the awareness level
of employees on the term corporate brand, around 54% of
the respondents replied that they are aware of the term
“Corporate Brand”. Around 46% which is almost half of the
respondents were not aware of the term.

Part 2: Training and Education construct of IM

Awareness level of term “Corporate
Brand”

Yes
No
Not Sure

Figure 1: Employees‟ awareness level of term “Corporate Brand”

Item 2: in response to a question about the employees‟
opinion of the role of the implemented electronic banking
systems in adding value to the bank brand name, the majority agreed.
Do implemented electronic banking
systems add strong value to the bank brand
name

Item 2.1: in response to a question that measures practices
of the bank in motivating and training the employees to become customer focused and service oriented, 44% of the
respondents replied that the bank motivate and train them to
become customer focused and service oriented. Around
32% responded with “No” and 24% responded with “To
some extent”.
Item 2.2.A, Item 2.3.A and Item 2.4.A: in response to a
question that measures practices of the bank in training the
employees‟ on how to use and how to market the online
banking systems and the employees‟ actual use of the systems, 43.8% responded that they received training on the
system. 56% have not received any training on how to use
the system. 43.8% therefore are using the system and 56.2%
are not using it.
Table Item 2.2.A, Item 2.3.A and Item 2.4.A: measures the practices of the
bank in training the employees‟ on how to use and how to market the
online banking system and the employees‟ actual use of the system
Item
2.2.A

Yes
No

Figure 2: Role of the implemented electronic banking systems in adding
strong value to the bank brand name from employees‟ perspective

Item 3: in response to a question that measures the employees‟ beliefs if they should be treated as internal customers to
the bank, the majority agreed and considered that they
should be treated as internal customers by the bank.
Item 4: in response to a question that measures if the supervisors treat their employees well from the employees‟
perspective, 46% responded with yes. 50% of the employees responded with “sometimes” and around 4% responded
with “Not at all”.
Item 5: in response to a question that measures if the employees are motivated enough to demonstrate positive attitudes towards the external customers, 43% responded that
they are motivated. Around 38% are not motivated and
around 19% responded that it depends on the work pressure
they have.
Item 6: in response to a question that measures current bank
working culture in boosting the service mentality among
employees, 48% responded that the current work environment fosters the service mentality among the employees.
Around 20% responded with “No” and 32% responded that
the current work environment to some extent foster the service mentality among employees.

Item
2.3.A

Item
2.4.A

Have you been trained on
how to use or introduced to
the online banking systems
%
Have you been trained on
how to market and respond to
customers inquiry on the
online banking systems
%
Are you using the online
Banking systems?
%

Yes

No

Total

43.8

56.2

100

Yes

No

Total

43.8

56.2

100

Yes

No

Total

43.8

56.2

100

Item 2.2.B, Item 2.3.B and Item 2.4.B: In response to a
question that measures practices of the bank in training the
employees‟ on how to use and how to market the SMS
banking systems and the employees‟ actual use of the systems, 35% responded that they received training on the system. 65% have not received any training on how to use the
system. However, 50.8% are using the system and 49% are
not using it.
Table Item 2.2.B, Item 2.3.B and Item 2.4.B: measures the practices of the
bank in training the employees‟ on how to use and how to market the SMS
banking system and the employees‟ actual use of the system
Item
2.2.B

Item
2.3.B

Item
2.4.B

Have you been trained on how to
use or introduced to the SMS
banking systems
%
Have you been trained on how to
market and respond to customers
inquiry on the SMS banking
systems
%
Are you using the SMS Banking
systems?
%

Yes

No

Total

35

65

100

Yes

No

Total

29.8

70.2

100

Yes

No

Total

50.8

49.2

100

Part 3: Quality Standards construct of IM
Item 3.1: in response to a question that measures if employees are following any service quality standards or not, 91%
responded that they have service quality standards to follow.
Only 9% responded with no quality standards are followed.
Item 3.2: in response to a question that measures the supervisors‟ practices of performing periodic performance review
and assessments on the customer satisfaction and service
delivery, 72% responded that their supervisors perform periodic performance review while 28% responded that their
supervisors are not performing any performance review.
Part 4: Rewards System construct of IM
Item 4.1.A: in response to a question that measures the
practices of the bank in setting sales targets for the online
banking system, around 30% responded that they have sales
targets to reach for the online banking system. 70% responded that they are not assigned with any sales targets
regarding the online banking system.
Item 4.1.B: in response to a question that measures the
practices of the bank in setting sales targets for the SMS
banking system, 21% responded that they have sales targets
to reach for the SMS banking system. 79% responded that
they are not assigned with any sales targets regarding the
SMS banking system.
Item 4.2: in response to a question that measures the practices of the bank in giving monetary rewards for reaching
the assigned sales targets for the electronic banking systems,
14% responded that they have received monetary rewards
when reaching their sales targets, while 80% responded that
they have not received monetary rewards from their supervisors. 6% responded that they have received in sometimes
but not always.
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research‟s results can be interpreted that the current
practices of the bank are not boosting the internal customer
culture between the employees. Around half of the respondents are not aware of term “Corporate Brand”, therefore
they are not concerned about it. However, most of them
agree that the electronic banking systems affect the name of
the bank. This shows that the bank practices should focus on
involving the employees in building the corporate brand and
to utilize the electronic banking systems in the process. The
Internal Marketing concept needs to be established in the
internal bank‟s environment in a stronger way. Majority of
the respondents are considering themselves as internal customers for the bank but the current culture in the bank does
not address this requirement in the needed way. The bank‟s
current practices in motivating the employees to demonstrate positive attitudes towards the external customers are
not satisfactory. Around half of the respondents are demonstrating low attitudes towards customers which affect the
bank‟s image. The service mentality culture is not rooted

enough between the employees. This could affect the service mentality towards the external customers.
There is a lack in training the employees to be customer and
service oriented. The bank is not providing enough training
for its employees on using its major electronic banking systems and majority of the employees are not using it. This
shows that the bank is not benefiting from its employees
and its electronic banking systems to build strong bank image. Bank employees therefore are not able to market and
respond properly to customers inquires about the e-banking
systems.
The concept of providing quality services to external customers is present in the employees‟ mind and some quality
standards are followed by a majority of them. However, the
role of supervisors in performing periodic performance review can be enhanced to play a greater role in building
bank‟s image.
Greater attention is to be provided by bank‟s management in
setting sales targets for the employees in regards to the electronic banking systems. Rewards system for reaching the
sales targets is to be established and followed in a consistent
manner in order to maintain employees‟ satisfactory which
in return gets reflected in the external customers satisfactory
by receiving quality services.
Based on this:
Hypothesis 1 is to a large extent true: In the context of IM
with the use of E-banking systems, the employees of the local bank are not participating in building the bank corporate brand image.
Hypothesis 2 is to a large extent true: The current IM practices with the use of E-banking systems of the local bank do
not boost the bank corporate brand from the employees’
perspective.
Following recommendations can improve the bank‟s practices of IM with the use of IT in building strong corporate
brand:1.

2.

3.

Incorporate courses like customers‟ service and
quality service delivery for internal and external
customers as a mandatory courses to be attended
and scored by at least 75% for all employees at all
levels. The courses contents to be updated yearly
and to be attended by all employees every year
once. Online training provides companies with
well-trained workforce [35].
Conduct simulation-based programs [36] on regular basis to simulate real branch activities and practice customer service principles covered in the
training. All employees at all levels to participate.
Conduct question and answer and awareness sessions to involve staff and encourage awareness and
participation in process improvement [37] and on
the concepts of corporate brand, IM, brand image

4.

and E-banking power to all employees on regular
basis.
Encourage employees to use the electronic banking
systems by training them on how to use the systems and rewarding them on using the systems.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
This research focuses on one Omani local bank and its
data source is a questionnaire distributed on internal
employees of the bank only therefore it cannot be generalized on Omani banking sector as a whole. Future
research could target more banks and gather data from
external customers and interviews with internal customers.
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Abstract - With the increasing competition in the hotels globally,

1.2 Methods

the need of effective hotel reservation system became an
important issue so we have created an Oracle software system for
hotel reservation. This system can be used in different hotels all
over the world. It facilitates the hotel staff to make the hotel

Entity Relationship Diagram
ERD shows the logical structure of the database. It consists of
different entities that includes its related attribute. In addition, it
shows the relationship between the entities .

booking more easier for the customers. In terms of reporting, the
system provides daily/monthly'/yearly reports for management
enquires. It also provides a special changing policy report which
helps the management to prepare the package in the coming years
and to build up longer term strategies. The system is reliable in
terms of transaction execution from the key delivery till hotel
room entry.

1.1 Introduction
With the growth of information and the competitive hotel industry,
the need for an efficient information system is an inevitable
requirement. Hotel reservation system has become one of the most
useful systems worldwide. The system helps to improve customer
satisfaction and supports the hotel staff to perform the reservation
process with ease and accuracy. We designed this system as a group
project to fulfil the partial requirement of our diploma project. In this
project, the system keeps the record of all room types, rooms
information, list of all facilities, list of all services and also it has a
booking information, check in and check out information. All
calculations will be done while processing the bill. Using this hotel
reservation system, the hotel manager can get clear information about
the number of guests who stayed and the most useful services by
using the report according to the saved information during the check
in and check out process. Also the system will record all customers'
comments. So the hotel services and facilities will be greatly
improved if this system is used.

1.3 Methodology
We have selected and followed the Rapid Application Development
Methodology to create our project, to decrease the time needed to
design our system, because the RAD phases are shorter than
traditional life cycle.
RAD Phases

select number of children. We also have created list of value (LOV)
There are many methodologies are related to (SDLC) which are
useful for ensure the success of the project:
o

Waterfall model (the original SDLC method)

o

Joint Application Development (JAD)

o

Fountain model

o

Rapid Application Development (RAD)

o

Spiral model

o

Incremental

to show only the room types that will suite number of adult and
children that have been entered. There's an alert that detect mistakes
while inserting the check in date and the check-out date. We used
many of buttons like save, new record, next record, enter query,
execute query and delete.

We choose Rapid Application Development (RAD) because many
reasons:
-

Users, Managers and Analysts work together for several days

-

System requirements are reviewed

-

Structured meeting are conducted

Stage 1: Identifying the requirement and analyze system need and
design
Stage 2: Developing and Documenting Software.
Stage 3: Testing and Maintaining the System.

This form show check in details. The form contains primary key on
check in number column and it is given by the system. This form has

Stage 4: Implementing and Evaluating the System

three foreign keys room number, booking number and customer id
and staff_id. We used button to increase and decrease number of

1.4 User interface

persons. In addition we have list of value (LOV) for the room,
customer_id (LOV), for the staff. Finally we have (LOV) for the
method of payment. Also we used buttons like save, new record, next
record, enter query, execute query, delete in this form.

Description:
This form shows the booking details. Booking number is a primary
key and it is generated automatically. Also it contains two foreign
keys customer id and room number. In addition we use a list item to

Description:

1.5 Conclusion

Bill form is divided into two parts, master and details. In the master

In conclusion technology is very important today and easier to be

part, the bill number is the primary key, and there are three foreign

used. Therefore, we need the computerized system to support the

keys. This form is used to show the total cost that has the customer

management level for making right decitions and increase the work

expended during his stay in the hotel, and in the customer id there is

performance .We have created the system using oracle database .

a list of values shows the check-out customers only. Once the

We have used the logical diagrams such as a Rapid Application

customer id and room number is selected using the list of

Development

values(LOV), the price of the room, the number of nights, check-in

flowcharts . After that we have converted the logical wrok into a

date and check-out dates will be automatically displayed.

physical work ,which is the implementation stage that include

The second part of the form is the details form that has three foreign

designing the forms and writing the codes that properly control the

keys,

and

inserted data and we have designed many reports .Finally we started

services_charges_codea, the facility and the charges has list of values

the testing stage that have been done by teachers and some students

(LOV) that displays the price of each selected facility and services

to make sure of the performance of the Reservation system.

the

bill

number,

facility_charge_code

methodology,

Entity

Relational

Diagram

and

then the prices will be calculated in the display items as total service
and total facility.
Once the user press the total payment button, the system will
calculate the room price, total facilities, total services and the taxes
and display the total cost.
The staff will select in the list item the discount percentage then the
total cost will be decreased upon the given discount and display the
total debit.
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Abstract:- In recent year found that many organizations used
Business Intelligence (BI) in most of sectors in order to gathering,
consolidating, analysing and providing access to data to provide
better decision-making to be faster than ever before by providing
the right information to the right people at the right Time. This
paper propose Business Intelligence (BI) framework for Higher
Education Admission Centre (HEAC) to simplify and integrate
business critical data of a multi-schema database by using Active
database approach uses active rules, called Event-Condition-Action
(ECA) rules. This paper explores the problem in HEAC, BI
overview, BI component, BI features, BI framework, active DB.
Index Terms – Business Intelligence, Active Database, BI
framework

I. INTRODUCTION
In 2006, Higher Education Admission Centre (HEAC)
designed and established an electronic admission system where
students could apply to Higher Education Institutes (HEI).
Since then, HEAC had a production database which contains
different schemas. Each schema is built yearly based on the
received data from Ministry of Education (MOE), this data is
used basically to allow students to register and then to do other
procedures which is related to their choice in higher education
study.
With the emergent volume of student data handled by HEAC
in fast system structure changing environment to each schema
based on the yearly requirements. However, the emergence of
the project’s idea came from the difficulties and obstacles
experienced by database management specialists during report
generation required by other departments and staff; such
reports are needed for decision making on issues related to
students.
The purpose of this research is to propose a Business
Intelligence (BI) framework for Higher Education Admission
Center (HEAC) to simplify and integrate business critical data
of a multi-schema database. The advanced built- in BI
analytical abilities enforce faster strategic decision making and
helps forecast the total number of graduates from the General
Application Diploma or equivalent; and assess their admission
needs.
Moreover, the research intends to solve the differences in
schema structures that result in database queries variation
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written by HEAC’s data management specialists to produces
irrational outputs .An active database approach along with BI
framework are suggested, in order to improve HEAC services,
achieve better operational efficiency, and foster students’
relationship in Oman.
II. Business Intelligence Overview
Today’s one of the top priority in the world organizations of
using Business Intelligence (BI) for higher qualitative decision
making. The concept of BI is refers to the technology which
are used to gather ,storing ,provide access and analyze the
data into information and turn it into knowledge in order to
help the decision - maker to provide better decision making to
guide their organizations (ZHANG, Liyi and Tu, Xiaofan ,
2009).
In addition, Arnott (2004) expressed the role of BI is to extract
the information which are important in the work environment
and present that data into information to be more useful in
management decision-making (ARNOTT, David et al., 2004).
The BI philosophy is about management and analytical tool
that used to manage and refine information to delivery more
effective decision at the right time. (PIRTTIMÄKI, Virpi et
al., 2005)
III. Business Intelligence Components
The beginning point of this research is to identify the key
components of BI. In many research works, found that online
analytical processing (OLAP) and Data warehousing (DWH)
considered as component of BI. However, OLAP and DWH
are the technologies or set of concept arrived priors to the real
generation of BI. Further, BI tool systems are built on the
concept of OLAP and DWH, but they have their own
framework and set of components to produce BI system
Business intelligence system (BIS) described that can help
HEAC to have more overall about knowledge of the factors
that effecting the works environment example like enrolled
students, applicants ,applicants who got offers and accepted
offers. Thus, BIS use to exploit information in order to help
the top managers to make better decision and solve the
problems whether structured and unstructured.

Olszak & Ziemba (2007) expressed that each BIS component
represent task used to exploit information in order to perform
five actions in decision-making which include acquiring,
searching, gathering, analyzing and delivery of information’s
(OLSZAK, Celina M. and Ziemba, Ewa, 2007). The following
are the key components of BIS:
1.
2.
3.
b.
4.
5.

Historical Data
Master Data Management
• Data Aggregation
Business Intelligence Management
• Data Quality
Cubes
Report
• Dashboard & Scorecard
Decision Making

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce the time spent in producing reports, increase
performance.
Enable employees to collect accurate information for the
decisional process (NEGASH, Salomon, 2004).
Improve the quality of work by achieve larger strategic
and tactical initiatives.
Allow users to gather information more quickly and
respond to changes constantly.
Faster decision making based on analytical report
information.
It supports forecasting future requirements with respect to
time series using analytical data reporting and have an in
depth knowledge about students’ details.
Provide key performance indicators (KPIs) to identify the
present data status in HEAC and determine a course of
action. (RANJAN, JAYANTHI , 2009)
BI system help HEAC employee’s work more effectively
as a team, to achieve the goals. (OLSZAK, Celina M. and
Batko, Kornelia, 2012).
IV. Business Intelligence framework using Active Database
Approach:

Figure 1.0: BI Components and BI environment

III. Business Intelligence Features
BI is a set of technology and tools that provide many features
to organization which are used to collect, integrate data, report
on, analyze and improve the operations performance. Further,
BI are designed to fulfill the requirement of the HEAC’s
employees, by using BI in their daily operation and take
decision based on BI reports produced from the different
schemas. However, BI tool provide many features to HEAC
users as follows:

In this paper proposed a framework with BI solution using an
active database approach to HEAC users and IT department is
depicted in Figure 2.0.
The proposed framework empowers to monitor, integrate,
retrieve and store information needed by the form .As name
suggests, the framework format is consists of four
categories .These four categories are described in details in the
following subsections.
1. Master Data Management: The data stored on the central
database repository. The database contains of different
schemas. Each schema is built yearly based on the
received data from MOE.
2. Data aggregation / Active DB Approach: The active
database support mechanisms that perform operation
automatically based on the particular events in the
database. The active behavior (Triggers) of the database
define by ECA rules (Event-Condition-Action)in order to
aggregate the data to get more information in particular
groups to produce statistical analysis.
3. Data conversation / Analytics: is process to convert the
data from tables to views by write SQL queries
4. Repots /decision making: is final stage used by the endusers to generate report to analyze the information
supported by BI tool to help them in making more
effective decisions.

V. Active Database Approach
The Database Management systems provide an active
mechanism for database operation. An active database is

Figure 2.0: Business Intelligence framework using Active Database Approach

mechanisms that perform operation automatically based on the
particular events in the database. (XIANG, Shang , 2009)
The active databases are organized by set of active rules and
each rule defines various states of the database. These rules
include three sections: Event, Condition, and Action (ECA).
(NAJAFABADI, Hamid and Navin, Ahmad, 2012)
VI. Extracting data
ECA rules is refer to active database structure, each rule
determine specific task. In this part, According to figure 3.0
briefly describe when the specific event is occurred in the
body of the rule, then the condition section evaluated, if its
correct then the action part will be executed and transaction is
generated. Once the active database rules are define then will
be used automatically during execution.

1. Data protection: - it allows the users to access the data
stored from different schemas by using single point
and give authorization privilege’s to appropriate
level.
2. Allow the HEAC users to access any type of data
faster and easier process in order to provide better
decision making.
3. To be more improvement efficiency by allowing the
Higher Education Institution (HEIs) users to access
to certain data.
4. To be more efficiency improvement by allowing the
Higher Education Institution (HEIs) users use BI tool
to have easy access to students data and they can
create reports based on Institution, program, year.
5. Improved decision-making and monitoring
in all
departments in HEAC.
VIII. Conclusion
To summarize, it can be stated that, Higher
Education admission center have a deeper data in
different schema in the database. However without
the system that make the data aggregation will not be
able to use these data in practices and it can be rich
data but poor in information.

Figure 3.0: Show ECA rule applied as a trigger

VII. Data Analysis
The reasons behind to implement the BI in HEAC are:-

Moreover, HEAC are realizing that the data and
Business Intelligence (BI) systems are crucial in
making decisions process that will improve the
decision process in solving every day and quality of
generate statistical reports.
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Abstact- Radar security for traffic signals is
one of the best ways for keeping track of the
vehicles at the traffic signals. The project uses both
camera and ultrasonic radar circuit. Here the
radar is used as sensor to detect any car passing on
RED mode of traffic signal. The immediate camera
is receiving alarm signal from ultrasonic radar
using wireless circuit and is enabled to capture
image of the plate information of passing car. The

This issue can be addressed if same measures
are taken to identify the defaulters and warned or
punished. There are several security measures
taken in the country for this purpose, like having
radar camera in the high way and so on, The
proposed system will be fixed near the traffic
signals in the city to detect the vehicle which is
crossing when the signal is in RED mode, and
also capture the information of the vehicle which
can be connected to the police for suitable action
to be taken.

next camera stores the photo and also sends it to
the

police

station

at

the

same

time.

To

communicate between ultrasonic radar and camera
a wireless modem is used.
Index Terms: Radar, Traffic control, PC,
E-mail and Pedestrian crossing Signal.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the past period there has been a huge
increase in the number of car accidents in Oman.
In Muscat capital city more accidents occur in
the traffic signal area due to some cars crossing
even when the traffic signal is on red mode.
Despite the sustained efforts of the
authorities, the increase of road accidents is not
stopped, but increases continuously. Royal
Oman Police observe the number of road
accidents in 2011 saw a rise of more than 20
percent compared to 2010 figure. The statistics
issued by the directorate general for traffic
stated, as that “there was many as 1,051 fatalities
and 11,322 injuries in road accidents were
registered last year indicating a worrisome
trend”.[1]

Radar security is one of the most important
concerns in this modern world. Therefore, its
implementation as well as development is a very
much in need.
Many of these security systems have been
already developed and implemented. Although
there are a lot of such systems that has been
produces lately and used, the result is
disappointing as the number of cars crossing the
red signal is still high. To solve this problem,
this project purposes an economical security
system which can be easily employed in all
signal junctions.
The proposal radar system are contain from
four parts transmitter, receiver, timer and
indicator which use electromagnetic waves
(Microwave) to detect about constant or
movement bodies in area which is covered. The
microwave is sent through transmitter to area
covered. The transmitted waves are bounce off
any object in their path through receiver part and
calibrate the waves using indicator and the
change in receiver waves disrupts the balance of
radar system and get alarm. The radar is already
in use in many application airports for aircrafts,
Meteorology for weather seaports for
ships…….etc.

about environment covered. It does can extract
much
The traffic signal circuit and camera need
for work together with radar security to get good
quality for performance of this project. The
process of connect traffic signal, camera and
radar security by wireless is not easy and need

information

from

pulse-echoes

for

monitoring the target area. The transmitter part
of this project is emitting ultrasonic pulses at a
single frequency”.[5] This work is used narrow
band system, and can’t be used in open
environment.

for more search about information and technical
work. Also the big challenge is communication

The range of frequency which used for this

distance between traffic signal, ultrasonic radar,

project is 40 kHz and covered 5 meters roughly

camera and police station.

180 degrees.

II. EXISTING TECHNOLOGY

They have used, Atmega644 microcontroller

Many of these security systems have been

to interface with the URM37v3.2 ultrasonic

already developed and implemented. Although

sensor via rs232, Parallax standard sevo motor

there are a lot of such systems that has been

via PMW, and to the MATHLAB running on a

produces

PC via rs232. For user interactions, there are

lately

and

used,

the

result

is

disappointing as the number of cars crossing the

LCD and keyboard wired to the microcontroller.

red signal is still high. To solve this problem,
this project purposes an economical security
system which can be easily employed in all

The imaging radar and moving targets This is

signal junctions. A ultrasonic radar intruder

about another type from radar system which

detection system this work is based on the

effects of slowly moving targets as they appear

airborne

pattern

in the output of an airborne coherent side-

classification. It use ultrasonic transmitter to

looking synthetic aperture imaging radar. The

send the waves to indoor environment. The

application of this project is observe the change

pulse-echo is received by the receiver.

of moving target and know the target side to

sonar

technology

and

The intrusion detection project application is
used in small room. Also it can be used for large
scale space after improvement. “The base of
project is on the emission of ultrasonic wave or

move the camera to target side. Same this project
is used in the banks and prisons as security.
Beside to use this project for another application
is meteorology sections.”[7]

electromagnetic waves (such as, Radar). The
frequency of detection shift between emitted and
received waves is characteristic of the reflection

Finally, The radar sensor for automotive project

from a moving object. The reflection wave

is automotive application at 24GHz frequency.

which received through receiver part from this

These radar techniques are currently under

project is probably indicates an intrusion. The

development. Also this radar network consist

pulse-echoes are reflecting the rich information

four sensors are distributed behind the front

bumper of an experimental car. The function of
each sensors is to measure the target range with
high accuracy. The technique used for precise
azimuth angle estimation even in multiple-target
situations of radar network multilateration. This
project

is

very

useful

for

automotive

applications.”[6]
III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
The working operation is explained block
diagram and flow chart by.
The block diagram that shown in lift side
gives the major blocks in Radar Security For
Traffic Signals process without describing the
working. It shows how the components of the
system are interconnected. A microcontroller is
used for interfacing serially to a ultrasonic
sensor, 7-segment, traffic signal, pedestrian
crossing signal and PC. The ultrasonic sensor
active due the frequency which given from
microcontroller and sensitive any change in area
caver. The microcontroller is the control of this
project where approximately control by all
components. The 7-segments used to show the
time of traffic signal. The PC receive pulses from
microcontroller when the ultrasonic sensor
sensitive anything in area covered and the PC
send E-mail to the police station.

System block diagram
The flow chart shown below explains the
workings of the Radar security for traffic signals
system. The system initialize starting from
microcontroller that supply the traffic signals, 7segments, pedestrian crossing Signals. The
ultrasonic sensor is active only on red mode. If
any vehicle cross the traffic signals on red mode
the ultrasonic sensor sensitive and send alarm to
the microcontroller. Due the alarm from
ultrasonic sensor the microcontroller send
massage to the PC to capture photo and direct
send it in the E-mail to the ROP station.

Finally this project is a great opportunity to
expand knowledge and skills in different fields
of engineering such as planning and designing
using alternative methods and facilities, learning
implementation

techniques,

improving

troubleshooting skills and skills of building
electronic circuits.
To change frequency used through change the
time delay in microcontroller. Also this project
can be developing through mix with another
circuit from network wireless to get more
efficiency.

System flow chart

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The software for circuit simulation called
ISIS proteus which can be design the circuit, also
beside to use mikroBasic software to
programming the PIC microcontroller. The result
of simulation is approximately same result which
need for start implementation. The problem of
simulation the ISIS proteus is not provide
ultrasonic sensor and I replaced by active led.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The radar security for traffic signal is able to
more develops for future as such as the project
communicate with nearest police car to traffic
signal and send for police car alarm with the
photo of plate to safe the public from the law
violation persons. Also can be develop this
project to another application discovered any law
violation persons which drive on the 'wrong'
side.
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of electromagnetic waves and how the waves
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advance and should be used properly to cover the
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Abstract - This Research is aimed to design a unified
communications solution based on private cloud computing
environment. The solution had been designed for the government
sector in Oman. This design can reduce the operational cost of the
communications system for the Government as well as provide
central communications system that makes the communication
between different government entities more efficient.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the substantial rise in the general level of prices
word wide, the Omani government reports shows continues
increasing on the government operations expenses. According
to the annual financial reports that are published by the
ministry of finance, the government operations expenses had
been increased 60% within 4 years (MOF, 2011). The
operations expenses on 2007 were OMR 1.6 billion and it
reached to OMR 2.7 billion on 2011.
This increasing on the operational expenses can go further if
the government did not plan on how to reduce it on the future.
One way to reduce the current expenses is by maximizing the
utilization of these expenses by merging the common expenses
on different entities. Ministries and other government entities
have similarities on the functionality of the work process,
operations, and services. Many of these services are very usual
to be common between them. Each ministry are taking the
responsibility of procuring their own services and products,
which generate duplicate budgets spent on same services by
the government.
Government can reduce expenses of implementing, operating,
and monitoring these services if it was centralized. In the
information and communications technology (ICT) services,
this was not possible due to technical and administration
reasons. Such scenario required high bandwidth network
infrastructure, high processors performances and high storage
capabilities. At the same time, each ministry will need to
control their services, which were not possible if it’s
centralized and controlled by one entity.
Cloud computing technology provides a real environment
where all services can be centralized and at the same time each
ministry will have full control of their services. By
implementing one private cloud for all government sectors,
many services can be provided to different government entities
through the MPLS network that are linking all government
entities together.
To provide centralized services over a cloud environment,
government should focus on common services that many of the

ministries require. One of these services is the communication
services. Communication services such as voice, video, and
texting can be provided on unified system that will integrate
different way of communications on single interface, this
system is commonly known as (Unified Communications).
This scenario will provide better way of communications using
video, voice, and texting methods. All methods will be
integrated in a single interface that will provide an efficient
and effective work process. This system will provide a
standard way of communications along all government entities,
which will provide integration for all government
communications. All government staff will be having a same
interface among all of them.
II. FEASIBILITY STUDY
A. Existing systems
Different
government
entities
have
different
communications systems setup. Some of them already using
unified communications systems with full features, others are
using an IP telephony system, and some other entities are still
using the old PBX systems. According to the survey within
different government entities (Appendix), most entities that
still working with existing PBX systems are planning to move
forward to approach IP-based communications solutions.
Government has the vision of utilizing IP-based solutions
available to get the maximum from its benefit. Mohammed Al
Wahibi, Network senior specialist, ITA says that ITA
encourages government entities to utilize the latest technology
available that can provide more efficient and effective
solutions. “We totally advice government entities to go further
with IP-based communications solutions which provide
integration with the business applications to simplify the work
process” Al Wahibi says. ITA is responsible for planning and
designing IT requirement for all government entities.
Information Technology Authority (ITA) is an example of
implementing a full unified communications solution. ITA
implemented Microsoft Lync 2010 along with Microsoft
Exchange 2010 to provide voice/video calls, instant
messaging, mails, and video conference to their staff. Most of
the ministries who already started to implement IP-based
communications solutions had started by IP telephony systems,
Royal Court Affairs, Diwan of Royal Court, Ministry of
Education, and Ministry of Manpower are examples of entities

who are using IP telephony system that provide voice feature
only.
Most of the entities have their own local mail systems, but
some others still depending on hosted mail service from server
providers such as OmanTel and Gmail. ITA has an agreement
with Microsoft to provide Microsoft products to all
government entities. Different government organizations have
no worries on the cost of the products licenses and support that
are provided through ITA. Most of the entities already
implemented their own mail system internally using Microsoft
Exchange. Some others such as State Council and Shura
Council are still depending on mail services providers. Even
though mail server can be integrated with most commonly
used unified communications system but, most of the entities
are not utilizing this integration, the mail system is totally
isolated from the unified communication system.
The survey shows that video conferencing and video call
features were not very popular on most of the government
entities. There are some doubts if video conference solutions
can replace the physical meetings. Even though it’s possible
technically and the staff is influenced with the technology and
believe it can replace the physical meeting as it shows on the
survey results.
ITA had implement MPLS network connecting all government
entities together. Omantel is the MPLS service provider who
are providing and monitoring the links to different public
sector organizations. ITA will calculate the bandwidth
required to each entity based on the entity’s needs. The MPLS
network is used for exchanging data between different entities,
or linking between applications and databases (Al Wahaibi,
2012).
B. Business needs
The survey that been conducted shows that 60% of the
public organizations spend around OMR 1000 to OMR 5000
annually for maintenance and support for the communications
systems only, 20% of the entities spend more than OMR 5000
annually. The proposed system can deduct these costs from the
operational expenses by unified the system requirement of all
government entities. According to the calculations been made,
the proposed system will provide return of investment (ROI)
can reach to OMR 50,000 annually. Complete detailed
calculations will be found on this chapter.
Government entities need more communications tools to
communicate and collaborate between them. According to the
survey conducted, 76% of the government staff thinks that they
need new communications system to enhance the
communications process, 20% only satisfied with the current
communications system, and 4% had no idea. In many
situations, business work flow needs to be processed between
different government entities for approvals or reviews. This
process is taking long time due to the manual process that is
used currently through sending formal letters between entities.

C. Functionality
Each government entity will be connected to the
government private cloud through the government MPLS
network. The entity staff will logon to the government cloud
portal and use the communications services available from
there as a web based services. Each user will be having user
account to logon to the portal. The user account will be
associated to the user detail and will be integrated with the
user email account. The user can call, chat, mail, or have video
conference session with other users within the same entity or
even with users in other government entities. The entities will
have no PBX system, or IP Telephony system implemented on
their premises, all processing will be executed on the private
cloud. Each user will need to have a web browser with
microphone and speakers or headset equipment to
communicate with other users. The voice calls can be made
either through the softphone on the PC on through the
telephone handset that can be integrated with the system. All
system users in all government can share the same address
book that shows all the contact of all users in all government
entities. The system will be hosted by ITA cloud
infrastructure, which provides flexibility in adding new
resources if the number of users excessed the system
capabilities.
D. Expected value
Return on Investment (ROI) calculations help in
evaluating if there is a need to invest in a new system or not.
ROI is performance calculations that estimate the efficiency of
an investment (Andru. P., Botchkarev A, 2011). On the
business world it is important to make profit in any investment.
Although, some people do not agree with this, Mark Hall
wrote in Computerword in 2003 “The best, most innovative IT
improvements have no ROI. There was no decent ROI on
installing the first Wang word processor in the 1970s or the
first PC to run VisiCalc in the 1980s or the first Linux server
for corporate Web sites in the 1990s. If we let the ROI Worm
tongues rule the day, this decade will never see an analogue to
the technological achievements of past decades. …wisdom
can't be reduced to an ROI calculation”. However, it is
important on this research to have ROI calculations as one of
the main goals of it is to reduce the operational expenses on
the government.
ROI are calculated by dividing the benefit from the project by
the cost of investment which can show on the following
formal:

E. Gain from the investment
What costs will be saved when investing in the new
system? In this case, it will be the cost of implementing and
installing unified communication system in each ministry plus

the cost of maintenance and support contracts for each
ministry,
To calculate the cost of implementing and installing new
system, tender proposal have been taken from one of the
magnitude government project in Oman. The purpose of using
this proposal is to estimate the cost of implementing and
installing new unified communication system. The cost of the
system will be based on the number of users that will be
served. However, some items on the design can be capable of
handling unlimited number of users and some others are
licensed per user. The proposal is from Microsoft, one of the
best brands on unified communications according to Gartner
report.

F. Cost of Investment
Cost of Investment will be the cost of implementing,
installing, and support and maintenance contract for the private
cloud unified communications system. The cost will include
the cost of installing and implementing private cloud, as well
as implementing unified communication system. the private
cloud environment will be provided for the unified
communications as well as for any services require in the
feature, so the cost of the private cloud will be invested in
many different services not only in unified communications.
Detailed Calculations been made results the following figures:
Item

Quantity

Price per unit

Total

Unified Communications (Microsoft Lync 2010)
Deployment of Lync
Server 2010

1

30,230

30,230

Net Media Gateway

1

12,200

12,200

1

16,633

16,633

and Tele-presence

1

167,037

167,037

Microsoft Licenses

2

1,395

2,789

Support

1

16,520

16,520

Right

Fax

Server

Implementation

and

Fax Server
Video

The above table shows the pricing of Microsoft Lync 2010
proposed by one of the local companies in Oman. The total
cost of this proposal is OMR 416,324 (the buyback item will
not be counted). This proposal submitted to one of the
government entities which have around 600 users. To calculate
the gain from investment, the per-user items will not be count
since the price of this kind of items will not be effected
whether the service implemented locally or on the private
cloud. So, item number 2 phone sets, and item number 7
Microsoft licenses will not count in the gain from investment
calculation since these cost will remain there even with the
private cloud solution. So the total cost of this solution is
OMR 276,680.
Total number of government entities is 30, if each government
entity spends OMR 276,680 in implementing local unified
communication solution the total cost without per user items
will be estimated around OMR 8,300,400.
On the survey that been made, 20% of the government entities
spend less than OMR 1000 annually for maintenance and
support, 60% spend between OMR 1000 and OMR 5000, and
20% spend more than OMR 5000. As an average, each entity
spends OMR 2700 annually for maintenance and support.
Total number of entities is 30, which mean the total cost for
maintenance and support for all government entities is OMR
81000.
The Total of gain of investment will be the implementation
cost + maintenance and support cost, which equal to 8,300,400
+ 8,100 = 8,308,500 Omani Real.

Conferencing

245,409

Total
Private Cloud tools (Microsoft Private Cloud)
Windows

Server

2008
Microsoft

10

812

8,120

10

1,619

16,190

System

Center 2012

24,310

Total
Server and Storage
Servers

10

1,022

10,220

Storage

1

3,272

3,272

Total

13,492

Total Cost of the design

283,211

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE - CLOUD ENVIRONMENT
On the proposed design, the government will build private
cloud environment where the applications will be running on
cloud computing infrastructure and will be delivered to the
end-users in all public sector organizations as a service. The
Cloud environment will consist of central controller with
resource pool. The central control will be responsible of
managing and controlling the entire resources on the cloud,
and will deliver the right service to right end user.
Building the cloud environment will consist of 5 layers:
Hardware, operating system, hypervisor, cloud control system,
virtual machines

A. Hardware Resource Pool
All Hardware resources such as CPU, memory, and
storage are coming under the hardware layer. These resources
will be available in set of pools where the required resources
for running any virtual machines, applications, or services will
be taken from the pool and used. When the hardware resources
completed the task it can be returned to the pool again. The
control of these hardware resources will be managed through
the cloud control system. The resource pools will be feeding
all systems running on the cloud, all unified communications
resources requirements will be delivered from the resource
pools as well. Hardware sizing study has been done and will be
demonstrated on the coming pages.
B. Operating System
On the proposed design, the main servers such as the domain
controller, DNS, Webserver, and cloud control system will be
installed on a server with an operating system on the physical
machine. This is to deliver full control of the physical
resources require to run the critical applications.
Each virtual machine will be running with an operating system
by itself, regardless if the physical machine are having an
operating system or been installed on bare metal scenario. The
operating system will allow the virtual machine to run
independently form the physical machine settings. The
operating system of the virtual machine will be connected to
virtual network interface to connect to the local area network
using the physical network interface card. But it can be
recognized on the network as a separate machine than the
physical machine.

C. Hypervisor
Hypervisor is the software that creates and manages the virtual
machines. It’s the environment where the virtual machines are
running. Hypervisors can work in three different ways:
1. Hypervisor running directly on the host hardware
(bare metal), it used modified code or API’s to manage the
host hardware
2. Hypervisor running on an operating system, it
manages the instructions between the host operating system
and the guest’s operating systems.
3. The host operating system is managing the virtual
machines instead of the hypervisor. Host operating system set
partitions containers to run the virtual machines, which allow
the virtual machines to utilize the hardware resources directly.
Comparing between the three different type, the third options
can be work in an environment where the required resources
for each virtual machine is fixed and do not require any
changes, because the operating system will reserve part from
the resources that cannot be utilize by the virtual machines,
where the reset of the resources are available to the virtual
machines only. On the second option, the operating system can
share the resources that it’s been allocated to the operating
system itself with the virtual machines. In case of all hardware
resources have been allocated to the operating system, the
virtual machines can utilize the resources along with the
operating system. In addition to that, option two provides
management and control option to the virtual machines from
the operating system. In option number one, the virtual
machines will be running directly on the hardware without the
operating system. each virtual machine will act as separate
physical machine without monitoring and control from the
operating system, but at the same time, it will reduce the
security vulnerabilities because there are no operating system
ports are open on the physical machine, all ports will be open
virtually only.
D. Virtual Machines
The virtual machine is the margin between the physical host
and the end users. Virtual machine is running an operating
system just like the physical machine, and all resources will be
provided virtually to the end user. The cloud control system
will be responsible of managing the virtual machines. In case
of new virtual machine is require, it will be deployed though
the cloud control system. Virtual machines will be created
based on virtual machines profiles that are available with the
cloud control system. each virtual machine profile specify the
resources details that will be giving for the virtual machine,
number of CPUs, memory, controllers, network, and storage.
E. Cloud Control system
Cloud control system is the primary tool for managing the
virtual infrastructure. Creating virtual machines, profiles,
procuring hardware resources to the virtual machines, and
mentoring its performances can be done through the Cloud
computing system.
Cloud computing system can provide the following
functionality:

- Manage the virtual mechanics
- Consolidating the physical servers onto the virtual
infrastructure
- Performance and Resources Optimizations (PRO) in
which the hardware resources can be distributed dynamically
based on the virtual machines requirement
- Placing the virtual machines in best-suited physical host
server based on intelligent calculations
- Provide complete library to build central manageable
virtual environment
Cloud control system can also provide an interface to the end
users and administrators to manage the resources based on the
given privileges. For example the end user will be having a
standard from to request for a new infrastructure, create and
manage the virtual machines, or show the details of the virtual
machines. The infrastructure administrator can also extend the
hardware resources on the cloud environment to fit the end
users requirements, validate and provisioning resources for the
end users, control the resources, or monitor it thought the
dashboard that the system provide.
There are several products in the market that provide cloud
control solutions, such as Microsoft System Center 2012
which provide suite of tools that allow the system
administrator to control over the cloud resources.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE – UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
SERVERIES

The Unified communications system will be built on the
government private cloud environment, from which it will be
serving all government entities. The design had been made to
serve at least 30 government entities with total number of
140,000 users distributed on different entities.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE – HARDWARE SIZING
Hardware sizing consist of calculating the workload on
the design to estimate number of hardware resources required,
CPU, RAM, storage, and network. Each of the resources type
will have an individual calculation to estimate the
requirements. The end result of these calculations will be the
total CPUs, RAMs, Storages, and network required to run the
cloud environment and the unified communications system on
the cloud.
Sizing resources will help on determent how many server
is required based on how many RAM and CPU’s are required,
and how many storage space is required based on the cloud
and unified communications needs. The network sizing is also
conducted based on the require network connectivity,
bandwidth and traffic.
The calculation will start by determining how many
servers needed to be run, and what are the required
specifications for each server. On the cloud environment, the
servers will be running on virtual machines, each of these
virtual machines will reserve some amount of the resource
when it’s been utilized. As been mentioned earlier, the virtual
machines will be set by hardware profiles which determine the
amount of resources required for the virtual machine.
Servers

Large profiles

Medium profiles

Doman Controller

1

-

Database Server

1

-

Virtual

1

-

10

-

10

-

-

1

Edge server

2

-

Directory server

-

2

Mediation server

-

8

Total

25

11

Machine

manager
Front end server pool
1
Front end server pool
2
Audio/Video
conferencing server

The diagram above shows the system topology which contain
of:
- Front end servers pools
- Audio/Video Conferencing system
- Edge Server
- Directory server
- Mediation Servers

VI. 6.4. NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
All government entities are linked in one wide area
network using MPLS technology from the service provider
Omantel. Different entities have different network bandwidth

to the MPLS network, that is depend on the services that are
used by the entity.

if it required special characteristics such as high bandwidth
and live communication stream. The unified communications
on cloud solution can provide the maximum benefit of unified
communications with minimum cost required. Different
unified communications vendors support working in
virtualized environment without any difference with the
normal standalone installations. As long as the application
supports working the virtual environment it will be capable of
working in cloud environment as well.
Implementing such solution can be done in phases by
implementing each government entity at a time. Increasingly
until all government entities are moved into the cloud. As the
cloud proves its efficiency, other applications need to be
planned to be moved to the government cloud. After years of
planning and implementing, the Sultanate will be having its
own government private cloud that connects all government
entities together.
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Abstract: The is aimed to eliminating the delay caused of the
processes
and
improve
the
security
by
design
and Implement scalable, reliable and secure Local Area Network
in the General Directorate of Educational Programs and
connecting with Special Needs People Schools through VPN
(Virtual Private Network) by using cisco hierarchical design
(Lammle.T., 2007)[1] through appropriate technologies such as;
A5500 SI Switch Series, 2560 cisco switches, cisco IPS (Intrusion
Prevention System) and Juniper SRX 240 Firewall. Moreover
facilitating the communications between the employees and
reducing the paper work are one of most important requirements
by the directorate to enhancing their productivity and this can be
through implement domain network, Microsoft Lync Server
2010, Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Service Pack 1 which has
the ability to can provide mail to the users, contact manager and
calendaring (Stanek, 2009)[2], and Microsoft SharePoint 2010
which makes it easier for people to work together (Geier C. ,
2011)[3]. Additionally SQL Server will take place in the project
to ensure the availability and centralize the data storage for
simplify the manageability. All of the mentioned servers are
running Windows Server 2008R2. Hence this proposed system
will raise employees’ efficiencies, provide a good support for the
employees which are under the directorate’s domain, facilitate the
communication channels and increase the productivity. The
planning documentation will take 15 weeks which include
feasibility study, identifying and mitigate risks and whole project
within the implementation will take 30 weeks. The
implementation will be done in virtual environment that similar
to the real environment. Once the system and configuration of
appropriate connection ready, it will be converted into real
environment.
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objective is to provide materials and human resources that
would enhance the curriculum, infrastructure and quality of the
work environment. They strongly believe that technology
would be key in facilitating and implementing the desired
enhancements and would strengthen delivery of services in this
educational institution. It is the goal of Ministry of Education
to raise the efficiency and capability of students.
II.Project Background
To design and implement A LAN network to enhance
communication within the departments, and effectively
connect the departments to schools management. This will
bridge the communication gap internally and externally thus
enhancing performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
General Directorate of Educational Programs is seeking to
improve the learning environment for teachers and students in
Special needs education facilities, with hope to ensure loyalty to
the home land and to encourage continuous learning and
coexistence with other. The management in the General
Directorate of Educational Programs has the intention that these
improvements will inspire commitment and instil sense of
responsibility and self-confidence in the work force. Moreover
they would like to work on preparing generation to achieve
social and economic development of society by improving
teaching and learning in all educational institutions. The

III. Factors that seeking the general directorate to shift to new
technologies:
• Political: The political impacts any business positively or
negatively. Due to the approach of the government about
switch all transaction from manual procedures to digital
procedures (e-Oman), all the government and most of the
organizations of the private sector implement the
information technology systems. According to this
change, General Directorate of Educational Programs is
motivated to change the technologies to be able to reach
to an acceptable level by E-Government, employees in
the directorate and students in the schools. (Richter,
1982)[4].
• Social: The social, the target group of people is in the
social, so this factor play important role in directed of
businesses. Today cultures of high education propagate
in Oman social and many families encourage their
children to keep pace with technology developments.
These cultures motivates general directorate to
developing the technologies to provide good facilities to
attract the people in community. (Richter, 1982)[4].
• Technological: Technological factor is the evolution of
technology impact all the world and motivates the public
and private sectors to keep up with trends. The General
Directorate of Educational Programs is one of the

education institutions which affected by this changed
because the information technology makes the work flow
in a very easy manner and allows controlling,
investigating, improving and planning all the business
work. (Richter, 1982)[4].
TABLE I
Problem statements (in current system):
• Current computers connected as workgroup causing
lack of centralized management leading to decrease in
performance.
• Lack of security regarding internet usage and Network
resources. No policies to govern these issues which
could lead to misuse or loss of information.
• Online interfacing by voice or video through software is
not being utilized. This would reduce costs and errors in
communication. Implementation of this would improve
accuracy.
• Communication to reduce the cost which can be
getting through huge number of telephone cables. Face
to face interaction. More avenues to communicate.
• No platform to provide emailing facility. They
identified renting storage from external sources which
is not allowed by the government. They are left with the
option to build their own platform or elicit ITA’s
facilities.
• No Document Management System to archive
information and simplify information retrieval and
storage accessible to authorized individuals.
Environmentally friendly. This would synchronize
projects and tasks involving multiple agencies.
• No electronic library to apply the e-learning.
• No portal to allow access of the organization’s services
from anywhere.
III. Solutions

As network designer hence, I will put exertion on
eliminating the delay caused of the processes and improve the
security by design and Implement scalable, reliable and
secure Local Area Network by using cisco hierarchical design
through appropriate technologies such as; A5500 HP Layer3
Switches Series, 2560 cisco Layer2 switches and Juniper
SRX 240 Firewall. Moreover facilitating the communications
between the employees and reducing the paper work are one
of most important requirements by the directorate to
enhancing their productivity and this can be through
implement domain network, Microsoft Lync Server 2010,
Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 Service Pack 1 and
Microsoft SharePoint 2010. Additionally SQL Server will
take place in the project to ensure the availability and
centralize the data storage for simplify the manageability. All
of the mentioned servers are running Windows Server
2008R2. Hence this proposed system will raise employees’
efficiencies, provide a good support for the employees which
are under the directorate’s domain, facilitate the
communication channels and increase the productivity. The
planning documentation will take 15 weeks which include
feasibility study, identifying and mitigate risks and whole
project within the implementation will take 30 weeks. The
implementation will be done in virtual environment that
similar to the real environment. Once the system and
configuration of appropriate connection ready, it will be
converted into real environment.
TABLE II
Advantages of the Solutions (proposed system):
•
•

Simplified Centralized Management (Domain
Controller), so manage the users and the resources that
they will use.
Network scalability, Security and scalability
through the applied hardware devices.
Centralized storage of data through Microsoft
SQL Server.
Real-time collaboration.
Video, chat and voice communications that
provided by Microsoft Lync Server 2010.
Able to Accessing network from anywhere in the
organization, through accessing using a wireless
network.
Electronic web for Document and Management
System to simplify the working environment through
using Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010.
Mailing System by Microsoft Exchange Server
2010.
Electronic library to apply the e-learning by using
Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IV. Main goal of proposed system
The main goal of the project is design and Implement
Local Area Network for the General Directorate of
Educational Programs and connecting with special needs
people Schools (Handicapped people) to dissolve the
existing problems such as; ((The current computers
2T

Figure 1: Logical Diagram of the proposed System
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connected as workgroup causing lacking of centralized
management. Also there are no security policies on the
internet usage, network resources and computer policies.
Moreover there isn’t emailing system belongs to the
organization and it cannot rent an area form Hotmail
company to assign cloud mail because the cloud mail is
stopped based on the ministers council decision. Additionally
the Directorate doesn’t have any Document Management
System and electronic library which are considered as
an essential part for any educational initiation in the world)).

the hierarchical model structure from Cisco which covers the
security, scalability, reliability and manageability by using
devices from different vendors.
VI. Recommendations
1- Keep train the staff regarding using the new system
especially when updating occurs to avoid any mistake to
happen.
Directorate
General
2- It
is
better
to
of Educational Programs hiring more number of
network administrators or technicians.
3- Replace the connection between the switches with fiber
optic cables to maintain the high speed of data flow, and
also to implement the Intelligent Resilient Framework
(IRF) between the HP switches (Hewlett-Packard,
2010)[7].
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IV. Security Policy
The purpose of security policy will be apply in the General
Directorate of Educational Programs, to protect it and protect
its information, set rules for unexpected behaviour by users,
define and authorize the consequences of violation, minimize
risks and help to track compliances with regulation (Diver,
2007)[5].
There are three different types of security policy: enterprise
information security policy (EISP), Issue-Specific security
policy (ISSP), and System Specific policy (SysSp) (Swanson
and Guttman, 1996; Whitman and Mattord, 2009) [6]: EISP is
a general security policy and supports the mission, vision and
direction of the organization and sets the strategic direction,
scope for all security efforts (Whitman and Mattord, 2009) [6].
Furthermore, EISP should: 1) Create and define a computer
security program; 2) Set organizational strategic directions; 3)
Assign responsibilities and address compliance issues.
ISSP should 1) Address specific areas of technology such
as e-mail usage, internet usage, privacy, corporate’s network
usage; 2) Requires consistent updates as changes in technology
take place; 3) Contains issue statement, applicability, roles and
responsibilities, compliance and point of contact.
V. Conclusion
A new Design and Implement Local Area Network for the
General Directorate of Educational Programs and connecting
with Special Needs People Schools was proposed and
discussed. That will solve the current issue which faced by
ministry and reduce the manual work. Also, it will provide the
suitable IT environment to follow E-government strategy.
Moreover, the communication cost between ministry and its
branch will dramatically reduce and add value to the
customer/organization satisfaction as a result of using the
VOIP.
Hence based on the directorate requirements, the proposed
system addressed most of the requirements and leaving some of
the functionality to be implemented in real-environment
because it require additional devices which are available in real
environment. The schools are connected to the General
Directorate office using VPN connection as scope stated. The
WAN connection will enable users on regional offices from
using the network resources available in main office. The realtime collaboration, document management and mailing features
that are provided by Microsoft Lync Server 2010, Microsoft
Exchange Server 2010 Service Pack 1 and Microsoft
SharePoint 2010 will allow the users to increase their
productivity. The objectives of the project are met by deploying
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Abstract-The aim of the project is to design and develop a
pre-sales support system for in-store customers to satisfy the
needs of them in Home Centre furniture showroom. Home centre
provides an exhaustive and impressive range of furniture and it
has many branches in Oman. Branches at AL-Mawaleh City
Center in AL Seeb area is selected to analyse the requirement of
the project. As a part of the project we have developed a touch
screen based application for furniture products at Home Centre.
The system enables customers to know the availability of
products, design, price, different colors , delivery time and other
necessary information that are of interest for to the customer. The
application supports English and Arabic interfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION
The paper is all about designing and developing
database application which is helpful for in-store customers to
find information about furniture products with in the
showroom, without the availability of a sales person. In this
application, the interface will be designed to support touch
screen as well as traditional computer system. The application
will be available in Arabic and English interfaces.
The aim of the project is to establish a program for
furniture products at home centre by using touch-screen to
enable customers to know the available products and access
detailed information regarding the offered products at home
centre .Secondly, whenever sales workers are busy .the
program provides self-service for customers.
This application is a part of the marketing functional area
of sales and marketing of Home Centre Muscat, Oman. The
application is provided for pre-sales stage to support in-store
customers, to get more information for Home Centre products.
The application works in English and Arabic interfaces for
native and non-Arab customers. The admin part of the
application will be provided to Home Centre designated staff
member to update the application database.
Data Requirement:
The details held on Pre-sales support: A system for in store
customers. In the Home Centre Showroom.

Each showroom has item categories is given as, category
name, category type, image path and category ID which is
unique throughout the show room.
Each item categories has item sub category. The details held
on sub category name, sub category color, image path and sub
category ID which is unique throughout the showroom.
Category will deal with many item sub categories.
The details held on item are the, item name, item price, item
quantity, item description, availability, image path and item
code which is unique throughout the showroom. Item sub
category and show interest will deal with many items.
The details held on promotion are promotion code, promotion
type, promotion name, promotion discount and period. The
promotion code is unique throughout the showroom. Item will
deal with many promotions.
The detail held on show interests are show interest ID, show
interest quantity and required time. The show interest ID is
unique throughout the showroom.
Each showroom has customer contact details is given as,
customer ID, customer name, customer GSM, Customer PB,
customer PC, customer area and customer email. Customer ID
which is unique throughout the showroom. Show interest will
deal with many customers.
The details held on visitor counter are visitor ID, date and
time, and user attempt. The visitor ID is unique throughout the
showroom. Customer contact details and items will deal with
many visitor counters.
Each showroom has staff is given as, staff ID which is unique
throughout the showroom, staff name, staff phone, staff PB,
staff PC, password and last login date.
The details held on history are history ID, modified date and
modified time. History ID is the unique throughout the
showroom. Staff will deal with many histories.
Show below in figure.1 indicates the data requirement for the
support system using ER diagram. An entity-relationship (ER)
diagram is a specialized graphic that illustrates the
relationships between entities in a database. ER diagrams often
use symbols to represent three different types of information.
Boxes are commonly used to represent entities. Diamonds are

normally used to represent relationships and ovals are used to
represent attributes.

Pre-sales support: A system for in-store
customers
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Screenshots of the application will be displayed here to give
the reader a more in depth look at the work that was done. This form
shows the item category information for customer(figure .3) .which
help them to shows different kind of the items ,when the customer
click in the picture of the item the can see different items category
with them its detail .
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Staff
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This form stores the staff information. Staff can change the data
about item category, item sub category, item detail, employees’
information and contact us.

Figure .1
D. Equations algorithm
The algorithm for the execution of the proposed sales support
system is given in the flow chart in figure 2.
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Conclusion
We have hence proposed the development of a support system
project that deals with the creation of a database of furniture
for pre-sales. This system contains all the information about
item that is needed by the customer such as price,
measurement, type of furniture, colour etc. There is another
window in the system where the admin can change the
information about the items.
In this paper we have used ER diagram and flowchart to
exprese are proposal. This system is helpful for customers and
staffs to save their time.
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ABSTRACT
Image segmentation has become crucial for
processing hyperspectral images. The
proposed paper has applied the image
segmentation for oil images to create
clusters of oil spill regions and to find the
direction of oil flow. The experimental
results proved the effectiveness of the
proposed technique.
Index Terms—Classification, Clustering, segmentation,
hyperspectral, Oil spill.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is an important aspect in
digital image processing. Processing large
quantity of image data such as hyperspectral
images is tedious unless it is segmented.
Hyperspectral sensors capture between 100200 bands where each pixel can be
represented as a vector. There are various
ways by which an image can be segmented
using Thresholding, Clustering, Transform
and Texture methods. Clustering method is
suitable for easier analysis of highdimensional hyperspectral data [1]. The
proposed paper applies clustering method to
classify the pixels into oil spill and non oil
spill.
Background Study
The 2010 DEEPWATER HORIZON oil spill
is the largest and costliest environment

disaster in the recent history which affected
the environment of the Gulf of Mexico. The
explosion of the oil rig 11 workers, destroyed
and sank the rig, and caused large quantities of
crude oil riddled with lethal toxins from the
sea floor into the Gulf of Mexico [2]. The
disaster had the direct impact on the world
wide economy as due to its oil fields that are
core to the petrochemical industry of U.S. [3].
The oil spill affected the wildfire, fisheries
and tourism. BP has enormous financial
implications due the destiny of species such as
sea turtles and sperm whales [4]. Oil spill
causes decline in phytoplankton and other
aquatic organisms which can pass absorbed oil
in the food chain. Furthermore Petroleum a
highly toxic substance, though it will not be
visible it will be present in the food chain
which effects on the ecosystem in the long
run.
Oil Spill Detection Methods
The commonly used sensor for oil detection is
Synthetic Aperture Rader (SAR) which is an
active microwave high resolution sensor and
captures two dimensional images. SAR oil
slick detection is not possible if the wind is
too low or high because at high wind speed
even thick oil slicks are dispersed and at low
wind speed it is not possible to differentiate
between think and thin oil slicks [5]. Further
oil film decreases the backscattering of the sea
surface which results in data formation
contrasting the brightness of oil spill free sea
[6]. All dark patches cannot be considered as

oil slick as “look alikes” can be caused by
natural phenomena such as ebb, tide and
leekward headland [7]. Seaweed also can give
a false alarm in the radar image.
RADARSAT-1
SAR
imagery
was
investigated by [8] used for oil monitoring in
Unalaska Island, Alaska. Detection of oil
slicks was disappointing due to the biogenic
films present near the Island which gave false
alarm [5]. The color sensors such as NASA
Moderate
Resolution
Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and European
Space Agency’s Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer (MERIS) show potential for cost
effective tool for oil spill monitoring in the
marine environment due to their ability to
combine higher spatial and spectral resolution
and high radioactive sensitivity [9].Their
drawback on cloud cover and lack of sunlight
limit their use. The laser fluorosensor is
reliable and useful instrument to detect oil
spills on various backgrounds such as water,
soil, weeds, ice and snow. These sensors
cannot be operated on space-borne platform
because of dependency on weather
conditions and scattering [10]. To solve the
problems of SAR and laser fluorosensor
techniques [11] proposed low cost wireless
sensor node to be placed on board oil tankers
and offshore drills. These devices will be
thrown into the spill after an oil spill occurs.
These devices will move away with oil slick
and process the information on oil spill. There
should be at least one sensor node in every
kilometer of area since the maximum wireless
communication range of each node is 1km.
Many of the drawbacks conventional imaging
systems can be avoided using HSI which uses
spectral signature instead of oil color for oil
detection [12].

Image Segmentation
SAR imagery segmentation technique is
affected by speckle noise that degrades the
fine details and edges of the object in the
scene [13]. Hyperspectral imaging which
records spectral signature for each pixel
leading to the potential of more accurate
information. Numerous image segmentation
algorithms have been investigated and
proposed which can be separated into two
main types: supervised and unsupervised. In
grey-level images segmentation is done based
on the grey-level values or textual
characteristics. In color or multispectral
images (up to 10 bands) pixel classification or
cauterization can be done using multivariate
techniques. The analysis of hyperspectral data
is
extremely different
due to its
dimensionality.
Image regions can be
separated based on their pixel similarity using
Image
segmentation
[14].
Clustering
technique groups image pixels into
homogeneous groups based on distance-based
criteria [15]. K-means is the most popular
partition clustering algorithm for large image
data sets due to its simplicity and fast
execution speed [16] than hierarchical
approaches.
II.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Spatial-spectral classification is important in
hyperspectral image processing for an
efficient segmentation/classification. As the
dimensionality of data poses challenges to
classification process. Hence commonly used
methods which are designed for the analysis
of gray level, multispectral images are not
suitable for hyperspectral images. Moreover,
dimensionality of hyperspectral images
prevents robust statistical estimations.

Therefore, to take the full benefit of
information provided by spectral dimension, a
new segmentation algorithm is proposed by
[17] focuses on generating an image slice for
the purpose of accurate segmentation and
further classification. The algorithm creates an
image slice based on the oil spill spectral
library which is already generated. Further kmeans algorithm is applied to cluster oil spill
locations. Once the regions are clustered it is
important to identify the direction of oil flow.
Knowledge of oil flow is necessary to take the
required action to stop the further damage.
Principle component analysis is useful
technique for analyzing and identifying
patterns in data [18]. In the proposed
algorithm, the fundamental principle behind
applying PCA is to find the distribution of the
oil spill.
The proposed steps of applying PCA are
detailed below.
The mean for each vector (X, Y) should be
calculated separately. Then, subtract it from
the original data of these vectors X and Y as
shown below :
Xn = X(:) – mean (X(:))
(1)
Yn = Y(:) – mean (X(:))
(2)
Where a new data was produced for each
vector and stored in a new factor (Xn, Yn).
Compute the covariance matrix: the
covariance (C) is a measure tool of the spread
data in a dataset. The way of calculates
covariance shown below:

Also, minor axis is computed by taking
square of 2nd (x b ) eigenvalue (2nd principle
component)

To ensure all elements of the vector are
positive, diagonal matrix was used.
Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for
covariance matrix. The eigenvalue (EIV) and
eigenvector (EV) calculated using formula
shown below.
[EIV, EV] = eig (Cov (X n , Y n )) (3)
Then, sort the eigenvalues in descending
order. Get 1st (X a ) and 2nd (X b ) eigenvalue to
compute angle,
(4)
Angle = cont2pol (X a , X b )
Where (cont2pol) is a function for
transforming cartesian coordinates to polar.
Polar coordinate can be calculated from
Cartesian coordinate to polar. Polar coordinate
can be calculated from Cartesian coordinate
like
D = (x2 + y2)1/2
(5)
Where
d = distance from origin to the point
x, y = Cartesian x-y coordinate
Then θ = atan(y/x)
Where θ is degrees retrieve the zero axis.
1. Extract the angle of the major axis and
distribute input to outputs.
2. Compute the major and minor axis. Major
axis is computed by taking square of 1st
eigenvalue (1st principle component)

3.

Draw the ellipse around the selected
pixel.

III.
DATA ACQUISITION
The proposed research uses the spectral
signature to analyze the reflectance of oil
sea water. Spectral signatures of deep and
shallow sea water with and without oil was
studied and analyzed. The research is based
on the hyperspectral data of Mexican oil
spill which occurred in April 2010. All the
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS &
ANALYSIS
The developed segmentation algorithm was
tested on AVARIS dataset as discussed in
previous sections. The image was captured
focusing on Mexican gulf oil spill data. Each
segment of image which was considered for
the experiments had dimension of 200 x 200
pixels. Each pixel has a spectral resolution
of 5 meters per pixel. Due to the

images were obtained from NASA which
has a collection of imaging data through
instruments such as Jet Propulsion
Laboratory’s Airborne Visible-Infrared
Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS). AVRIS
records spectrum of the reflected light from
visible and near infrared region (0.4 to
2.5mm) using 224 spectral bands [19].
computational
limitations
of
the
programming tools, lesser dimension images
are considered for in the experiments. Each
Image (or pixel) was composed of 220
bands. The experimental results are
generated for a set of threshold values. Each
threshold value represents the error accepted
by the algorithm to differ the oil and non-oil
area. For instance, the threshold value 0.06
represents the 6% of accepted error of
segmentation oil and non-oil spill region.

Figure 1: Figure (a) shows the geographical area of expected oil spill. Figure (b) shows the result of clustering algorithm. Each colour component
represents a cluster group with similar properties.

(c )

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: Figure (c) represents oil spill cluster. Figure (d) shows average spectral profile for cluster identified in figure (c). Figure (e) represents
spread of cluster shown in (c)

Table 1: The result for different threshold value

The Table 1 shows the result for each
threshold using in these experiments and we
could include that the optimal empirical
threshold value is 0.06.
In order to determine the best similarity
measure several metrics were applied and it
is found that
Correlation metric gave the accepted result.
Many experiments were applied to test
several hyperspectral dataset. Results are
generated based on fixed threshold value
(0.06) and use correlation distance. The
proposed algorithm used to find the oil spill
on different datasets images. Then,
comparison was conducted to the test the
finding by using clusters (ellipses) and
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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of the study is to shed the light on
how knowledge management is spreading in telecom
industry, how to link the organizational strategy with
knowledge management (KM) in order to develop telecom
companies in term of increasing their revenue and total
customer base.
Research question – Is there an impact of knowledge
management to the telecom companies?
Design/methodology/approach – data of this research will
be collected by distributing a questioner to customers who
are using telecom services and other questioner will be
distributed to Nawras telecom company employees.
Moreover semi structured-interviews will be conducted with
some of the top management in Nawras Telecom Company.
Expected findings - in the context of telecom companies,
there is an impact of knowledge management practices on
the employees of the companies and on the company’s
customers which play a key role in developing the company
and increase the profit.
Key words – Knowledge Management, Telecom Company,
Nawras, Strategy and Customer
Paper Type – Survey research paper

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge management is the deliberate and systematic
coordination of an organization’s which is consisting of
people, technology, processes, and organizational structure
that are adding value through reuse and innovation [1].
Knowledge management has become one of the important
topic where all industries. Most of the books author’s has
defined knowledge management in different words however
all of them are circulating around the same definitions of
which is talking about tools, techniques, and strategies to
retain, analyse, organize, improve, and share business
expertise[2]. The roots of knowledge management were
extended to reach the economic thoughts that were prevailed
in the 19th century, it were focused of production factors
such as: lands, human capital, labour and capital goods

which are determine country economic growth [3] as well as
the success of the organizations. The knowledge workers
were considered as essential feature for the growth of the
organizations. Also companies were constantly trying to
achieve the accumulation and application of the knowledge
in order to achieve prosperity and doubling its competitive
advantages. In the beginning of 20th century there has been a
enormous shift in the economic thoughts and administrative
thoughts where they considered the knowledge as a main
factor to determine the success of companies and industrial
competitiveness [4]. The people increased the focus on the
knowledge where researchers started to read about the
knowledge management and the innovation [5] as well.
These two factors played a huge role in the success of
competiveness between the companies and the expression of
knowledge worker became wider.

Presently, the management science is affected by several
variables such as the digital revolution and E-commerce [7]
which is imposed on the organization, also occurrence of
local and global challenges especially to telecom industry
[8] which is a fast growing industry. These challenges is
forcing the organizations in telecom industry to have clear
and planned strategies [9] that will support them in
achieving their goals efficiently, and in performing
excellence in order to survive for long period in the global
market and in continuing their development in the industry.
Furthermore, currently knowledge management is playing a
big role in most of the management functions [10] in
organizations which are aiming to reduce the time of
performing jobs/tasks and to give the employees the
required knowledge to perform their responsibilities in the
right and efficient time [11]. Mostly, lack of knowledge and
information is the reason behind the failure in planning and
decision making in any organization [12]. Moreover, during
the research shed the light on the importance of knowledge
management, how telecom companies will be able to
implement the knowledge management environment
internally and the strategies used by telecom companies in
order to improve the knowledge management in the
organization. Moreover, we will go through the ways which
is supporting those strategies to make sure that knowledge

management is in place. Accordingly, after consideration of
the management tasks is increased in terms of knowledge
acquisition, dissemination and implementation, the
organizations will start to build clear strategies to manage
the intellectual supplier and improve their skills [13].
Although there are a lot of studies which is focusing in the
relation between knowledge management and organizations
performance however the aligning of knowledge
management strategies in telecom industry needs more
studies [14]. This research we will study how telecom
organizations and Nawras Telecom Company are aligning
their strategies and are these strategies which is liked to
knowledge management supporting the growth and
development of telecom industry.

In addition, the telecom companies have a lot of competition
in the global open market when knowledge based economy
has appeared [16] and during the growth of knowledge
management many literature of knowledge management has
considered organizational knowledge as important
organizational quality that can affect the continuity and
survival of the organization [17]. Accordingly,
implementation of knowledge management strategies is
realized as significant as knowledge itself.
However, after implementing knowledge management based
on the organizational strategies which will help to establish
knowledge sharing environment in the telecom companies’
obstacles will start appearing. One of the most important
obstacles is the culture of people in the telecom companies
[18] which can prevent the establishment of knowledge
management. Moreover the research will give the reader
some hints to prevent resistance of the culture in the
organization.
Nawras is one of the growing telecom companies in Oman
and it is part of Ooredoo group. Nawras vision is to enrich
the lives of people in Oman through better communication
services and their mission is to be the communications
provider and employer of choice in Oman. Moreover,
Nawras value is to be caring, excellent and pleasingly
different service provider. Due to its strong values, Nawras
has quickly become one of Oman’s most respected and
innovative companies, and also Nawras won prestigious
awards and achieved number of notable firsts since its
formation. Nawras are working to implement some
knowledge management practices to improve knowledge
management practices in the organization. Furthermore,
based on the study done by Cho, Cho and McLean 2009
improving individuals skills and the leadership skills in any
organization is one of the responsibilities of Human
Resources Department (HRD). Moreover after conducting
an interview with people working in Nawras HRD we found
that implementing a knowledge management environment is
handled by People Development section under the Human

Resource Department. People development section is in the
phase of improving knowledge management in Nawras and
they are looking for research studies that can help them to
establish knowledge management more effectively and
efficiently. Furthermore, Nawras has maintained its
unwavering commitment to invest in the best available
technology for the benefit of its customers [19]. Recently,
Nawras has launched an LTE service which is considered
one of the newest technologies in the telecom industry. The
number of Nawras customers has increased to 2.2 million
during 2012 and they have reached 85 percent customer
satisfaction (Nawras annual report 2012). Form the Data
shown above we conclude that Nawras is growing rapidly
and it should be in the track with the new telecom
technologies in the global market and one of the ways to
achieve this goal is by improving knowledge management in
the company.
II. Research objective:
The objective of this research is to highlight the importance
of knowledge management for the telecom companies where
Nawras case will be studied. The researcher goal is to
increase the awareness of Nawras employees on the
importance of knowledge management and what is the
expected benefits that could the company gain after
implementing knowledge management in the telecom
companies. Increasing the awareness on the importance of
knowledge management will lead to encouraging the
decision making mindset in the Telecom Company,
improving deployment and use of knowledge management
practices in each department in the organization, enhancing
the departments work-effectiveness and enabling people to
get the right information in the right time [20]. Moreover,
emphasizing how organizational strategies can support
knowledge management to establish and how to link the
organizational strategy with knowledge management to
encourage people in Nawras to use their knowledge. This
will help the leaders in Nawras to utilize the knowledge
which is available in the organization and to make a use of
it. As we know that Customers is the most important part to
any telecom company or to any businesses and all the
companies around the world are working to get the biggest
share of customers in order to increase their profit margin.
Through this research we will study if implementation of
knowledge management in telecom companies has an effect
on the company customers.
Moreover, identify constraints that might face the telecom
companies while implementing the knowledge management
and how it can be prevented to minimize the time of
implementation and to make sure that knowledge
management practices is working effectively. Currently
Nawras is having some practises which can be part of
knowledge management practices. The customer care

department in Nawras is having an online application which
is accessible to call centre champions to enable them to get
information on any Nawras product and services. Hence,
Nawras champions will be able to respond to the calling
customers queries swiftly and accurately. However, this
application is yet to be utilized optimally by the people in
Nawras. Furthermore, recommendation will be given after
compiling all the collected results which it can be
considered by the management of telecom companies and
Nawras relating the best tactics to support the establishment
of knowledge management.
There is a direct impact of knowledge management in the
company innovation, where using knowledge management
practices in the company can lead to discover new services
and product to be offered to the customers or to enhance the
current services and products to get the loyalty of the current
customers and also to attract more new customers.
Furthermore, value-added product can be enhanced by using
knowledge management due to effect of knowledge
management on organization process innovation.
Additionally, the company can support the employee’s skills
in order to support the customers very effectively. Moreover1.
there is a huge impact of knowledge management on the
2.
knowledge base products [21].

IV. Research model and Methodology:
The research topic is Knowledge Management Strategies of
Telecommunications Companies: A case study of Nawras
Telecom Company. Nawras Telecom Company was selected
as a single case and the result of this research will enhance
the knowledge management practices and will give
recommendations on how Telecom Company can link the
organizational strategy to enhance the knowledge
management and to attract more customers.
This project data will be adopted through different strategies
and techniques to achieve the main goal of the research.
Questionnaire will be distributed randomly to Nawras
employees to determine if the employees have a clear
understanding of knowledge management and to identify if
the employees are aware of the importance of knowledge
management to telecommunication companies.
Furthermore, semi-structured interview of two hours will be
conducted with section head of people development section
in Nawras Telecom Company and below is the interview
questions:

What is your role in term on knowledge management in
Nawras Telecom Company?
What are the strategies used to support knowledge
management in the company?
3. Are there any practices of knowledge management in the
III. Hypotheses
company?
H1 – There is significant positive effect between4. What are the tools used to support knowledge management?
organizational strategy and knowledge management on5. Is the current tools supporting knowledge management?
telecom companies. This hypothesis is selected to test if we6. What are the challenges that you are facing related to
can improve knowledge management by liking it to
knowledge management in the company?
organizational strategies and it will be tested by distributing7. What are the ways to overcome knowledge management
a questioner to Nawras telecom company employees.
challenges?
8. What is the future plan of Nawras to improve the knowledge
H2 – There is significant positive effect between knowledge
management?
management in telecom companies and attracting customer9. Do you think knowledge management can attract more
orientation.
customers to use the company services?
This hypothesis is selected to determine if improving the10. Could you give more examples of how knowledge
knowledge management practices in the company can gain
management can be improved?
more customers and this will be tested by distributing
questioners to telecom customers in Oman.
Moreover, semi-structured interview of two hours will
be conducted with a department head of Customer Service
H3 – There is significant positive effect between knowledge
Operations in Nawras since his team are interacting with
management and growth of telecom companies.
customers and below is the interview question:
This hypothesis is selected determine in the telecom1. What do you know about knowledge management?
companies can make more profit after implement knowledge2. What is the importance of knowledge management to your
management in the company and this will be proved based
department?
on the studies which is conducted by people over the world3. What kind of knowledge management tools and techniques
and the researcher will conduct some semi structured
is used in your department?
interviews with some of the decision makers in Nawras4. What are the challenges that you are facing in order to
telecom companies.
implement knowledge management in your department?
5. What can be done to prevent those challenges?
6. Do you think there is a relation between knowledge
management in Nawras and customers?

Furthermore, a questioner will be distributed to Nawras
customers to determine if there is a relation between
knowledge management and customers’ loyalty and identify
if knowledge management in Nawras can affect the
customers experience.
V. Data Acquisition:
The researcher will adopt qualitative and quantitative
methodology to achieve the goal of this project.
Moreover, ordinarily Questionnaires is used in most of the
researches because it has high efficiency of data collection
however one of the disadvantages is the low the response
rate.
Additionally, semi structured interviews will be
conducted to achieve some of the results to support the
hypothesis of the research. Throughout this research two
questioners will be distributed to test the hypotheses. The
firs questioner will be distributed to telecom users and prior
to distribute this questioner pilot survey will be taken to test
the validity of the questioner and to make sure that it is
meeting the research requirement. The first questioner will
focus on the people with age group from 18 to 48 years
whom can be considered as knowledge customers of telecom
companies and general information will be taken from the
volunteers like (education level, which operator they are
using currently and are they willing to change to other
operator if they get more useful services). The second
questioner will be sent to Nawras employees to test what is
their impression of knowledge management and what
practices they are currently using improve their knowledge
and are they sharing their knowledge with the other
employees or not. Also general information will be taken in
consideration (such as qualification, position and years of
experience). Semi interviews will be conducted with
Decision-makers in Nawras to get information about the
current knowledge management practices and are they aware
of the importance of knowledge management in the
organization and how to improve knowledge management in
the organization.
VI. Data Analysis:
After collecting the result of the first questioner which is
distributed to telecom customers will be able to measure the
below findings:
1. Knowledge management in telecom company is
helping to attract more customers
2. Customers are interested to get new services
3. Customers are willing to know about each
service in details.
4. Knowledge management plays a role in
customers’ loyalty.

5. Customers are willing to shift from one
operator to another to get a benefit of the other
operator.
By the end of the second questioner, we will be able to
measure the below:
1. Percentage of employees who are aware of
knowledge management
2. Percentage of employees who are using
knowledge management
3. Percentage of employees who know the
importance of knowledge management
4. Percentage of employees is willing to use their
knowledge to improve themselves.
5. Percentage of employees who are willing to
share their knowledge with other employees.
6. What are the employees’ opinions on
knowledge management?
After getting the above information, the semi structured
interview will be conducted with Decision-makers in
Nawras Telecom Company to measure the bellow:
1. Is there relation between knowledge
management and company strategy?
2. How they can improve knowledge management
in Nawras?
3. Do they think that knowledge management can
improve the people performance in the
company?
4. Do they think that knowledge management can
improve the company performance and
increase the profit?

VII. Conclusion:
The result of this research will be very supportive to the
telecom companies and it will help Nawras Telecom
Company to implement and establish knowledge
management practices internally to gain the benefit of
knowledge management which will be mentioned in the
research. According to the research this study will help
people working in telecom companies to understand the
importance of knowledge management in telecom sector and
how internal knowledge management within the context of
telecom can help attract more customers and develop people
in the company. In fact, having a clear organizational
strategy which is linked to knowledge management will
support the company to grow faster and people in the
company can improve performance and the can be innovate
to add more product of service to there customers.
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Abstract - This research has examined the influence of
cultural values and corporate social performance in employer
brand and how it can influence employer reputation at the same
time. To collect useful data for this research we distribute a
questioner paper in different sample to have an overall opinion
about our research questions. The results of this survey shows
that most of the participants beliefs of the influence of cultural
values on employer branding in the Omani community. We found
that about 70.5 % of participants were strongly agreed that
cultural values influencing their job selection. Also, the results of
this survey shows that most of the participants beliefs of the
influence of corporate social performance on employer branding
in the Omani community. After rating the influence of corporate
social performance in terms of how it influence job selection of
different individuals. We found that about 64.4% of participants
were strongly agreed that corporate social performance influence
their job selection. However, after analyzing the collected data we
found that about 76.7% of the participants are placing more
emphasis on employer reputation in their job selection.
Keywords - Corporate social performance; Cultural values;
Employer reputation; Employer attraction.

global marketing and service giants. In this contest, the
potential employees of the sultanate are getting wider option of
employment and they are becoming extremely choosy while
option of job. Most importantly corporate social performance
and cultural values of sultanate play a very important role in
option of job position. There is a consistent trend observed by
recruitment agencies on that. Therefore, this topic is very
relevant. I am particularly interested because of its
significance.
B.
Oman economy 2012
In 2012 Omani economy continue to achieve high growth rates
despite unfavourable developments in the global economy
situation, where the available economic statistics shows that
the Gross domestic product (GDP) of the Sultanate has
recorded a marked increase to percentage of 18.9% with
amount of 7371 million Omani rials during the first quarter of
2012 compared with 6198 million Omani rials during the first
quarter of 2011. (MoneOman, 2012).

I. INTRODUCTION
This study is explores the corporate social performance
and cultural value to know how it influences the employer
branding and attraction with different individuals. Generally, a
cultural value as a topic is what different human individuals
believes about what they think is good, fair, right. However, on
this investigation, we will focus on its relationship with
employer attraction and how it can play a role to job selection.
On the other hand, corporate social performance or the social
responsibility, can be defined as how the employer is really
proximate to the society on budgeting different social activates
that can causes direct benefit to people, which affect the
employer reputation and improve their brand name. The aim is
to develop a framework that combines the concept of the
perceived employer brand with employer outcomes that are
relevant for service branding. In addition, proposed study
experimentally evaluates the relationship between employer
attraction, cultural value and corporate social performance.
A. Oman economy and employment market
Recently, Sultanate of Oman become one of the best countries
of international business initiatives . Also, it is attracting many

Graph1: GDP growth from 2011 to 2012
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This rise in gross domestic product is a natural cause for the
rise in oil prices due to the economic conditions and political
that have occurred in the Middle East such as demonstration in
many countries such as Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Yemen,
Bahrain, Syria and because of economic sanctions on Iran that
threaten to close the Strait of Hormuz and cut off the oil ships
transit. Therefore, This increase on GDP become as reason of

the growth on oil activities in the first quarter of 2012 by
25.5% precent compared to the same period on 2011 as a
result of higher oil prices, where the average price of oil until
at the end of March 2012 was 109.1 U.S. dollars compared
with 88.3 U.S. dollars per barrel in the same period on the last
year 2011. Also, the oil production increased by 1.3% in the
first quarter of 2012 to reach at total 80.9 million barrels. On
the other hand, the inflation rate of the sultanate remained
under control to a good extent, with an average inflation rate
of 3.1% during the first half of the year 2012 compared with a
rate of 4% on the first half of 2011.

Graph2: Oil sales growth from 2011 to 2012
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ministries (nonmilitary) which is not covered in the statistics.
The Omani government has promised to provide a lot of job
opportunities for citizens, after large protests that happened in
2011. Most of Omanis job seekers prefer to work in the
government sector for many reasons such as:
1) The availability of jobs in their villages, compared
with private sector which is mostly in the capital of
Muscat.
2) Less number of working hours, allowing them to
spend more time with their families.
3) Coordination nature of the work in the government
sector with the cultural values of the Omanis.
4) Government Pension Act, which gives a sense of
security for the future with a good salary, compared
with private sector companies.
These reasons may create many career opportunities in several
sectors, which should be covered with human skills from
different countries.
Graph4: Employment market
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II. METHODOLOGY
C. Employment market 2012Employment market 2012
Oman is one of the developing countries in terms of the
economy and the availability of jobs and trade opportunities
because of the diversity of economic resources and low
number of the population which is around 2,694 million
according to last Statistics in 2010. Therefore, this young
market supported with political and security stability, shows
positive environment to investors and job seekers. According
to the monthly bulletin of national manpower indicators in
December 2011, there are 216,678 thousand Omani citizens
working in the private sector on different organization.
However, a number of 1,314,354 million expatriates are
covering different positions in the market. (omannews, 2012).
On the other hand, there are around 144,605 thousand
employees in the government sector working in different

A. Introduction
This chapter will dwells on methodology applied on this
survey which is about the influence of corporate social
performance and cultural values in employer branding.
Therefore, this chapter going to introduce and justify some of
research techniques and methods adopted on the survey and
data sources used to be sure that proper procedures have
applied. Finally, this chapter monitoring the importance of the
validity and reliability of data resources and data handling to
get trustworthy data results.
B. Research purpose
Generally, we can categorized research approaches into three
types which are, the selection and utilization of a particularly
approach in a survey significantly depends to many aspects
such as the purpose of the study, different types of questions

needs to be answered by the researcher, types of data
collection different methods applied and the required degree of
accuracy on the formulated hypothesis. (Saunders et al, 2005).
1. Exploratory approach: When you are seeking to
find a new insights out of the research problem,
exploratory approach is particularly useful type .
moreover, exploratory approach is also useful in
supporting the researchers to clarify their points on
understanding of the investigated problem as the time
used on exploratory research can be enough to decide
if this research is worth pursuing or otherwise. For
performing an exploratory research there are
recommended key techniques like literature search,
discuss with different experts on the topic, make
interviews with related group, use of case studies,
secondary data and the qualitative research.
Exploratory approach is widely used with different
researches because of its nature of flexibility and
adaptability to change. Some researchers highlighted
the positive advantage of the flexibility of this
approach, but some think otherwise. The argument of
the opposes is that;"this flexibility inherited in
exploratory research does not mean absence of
direction to the enquiry. What it does mean is that the
focus is initially broad and becomes progressively
narrower as the research progresses" (Saunders et al,
2005).
2. Descriptive approach: This approach is frequently
useful on survey research or statistical research. The
purpose of using this approach is that it helps to
describe the collected data and characteristics which
are linked to the research problem. To start with
descriptive approach it requires earlier procedures of
having initial formulation and existence of hypothesis
and defining a clear structured design of this research.
Key techniques like secondary data, surveys and
observations are recommended for performing the
descriptive approach (Saunders et al, 2005).
3. Explanatory approach: This approach is adopted by
research that is concerned with establish causal
relationship between different variables. The aim of
explanatory approach is to examine a problem or
situation to explain and verify the relationship of
effect and case between the variables. This can be
done by manipulate one independent variable with
relation to another variable. Also, it can involve the
influence of other different mediating variables. An
example of applying explanatory approach is
experiments (Saunders et al, 2005). This research will
employ the explanatory approach on the process of
investigations and answering the research questions
and through literature review as this approach
techniques seem to be suitable techniques applied

when we compare it to other approaches. This
research will carry out survey tools and techniques
with different groups of individuals determining their
level of knowledge on branding and employment
related with cultural values and corporate social
performance.
C. Qualitative research
Qualitative research is a type of research that researcher tries
to answer primary questions and data collected from different
participants is usually in the form of a text. In qualitative
research the researcher will describe and analyze a
phenomenon by using word or pictures and through qualitative
research the researcher can find better explanation for a
problem in complex nature. (Trocnim, 2012).
D. Quantitative research
Quantitative research is a type of research that researcher tries
to identify a subject to investigate on it involving participants
by asking them constricted and specific questions. Generally,
in quantitative research you will generally end up with data
which reduced to end with numbers which are analyzed using
statistics. (Trocnim, 2010). There is no one best approach to
apply or follow as both of the approaches having their own
cons and pros. It depends mainly on what the purpose of the
research and what the kind of questions that research attempts
to answer and investigate. Therefore, this research will apply
the qualitative approach as a research approach on some parts
because of the exploratory character of the research problem
and the investigation. On the other hand, this research also will
apply the quantitative approach as a research approach on
some parts because of the usage of numerical analyzes after
collecting the data on which will be reduce to end with
numbers which are analyzed using SPSS statistical software.
E. Sample Selection
According to (Saunders et al, 2005). "For all research
questions where it would be impracticable for you to survey
the whole population you need to select a sample. This will be
important whether you are planning to use a predominantly
qualitative or quantitative research strategy". It is very
important to apply sampling selection techniques that allow the
researcher to reduce the amount of actual required data for the
research purposes by collecting data from sub group better
than collecting from all possible elements or cases which save
both time and money. (Saunders et al, 2005).
There are different types of sampling methods which are:
• Random sampling
• Systematic sampling
• Cluster sampling
• Stratified sampling
This research will use stratified sampling method which is
implementing by dividing the population into different groups
(by same characteristics, non-geographically) called strata and
at the same time, sample will take from each stratum

separately using some other sampling methods like random or
systematic method. In our research we will focus on employer
branding and relations with cultural values, therefore we will
divide the population into different sector groups like:
• Students
• Academic sector
• Communication sector
• Health sector
• Petroleum sector
• Tourism sector
• Financial institutions
Sample will take from each stratum (sector) separately using
systematic sampling method.

planning to make key informant interviews with some
professionals on the major of recruitment and employers from
different sectors like:
• Communications sector.
• Petroleum sector.
• Financial sector.
• Recruitment Agencies.
2. Secondary data sources:
Collecting literature review will be by searching related studies
that linked with cultural values and corporate social
performance. For this study we will search on the related
studies online because recently it has become the easiest way
for searching and we will use some of books, Journals and
Published papers.

**************
**************
*
**************

III. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDING

Sample
population

Figure 3.1: Sample Selection.

F. Data collection types
1. Primary data sources
Questioners: Questioners will be distributing for
undergraduate students, Omani experienced professionals and
professionals from other countries to study the influences of
Cultural value and corporate social performance to the
employer reputation and attraction. We will divide the
population into different sector groups like:
• Students
• Academic sector
• Communication sector
• Health sector
• Petroleum sector
• Tourism sector
• Financial institutions
Sample will take from each stratum (sector) separately using
systematic sampling method.
Interviews: Interviews also will be apply on this research and
with different individuals to collect data. According to (law, m.
1998). Interviews are "Another term used frequently in
qualitative research is ‘key informant interviews’ which refers
to the special nature of the participant being interviewed - he
or she is chosen by the researcher because of an important or
different viewpoint, status in a culture or organization, and/or
knowledge of the issue being studied". To collect data we are

After presenting data results on the last chapter, this
chapter will go over the findings of the formulated
questionnaire which was distributed to different sample
sectors. The results were entered into SPSS software to
summarize it and present it in graphs that reflect all statistics
of the questionnaire findings. Also, all feedback collected from
the participants about their recommendations and suggestions
was summarized. Finally, we will discuss all outcomes that we
find from interviews and questionnaires with different
professionals in many sectors how are engaged with
employment and branding aspects.
A. Finding on cultural values
The results of this survey shows that most of the participants
beliefs of the influence of cultural values on employer
branding in the Omani community. We found that about 70.5
% of participants were strongly agreed that cultural values
influencing their job selection. However, 24% were agree with
this point, there were 5% participants were disagree and 2.1%
were strongly disagree. Generally, most of the participants
were strongly agree with the influence of cultural values on job
selection.
On the other hand, after rating the influence of cultural values
in terms of how the employer give attention to the culture of
the country that they are located in. we found that about 54.8%
of participants were strongly agree that cultural values of a
country should be conceder from employers. However, 38.4%
were agreeing with this point, there were 3.4% participants
were disagreeing and 3.4% were strongly disagreeing.
Generally, most of the participants were strongly agree with
the influence of cultural values of the different countries on
employers. Also, after rating some cultural values in terms of
influencing the employer attraction. About 76 of participants
believe that religion values are very influencing the employer
attraction. However, 54 were agree with financial influence in
employer attraction, also there were 40 of the participants
believes that society influencing the employer attrition and 21
were strongly disagree with the personal values. Generally,

most of the participants were strongly agree with the influence
of all of the values of the employer attraction compared with
participants who believes that it is not affect.
However, after rating some employer sectors in terms of
influenced by cultural values. After analyzing the collected
data we found that about 44 of participants believes that
financial institutions are very influenced by different cultural
values. However, 41 believes that tourism sector is very
influenced, also there were 22 of the participants believes that
other sectors influenced and 21 of the participants believes that
health sector and academic sector are influenced by cultural
values. On the other hands, 17 of the participants believe that
communications sector and petroleum sector are very
influenced by cultural values. Generally, most of the
participants were strongly agree with the influence of cultural
values in all of the sectors compared with participants who
believes that it is not affect.
B. Finding on corporate social performance
The results of this survey shows that most of the participants
beliefs of the influence of corporate social performance on
employer branding in the Omani community. After rating the
influence of corporate social performance in terms of how it
influence job selection of different individuals. We found that
about 64.4% of participants were strongly agree that corporate
social performance influence their job selection. However,
28.8% were agree with this point and there were 6.8% of
participants were strongly disagree. Generally, most of the
participants were strongly agree that corporate social
performance influence their job selection.
On the other hand, when we asked about should the employer
give more attention to social performance in on a country that
they located in?. we found that about 51.4% of participants
were strongly agree that employer should give more attention
to social performance in on a country that they located in.
However, 41.1% were agree with this point, there were 4.1 %
of participants were disagree and 3.4% were strongly disagree.
Generally, most of the participants were strongly agree that
that employer should give more attention to social
performance in on a country that they located in .Also, after
rating some social performance activities in terms of
influencing the employer reputation. We found that about 122
of participants believe that helping poor people is very
influencing the employer reputation. However, 37 of
participants believes that funding sports is very influencing the
employer reputation, also there were 20 of the participants
believes that funding education is very influencing the
employer reputation and 13 were strongly disagree with
funding researches. Generally, most of the participants were
strongly agree with the influence of all of the activities on the
employer reputation compared with participants who believes
that it is not affect.

However, after rating some employer sectors in terms of social
performance reputation in Oman. we found that about 112 of
participants believes that petroleum sector has a very good
reputation in social performance activities around Oman.
However, 95 of participants believes that communications
sector is very good also in social performance activities around
Oman, also there were 47 of the participants rate for financial
institutions and 9 of the participants rate for tourism sector.
On the hand, 6 of the participants vote for the academic sector
and the same number for other sectors. However, 5 of the
participants believe that health sector is very good also in
social performance activities around Oman. Generally, most of
the participants were strongly agree with the performance of
petroleum sector and communications sector compared with
participants who believes that it is poor.
C. Finding on employer reputation
The results of this survey shown that most of the participants
beliefs of the influence of employer reputation with job
seekers in the Omani community. After analyzing the collected
data we found that about 76.7% of the participants are placing
more emphasis on employer reputation in their job selection.
However, 13.7 % of the participants said No they did not, and
9.6% of the participants were not sure about this point. Finally,
it is clear that the majority of participants were giving more
emphasis on employer reputation in their job selection.
On the other hand, after testing the opinion of different
participants about if they are working in an organization which
is against their believes do they prefer to change their job
when they get an opportunity?. We found that about 74.0% of
the participants are preferred to change their job when they get
an opportunity. However, 13.7 % of the participants said No
they did not, and 12.3% of the participants were not sure about
this point. Finally, it is clear that the majority of participants
were prefer to change their job when they get an opportunity.
Also, after rating some reasons in terms of drives to change
job with different individuals. We found that about 117 of
participants were strongly agree that financial reasons are
drives to change job. However, 23 of participants believes that
cultural values are drives to change job with different
individuals, also there were 15 of the participants rate for in
influence of people convinces which drives them to change
job. On the hand, 6 of the participants vote for the other
reasons. However, 5 of the participants believe that social
reasons drive them to change job. Generally, most of the
participants were strongly agree with the effect of financial
reasons and cultural values on changing jobs compared with
participants who believe that it is not.
On the other hand, after rating some employer sectors in terms
of attracting job seekers in Oman. we found that about 146 of
participants believes that financial institutions are very good in
attracting job seekers around Oman. However, 125 of
participants believes that petroleum sector is very good also in

attracting job seekers around Oman, also there were 98 of the
participants rate for communications sector and 20 of the
participants rate for tourism sector. On the hand, 8 of the
participants vote for the health sector and the same number for
other sectors. However, 13 of the participants believe that
academic sector is very good also in attracting job seekers
around Oman. Generally, most of the participants were
strongly agree with the attraction of petroleum sector and
communications sector in Omani job market compared with
participants who believes that it is poor.
Also, after rating the opinion if you are a new graduated
student, will you give more attention to cultural values and
corporate social performance in job selection?. After analyzing
the collected data about 112 of participants were disagree with
that. However, 16 of participants were agree that they should
give more attention to cultural values and corporate social
performance in job selection, also there were 15 of the
participants were strongly agree with this point. On the hand, 3
of the participants were strongly disagreeing with that.
Generally, most of the participants were disagree with the
effect of corporate social performance and cultural values on
the new graduated students in selecting jobs compared with
participants who believes that it is affect.
Finally, we asked about the opinion of participants about
rating some sectors, products or services in terms of
influencing employer reputation with cultural values of
different people . After analyzing the collected data there were
about 59 of participants beliefs that legal sector is very
influencing employer reputation with cultural values of
different people. However, 48 of participants were agree that
vegetarian food products are very influencing the employer
reputation, also there were 46 of the participants were agree
that non vegetarian food products are very influencing the
employer reputation and 18 of the participants think that
alcoholic beverages are very influence. On the hand, about 10
of the participants think that astrology is very influencing the
employer reputation. Also 7 of the participants select banking
sector and the same number was there for gambling and
business management sector. Finally, 4 of the participants
selected military / police. Generally, most of the participants
beliefs that legal sector is very influencing employer reputation
with cultural values of different people.
D. Findings from interviews
To collect data we have met some professionals to make key
informant interviews with them on the major of recruitment
from different sectors like:
a) Communications sector, Mr. Azzan Amer Ahmed.
Regional manager of Nawras Telecommunications
Company in Dhofar.
b) Petroleum sector, Mr. Mohamed Ali Salem AlRwahe. Human resources manager.

c) Financial sector, Mr. Hamed Al- Balushi, Training
team leader.
d) Recruitment Agencies. Mr. Khalfan Al- Sadi,
Recruitment administrator.
Relevant data collected from these interviews can be
summarized in general points such as;
1) Communications sector gives more attention to the
cultural values of the country especially in Oman as it
is an Islamic country.
2) Banking sector influenced from cultural values of the
Omani community because of the Islamic roles that
doesn't accept loan charge profits.
3) Banking sector influenced from cultural values of the
Omani community because of the difficulties on
attracting good talents.
4) Recruitment agencies numbers shows that cultural
values plays a big role on job selection. Some people
prefer to join public sector better than privet.
5) Petroleum sector is the best on social performance in
Oman because it is owned by the government.
6) Communications sector funding the football
championship for clubs in Oman.
a) Most of the professional managers in high positions
gives attention on cultural values and corporate social
responsibilities on their work activities.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
After presenting data findings on the last chapter, this
chapter will go over the outcomes of the study and summarize
it to some recommendations that we believe it can be useful
for linking the cultural values and corporate social
performance
to
employer
branding
activities.
Recommendations summarized as follows;
1. Employers should give more attention to the cultural
values of different individuals in order to attract top
talents who can fill strategic positions successfully in
order to compete in the global market.
2. The employer should give more attention to the
culture of the country that they are located in.
3. Employers should give more attention to the religion
values in Oman because it is very influencing the
employer attraction in Oman.
4. Employers should give more attention to the social
performance because that will give better reputation
of employer with different individuals in order to
attract top talents who can fill strategic positions
successfully in order to compete in the global market.
5. The employer should give more attention to their
social performance activities in the country that they
are located in.

6. The employer should give more attention to helping
poor people because it is very influencing the
employer reputation in Oman.
7. The employer should give more attention to funding
sport activities because it is very influencing the
employer reputation in Oman.
8. Tourism sector, academic sector and health sector
should give more attention in social performance
activities around Oman because these sectors showed
low numbers compared with petroleum and
communications sector.
9. The employer should give more attention to the
financial reasons because it is the most important
reason for talents that drives them to change job in
Oman.
10. Academic sector and health sector should work more
on attracting job seekers because these sectors
showed low numbers on attracting talents compared
with petroleum and communications sector in Oman.
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Abstract— the world is continuously progressing in
various areas to serve the society and to facilitate them,
but there is a category of people which need to be focused
on. They are people who are not able to do anything
without the help of one, because they are disabled or
elderly. So for this purpose the idea of this project is to
create a device in the size and shape of the clock, that it is
easy to carry and use, to helps those people to control /
switch on and off all devices that is around them. For
example they can switch on the television, air conditioner,
fan, and lamp and other appliances surrounding it, also
they can demand from the kitchen through the issuance
of sound or light in the kitchen. The devices can be
wirelessly activated. The system of this project consists of
microcontrollers, and IR sensor. Each device at the room
of the physically challenged person or elderly has
microcontroller and IR sensor receiver. There are three
devices to provide cell bell device, the first one place it on
the wall of the room consists of microcontroller, receiver
IR sensor , and TLP, the second device place it in the
kitchen room consists of microcontroller, RLP and,
buzzer.
I. INTRODUCTION

People with mobility impairment often use wheel
chairs, walkers, crutches or other actives devices.
They are prevented from doing their daily activities
by themselves. This work contributes to make some
facilities for easily operating some electronic gadgets
common at home without expecting any one else for
assistance.
Attempts have already been made by many others in
this direction. The proposed project is aimed to
design an interfacing remote control for the
physically challenged person. In fact, in our society
this phenomenon is very prevalent as a result of high
accident ratio. This project concept is to design
interface remote control system that will help the
challenged to control surrounding devices easily

switch ON or OFF , where all the devices will be
connected wirelessly with the interface remote
control system. The system will also have the ability
to operate from any device with Internet capability.
So, it will make this system useful for a large number
of consumers. There are many ideas and projects that
provide control system for the home devices, in
different ways including: mobile phone for home
device controlling either by cells the devices or by
sending SMS for the device. This kind of projects is
available and suitable for the normal people, who are
able to do things for themselves. In fact, there is
category of people, who depend on others and suffer
greatly because of lack ability for doing any simplest
things. Thus, this idea of project is born for this
category of people and their problem. Where the
objective of the project is to design a device small in
size, light weight, easy to carry and use does not
require much effort from the person, it is to help
those people to control / switch ON and OFF all
devices that is around them.
II. EXISTING TECHNOLOGY

Several works has been carried out in the past in the
same direction to help the physically challenged.
Developed a cell phone based remote control. The
main idea of the system is switching and controlling
home and office application using a cell phone –
based interface. The system used (DTMF) Dual-Tone
Multi Frequency to access the control unit, where the
user should send code along with the desired function
to control the system via Global system for mobile
communication (GSM). By that, the code must be
authenticated by the receiver devices at home, the
control unit would relay the commands to a
microcontroller to perform the required function and
return
a
function
completion
code

that sent to the source of the user's cell phone. C. K.
Das, et al., [1]
They have published their work about the fabrication
of motorized tricycle for physically challenged. The
aim of this project was to improve on an already
existing tricycle. Through this work they determine
the length and size of the body parts of human as well
as the body weight but, the important part of this
project is adding fuel powered system to improve the
efficiency of the tricycle and to make the life more
comfortable for the physically challenged persons,
where the design of the project is considering the
weight of the person and the maximum weight is
75hg. Therefore, most of the physically challenged
persons preferred the tricycles then the bicycles to be
more comfortable to move inside the house and in
offices. Adedipe Oyewole, et al., [2].

required controlling devices, more than that, the
device has ability to controlling multi devices like:
lamp, fan, air conditioner, television and the ability to
cell any one from the kitchen through the cell bell
devices which can go through the walls.
III. SYSTEM DESGIN

The working of this system describe in two forms:
1) System block diagram.
2) Flow chart.
1) System block diagram:
Figure.1 is shown the block diagram of the interface
system for the physically challenged.

This work on constructing a head movement to
controlled device for the physically challenged. Here,
the user will be able to wear the device on the head
and simply move the head to request the basic needs
such as; water, food, or medicine using IR rays. Also,
the user through this device will be able to switch
on/off the electrical devices such as; lights, fan, etc,
by the movement of the head. Rahul Surendra kumar
Kalburgi,[3],
With the objective of improve the lives of the
physically challenged people with the help of the
modern technology. Designed eye controlled
wheelchair, Automatic navigation system, automatic
caregiver follower and computer interfacing.
Ramsundar K G, et al [4].
The worked on hand gesture remote control to
control the home appliances and electronics devices
through the infrared remote control. The main aim of
this work was to remove the needs of help from
anyone, and provide simple device to help this
category of help to control the connecting devices
wirelessly ON/OFF through the hand gesture device.
Solanki, U.V.[5]
Even through all this carried out works; there is need
for advance system to be more friendly and effective
for the physically challenged. Therefore, my project
including many new features to provide great help for
them such as: simply to manufactured, less cost, all
the controlling devices connecting wirelessly to the
remote control, also through the wearable device on
hand the user will be able to direct the hand for the

Figure 1 System Block diagram of (lampe, fan, AC,
and TV)
The system have many microcontrollers in the
transmission side and receiver side , since the
microcontroller is the heart of the system, where it
will programmed to provide pulse for same duration.
As the microcontroller provides low output, so the
amplifiers are connecting with the microcontroller to
amplify the output signal. Since the system will
provide controlling for the home devices connecting
wirelessly with the main device. Therefore, the
system will have IR sensor which high sensitively
and good for infrared remote control system to
transmit the pulse from transmission side to the
receiver side. Where, in the receiver side will be
receiver IR sensor to receive the pulse and give it to
the microcontroller to decode the pulse and select the
required operation.

Figure 2 Block Diagram of Call Bell
The system will have three devices for the call bell as
shown above; the TLP circuit will be connecting with
controller device circuit to achieve the aim of the
project, where the output of the controller device
circuit will be connecting to the input of the TLP
circuit. So, the providing pulse for a specific time
which the IR sensor will transfer them for the device
that is placed in wall of the physically challenged
person room which is the companying circuit of (
TLP circuit and controller device circuit ) to transfer
it to the kitchen. So, due to the long distance from the
room and kitchen the system will have transmission
line pulse (TLP) in the device at the room with
microcontroller to encode the pulse and receiver line
pulse (RLP) in the kitchen to decode the pulse and
select the required operation for the buzzer.

AC, lamp) and press the key button ON the
microcontroller at the transmission side will be
programmer to provide specific number of pulse at
one second or two. Each key button at the remote
control will be programmer for action number of
pulse per second. The system will transfer that pulse
through the IR sensor in form of flash to be faster and
easier to transfer wirelessly between the devices. At
the receiver side the IR receiver sensor will detected
that flashed pulse and decoded them in the
microcontroller to turn ON the device.
If the physically challenged person direct his hand for
the wall device to call someone from the kitchen, so
the microcontroller will provide the action number of
pulse even for turn ON the buzzer or to turn OFF to
transfer it through the IR sensor from the
transmission side. Where, it will be received by the
TLP which will be installed with the microcontroller
in wall of the room, as soon as the pulse received it
will transfer it wirelessly to the kitchen, where RLP
will receive it and decode it then given to the
microcontroller to provide the required operation.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND PCB

The below figure is shown the simulation circuit of
the system, where it contains of two microcontrollers
, two switches , and the relay.

2) the flow chat for the algorithm to be exeuted is
given below in figuer.3

FIGURE.4 SIMULATION CIRCUIT

Figure 3 Flow chart of the system
FIGUER.5 PCB OF CALL BELL

When the physically challenged person direct his
hand for any one of the following devices ( TV, fan,

based remote control, system: an effective switching
system for controlling
home and office appliances.[Online]available from<
http://www.ijens.org/99310-1414%20IJECSIJENS.pdf>[3 Nov 2012].

[2] Oyewole.A. Christopher.B.K & Ibrahim Ogu.S.
(2009). Design and Construction of a Motorized
Tricycle for Physically Challenged Persons.[Online]
available
from<
http://www.journal.au.edu/au_techno/2009/jul09/jour
nal131_article10.pdf >[4 Nov 2012].
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FIGUER.6 RLP PCB CIRCUIT

[3] Surendra.R & Kalburgi.K. (2010). Head
movement based voice enabled wireless device
switching
for
physically
challenged.[Online]
Available
from<
http://www.siliconindia.com/aiepic/project/head_mo
vement_based_voice_enabled_wireless_device_switc
hing_for_physically_challenged-pid=7499.html>[4
Nov 2012].
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[4] Ramsundar K G ,Sufian K A ,Sarath Kumar D ,&
Nirosh Kumar H. Smart Mobility System for
Physically Challenged.[Online] available from<
https://decibel.ni.com/content/docs/DOC-24712
>.[26 Nov 2012].
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FIGURE.7 DEVICES CONTROL PCB CIRCUIT
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[5] Solanki, U.V. (2011). Hand gesture based
remote control for home appliances Handmote
.[Online] available from<
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?reload
=true&arnumber=6141282&contentType=Conferenc
e+Publications >. [24 Nov 2012].
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V. CONCLUSION

The system puropsed to the developed will the an
efficient support to the phsicalley chanllenged
people. The perforemance of the system can be
improved if circuit capactitlay is added.
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Abstract- The aim of the study is to develop and identify
diagnostic method for breast cancer based on the survey statistic.
It is method used for measuring the early stage of breast cancer
Omani women infecting. It is proposed to develop method expect
early diagnoses of abnormality in breast leading to breast cancer.
In addition, it is Design and develops an algorithm for the
diagnosis of abnormality in breast leading to breast cancer taking
the external symptom as input. In addition, it is apply the
developed algorithm for various inputs, test the robustness of the
algorithm, and display the test result to the user that include
percentage of breast cancer infecting for such women.
Index Terms – breast cancer, mammography, diagnosis.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is commonly accoutring cancer in women
over the world. Every year, breast cancer estimate for 22% of
new case found in women [1]. world Health Organization
estimated that 519.000 women died from breast cancer in 2004
(Mohammed 2013). In Brazil, 49.240 new breast cancer cases
were expected for 2010 with an accounted risk of 49 cases per
100.000 women [1]. In addition, in United State 93,520
women had breast cancer and expected to died in 2011[3].
Breast cancer symptom is swelling of all or part of breast, skin
irritation or dimpling, breast or nipple pain, nipple retraction,
etc. breast cancer risk is women age, family history of breast
cancer, personal history, personal habit, environment, etc.
breast cancer increase when women age get older and they
require to do clinical examination that least after each six
month. breast cancer have many comment type such as ductal
carcinoma in situ, lobular carcinoma situ, invasive ductal
carcinoma, etc.
Breast cancer is most common cancer that occur women.
In Oman, breast cancer is most common cancer throughout
Oman. It represents 13.7 present over all women cancer [2].
Omani women with breast cancer present advance stage in
younger age [2]. As well as, breast cancer is detect in advance
stage in women because of low awareness, could not have
program that provide Omani women early stage detection
information, culture and habit. Omani women that infected
with breast cancer will increase every year because of the
awareness and they did not care about clinical examination
and self-examination.

Elizabeth Rufus
Department of Electronics and Telecommunication
Engineering
Middle East College
Muscat, Oman
elizabeth@mec.edu.om
II. PRESENT DIAGNOSTIC METHOD.
Mammography screening is x-ray image of the breast. It
is method used for early detection of breast cancer for
women and offer to them earlier treatment. It is used to
find the breast cancer when it is too small that can
improve women chance for successful treatment. In
addition, it is taken by women who undergoing a health
check or examination and women who have annual check
after any operation in their breast. Mammography
screening have two type. First type is screening
mammography look for signs of cancer. It is contain two
x-ray picture or image for each of the breast. The x-ray
images make it possible to detect breast cancer tumors
that too small. Also, it can be find micro calcifications that
sometime include percentage of breast cancer. Second
type is diagnostic mammography investigate possible
problem. It use after lump or after symptom of breast
cancer has been found. Also, it can be used to evaluate
changes of the breast found during screening
mammography or view breast tissue.
Table below present advantage and disadvantage of
mammography screening.
TABLE I
TABLE REPRESET ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE OF
MOMMOGRAPHY

Mammography screening advantage and disadvantage
Advantage

Disadvantage

Allow to detect early stage
of the beast cancer in
women

Associated with a small
amount of radiation

Can be applied regular
intervals to women at
acceptable cost.

Risk of false alarm

Screening save live through
reducing women risk of
dying from breast cancer

It is cannot detect any type
of cancer

III. PROPOSED DIAGNOSTIC METHOD
Omani women in Oman are as any women in Arab Golf.
They have not awareness about the breast cancer that cause to
increases women infection with it. Diagnostic method is
method used for measuring the early stage of breast cancer
infecting. It depends on the survey statistic that distributed for
Omani women. The survey distributes over three types of the
Omani women. Omani women types include education, middle
education and high education. Unfortunately, most of them do
not know how they will protect from breast cancer, what is the
symptom of breast cancer, self-examination and clinical
examination, etc.
IV. SURVEY ANALYSIS
A survey has been conducted among the women in Oman
and the following table summarize the outputs as the result of
the survey. The result present in table II part1 and table III.
Part2.
As showing below survey, analysis of the most Omani
women did not have any idea of the breast cancer. Only little
of them, they have information about it. In addition, some of
them have factor maybe in future it will develop or effect to
have breast cancer infection. For example, some of them used
birth control pills that effect women hormone such us estrogen
and progesterone. Also, some of them did not give mother’s
feed to their child and they have short time between them.
Nobody of Omani women did clinical treatment for breast
cancer.
TABLE II:
SURVEY ANALYSIS OF BREAST CANCER DISTRBUTED OVER
WOMEN IN OMAN PART1

Omani women who is know how they can
protect themself from breast cancer
Women
Presantage
age

35-40

12%

7%

0%

>40

10%

4%

0%

Omani women how is know they can do selfexamine for breast cancer at home
Women
Presantage
age
25-29

30%

26%

0%

30-35

25%

17%

0%

35-40

12%

7%

0%

>40

10%

4%

0%

TABLE IIII:
SURVEY ANALYSIS OF BREAST CANCER DISTRBUTED OVER
WOMEN IN OMAN PART2

Omani women how is know the internal risk
factors that cause breast cancer.
Women
Presantage
age
25-29

29%

13%

0%

30-35

20%

10%

0%

35-40

10%

3%

0%

>40

6%

2%

0%

Omani women how is know the external risk
factors that cause breast cancer.
Women
Presantage
age

25-29

30%

26%

0%

30-35

25%

17%

0%

35-40

12%

7%

0%

25-29

32%

29%

0%

>40

10%

4%

0%

30-35

15%

10%

0%

35-40

8%

6%

0%

>40

6%

2%

0%

Omani women how is know the breast cancer
symptoms
Women
Presantage
age
25-29

30%

26%

0%

30-35

25%

17%

0%

Omani women how know the breast cancer
diagnosis method
Women
Presantage
age
25-29

25%

30%

0%

30-35

15%

10%

0%

35-40

8%

6%

0%

>40

6%

2%

0%

V. DIAGNOSIS MODEL SUGGESTED
Model suggest will apply the diagnosis method. Diagnostic
method will take women personal information (age, height,
weight, education, job, state, living environment, smoking,
drinking alcohol, etc ), medical history(previous admissions to
the hospital and reason for that, previous operations done,
previous medical problems like diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, cardiac disease, renal problem, stroke, peptic
ulcer disease, asthma), family history (any family history of
similar problem(breast cancer), any family history of any
genetic or inherited illnesses if available) as input and display
report includes test result to the user and the percentage of
breast cancer infecting for such women.
Model input data: women personal information (age,
height, weight, education, job, state, living environment,
smoking, drinking alcohol, etc ), medical history(previous
admissions to the hospital and reason for that, previous
operations done, previous medical problems like diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, cardiac disease, renal problem, stroke,
peptic ulcer disease, asthma), family history (any family
history of similar problem(breast cancer), any family history of
any genetic or inherited illnesses if available), .
Model output data: report includes display the test result to
the user that include percentage of breast cancer infecting for
such women.
Fig.1 showing the model suggestion to apply diagnostic
method.

Fig. 1 breast cancer model depend on diagnostic method

VI. CONCLUSION
Diagnostic method for breast cancer based on the survey
statistic is method that will give the early stage diagnosis for
breast cancer depend on input data. Diagnostic method will be
used by doctors, nurses, diagnosis women and normal women
and it will help them to know how many women will be
infected with breast cancer. Also, it give them what the
important input that need to focus on and defined the
parameter lead to breast cancer diagnosis. It is useful to
Diagnosis for breast cancer. In addition, it useful to expect
early stage of breast cancer and it is provide external
symptoms leading to breast cancer.
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Abstract— Genetic Algorithm (GA) is searching heuristic
algorithm based on natural selection and evolution. It starts with
a set of solutions called population, which are represented by
chromosomes. Solutions from one population are taken to form a
probably new and better population. The selection process plays
an important role in driving to an optimal solution. The driving
force such as crossover and mutation operations must be set
properly as too much force may lead to premature termination
and too little force may slow down the progress. Hence, to keep
the search process alive selection method plays an important role
because this is the only diversity-decreasing operator in the
algorithm. Usually, this method enforces lower selection pressure
at the initial stage for wider exploration and higher selection
pressure towards the end to narrow down the search space. This
paper is an attempt to introduce different selection methods used
so far in the genetic run for different applications. In addition,
we have explored three selection approaches such as: roulette
wheel selection, ranking and scaling selection and tournament
selection.

like data structure and applies recombination
operators to these structures in a manner that
preserves the critical information. Reproduction
opportunities representing a better solution to the
target problem and are given more chances to
reproduce than chromosomes with poorer solutions.
Many computer researchers studied evolutionary
systems with the notion that evolution process
could be used as an optimization tool for
engineering problems independently, In 1950s and
1960s. The idea in all these systems was to evolve a
population of candidate solutions to a given
problem, using operators inspired by natural genetic
variation and natural selection. "Evolution
Strategies", a method used to optimize real-valued
Keywords—Genetic Algorithm (GA), Selection methods, parameters proposed by Rochenberg (1965, 1973).
Roulette Wheel Selection, Ranking and scaling methods, His method was further enhanced by Schwefel
Tournament etc.
(1975, 1977).
The Evolution Strategies,
Evolutionary
Programming,
and
Genetic
Algorithms form the backbone of the field of
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary Computation. Genetic algorithms (GA)
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a heuristic algorithm are a technique for searching for solutions to a
based on natural selection and evolution [1]. It problem in an intelligent and efficient manner.
starts with a set of solutions called population,
The following are the types of GA:
which are represented by chromosomes. Solutions
 Parallel
Genetic
Algorithm:
Many
from one population are taken to form a probably
computer researchers studied evolutionary
new and better population
systems with the notion that evolution process
The selection of parents to form new solutions
could be used as an optimization tool for
(offspring) is based on their fitness value. The
engineering problems independently in 1950s
better fitness of a parent, the more chances they can
and 1960s.Holland (1983), presented the
survive and reproduce. This process is repeated
parallel nature of GA. Then Bethke in 1976
until a feasible solution is found or it meets
study the complexity of implementing the
termination criteria [2].
parallel and Grefenstette (1981) shows some of
GA could be viewed as a population-based model
implementation of parallel mechanism [5], In
that also uses selection and recombination operators
1991, Nowostawsk explained some of the
to generate new sample points in the solution space.
parallel factors implemented in Genetic
It encodes a potential solution on a chromosome

algorithms. The factors used to evaluate the
fitness function and mutation onset of the
population []. The following are some of factors
implemented by K. Zamanifrand M. Koorangi
[6]:
•
•
•

The parallel GA used to enhance the
performance of the GA.
Solving the larger problem which takes time
to solve.
It is a solution for multi-objective function.

choose the individuals in the population that will
create offspring for the next generation, and how
many offspring will create. The main purpose of the
selection is to that the fitness of individuals in the
population will return the offspring in the even
higher fitness [3]. The Selection has to be balanced
between crossover and mutation that means too
strong selection means that the suboptimal highly
fit individuals will take over the population,
reducing the diversity needed for further change
and progress; too−weak selection will result in
too−slow evolution [3].
The operator can be found at two stages:
 Before the crossover step to select candidate
parents to form the offspring. Obviously, the
fitter the parents, the better offspring will be
created.
 After the manipulation of some individuals
where a best population is chosen for the next
generation

 Simple Genetic algorithm: It is a basic
algorithm which presented the chromosome in
the form of a bit string [7], and performs
crossover and mutation [7]. Also, it can deal
with chromosome as lists of numbers in the
form of an index or using an array instead of bit
string [8].
Genetic algorithms are useful and effective
because of the following reasons:
• When the search space is very large and
somewhat complicated or incomprehensible
III. TYPE OF SELECTION METHODS
clearly.
• There are no known mathematical analysis
GA supports the varieties of selection methods
methods to resolve the issue.
for different applications. Selection methods are
• Traditional research methods failed to resolve grouped into two categories namely Traditional
the issue
Selection Mechanism and Alternative Selection
Mechanism. The summary of selection methods is
The objective of the paper: The objective of this given in Table 1.
paper is to cover the different selection methods
TABLE I
(see section-III). We have mainly studied three
TYPES OF SELECTION METHODS USED FOR GENETIC ALGORITHMS [4]
different selection strategies given in the selection- Group-1: Traditional Mechanisms
IV.
1- Roulette Wheel selection
This paper describes about Selection method used
2- Deterministic Sampling
3- Stochastic Remainder Sampling
in Genetic Algorithms (GA). Background and Proportionate
4- Stochastic Remainder selection
related work for selection method have been drawn Selection methods
with replacement
in Section-II. Section- III we have given the
5- Stochastic remainder selection
description about Selection algorithms. Section-IV
without replacement
explains the selection method we have studied so
6- Stochastic universal selection
1. Linear Ranking selection
far. Sections-V explores the importance of selection Ranking Selection
2. Truncate selection
strategies. Section-VI is given for conclusion. At the
1. Binary Tournament Selection
end important literatures are given as references.
Tournament
2. Larger Tournament Selection
Selection

II. BACKGROUD: SELECTION METHODS

The selection method in genetic algorithm is done
after deciding on an encoding. It is seeing how to

3. Boltzmann tournament selection
4. Correlative Tournament Selection
Group-2: Alternative selection mechanisms
Range selection
It can be used to stop the fit
individual to increase the

Gender-Specific Selection

GR based selection

dominance at first at the
expense of the less fit, which
would decrease the genetic
variety of the population and
could hinder the search for a
suitable solution.
1- Genetic algorithm with
chromosome
differentiation. (GACD)
2- Restricted mating
3- Correlative Family- based
selection
1. Fitness Uniform selection
scheme (FUSS)
2. Reserve selection

from best to worst to assign a selection probability.
This is good for the wider exploration but can lead
to slower convergence due to the best chromosomes
do not show much different compared to others.
C. Tournament: Selection based on random and
deterministic techniques. This method randomly
selects a set of chromosomes and picks out the best
for reproduction. However, the issue of selecting
the size of the set exists. The system that uses this
selection must be able to determine its size
(tournament size). Usually, the size of binary
tournament is two.
V. IMPORTANCE OF SELECTION METHODS

IV. SELECTION METHOD STUDIED

The selection process plays an important role in
According to above Selection the following driving to an optimal solution. The driving force
selection Algorithm Studied:
must be set properly as too much force may lead to
premature termination and too little force may slow
A. Roulette Wheel Selection: Places all the down the progress. This is the only diversitychromosomes of the population in a roulette wheel. decreasing operator in the algorithm. Usually, this
The size of each section in the wheel is proportional method enforces lower selection pressure at the
to the fitness value of each chromosome. This initial stage for wider exploration and higher
selection has problems when there are big selection pressure towards the end to narrow down
differences between the fitness values.
the search space.
This method can be implemented as follows [3]:
In a GAs method, the fittest is active based on the
• Sum the total expected value of individuals in selection mechanisms and natural genetic in
the population. Call this sum T.
searching algorithms. This process happens among
• Repeat N times.
a string of structures which represents the
• Choose a random integer r between 0 and T.
information structures. These structures will be
• Loop through the individuals in the population, changed based on non-random but stochastically in
summing the expected values, until the sum is searching the algorithms [9].
greater than or equal to r. The individual whose
expected value puts the sum over this limit is
the one selected.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
B. Ranking and scaling methods: Can be used in
an adaptive manner due to its generality. It is
introduced to avoid some super-chromosomes from
dominating. Scaling method map fitness values to
real values to have proper representation. The
original fitness value is retained. However, for the
ranking method, the original fitness value is lost.
This is due to the method ranks the population first
and assigns to each chromosome a fitness value
based on the ranking. The method ignores the actual
fitness value of each chromosome and sort value

All of the selection methods mechanisms have
the same purpose of creating more copies of
individual with higher fitness than those with lower
fitness. The Selection method has a different
manner in which they allocate copies of the fittest
individual, these mechanisms work well under
different situations. The Appropriate methods have
to be chosen for specific problem to increase the
optimality of the solution.
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays providing secure environment in any
organization is become a main concern in business
environment. Therefore this research paper will
provide suggestion to eliminate the drawbacks of
Meddle East College’s (MEC) network system
without providing Single-Sign-on mechanism.
Actually, this research paper consist of various topic
which are; the overview of Single-Sign-on (SSO),
the advantages of SSO, the challenge that MEC’s
users faced and providing an idea of open source in
order to implement SSO.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The existing system in MEC consist of some
drawbacks which the users within college faced it
while trying to access any of the network services
like; the users consume more time in order to logon
to specified services and while they authenticate to
the system first time is not enough. In addition, by
default there is time out for each service that let the
user to re-enter their credentials. Moreover, an
administrator faces overhead because he needs to
set separate authentication mechanism for each
system. Furthermore, there some security issues the
users faced. However, this research paper will
provide the appropriate mechanism in order to
eliminate this challenges and the suggestion
technique is SSO.
II.

mechanism which performs single action of user
authorization and authentication that allow user to
access all computer systems and services in
distributer systems environment that the user has
the capability to access permission without
needs of enter multiple passwords [1]. On other
way, SSO infrastructure provides for users the
facility of accessing to all network’s resources via
single login and by this manner the user will have
the ability to gain access several services after
authenticated just one time [2].

SINGLE-SIGN-ON (SSO) OVERVIEW

Nowadays, the modern computer systems are
distributed the many systems as well as the services

System without SSO

System with SSO

Figure 1: The principle of Single-Sign-On

III.

ADVANTEGES of SSO

Through implementing Single-sing-on technique in
MEC, it will gain many benefits regarding to their
network performance that are consider in the
following points [3] [4]:

A. Increase Productivity
Efficient operations with high using of work
resources both are result of productive workforce.
However, the organization can’t achieve these
objectives whenever the users are forced to enter
their username and password more than one time.
This repetition can caused high level of stress as
well as decrease in organization efficiency. The
impact of this progress is, when re-entering the
credentials it can consume minutes per user per day
even in the absences of logon issues. Other than,
incase if any logon problems accurse, it will let the
user to incomplete their work and by this way the
workforce of the organization well be decrease.
Therefore, the appropriate mechanism to prevent
such events which affect to the organization
productivity is deploying SSO because the time to
logon to the system will be decreased as well as
increase the efficiency via complete the work in fast
and easy manner.
B. Security Enhancement
The elimination of password issues will be able
significantly improve the security efforts. In some
cases the users try to use strong password in order
to protect their system so they write down their
password fear from forgetting it and by this manner
they will committing a security breach from the first
order. Actually, not only the practices of end-user
can be solved through SSO but sometimes the users
required to be protected against the behaviors which
not accepted. However, through creating an
environment where the logon process accurse once
and apply it with common interface, SSO can
significantly reduce threats like phishing where
provide for users web page that asked them to enter
their credentials through entering username and
password. Adding to that, SSO technique enables to
implement authentication and authorization policies
within the organization hence, via this mechanism
can ensure a secure access to the external resources.
C. Cost- Effective Technique
The implementation and maintaining security of
SSO required less cost across the organization. The
administrator need only single time in order to set

policy and authentication process in all integration
services. Thus, there is no need to re-built the
polices, security services and functionality for each
and every new services.
IV.

PROBLEM STATEMNT

Middle East College system consist of many
services like; CIS, student E-mail, Moodle, eplacement and act. Currently, when any of
authorized user want to access any of MEC services
should enter their credentials whenever want to gain
access to the services. Therefore without providing
SSO, the users within MEC faced some challenge
such as [5]:
A. Time Consuming
The user either student or staff consume more time
in order to logon to specified services, because in
existing system the authenticate process of the
system not enough so, the users enter their
username and password multiple time depends upon
the required services at that time.
B. Time-Out Process
By default there is time out for each services, that
mean when any user open the exact services and
didn’t perform any action in period for example 5
minutes, the services by default will be sign out and
the user need to re-enter their username and
password again.
C. Administrator Overhead
Without using this technique, the administrator will
face overhead because he needs to set separate
authentication mechanism for each system.
D. Less Security
The major issue is, less security. Therefore, the
current system is semi-exhibition of threat and the
probability of faced some vulnerability like
phishing because any user may ask to access
webpage using their credential and by this way the
user account will be on attacker’s hand.

B. Flexibility
V.

IMPLEMENTING SSO in MEC USING OPEN
SOURCE

To implement Single-Sign-on mechanism at
Middle East College we need utilize appropriate
open sources like Central Authentication Service
(CAS). This source is made up by java and run as
web-based authentication server and it consist of
many features like; security, flexibility, proxy
features and reliability [6].

Central Authentication Service is flexible
mechanism because the package that proposed by
CAS developers offer a whole implantation of
authentication protocol except the authentication
itself is left to the administrator.
C. Authentication proxying
In some cases the SSO technique requires a
communication between the application or services
and browser which prevent multitier installations
when the application should request backend
service requiring the authentication. Other than, the
CAS is solving this issue by suggesting way in
order to propagate the authentication without
propagating passwords. This facility use Proxy
Granting Ticket and Proxy Ticket by allowing thirdparty application to insure of user’s identity.
CONCLUSION

Figure 2: Network Environment Secured by CAS

A. Security
Through CAS the passwords only pass from the
browser to the authentication server and this process
occur via an encrypted tunnel. In addition, the reauthentications are transport to the users which
providing that, the users can accept a single cookie
that called as Ticket Granting Cookie (TGC). The
cookie is not contain personal information and
protected using HTTPS and private so, by this way
the personal information only presented to the
authentication server. The application which know
user’s identities will use one-time Services Tickets
(ST) and those tickets are produce by authentication
server and then it transmitted to the applications
through browser and at the end it will be
authenticate by authentication server in order to
returning the corresponding identity. Through this
facility the application server well not has the
capabilities to see the user’s password and that’s
why it deployed for SSO.

Single-Sign-on is the technique which offers lots of
benefits in place where it will demonstrate. It will
provide so many benefits for users while implement
it at Middle East College. The important benefit of
SSO is, will enhancing the security in MEC’s
network and reducing the time by providing simply
way of accessing to the system. In order to
demonstrate SSO, we require open source like CAS
which is useful software that provide by java. As
any technique SSO handle few of challenge, but the
benefits of this mechanism is more and cover the
issues.
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ABSTRACT
Due to wide usage, evolution, and fast innovation of
Multimedia, the IT usage has been enhanced in teaching and
learning. Despite having a greater advantage, technical lessons
are not been converted into CBT (Computer Based Tutorial).
This paper identifies, and evaluates variety requirements for
designing and developing CBT for technical modules. The
paper also focus on how the current day authoring system
helps to integrate all multimedia components and user
interfaces in designing of CBTs. Teaching and Learning by
using CBT approach makes the process more stimulating and
motivate the end-user to effectively interact with it. CBT gives
the user the freedom to go through series of presentations, text
regarding certain topics and the associated illustrations that
assist in the learning procedure. This covers the education
along with entertainment which called as EDUTANMENT.
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The above table describes the most popular authoring software
worldwide. Obviously these programs are supporting scripting
language and only four of them support the interface designs.
Adobe flash and adobe director are the most popular ones and
they having a professional and neat layout which gives the user
the flexibility to use them. Besides the interface designs, such
software used to create and establish games. [2]

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the world is developing rapidly in technology
sector which gives rise to new electrical devices. As a result of
that the demand regarding new applications, interfaces and
games has increased. And this has made a revolution of
multimedia in different sector.
Recently, most of the used applications on different platforms
are a combination of multimedia components. The application
covers all requirements that attract the user’s attention such as
videos, audios, 3D and animation. These are considered as the
multimedia infrastructure. The uses of multimedia cover
variety of areas including but not limited to, advertisement, art,
education, entertainment, journalism, engineering, businesses
and etc. [8]

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
By using authoring software, an interactive CBT will be
designed appropriately. The system is about designing and
developing an animated lessons regarding electronic
engineering module in MEC. The CBT will have a
combination of animated circuits, illustrations, text, videos and
plugged audio.
The above diagram shows the site map of the interface
discussed. Moreover it explains the flow and the architecture
of the interface.

II. OVERVIEW:
In order to produce a professional multimedia output, it is
better to use authoring software. Authoring software which
also known as authorware is the software that enables the
designer to design and adding some code scripts respectively.
In addition, the authoring software are used widely in interface
designing which has a combination of video, audio, images
and text within one interface. This allows the system to be
well-formed and well-navigated which gives the user the
freedom and the confidence in using them. All this can be done
easily by adding some simple and short scripts to the particular
objects.
Table 1: Authoring Software [7]
Authoring
Software

Content
Design

Content
Authoring

&

User
Interface

User
Interface

Figure 1: System Architecture

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN
The System will be designed separately. Each part will be
done by using its specialized software. The videos used in the
interface will be designed using Sony Vegas 11 and the3
special effects will be added by using After Effect CS5.5.
Furthermore, the usage of Adobe Flash CS5.5 will provide the
interface with the animations, in specific circuit animation.
Also the games will be created using Flash CS5.5.
The voice narration will be adjusted and modified using Sound
Booth CS5.5 and these files will save as MP3 format. At the
end all these components will be combined together in Adobe
Director 11 and finalized properly with the required codes and
navigations. By publishing the director file, the final interface
output will be generated. Finally, the setup for the final output
will be created and published in a DVD R.
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Figure 2: Director Interface

V. CONCLUSION
The usage of CBT has made an obvious changes in the
teaching and learning process by using a proper authoring
software in order to produce an attractive multimedia
interfaces. The major concept of CBT interface could be
approached by combining the multimedia content and the user
requirements. CBT has added entertainment in the education
field and motivate the learners to learn more.
VI. FUTURE WORK
Designing and developing a CBT for a technical module will
not be the final approach. Furthermore, the experience gain
from designing the first CBT will allow the developer to go for
advanced stages and produce more complicated and
specialized ones. Keeping in mind, the new CBTs will be
produced only after observing the end user performance
regarding the first one. Moreover, as a designer the depth
knowledge about the used authoring software is required.
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Abstract— Drinking and driving has become one of the
major risks for road accidents. Many innocent people die
and get injured in accidents by alcohol consumed driver. As
a solution, in many countries government has strictly
ordered the police officers to carry breathalyzer which help
them to detect alcohol level in blood. So they check and stop
each and every vehicle and make sure that drivers are not
drunk. In spite of that, accidents are still increasing due to
drunken drivers. To deal with this problem, it is planned to
design a safety system against alcohol consumed drivers
which can be beneficial for the drivers as well as to the
pedestrians. The paper gives the complete idea about a safety
system against alcohol consumed driver. The system can
control and identify the location of a vehicle. It can be
installed inside the vehicle and activated when an alcohol
particle is detected by the gas sensor in the vehicle. The
paper is written to provide the useful information to a reader
about the project objectives and how this system is designed
and implemented.
I. INTRODUCTION

Drinking alcohol and driving a vehicle is increasing every year
in many countries and this leads to severe accidents which can
cause injuries and death. Also due to this, many families and
friends go through emotional trauma on losing or causing
severe injuries of their loved ones. To overcome this situation,
it is planned to make a safety system in the vehicle by which
the family can save the life of their beloved ones as well other
pedestrians. This system is called safety system against
alcohol consumed driver. This system will be designed for the
safety of the people who is sitting in a vehicle as well as for
the prevention of accidents with pedestrians. Basically, this
system will be installed inside a vehicle. The core element in
the system is a gas sensor which is mainly used for alcohol
detection. If alcohol particles are detected by the sensor, the
system will not allow the vehicle to start and even if the
vehicle has started it will be switched off automatically upon
alcohol detection. At the same time, the system will
automatically send an SMS to one of the family members
whose phone number is stored in the system to inform that the
person driving the given vehicle is drunk. Not only that, it
will send the location of the vehicle so that the family
members can take him or her back to the home safely.
II. EXISTING TECHNOLOGY

Recently, it is stated that Oman is one of the country with
highest road accidents per year in all over the world. [2], [3] It
was calculated that 167 accidents happened due to drunken
drivers in 2011 in Oman. In US, 500 people die every week in
road accidents caused by alcohol consumed drivers. Due to
that, the US government made mandatory in 16 states to use a
system which is called Alcohol ignition interlock device. [4]
This device is similar to a system that is planned to design
here as shown in figure1.

Figure1 Alcohol ignition interlock device [2]
In order to start a vehicle, the driver has to pass through the
breathalyzer test which is installed inside the vehicle,
otherwise the vehicle cannot be started. After given a test, the
device gets a small portion of breath sample into the fuel cell
sensor. Any alcohol present in the breath sample chemically
reacts with senor and producing water and electricity which is
precisely measured and translated into an equivalent blood
alcohol concentration (BAC). If the result of the test is below
BAC point, the signal is send to a relay to close which allow
the vehicle to start [5], [6]. If the tested result is too high, the
vehicle ignition system will be locked. The impact of alcohol
ignition interlock device was good because road accidents can
be reduced by alcohol consumed drivers. But still few
limitations were found that could be solved and they are:
1) The system is a handheld device which is connected to the
ignition system of a vehicle, so that the driver has to hold the
device and give the alcohol test.
2) The system does not identify who is giving the test, the
driver or the person along with the driver. For example if the
driver is drunk and his or her friend is not drunk and giving
the breathalyzer test then the system can allow the driver to
drive the car though he/she is drunk.

3) The third limitation is that if a car is not starting after
breathalyzer test and nobody is there with the driver, then the
driver cannot reach home.
To overcome above mentioned limitations of existing system,
the new system called safety system against alcohol consumed
driver is designed. The additional features of this system are as
follow:

2) Microcontroller: It is the heart of the system and without a
microcontroller the system can not be designed. The
microcontroller is required to achieve the objectives of the
project. The microcontroller will run an algorithm and sends
commands to deactivate the vehicle’s ingition system and
sends the location of the vehicle to a family member whose
number is stored in the system upon detection of alcohol
consumption by the drivers.

1) MQ-303A gas senor will be used instead of fuel cell sensor
which will sense the alcohol particles. MQ-303A gas sensors
can be placed at proper position in a car like in the seat belt of
the driver or at the place of the gear or steering and this will
continuously test whether the driver has consumed alcohol or
not.

3) Relay and car ignition system: Relay acts as a switch which
conntect the microcotnroller to the car ignition system. When
the system detects alcohol with the mictrocontroller, it gives
high pulse to its pin which is connected to the relay terminal
and the relay will turn on and due to that the ignition system of
the vehicle will be deacivated.

2) When gas sensor detects alcohol tissues, the vehicle engine
gets switched off automatically and the system automatically
sends SMS by using GSM modem to one of his or her family
member whose number is stored in the modem.

4) GPS: GPS receiver will be installed inside the system
which will help to identify the location of the vehicle. It is
used to receive a data from satellite which is then sent to a
microcontroller and the microcontroller will forward the
received data to the GSM modem.

3) GPS modem will also be added in the system which will
send the exact location of the vehicle so that the family
member can reach to that location and pick him or her back to
home.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A.

5) GSM modem: It acts as a normal GSM which will send an
SMS containing GPS data to one of a family member whose
number is already stored in the system.
B. SOFTWARE DESIGN:

HARDWARE DESIGN:

Start

The figure 2 shows the block diagram of the safety system
against alcohol consumed driver.

Switch on the car engine

Initialize the system

NO
Is
Alcohol sensor detect alcohol?

Car engine remains "On"

YES

GPS receiver (in vehicle)
location to microcontroller

Microcontroller send GPS
location signal to GSM modem

Car engine gets switched “OFF”

GSM modem send SMS giving location
to a family member whose number is
stored in GSM modem

Delay of 1 minute

Figure 2 Block diagram
1) Alcohol sensor: The sensor will activate the system when
alcohol tissue is detected. It only detects whether the driver is
under the influence of alcohol or not.

END

Figure 3 Flow chart of the system

Fingure 3 shows the flow chart of the system. It presents the
working process of the system. When the car engine starts, it
first get initialized or reset the system.The system will get
activated when a person gets inside the car and come across
the gas sensor.
If the person seated on driving seat inside the car has
consumed alcohol then it is detected by the alcohol sensor.
When the sensor detects alcohol tissue, it forwards the signal
to the microcontroller. The microcontroller gives high pulse to
the relay and this relay disconnects the car ignition system
from the battery and hence the ignition system of the car is
deactivated. At the same time, the system automatically will
send an SMS to one of the family member whose mobile
number is already stored in the system through a GSM
modem.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. SIMULATION RESULTS:

The circuit of the system was simulated using ISIS Proteus
software tool. The objectives of the system was successfully
established in the simulation phase of the project as shown in
figure 5.

The GPS receiver which is interfaced with the system provides
the location of the car to the microcontroller which sends this
location to the GSM modem. As soon as the location of the
vehicle is sent as a SMS by the GSM modem, the system will
wait for 1 minutes and loop back for alcohol detection.
C. SYSTEM OPERATION
The figure 4 shows the overall concept of the system and its
features which gives the reader more idea about the system:

Figure 5 Simulation results of the system
B. TEST RESULTS:
After simulation, the circuit is tested on bread board and the
results were verified as per the objectives of the project as
shown in figure 6.

Figure 4 Overall function of system
If a person inside the car has consumed alcohol then it is
detected by the sensor. Sensor gives this signal to an ADC
which converts analog parameters into digital data which then
forwarded to the microcontroller which runs alcohol detection
algorithm. Microcontroller gives high pulse to the relay upon
alcohol detection. The car ignition system is connected to the
microcontroller through relay. As soon the signal is received
by relay, it will deactivate the ignition system of the car. At
the same time, the system will automatically send SMS to one
of the family member whose mobile number is already stored
in the system through GSM modem. The GPS modem is also
used to give data like latitude and longitude indicating the
position of the vehicle. This will help to a family member to
reach and pick up the person who is drunk and bring him or
her back to home safely.

Figure 6 Test results of the system on Bread board

V. ADVNGAGES AND FUTURE SCOPE
The system can be developed by adding more features in the
future like instead of using a gas sensor, a steering wheel can
be used to detect alcohol through the pores of the driver’s
skin. The system can be developed by adding a feature that
detects consciousness of the alcohol consumed driver by
placing cameras which can monitor the driver’s through the
blinking of the eye. For example if the system detects signs of

drowsiness, audio message is activated or the seat belt can be
used to pull over the driver.

VI. CONCLUSION
The safety system against alcohol consumed dirver is designed
to elimnate the number of the accidents which can be caused
by an intoxicated driver and to save the life of the driver as
well as the life of pedestrian. All the features of a system such
as 1) To detect a driver under the influence of alcohol,
2) do not allow the vehicle to start upon alcohol detection, and
3) Automatically sending SMS containing the position of the
vehicle in terms of latitude and longitude to a person whose
mobile number is stored in the system are verified.
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Abstract – Traffic accidents is one of major issues which most
countries support research to find the best solution, and according to
international bank it will be the third issue of death reason in 2020.
Hence, it is very important to control one of important reason cause
traffic accident which is using phone during driving. Also, The
results of prevent using mobile phone while driving give us
indication of important to make proposed algorithm which able to
indicate the location of phone inside vehicle and determine the
location of deriver to reduce driver distraction.

I. INTRODUCTION
Traffic accidents represent significantly obsession and
concern for all members of the society and become one of the
most important problems that drain financial resources and
human potential and target the societies in the most important
elements of building and progress, which is the human
element. Also, it causes social and psychological problems
and huge material losses. It became imperative to work on
finding solutions and suggestions and put them into practice
to reduce these accidents or at least processing the causes and
mitigate the negative effects of the accidents. The traffic
accidents increased intensity in recent years and have
negative impact on the society because the vehicles are
connecting with one of the daily activities which cannot
dispensing with them because it using in the movement and
transport. Although the vehicles provide many advantages for
the drivers such as a reducing the time and distances and
protecting them from exposure to different weather factors.
But on the other hand the use of the vehicle has many risks if
the driver does not drive it with the right way and the most
important of these risks is exposure to road accidents.
There are several reasons leading to traffic accidents,
including lack of attention as driver's preoccupation which
may lead to deviation of the vehicle from its path or a
collision with another vehicle or any barrier in the way. Also,
there are many reasons lead to traffic accidents such as
reckless driving which effect on the deviation of the vehicle
due to a tire failure or inability to control of the car due to
recklessness and excessive speed.
One of the major reasons for traffic accidents is preoccupation
the drivers with mobile phone. The use of mobile phone when
driving the vehicle is a major threat to the driver because it
leads to occurrence many traffic accidents due to lack of
attention and concentration on driving. Also, using a handheld mobile phone while driving the vehicles can cause:

 Visual distraction - driver's eyes out of the road, by
looking at phone's screen instead of the road.
 Cognitive distraction - driver's mind off the road,
thinking for something not related for the driving
task for instance thinking about the conversation.
 Physical distraction- their hands out of the steering
wheel, when they manually operating the mobile
phone.
 Auditory distraction- in the form of responding to a
ringing phone or when focusing on ringing tone of
the phone.
Sultanate of Oman taken with the rest of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) the twenty-fifth Traffic Week
under the slogan (don't call until you arrive), Because using
of mobile phone while driving the vehicle cause many
dangers to the driver and road users and also cause many
traffic accidents due to lack of attention and concentration in
driving. If the driver holds the mobile phone while driving
the vehicle and used it to write or read messages, will hinders
the drivers and prevents them from control with vehicle's
steering wheel also get distracted and thus make them lose
the concentration. In addition, using cell phone while driving
the vehicle extremely dangerous, because it leads to lack of
attention and reduces concentration, thus leads to fatal
accidents. The novices’ drivers such as teenagers are in fact at
risk because they are extraordinary familiar with mobile
phones and sufficiently lacking in driving skills. Almost 20%
of Omani people die each year in traffic accidents due to
mobile phone use. This percentage of accidents and deaths is
growing every year. For example 820 people died in traffic
accidents in 2010 and 1056 person in 2011 but in 2012
increased to 1139. Accidents due to mobile phone have
become a plague of epidemic proportions. The numbers of
mobile phones offences in 2012 in Oman are 16130.

II. THE PROBLEMS:

The dominant advantages of a mobile phone in the vehicle
are : mobile phones is useful to call for assistance if the car
broke down, also it is important to call for help in case of an
accident to ambulance or police and it used the mobile phones

to contact the other people for emergency help or other
assistance.
The using of cell phones affected the driving in various ways
such as bypass the traffic lights (red signal); drivers missed
exits, forgot the speed adjustment according to the road limit
and failed to observe the traffic signals. There are many
distraction elements associated with the using of mobile
phone while driving, such as holding a mobile phone or
dialling a number or conversations all of these cause lose in
driver cognitive performance. When the drivers use a handheld mobile phone while driving, they need to remove one
hand from the steering wheel to carry and operate the mobile
phone. Also they should need to take their eyes off the road,
at least momentarily, to take the phone, dialling the numbers
and put it down again.
Using the hand-held cell phone while driving the car has
negative impact on driving behaviour for example, when the
driver conduct a conversation, sending messages, dialling a
number, and using the extra functions that offer in
smartphones , like accessing social networking sites or
internet all of these led to distraction the driver. The use of
mobile phone while driving not only affected on
visual ,auditory and physical distraction due to operating the
vehicle and the mobile phone at the same time, but also
because drivers need to divide the attention between
cognitive attention ( the driving ) and using the mobile
phone. Usually car accidents occur within one second and the
drivers are not able to drive with adequate caution while
using mobile phone. As a result, the drivers threat with car
accidents and losses of their life. Accordingly, it need to
provide method or system to be operative in decreasing
driving accidents and traffic violations which caused by use of
mobile phone while driving.

III. ROAD RADARS:
Radar systems are important for monitoring high speeds of
vehicles; reduce number of accidents and to guarantee road
security. Nowadays, monitoring the traffic is important to
improve road control, especially using the mobile phone
while driving because it lead to preoccupation the driver and
cause serious accidents. The radar systems have significant
defects that need to overcome. The main shortcoming of the
radar is the limited capability in detecting mobile phone
usage by the driver. In my project I try to solve this problem
and propose solutions.
IV. LITERATURE REVIEW:
Using the handheld phone while driving led to distract the
driver and cause large number of accidents. Of course,
whatsapp, email, games, navigation, texting and many other
applications on mobile phones are increasingly led to distract
attention from driving. This has led to increasing public
attention and prevents using the mobile phone during driving

in many countries around the world. Therefore, need to find
more new technology to the driver distraction problem.
Engineers, scientists and researchers proposed various ways
to prevent usage of mobile phone and help to reduce driver
distraction while driving the vehicles such as developing an
application or devices or a mode but still each has its own
demerits. The latter approach appears to prevent using of
mobile phone by the drivers are application or system which
help to block texts and outgoing or incoming calls. In
additional, there are many active efforts in developing
systems to detect driver distraction when driving the car,
some examples of these systems as following:
One of the proposed solutions is an automatic electronic
system for early detection of outgoing or incoming call
(Shabeer, 2011). It helps to detect the usage of mobile phone
by the driver not the phone used by the other passenger in the
vehicle. In this system it used an antenna located on the top of
driver seat to detect the usage of mobile phone by the driver
while driving and it covers the area of the driver seat (low
rang mobile jammer) to prevent the mobile phone of the
drivers from receiving any signals. The electronic circuit
(Mobile detection circuit) of the system is shown in figure 2.
The circuit (RF amplifier circuit) can detect video
transmission, SMS, both outgoing and incoming calls even if
the mobile phone is in the silent mode. This system was able
to distinguishes the person who use the mobile phone in the
vehicle if the driver or other passengers. When the vehicle
started the circuit will get triggered ON. The antenna collects
the RF signals from an activated mobile phone. The LED
blinks until the transmitting signals ceases / stops. The circuit
should be placed on the top of the driver’s seat inside the
vehicle to receive the RF radiation emitted by the driver's
mobile phone.
The other proposed system for detecting and disabling use of
the cell phone while driving called a motion detection system
and it is in the cell phone. This system includes: a cell phone;
a sensor for detecting motion of the cell phone like a GPS
receiver with its accompanying antenna and can also use
short range wireless connection to detect the car or an
accelerometer; software in the cell phone for disabling the
usage of the mobile phone when motion is detected. The
software tracks a mobile phone's location based on signal
strengths to determine the speed of mobile phone and the
system prevent the operation of the mobile phone when the
speed threshold is exceeded. The system disable the phone's
service, outgoing and incoming calls, but optionally 9999
(emergency services) and other preapproved calls such as
telephone call to the phone number of the parent could be
made at all times and would not be disrupted by movement
detection. GPS receivers receive timing information from
several GPS satellites (Marie, 2010). Speed of the GPS
receiver can be easily determining by finding the differential
or the change in position with respect to the time. By using
GPS technique can disable cell phone’s receiving and calling

with capabilities of motion detection. Can use accelerometer
instead of GPS, The mobile phone with an inertial system by
using an integrated accelerometer to detect the motion and
then disable the mobile phone’s receiving and calling while
driving or moving. Can also use short range, the mobile
phone has a variety of hardware and functions such wireless
headsets, Bluetooth (a very short range) which can be used for
disabled when the motion is detected. Also, the system
recognizes the car proximity and disables the use of the
mobile phone in the near proximity.
The other suggested solution to detect the usage of mobile
phone in the vehicle is a Driver Detection System (DDS). The
aim of the system is to distinguish in real-time the user of the
mobile phone inside a vehicle whether the passenger or
driver. DDS can be used as a tracking system for the driver
behaviors and provide greater knowledge to authorities. The
approach of this project is a completely software-based
solution on the mobile phone, without need for additional
modifications or sensors to the drivers’ vehicles. The sensors
used include the microphone, compass, gyroscope and
accelerometer. The project focuses on the location of the
mobile phone in three cases: the users carry their phones
upper body pockets, handbag, their trouser pockets and runs
different sensing algorithms depending on these three phone
positions. Driver Detection System uses right versus left
algorithm to determine how the users entered the vehicle and
it followed by a front versus back sensing scheme to
determine if the users sitting in the front row of the car or in
the back (Hon, 2011). This allows DDS to locate the phone
inside the vehicle, and thus conclude the case of the user as a
passenger or driver.
The proposed system detects the usage of driver phone by
estimating the range between the speakers of the car and
phone. The infrastructure of the detection system is Bluetooth
network and the car stereo (in particular the car speakers).
The fundamental function of this system is to distinguish the
using of mobile phone in the car between driver and
passenger. System approach that the mobile phone sends a
series of high frequency (HF) beeps over Bluetooth
connection through the car stereo. The phone recorded the
beeps and then analysed to conclude the timing difference
between front, back, left and right speakers. After taking the
samples of the beeps, then use a sequential change-point
detection scheme to time their arrival, and then use a
differential approach to estimate the distance of the phone
from the centre of the car (Simon, 2011). From the timing
differentials, can made the classification between a driver and
passenger.
Automated method for detection the use of mobile phone by
the driver in the vehicles include: device for receiving cell
phone signal, computer, device for capturing the image and
infrared illuminator. The device for receiving cell phone
signal is operative to detect a cell phone signal transmitted

from the car and the device for capturing image is operative
to capture infrared light which reflected from the vehicle of
the driver. Through processor's operation which located in a
car and the device for receiving the signal of the cell phone
detecting the signal which produced by the phone. Also,
through processor's operation and GPS device (global
positioning system) which connects with the processor,
determining the speed of the car. The computer is operative to
store the information associated with the image of the car, the
signals of the cell phone which transmitted from the vehicle,
signal's duration of the cell phone, time and data when the
signal of the cell phone was detected, speed and location of
the car when detecting the signal of the cell phone through
GPS. In this method, send the information from the car
through a wireless network. This information was stored in
the device of the storage and can be used it to determine if the
driver need to prosecute for illegal use of cell phone in the car
while driving. The processor causes the device of network
interface to send the information to a remote server.
The purpose of warning device is to alert immediately other
nearby vehicle by send a signal from the vehicle to indicate
that the driver is using a mobile phone. Signal from warning
device also alerts nearby pedestrians not to get too close to the
vehicle and thereby helps to reduce car accidents. Warning
device includes: detecting device, driving device and
displaying device (Yang, 2001). The detecting device can
detect reception and transmission's radio frequency signals
from the mobile phone. First detecting device detects the
usage of mobile phone in the vehicle and then sends signal to
the driving device via wire or wireless transmission. After the
driving device receiving the signal, then sends it to the
displaying device on the vehicle. Displaying device comprises
flashing device (such as lamp) which is installed inside or
outside (on the body) of the car. That helps to warn and
attract attention to other drivers and pedestrians of in-car use
of mobile phone. The power source of the flashing device can
be from an external battery installed on the body of the car or
directly from the car itself. The displaying device use to emit
warning signal to other nearby cars and pedestrians to take
extra caution and keep safe distance from the car in order to
prevent car accidents. Moreover, the displaying device can
also utilize headlights, brake lights and different colours as a
way for indication to others.
V. Conclusion:
Although scientists, researchers and Engineers innovate
various new systems, methods and technologies to prevent
road accident, but still road accident continues. To overcome
of this problem all people must give more attention,
realization and awareness to use the new technologies which
help to decrease the rate of road accident.
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Abstract - Omani judicial domain is knowledge intensive,
however it has been technically neglected and there are no
initiatives made to digitize this sensitively rich domain.
Currently, judges seek explicit knowledge that helps them with
their caseloads from huge amount of legal textbooks, and
available legislation and statutes that keeps changing
frequently without a clear dissemination. This research paper
attempts to compare methodologies for ontology development
in order to illustrate development process of some of the
recognized state of the art methodologies.
Keywords: ontology, knowledge, asset, methodology and
judicial

1. INTRODUCTION
Newly recruited judges gain tacit knowledge from the
apprenticeship period they spend at the Higher Judicial
Institute (HJI), and after completing the training they
accumulate tacit knowledge as they practice their daily
caseloads, and during their informal gathering with other
judges (AlRashdi, 2013).
There are some challenges facing newly recruited judges that
comprise of the gaps between the explicit knowledge coded in
the legal textbooks and the newly formed tacit knowledge.
These gaps appear in the form of odd situations that requires a
quick response or decision from the judge in areas that are not
covered in the judicial textbooks or previously practiced by the
fresh judge.
In order to solve the above mentioned problem, an ontologybased knowledge base needs to be developed.
According to (Jones, et al., 1998) during the development of
knowledge based systems, it is important to create ontologies,
which are formal representation of a set of domain specific
concepts and their relationships (Song, et al., 2012). (Jones, et
al., 1998) argues that ontologies enable knowledge sharing and
reuse, hence ensure a better knowledge based systems
engineering process.

During ontology development, judicial concepts are identified,
extracted and related with each other forming an information
ontology that is resulted from content analysis of web pages
and the available judicial documentation.
Retained knowledge can then be shared and represented using
a semantic web page according to their organization and
taxonomy to provide the judges with the desired knowledge
that helps them in their judicial reasoning

2. THE NEED FOR A KNOWLEDGE BASE
It is intended that the knowledge base (KB) help the newly
recruited judges and senior judges make decisions easily and
faster, hence increase their performance during practicing their
daily Case loads.
According to a survey that was conducted to newly recruited
judges studying in the Higher Judicial Institute (HJI) it was
found that 86% of the judges felt that it is important to develop
a KB that answers judicial queries based on legislations. They
believe that it will ensure that the legal reasoning is compliant
to regulations. While only 14% of them felt that it is not
important to develop a KB due to their average computer skills
or to their limited use of internet.

Figure 1

The KB is expected to clarify the judges’ doubts, and bridge
the gap between the explicitly available knowledge used to

solve common and familiar cases, and the tacit knowledge or
the judicial professional knowledge (JPK) required for solving
the new or extra ordinary situations faster and help achieve
justice.
The survey showed that 76% of the judges apply the quote
"Who consults never regrets", and consult others regarding
their assigned cases. It was noticed that 62% of the consulted
people are senior judges.
One of the survey’s participants stated that developing a
judicial discussion forum or a mobile application that contains
indexed legal opinions and researches could help overcome the
high demand of exchanging legal opinions and discussing
judicial difficulties between judges, hence help raising the
level of judicial decisions.

4. ONTOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
It has been argued that there is no specific methodology for
Ontology development. In fact, due to the increasing number
of ontologies available online the process of ontology
development is likely to be more of creating a network of
reused available online ontologies. ( Sua´rez-Figueroa, et al.,
2012)
However, there is a need to analyze and compare development
methodologies in order to provide insight about methodology
development that can be used in legal context.

5. DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY COMPARISON
Methodologies are compared based on development process

3. KNOWLEDGE BASE DEVELOPMENT
5.1 GRUNINGER AND FOX METHODOLOGY
In order to create a judicial KB that captures and models legal
reasoning for semantic knowledge browsing and retrieving
using ontology, two databases needs to be created:
1- OWL Database that stores information ontology files.
2- Relational database.
The relational database tables and attributes are to be
constructed based on the information ontology files stored in
the OWL database.
The information ontology files are written using Ontology
Web Language (OWL) that is used to create conceptual
schema ( Cruz, et al., 2004) and annotate the web resources
and the judicial documents. Based on Resource Description
Framework (RDF) model the annotated data are stored in a
different database. The following Figure illustrates the system
architecture (Hyun Hee Kim, et al., 2005).

Figure 2

According to (Fernández López, 1999) this methodology
involves building an ontology based knowledge logical model.
Before constructing the model, an informal specification
description is made which is then formalized using ontology.
The following are the steps followed in the methodology:
1. Motivating scenarios capture. During this step example
problems which are not properly addressed by current
ontologies are addressed and their set of possible solutions.
2. Forming informal competency questions.
This step includes the forming of informal competency
requirements expressive questions which are represented and
characterize using ontology.
These questions are sorted and the response to one question
can be reused to answer other questions from the same or a
different ontology.
3. Formal ontology terminology specification using the
following steps:
3.1. Informal terminology capture. This step involves
extracting set of terms from the competency questions in
order to formally specify the terminology.
3.2. Formal terminology specification. During this step
the terminology of the ontology is specified using a
formalism.
4. Forming formal competency questions. During this step
the competency questions are formally defined.
5. Axioms and definitions Specification for the terms using
ontology formal language.
6. Conditions based ontology completeness characterizing.
This step includes defining the conditions under which the
questions solutions are considered complete.

5.2 METHONTOLOGY
According to (Jones, et al., 1998), this methodology includes
the following steps for ontology development.
1- Specification: This step identifies the purpose of the
ontology, the intended users, use scenarios, formality degree,
and the ontology scope. The step’s outcome is a natural
language or informal ontology specification document.
2- Knowledge acquisition: This step includes knowledge
acquisition from any knowledge source
3- Conceptualization: This step includes the identification of
domain terms such as concepts, instances, verbs relations or
properties.
4- Integration: Definitions from other ontologies can be
reused in this step to ensure integration.
5- Implementation: This step involves formal ontology
language representation.
6- Evaluation: This step includes defining the guidelines used
to identify incompleteness, redundancies and inconsistencies.
7- Documentation: This step involves sorting documents
produced during other activities.

5.3 A HYBRID METHODOLOGY
(John, 2010) Argued that there’s no complete approach that
helps model ontology management systems and there was a
need for standardizing ontology development. This
methodology suggested a hybrid model that combines the
waterfall linear methodology and the Rational Unified process
due to the disciplinary characteristic that enforces assigning
responsibilities and continuous time-boxed iterations all the
way long with the development phases the thing that increases
the quality of the end product.
The methodology have mapped the phases of the Rational
Unified Process:
1- The inception phase: where the feasibility study is
conducted, the scope, high level functional and non-functional
requirements (J. M. ALVAREZ, 2003), the identification of
boundaries and the environment which the ontology to be
implemented in, and risks are identified. The feasibility report
is the outcome of this stage. (John, 2010)
2- Elaboration: This phase produces an executable system’s
architecture to fulfill the non-functional requirements and
mitigated risks.
3- Construction: where the components of the system and its
features are being developed and tested resulting a beta
version of the product that is ready for evaluation and
determining whether it fulfills the project’s objectives and
user’s expectations.

4- Transition: During this phase the beta version is tested,
and the system is updated based on the focus group’s
feedback, completing transitioning and producing the
prototype (Anon., 2003).
5.4 THE NEON METHODOLOGY
Sua´rez-Figueroa, et al., (2012) Argued that NeOn
Methodology for ontology development and ontology
networks is not a rigid methodology and it proposes different
ways to develop ontologies. He argues that the methodology is
a scenario based that supports different ways in ontology
development, it can also be used for ontology reuse,
reengineering, resource mapping, and producing networked
ontologies that work in distributed environments, where
knowledge provided by different people.
This methodology involves the following activities:
1- Identification of data sources.
2- Vocabulary modeling where ontologies that model
resources data are developed.
3- RDF data Generation.
4- RDF data publication.
5- Linking RDF data with other datasets.
This methodology recommends the reuse of the available
knowledge whenever possible.
6. CONCLUSION
It was observed that the above methodologies have similar
ideas and almost similar steps for ontology development
except for the NeOn methodology that have provided wider
options for ontology reuse, reengineering and resource
mapping .
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Abstract
Green computing refers to the practice of
using computing resources more efficiently
while maintaining or increasing overall
performance. IT services require the
integration of sustainable green computing
practices such as power management,
Virtualization,
and
improve cooling
technology and recycling and disposal of ewaste, and maximizing the use of the
infrastructure of information technology to
meet the requirements of sustainability.
Recent studies have shown that the cost of
energy used by IT departments can up to
50% of the total energy costs of the
institution. While there is an expectation
that green IT should reduce costs and the
environmental impact of the company, there
has been much less attention directed to
understand the strategic advantages of
information technology services in terms of
creating sustainable value for customers,
and the commercial value and community
value. This paper provides a review of the
literature on Sustainable Development of
information technology and the key focus
areas, and identifies a core set of principles
to guide the design
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It also seeks to achieve economic viability
and improved system performance and
use, with a commitment to social and
ethical responsibilities. And therefore
include the dimensions of environmental
stability, the economics and energy
efficiency, and total cost of ownership,
which includes the cost of disposal and
recycling, it is short, the study and
practice of using computing resources
efficiently [9].
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services and resources, throughout their
life cycles.“ Gartner definition.
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II. Organization profile
The primary role of the Engineering Services
is providing engineering Associate attribution
for various units of the government
organization. And sanitation services, the
spectrum of what can be a government
organization to play their role in the
engineering of the Sultanate of Oman.
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III. Carbon Footprint and impact for
organization
For the continuation of the rapid deterioration
of air quality in all Arab cities, which resulted
in a significant rise in the proportion of carbon
dioxide in the air has led to many serious
diseases, the direct and indirect human And
damage to the environment. The emissions of
carbon dioxide resulting from human activities
varied and one of the most important key
factors of greenhouse gases, which have a
direct impact on damage to the environment all
over the world and build on it lies the
importance of measuring emission rates of gas
CO 2 , which is inferred from the extent of our
contribution to the negative increase
environmental loads. [1]
From here, the back of the so-called fingerprint
3T

3T7

3T7

I.

Introduction
Green IT within the context of an
organization is "optimal use of
information and communication
technology (ICT) for managing the
environmental sustainability of
organizational operations and the supply
chain, as well as that of its products,
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carbon, an indicator through which to express
the amount of emissions of carbon dioxide
resulting from the burning of fossil fuels,
which includes (petroleum and petroleum
products, natural gas and coal) used in the
production of electrical energy and transport
various industrial activities. Etc.. And is used
for the carbon footprint on several levels, are
used to express the emission rates of carbon
dioxide on the level of activity of each of
(individual, institutions and countries) or even
at the level of the production or manufacture of
a particular product or at the level of a
particular activity, each PC in use generates
about a ton of carbon dioxide every year. [5].
refer to fig 1

V. Advantage of green IT
Next to the environmental benefits of green IT
and clearly, there are many other advantages.
The adoption of green practices that offer
companies and individuals the financial and
other benefits. IT operations to achieve better
energy efficiency through green initiatives,
which benefit financially for them, especially
when the electric power is at a premium and
energy prices are on the rise. Also, that
information technology can contribute to
improving the green company's relationship
with important stakeholders such as ministries,
investors and government agencies [3].

Global climate change

Green
regulations

building

Fig1 Approaches to green IT
[related:www.stanford.edu/~sidseth/shruti/files
/GreenComputing_ShrutiSeth.ppt Approaches
to green ]

A. Primary footprint:
Is on its way determine the direct emissions of
carbon dioxide resulting from the burning of
fossil fuels, which are represented in our
energy consumption electric use of different
(cars, planes, trains). Through this footprint we
can directly control the amount of our
emissions. [7]
B. Secondary footprint:
Is on its way determine the indirect emissions
of carbon dioxide resulting from the life cycle
of the products we use (from the stage of
extraction of raw materials to the
manufacturing stage right up to the stage of
transport and final distribution), which is to be
related mainly manufacturing processes, and
the more our purchase of the products the
greater the amount of emissions [1].

Green buildings have not
simply become a regular
workplace;
they
became
mandated facilities (through
environmental
design
of
buildings)
Is reached early competitive
advantage,
because
once
regulations are in place,
companies should expect to see
many of today's energy
efficiency
incentives
of
facilities

Impending
regulations

IV. Carbon footprint components:
The Carbon footprint consists of two parts, two
major footprints primary and the secondary
footprint.

Electricity is the main cause of
climate change, because the
coal or oil, which helps to
generate
electricity
also
releases carbon dioxide and
pollutants, and sulfur in the
atmosphere. They consume a
large amount of electricity, thus
contributing directly to global
warming

Table 1: Global IT change
VI.

Case: About on the environmental
costs of printing
Copies in IKEA Denmark

A. Initiative
IKEA has developed Denmark, by a
staff of about 1,400 employees,
posters next to all printers and
Cameras that show the environmental
costs of copying, printing and urges
employees
to
keep
printing
And copied to the absolute minimum
necessary.
The impact of green
Business impact
1.

Increased levels of
Knowledge among employees.

2.

Target IKEA has contributed
to the strategy of seeking to
make all the company's
activities Environmentally
friendly.

IX.

A. Careful use of energy situation
Remember sleep mode settings in
your computer and peripheral devices
such as printers (This means that all
devices will be in standby or
hibernate if they are not in use
Adjust the screen brightness to about
70 and avoid the use of screen savers
Turn off if the device is not in use.
B. Turn off computers is more than an
hour Avoid running peripheral
devices such as printers, scanners and
speakers
only
when
needed
Unplug computers and peripheral
devices and major shipping if you
were not in use.

IKEA experience
1.

2.

VII.

Minor measures at the
lowest cost production well
measurable results.
One
easily
increase
employee knowledge of the
environmental impact. [8]

Green IT Strategic Plan for
government organization (20142019)
Will produced after getting well
Literature review by Understand the
current trends and initiatives of Green
IT , Energy audit Report by assessing
the IT operation and analyze the
impact and Review of IT professional
attitudes by understanding the
attitudes of IT Professionals towards
green IT.

VIII.

Selection of information technology
products and energy-efficient
communications

A. Select the size of the display screen,
which needs (whenever the screen is
bigger, the more energy consumption.
B. If possible, buy your display devices
with a flat-screen crystal instead of
the traditional screens CRT (screen
provides up to 70% of energy and
extends the lifetime of weakness).
C. If it is possible then to buy computers
with low power consumption instead
of PC functions ( That consumes a lot
of power desktop PC and Laptop uses
five times less energy than a desktop
computer).
D. If possible then purchased a
multifunction device such as copying,
scanning and facsimile transmission
provides hardware pleasures.
E. Products that tested Cuzco function
allows automatic sleep mode where it
provides from 30 to 50 of the energy
consumed.

Recommendations
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Abstract - This paper is about research in impact and future
challenges of fourth generation in Oman .The research is an
academic activity which means you will use different way for
getting your information.
The development of wireless technology is growing up every
day .If you see the previous wireless technology for mobile;
you will be able to know how it going up .first generation had
a feature of voice only.
The second generation comes with more features voice, Short
messages and data .However the disadvantage of the second
generation was low speed equal to 20 KBPS. The third
generation caused more change in life .Its more advanced than
second generation because you can send data for 50 kbps. it’s
also use for voice and data but the speed and bandwidth were
not enough.
Now people in Oman are able to use fourth generation
technology for more speed which will help them to do their
business in high speed with saving of time. Most of people
using fourth generation don’t have enough information about
it except the higher speed.
This paper is consisting of introduction about fourth
generation, how you can use and its benefits. This research is
useful for knowledge about social impact of fourth generation
like how the fourth generation makes life more mobility.
farther more the economic impact of fourth generation like
how the telecom company will increase their profit .In other
hand this paper will describe all of this by using survey and
interviews with expert. More over this paper will consist of
challenges of fourth generation in human health and business.
The benefits of this research are ability of students to
understand the concept of fourth generation, how the fourth
generation changes Omani life. More over the reader will
know the future challenges of it and they will try to solve the
future challenges.

1.1

Introduction

Wireless technology is important technologies in human
life .People now are can’t live without wireless technology.
Education, Business, communication, search and economic
now are depending on it .Wireless technology effect in human
life. Give the mobility of life, security, disaster recovery,
reliability availability you can use in your mobile, laptop, iPod
and other device. This research is about impact of fourth
generation wireless technology and future challenges in
Oman . This research paper will explain first what is fourth
generation wireless technology and how it impact in Omani
people and the business. More over about what can be the

Supervisor, Computing Department
Middle East College
Skazmi@mec.edu.om
future challenges that telecom company and people in Oman
will face in future cause of fourth generation wireless
technology.
1.2

Key words
Generation of wireless technology ,Fourth generation
wireless technology.

1.3

Methods

There are different method that can be used for each
project but the best one is depending of you project
requirement .This research include of mixed of
qualitative and quantitative method. This method are
more reliable because it use real information
Qualitative method is use for research paper when you
make interviewing with expert to go in depth of your
object and its collecting of information and analysis it as
this paper is about social , economic impact and future
challenges of fourth generation in Oman so it will
consider the interviews and analysis.
Quantitative method is use when you want to know the
opinion of sample of people about your object. Which
can be done by using questionnaire to measures and
count

1.3 Methodology

Research methodology:
Methodology is consist of stages project. it use to explain
each step that you will do in your project with the
duration .The benefit of using it to organize your work
probably and to be easily understanding by reader to
know your planning .
There are different methodologies that can be used for
each project but the best one is depending of you project
requirement
The below figure show the steps of methodology that used
to a chive this research.
The first step: program Planning: is searching for new
technology that is related in wireless technology in Oman.
Discuses with my supervisor about fourth generation

technology .he give me his opinion to do what is the
impact of fourth generation in Oman.
Second step: survey development
This stage how I collecting information it done by
observation (watching what people are do without ask
them) By telephone interview and face to face interview,
questioner, read books ,website and magazine
Third step: survey deployment:
This stage about for who you will distribute your survey
.The questioner will give for large amount of people in
Oman, especially for companies who use wireless
technology.
Fourth step: data analysis
After collecting information the second step is analysis
this information .organizing this information and use
different way to make it more easily to understand by
using chart and graph.
Fifth step: Reporting
After gathering information and analysis start writing
report which consist of all the chapters of research. More
over this report will include of char, graph, and image.
Sixth step: conclusion
After finishing from writing research .make power r point
to present the research.

1.4 Problem Define
Alike other fields of the science, telecommunication is rapidly
developing. Due to the viable options offered by the
telecommunication everyone is eager to know about the latest
options offered by the telecommunication field.
The main objective of this project is to let the users know
about the 4 G wireless technology. Like; what is fourth
generation (4G);what are the feature offered by 4g; how and
why 4G technology is replacing 3 G. What are the technical
requirement/ perquisites for the use of 4G? What is the impact
of the fourth generation technology on the social life in Oman?
The future challenges like the coverage area is limited in
Oman .They only implement in Muscat so what is the problem
will be. Limited devise can use fourth generation..
1.5 Conclusion
In this research paper I hope every body will able to
understand what is fourth generation and what could be the
effect of movement from three generation to fourth
generation ,And I hop telecom communication will have
useful information from the analysis of survey .
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Abstract
Local multipoint distribution systems (LMDS) represent a new
radio based access technology that offering flexible high
capacity connection to remote areas users in Oman and to
organization. The LMDS is currently a promising emerging
technology in broadband fixed wireless communication. The
systems provide point to multipoint broadcast that work on 28
MHz. This paper will represent how the LMDS system help
remote areas in Oman to use communication especially
internet services easily with low cost and high speed of signal.
Also, it will represent the formula that will calculate the signal
from antenna side to the user's side.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper aims to allow all people in remote areas in
Oman to use internet services by using LMDS system. It will
include background about communication in Oman and
information about how the LMDS will implement and how its
work.
1.

Oman Telecommunication Background
Getting internet connection in Oman now is quite
easy, because it started in 1989 when the Tawoos
Power & Telecommunication (TPT) was established
to provide high quality products, expertise to the
power and telecommunication industry in Oman.
Before the TPT was established there was Notional
Telephone Services CO.LLC established in 1980.
NTS has grown today to the position of being one of
the largest private enterprises in the field of
communication in Oman. In addition, OmanTel
Company and Nawras Company play a role in
telecommunication in Oman and provide internet
connection to the country by different ways such as
wired network and wireless network. For wireless
network there are different types of wireless available
in Oman such as 4G in some location in Muscat city,
3G in most location of Oman, Wi-Fi only available at

2.

OmanTel Company and EDGE available also in most
location.
LMDS
The interactive broadband services and the cost
effective are the most important challenge for
network operators now. The main issue is the
implementation of an access networks able to connect
each potential user to the core broadband network.
The wired and wireless systems are two categories of
access systems. There are some limitation for wired
system such as low flexibility and high installation
cost (Nordbotten 2000). In the other hand, the radio
system can overcome these problems. There is a
system that can be used to support broadband
wireless communications which is LMDS (Local
Multipoint Distribution System). This system requires
lower network maintenance and operation costs
(Sukuvaara 1999). The LMDS uses microwave to
transmit voice, video and data signals by using low
power that can reach distances no greater than a five
mile range.
The LMDS systems can cover between 4 to 6 Km
radius and with high frequency between 25 to 40 GHz
which means that the user will get a high speed
wireless broadband internet.
2.1. LMDS at 28 GHz
The LMDS in the 28 GHz used to provide
wireless access to fixed networks providing
services ranging from one way video distribution
and it can also provide one way wireless cable
television service at 28 GHz. Also, LMDS is a
viable alternative to wired solution such us
digital subscriber line (xDSL) for home and
small businesses that operate at 28 GHs
frequency band radio signal and has low cost and
high speed multimedia service.
2.2. The work of LMDS
The microwave radios that used with LMDS will
install at two separate sites within a five mile
range of each other. One of the radios will install

in the LMDS Hub or station (pint to multipoint)
and the other will install at the user site. Then the
two radios can transmit very large amounts of
information between the two locations.
3. Significance of Research
LMDS is a fixed broadband wireless access system
that using ranges of frequency around 26 to 30 GHz.
By using LMDS the transmission speeds of several
GBs per second are possible along line of sight
distances of several miles. The interactive of LMDS
has point to multipoint downlink (Nordbotten 2000)
as illustrate in figure 1. The transmitter site should be
in the top of tall building or in the antenna that will
covers a sector typically 60-90o wid.

Figure1. The operation of LMDS for broadcast and
interactive services
(Nordbotten 2000)
The operation of LMDS in any area will require a
cluster of cells with separate base station for co-locate
transmitter site.
In addition, the LMDS is the most important wireless,
because it provides a wireless alternative to fiber,
coax and asynchronous/ very high rate digital
subscriber line (ADSL) and offers a high capacity
compared with other radio solutions like interactive
satellite systems.
4. Research Method
There are two suitable research methodologies for
LMDS project which are quantitative research and
qualitative research.
Quantitative Research
The quantitative research is important to do this
project, because it will used to develop or employ
mathematical formula that can calculate the
bandwidth or frequency and process the numerical
data. Also, it follows a certain structured often
iterative process (Hajo Rijgersberg 2009). In
addition, from the quantitative research will enable to
formulate the research questions, collect data and

models, and perform the measurement. There are
some steps for doing the quantitative research which
are the following:
• Study the phenomenon (LMDS system for Oman
especially in remote areas that don't have internet
connection till now).
• Formulate research question (questions about
how to calculate the formula for bandwidth,
frequency and signal from the antenna site to the
users site). For example, what is the formula for
calculation the antenna gain, how can calculate
the amplitude modulation wave, the frequency
modulation, how to calculate the noise of the
receive system, etc.
• Define quantitative concepts (study the relation
between LMDS system and other systems and the
relation between them).
• Formulate hypothesis (for example, if the signal
is high the speed of accessing internet will be
high).
Qualitative Research
The qualitative research it also helpful for LMDS
system, because its enable to understand not only
what is happen but more importantly why (Debbie
Davy 2009). Furthermore, this project will focus to
using interview method to collect information that
will help to implement LMDS system, because the
interview is type of qualitative research.
Both quantitative and qualitative research will help to
analysis data and create new knowledge, because it’s
systematic methods.
5. Literature Review
The U.S and Europe countries being used the LMDS.
The U.S frequency auction in March 1998
represented a start for mass introduction and
production (Nordbotten 2000) and in Europe there
ware licenses in several countries in early 2000. Both
these countries used LMDS, because it's easy
operation and deployment, flexibility in on-demand
capacity allocation and allowing for future
development. Also, in remote areas of Spain they use
TRAC (Telephone Rural Access Cellular) this
telephone work on old analogue mobile telephone
system which is shortly discontinued (Andy 2004).
They replaced the old system by other system known
as LMDS (Local Multipoint Distribution System)
which uses microwave frequency and it has
compatible with broadband internet access. For the

remote areas they connect to the nearest point by
potting in a maximum of six telegraph poles and it
placed 40 metres apart that gives a total distance of
240 metres.
In addition, the Virginia Tech University (VT) at
Virginia Island in U.S is hold LMDS license in 1998,
the four A-block LMDS licenses cover most of
Southwest Virginia as well as a part of North
Carolina and Tennessee (Tech 2008). Each area in
Virginia Tech has two LMDS licenses, A and B
block, which are different by the amount and location
of spectrum. The A block spectrum is 1150 MHz and
150 MHz for B block. The VT’s LMDS license areas
are Roanoke BTA, Martinsville BTA, Bristol BTA
and Danville BTA.
Conclusion
LMDS is well suited to fixed broadband wireless
transmissions and its secure wireless system that
enable users to accessing the internet in more safety.
LMDS is a technology for a time of growing demand
and it offers the flexibility for on-demand capacity
required by the new high speed of data services for
internet access.
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Abstract— with a substantial growth of using the internet
across the world; the threat of attackers becomes more serious
than before. One of the major threats to the internet-based
organisations which grow around the world is Denial of Service
attack in its all forms. Denial of Service attack is an attempt to
prevent the legitimate users from accessing the online services by
flooding the network resources with bogus packets. Although
Denial of service is an old threat but still it is keeping widely
spread over the years and needs a serious consideration from
security professionals to defend against it. This research explores
Denial of Service attack, analyses case studies around the world
and in the context of Oman, critically evaluates the existing
defense mechanisms and proposes a defense mechanism
framework against DoS attack.
Index Terms- Denial of Service attack (DoS), Distributed
Denial of Service attack (DDoS), Botnet, Defense Mechanisms.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With a substantial growth of using the internet across the
world; the threat of attackers becomes more serious than
before. This issue forces the agencies to protect their
confidential information and assets from such threats. In
today’s competitive environment; the organisations already
started considering the information as a valuable asset which
needs to be protected by some security measures. In this
context; Security can be defined as the quality or state of being
secure to be far from danger (Mattord et al. 2008). Security
involves many areas as follows: physical security, operations
security, communications security and network security. All of
these areas can fall into information security which can be
defined as the protection of information and its critical
characteristics (confidentiality, integrity and availability).

Information security management is a set of policies,
rules and procedures developed to manage the information
security process. It is developed to ensure that the information
and other assets and resources are protected against any
malicious threat. One of the major threats to the internet-based
organisations and their information which breaches the
availability property of information security is Denial of
Service attack. Denial of Service attack is an attempt to
prevent the legitimate users from accessing the online services
by flooding the network resources with bogus packets or
disrupts the network connection (Prudente T et al.).
Distributed Denial of Service attack is a new generation of
DoS attack which used to attack a single target by sending
bogus packets from thousands of compromised machines
called zombies or bots. It is much complicated threat as the
attack is coming from multiple sources which make it difficult
to trace the source of the attacker and block it. The most
technique used to run DDoS is called botnet. Botnet is a
collection of bots (zombies) or compromised machines which
is infected by hacker using some types of viruses or malware
like worms. The infected machines will be under the control of
the attacker and they are used to send packets simultaneously
to the victim machine causing flood of illegal packets hence
making the system down or crash. Many researches present
and proposed different defense mechanisms against different
types of Denial of Service attacks. The main goal of this paper
is to propose a defense mechanism framework against Denial
of Service attack. It will explore denial of service attacks and
botnets. It will also critically evaluate the existing defense
mechanisms which developed to defend against DoS attack
and will propose a defense mechanism framework to support
existing defense mechanisms.

The paper organised as follows: Section1 describes the
problem statement of the research. Section 2 details the
research methodology used in the research. Section3 discusses
Denial of Service attack and the different types. Section4
describes Distributed Denial of Service attack and Botnets.
Section5 details the statistics of Denial of Service attack in
worldwide and in the context of Oman. Section6 describes
different case studies in worldwide and in the context of
Oman. Section7 discusses different existing defense
mechanisms. Section8 concludes the paper.
II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

When the internet was developed in 1969; the main purpose
was supporting the researches and the communication for
research purposes. There was no any consideration of security
at that time. As known; the internet recorded a phenomenal
growth and it became an essential part of all infrastructures
such as: governments, companies, customers, suppliers, etc.
All of these agencies are paying efforts to protect their
valuable information from any threat. Unfortunately, this
growth of internet had exploited by some malicious people to
run different malicious activities against online services. One
of these malicious activities is Denial of Service attack which
attempts to prevent the legitimate users from accessing
network resources and online services by flooding the network
with bogus packets. It was launched for the first time in early
1988 and still exists till now. Denial of Service attack is one of
the major threats which target all online-based organisations
that run online services to serve their customers. Nowadays
most governments are running e-government strategy to
integrate all government agencies in a central and national
data centre, provide centralized services and facilitate online
services to the citizen, residents and commercial bodies. They
should be always online and never stop the services and the
network connection. When applying e-government strategy;
this means there will be a single point of failure so, if the
central server attacked by DoS attack; all services in the
government will stop which will cause a huge damage and a
negative impact on the government. Also, Public and Private
Sectors have critical functions and the revenue is the main
concern, so if the system becomes down for few minutes or
crashes this will cause a huge loss. So, they should be always
online. Denial of Service attack damage varies from low
disruption of the connection to serious financial loss. DoS
attack will also cause a financial loss to any organization if it
is running sensitive tasks such as banks where they should be
24 hours available and online. If the bank is unavailable for a
short period of time; it will result in a huge financial loss.
When a particular service is often unavailable; the firm will
lose its reputation and the customer trust as well. The
customers will suffer and will be dissatisfied which will force
them to change and transfer to different organization. So, it is
important to defend against DoS attack.

According to Prolexic 1; the latest statistics reveal that Denial
of Service attacks are increasing among the years. It has
grown 53% from 2011 to 2012. 2012 demonstrated a
significant increasing in attacks targeting different industries.
The most infected industries were financial services, ecommerce, SaaS (Software as a Service), government sectors,
etc. UDP Flood showed a significant increase in 2012
compared to 2011 to register 18.35% in 2012 comparing to
0.08% in 2011. So; this dangerous attack should be deterred
by applying different defense mechanisms. Normally the
defense mechanisms are divided into two parts: Preventive,
Reactive defense mechanisms.
III.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research is developed to propose a defense mechanism
framework to defend against Denial of Service attacks. The
research will examine the existing defense mechanisms
developed by different researchers and agencies and propose a
defense mechanism framework.
Research Model:
As the research is dealing with denial of service attack and the
existing defense mechanisms; some research models should be
applied to achieve the objectives of the research. The research
is applying two research models. They are: Qualitative and
Quantitative approaches.
Qualitative (Descriptive) approach: it is used to have in-depth
understanding of DoS attack from different agencies. It will
provide answers to why and how so we need to collect
information about how they defend against DoS attack and
why it is required. It will also give the required information of
how these agencies experiencing DoS attack. It is more
descriptive technique to describe the problem. The questions
are closed-ended questions as well as open-ended questions
resulted in flexibility in gathering information so questions
can be modified and reformatted according to the response of
the interviewee. It this approach some descriptive information
are acquired and this helps in defining the dangerous level of
Denial of Service attacks and the existing defense mechanisms
used by the agencies. This approach involves conducting
interviews with different security specialists to gather
information regarding Denial of Service attacks related
aspects. The interviews have constructed by using a
combination of open-ended questions and closed-ended
questions to provide some flexibility in answering the
questions and change the sequence of questions whenever
required.
Quantitative approach: it is required because an exploration
of DoS attack will be done, so some statistics are required to
get accurate information such as: what is the type of DoS
attacks faced by the agency, how frequently it is happening,
etc. so analysis in terms of numbers is required. This can be
1

It is the largest, most trusted DDoS protection and mitigation service
provider.

done by using closed-ended questions. A Simulation of DoS
attack will be done in the lab environment to test whether the
defense mechanism framework succeed or failed. In this
approach some statistics and numerical data are acquired to be
analysed and find out the seriousness, damage, loss and many
other aspects of Denial of Service attacks. These data will help
in finding out the loss caused by Denial of Service attack and
the impact level it leaves on the organisations, hence; develop
a suitable defense mechanism framework. A questionnaire is
designed with closed-ended questions and distributed to
different security specialists to acquire some discrete data and
to get clear numerical values about different aspects of Denial
of Service attacks and defense against such attacks. Lab
simulations will be done to run Denial of Service attack in
virtual environment using different tools. It helped in
gathering information about the exploitations happened,
vulnerabilities used by DoS attackers, information gathering
techniques, level of complexity to run DoS attack and so on.
IV.

DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK

Denial of Service attack is an attempt to prevent the
legitimate users from accessing the online services by flooding
the network resources with bogus packets or disrupts the
network connection (Prudente T et al.) There are many types
and ways to run DoS attack where each of them has different
tools to run. The following will list some types of DoS attack:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Smurf (ICMP ping) attack: in this type the attacker
sends large amount of ping packets to broadcast
address with spoofed source IP address (victim IP
address). The reply from all hosts within the subnet
will be sent to the victim machine resulting in
flooding the victim machine hence it couldn’t
response to the legitimate users. According to
prolexic statistics; this type got a slight decrease from
2011 to 2012 (2011: 21.96%, 2012: 18.04%).
Ping of Death attack: the attacker sends packets with
size larger than 65536 bytes which makes Operating
System unable to handle the oversized packet hence
it will freeze, reboot or simply crash.
GET Flood attack: it is layer7 attack where the
attacker floods the network by GET packets.
According to prolexic; there is a steady decline in
2012 compared to 2011 (2011: 20.82%, 2012:
17.45%).
SYN (TCP) Flood attack: it happens when attacker
sends a SYN request to the server to establish TCP
connection with spoofed IP address as source address
(an IP address which not exist or offline). The server
will respond by sending SYN-ACK to the spoofed IP
address. Since the IP address is not existing or
offline; no ACK will be sent back to the server
leaving the connection open (it is called: half-open
connection). This will consume CPU and memory
resources which allocated for the connection
resulting in preventing the server from answering the

legitimate requests. Prolexic reveals that there is a
steady increase in SYN flood attack from 22.79% to
24.54% in years 2011 and 2012 respectively. This
type is considered as the cleverest way to run DoS
attack.
V.

DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK
AND BOTNETS

Distributed Denial of Service attack is a new generation
of DoS attack which used to attack a single target by sending
bogus packets from thousands of compromised machines
called zombies or bots. It is much complicated threat as the
attack is coming from multiple sources which make it difficult
to trace the source of the attacker and block it. The most
technique used to run DDoS is called botnet. Botnet is a
collection of bots (zombies) or compromised machines which
is infected by hacker using some types of viruses or malware
like worms. The infected machines will be under the control of
the attacker and they are used to send packets simultaneously
to the victim machine causing flood of illegal packets hence
making the system down or crash. Unlike the traditional
botnets which rely on infected workstations, the attackers
started recently using a new toolkit to launch DDoS. It is
called itsoknoproblembro “BroDoS” toolkit. This toolkit
utilises an advanced booter script suite which make use of the
hacked web server which enables the attacker to harness
greater bandwidth with fewer infected machines.

Figure 1- Distributed Denial of Service Attack

VI.

STATISTICS OF DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK
IN WORLDWIDE AND OMAN

Worldwide:
Prolexic is the largest, most trusted DDoS protection
and mitigation service provider. It has the ability to handle the
complex DDoS attacks whenever launched. It is serving many
critical sectors including: banking, e-commerce, SaaS,
Payment processing, travel, hospitality, etc. According to
prolexic quarterly global DDoS attack report in the fourth
quarter of 2012; prolexic found that there is a significant
increase in attacks in 2012 targeting different industries. The

most infected industries were financial services, e-commerce,
SaaS and government sector. 2012 recorded that the
itsoknoproblembro botnet had the main role in running DDoS
attacks compared to 2011 and the previous years which used
the traditional botnet techniques. Prolexic recorded significant
increase in DoS attack which reached to 53% of overall
attacks compared to 2011.
Comparison between 2012 and 2011:
According to prolexic statistics; there is a steady decline
in layer7 attack (GET Flood) in 2012 (17.45%) compared to
2011(20.82%). DNS attack recorded a slight increase from
2.35% in 2011 to 3.54% in 2012. ICMP (Ping) flood got a
slight decrease from 2011 to 2012 (2011: 21.96%, 2012:
18.04%). SYN Flood represented a steady increase from
22.79% to 24.54% in the years 2011 and 2012 respectively.
UDP Flood showed a significant increase in 2012 compared to
2011 to register 18.35% in 2012 comparing to 0.08% in 2011.
UDP fragment flood showed a significant decline in 2012
(8.21%) in comparison with 2011 (22.11%).
In Oman
2011 annual statistics:
According to OCERT; cyber security incidents is
targeting multiple sectors including government organisations,
critical national infrastructures, private sectors as well as
citizen and residents. OCERT categorised the cyber incidents
into different classes. One of these classes is availability
which is breached by DoS and DDoS attacks. The statistics
revealed that 269 incidents handled by OCERT in this year
and all of them are resolved. Around 10 cases of DDoS are
observed among 269 cases which converted to 3.7% incidents
of the whole incidents handled.
2012 annual statistics:
The statistics revealed that 294 incidents are reported to
OCERT and handled by OCERT. Around 4 cases of DDoS are
observed among 294 incidents which contribute 1.3% of the
whole incidents handled. Overall, the number of DDoS
reported to OCERT is significantly decreased in 2012
compared to 2011 (2011:3.7%, 2012: 1.3%) which means that
ITA did real steps to countermeasure Denial of Service attack.
VII.

REAL CASES IN WORLDWIDE AND IN OMAN

Worldwide- Henyep Capital Market (2013)
It is a leading international online trading and financial
services company, it is serving clients in 150 countries in
Europe, Asia and Middle East. It has a robust, redundant
infrastructure across global centres. They attacked by DDoS
and perpetrators demanded ransom to stop the attack. Henyep
didn’t respond to them as they have a policy states that they
shouldn’t negotiate with cyber criminals. They selected
prolexic as a DDoS mitigation provider. Prolexic routed all
Henyep traffic to its centre. The engineers found quickly the
attack and identified it as a SYN flood attack followed by
GET floods. Prolexic returned the service in minutes.

In Oman- XYZ Company (2012)
It is a company infected by DDoS attack and reported to
the local ISP to mitigate and countermeasure the attack. The
company found that the bandwidth is increased and exceeds its
average bandwidth hence they realised that it is DoS attack.
The attack done by using botnets where thousands of bots kept
sending packets to the company server to overwhelm the
bandwidth and flood the network connection. Botnets were
sending application layer packets. It took 10-15 minutes to
mitigate the attack but the attacker kept sending packets for 2
weeks. This didn’t affect legitimate users because still they
were able to use the service.
VIII.

EXISTING DEFENSE MECHANISMS

As Denial of Service attack is sharply increasing around the
world and recording high levels in internet threats
environment; some serious actions should be applied to deter
the wide spread of this attack. These actions can be divided
into two techniques. They are: Preventive and Reactive
techniques. Each one has different advantages and
disadvantages as protection of Denial of Service attack
couldn’t be 100% guaranteed. According to Freiling et al. the
most common technique used to defend against Denial of
Service attack is reactive defense. The basic strategy is
detecting the attack and reacts accordingly to minimize its
impact. The other technique is the Preventive technique. This
technique tries to minimize the possible chances of success of
the attacker to breach the target network and run Denial of
Service attack. Different measures can be applied in
Preventive technique such as increasing the bandwidth of the
network connection so; it couldn’t be easily disrupted by
normal-level volume of packets. According to Mirkovic et al.
some defense mechanism researches target specific type of
Denial of Service attack for example: DoS attack against Web
server or application server while some researches aim to
solve the generic problem and look to the holistic view of the
attack. Cabrera et al. mapped Internet Control Message
Protocol (ICMP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) packet arithmetical
anomaly to find out exact Distributed Denial of Service attack
based on Management Information Base (MIB). Wang et al.
adopted TCP SYN packets for identifying SYN flooding
attack. Mirkovic et al. states that we need not just understand
each existing defense mechanism but we need to combine all
of them together to effectively solve the problem. Mirkovic et
al. suggested some preventive and reactive mechanisms as
follows:
Preventive mechanisms: securing the system by preventing
illegitimate access, remove application bugs, update protocols,
monitor access to the machines, Firewall systems , Virus
scanners, Intrusion Detection Systems, securing protocols by
deploying powerful proxy servers to complete TCP
connections (Schuba et al.). Mirkovic et al. suggested a
resource multiplication mechanism as follows: a system may
deploy a pool of servers (E.g.: Web server) and use a Load
Balancer then connect them together and to the upstream

router by using high bandwidth links. This helps in determine
the number of machines required to participate in the attack to
be effective. Although this mechanism is costly but it is
sufficient.
Reactive mechanisms: According to Mirkovic et al. reactive
mechanisms are applied to minimize the impact and the risk of
Denial of Service attack and lowering the dangerous level by
disrupting the attack as early as possible. Reactive
mechanisms can be divided into different mechanisms. They
are: pattern detection, anomaly detection and third-party
detection.
Tariq et al. Analysed attack traffic patterns sniffed from
different sources and differentiate between the behaviour of
attacker and legitimate users. They implemented a node
centrality algorithm that defines the autonomy capacity to
access HTTP.
IX.

CONCLUSION

To conclude; the dangerous of Denial of Service is
becoming more challenge than before as the attackers are
using more complex techniques and tools. Lots of researches
discuss the types of DoS attack and DDoS attack. The latest
World Wide statistics reveals a sharply increasing in DoS
attack by 53% in the last year which forces all of security
professionals to pay more attention to develop different
techniques and defense mechanisms against this threat. Some
defense mechanism researches target specific type of Denial
of Service attack for example: DoS attack against Web server
or application server while some researches aim to solve the
generic problem and look to the holistic view of the attack.
This research is done to study and critically analyse the
existing defense mechanisms and propose a proper defense
mechanism framework to support the existing ones.
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Abstract

Literature Review

The proposed project is an information system for a Pre-

The proponent takes the idea and more knowledge to be

School Information Management System for Child Care Centre at

useful for this organization in developing the system. There

Sultan Qaboos University. Pre-School Information Management

are

System is a system which is responsible for information

Information Management System but could not find the

management and self study.

software

available

related

to

Pre-School

system which is similar to this system of kindergarten.

Pre-School Information Management System will lessen the

In addition the proponent learns many things to do in

burden of staff and will be useful in terms of not wasting their time.
Also, the child will learn the subject from different ways and new

some

our project. This web site of kindergarten is helpful for the

techniques and this will improve the process of the Child Care

proponent to know about the child care system. The reference

Centre in providing a better service for the child of Child Care

of the web site is given.

(SA, 2012)

Centre at Sultan Qaboos University (CCC at SQU).

The self study software is also a similar type of system.
Introduction
Computerized systems have been largely used in
educational institutes and schools. They are mainly used for

“Self study there many tools which we have developed for
kids aged from eight to eleven years old.”

(SUNHALOO, M. S. et al.,

2009)

two purposes – First for information management and the
second for learning and teaching. Schools are widely
dependent on computerized systems for running their daily
activities like recording the attendance, making scheduling,
keeping records of staff leaves etc. These days there are many
computers based learning support systems having a very
good interactive multi media presentation and on line quizzes
etc. The main aim of this project was to develop such type of
system which supports school management and also provide
user friendly learning specially designed for very small kids
of Pre School.

The Self study tool is part of Pre-School Information
Management System and proponent has developed for child
from three years and eight months to six years old. In
developing this software, proponent aims at helping self
learning and developing data and statement expertise skills
between the children.
The systems development life cycle (SDLC) is an
abstract exemplary used in project management that defines
the stages complex in a data system progress project, starting
an initial feasibility study through maintenance of the ended
application. It is “a framework that describes the activities

performed at each stage of a software development project”.

plan applications have multiple types and choices for

(Kendall, 2002)

management of child and staff to manage the system.

Proponent has gone over the project phases and the

The main goal of this project is to allow an effective

three main controls of project. Moreover, proponent found

teamwork between child and staff of our Pre-school. Through

this book useful as the first time proponent doing individual

this system staff can find information of child details.

project and teaching me the steps to make my project
The system aims to provide the best way to achieve

successful. (HAROLD, Kerzner, 2005)

interactive learning to small kids by creating attractive
Proponent has reviewed the changed UML plan.

graphics, text, color, photos and forms.

Proponent applies three types of UML diagrams with benefits
as of this book.

(JOHN, Santhosh, 2010)

Background
There are some similar systems working in some
schools. The child care center at SQU also wants to develop
this because there is no such a system. The Child Care Center
is a small school or pre-school in SQU and have limit of child

System Design and Implementation
(i)

two main modules:
1.

system of managing the staff and students and to enhance the
learning of small kids, the system has been designed and
developed. The system can therefore overcome the following
drawbacks of the existing system.
-

More human error in records management.

-

Repetition of the same procedures.

-

Low security.

-

Difficult to handle, update and record students’

Client side or front end for child to use self study,
and the teacher to use for child management.

2.

Back end or Administration end for maintenance of
records of child and staff.

Problem Definition
After recognizing that there is a need to improve the

Main Modules

The Pre-School Information Management System will have

around 30 children divided in two classes. There are two
classes, four teachers and one coordinator.

Design

The child can use self study materials and the admin can
control and manage the child and staff. Also, the admin can
update the academic calendar. The staff / teacher can make
the activities mentoring, attendance and view the academic
calendar.
(ii)

Use Case Diagram

activities and progress.
Objectives
The plan in this project will be designing and
developing of Pre-School Information Management System
for Child Care Centre which will be useful to expand
information manipulation at Sultan Qaboos University. The
Figure 1: Use Case Diagram

(iii)

time of submissions. Moreover it taught proponent how to

Data Modeling (ER Diagram)

finish on time and work hardly.
The special thing that proponent learned from the project
is challenge, difficulties and do not divert because all
problems have the solution. However, proponent came to
know something more important and more crucial, which are
abstracted in following points:
-

Proponent’s critical thinking was developed and
improved.

Figure 2: ER Diagram
(iv)

Proponent’s ability to work as individual is developed
and improved.

-

Table Structure

Proponent understands of how to use and appreciate
scientific methods as tools for problem solving was
increased.

-

Proponent’s presentation skill was increased.

The most important feature for this project it is virtual
keyboard.
1.

Authentication that mean staff and admin login to the
system they should have username & password and
the system will check the database to see whether the

Figure 3: Table Structure
-

user is authorized who are admin, staff or not.
2.

Implementation

Authorization each user have specific privileges that
was set by the admin.

The project was developed using Visual Basic 2010.
The back end data base was MS SQL server 2010.

3.

Secure Coding: user input validation.

Various other tools have been used in planning,

4.

Virtual Keyboard. To reduce the risk of keystroke

designing and development. A rigorous testing of the

logging the system provides a virtual keyboard on

system has been done during the entire process of

login screen. For example; online banking service uses

coding. The system was fully installed and implemented.

a virtual keyboard for the password entry. It is more

For executing the project, an executable file was

difficult for malware to monitor the display and mouse

developed

to obtain the data entered via the virtual keyboard,

so

while

running

the

software,

no

environment is displayed and system started directly.

than it is to monitor real keystrokes. Virtual Keyboard
in Pre-School Information Management System in

-

Research Outcomes and Discussions

The project gives proponent a lot of knowledge because
proponent learned a lot of things. In addition, the project
informs proponent not to delay work because everything has

staff part is used for better security, the user should
enter the partial password not the entire password, and
it will randomly ask him/her for specific characters.

Conclusion and Future scope
Pre-School Information Management System is a project
work for bachelor degree. It is an application system. This
project was an opportunity to explore more into Visual Basic
2010 and enhance programming skills.
The most important part for this system is helping the
staff and child because this is the first system doing for Child
Care Centre. Finally proponent hopes that this system will
give the full need for the child and management for the preschools. This system should also reflect as growing upcoming
designers in all its elements.
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Abstract – The internet has become a important part in our
daily life, where many business can run online and the internet is
like a channel that an online shopping can reach potential
consumers. Designing a Web based application for Online
shopping project is basically about designing a shopping cart
application for a bookstore that enable different local registered
customers to shop online and completing all the transaction
related to shopping such as selection of product, ordering,
payment etc.
This dissertation includes a literature review that giving
background information of Online Shopping. Investigating and
choosing a suitable methodology and a web site prototype.
Moreover evaluating the finished project whether aim has been
achieved.
Index Terms:
–MYSql
-PHP
-Shopping Cart

I. INTRODUCTION
The overall project is about designing a web based application
for the online shopping for AL-Manara bookstore. AL-Manara
bookstore is a bookstore that provides different types of
products where the main product they offer are books. In
addition they offer some office elements and stationary tools
such as CDs, DVDs etc for its customers. The central idea of
the application is to allow the customer to shop virtually using
the internet and enable customers to buy different items of
their desire from the bookstore. In addition it provides the
shopping cart where through it the users can do the online
shopping. The application makes an interface between the
sellers and the customers.
Due to increase the number of customers to Al-Manara
bookstore, the small size of the bookstore and increase the
number of products provided. The customers sometimes find
difficulties to find the type of products they need and this is
because of the huge and different number of products available
and this makes the shopping for the customers more difficult
especially the bookstore is small in size and there are at most
two persons who are working in the bookstore, so that the
customer rarely find someone who can help her/him to get the
products need.
The proposed project is to develop a web based application for
online shopping for Al-Manara bookstore to improve the
customer services which in turn increase the sales and the
profit in Online Shopping.

The project scope basically is concentrate on designing a web
based application using PHP for the online shopping for AlManara bookstore. The application will provides a lot of
products with their information details where this details will
be stored in separate tables inside MYSql database. The
database created to store all the information related to the
products and overall the business and also the information of
the registered customers. The implementation of this project
needs to be supported by software and hardware requirements.
The aim of the project is to develop a web based application to
enable online shopping for the local customers, so that they
can use different features available in the online shopping. The
web based application is develop to provide new services for
the customers where they can easily complete their shopping
online without wasting any time or effort. The proposed
project is implement to satisfy the customers and to increase
the sales and the profits as well.
The project goals is to develop a web based application for AlManara bookstore to enable online shopping for the customers.
The web based application will improve the services for
customers. It maintain details of customers payments, product
receipts, addition of new customer, updating and deletion of
the products. Moreover, it will provides the details of the
invoices generated by customers and payment made by them.
In addition, provides all payment details and stores all the day
to day transactions.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. An Entity Relationship Diagram
ERD illustrate the logical structure of the database. It consists
of different entities where each entity includes its related
attribute. In addition, it shows the relationship between the
entities as well whether it is one to one or many to one
relationship.

Figure1: ER Diagram
B. Use Case Diagram
“Specification of a contract between the stakeholder of a
system about
its behaviour”.( Mousavi M 2012). It consists of the following
factors:
I. Actor : “is a person, organization, or external system that
plays a role in one or more interactions with your
system”.( Ambysoft Inc 2012)
II.
Associations : is a solid line that connect between actors
and use cases in use case diagram.
III. System boundary boxes (optional): is a rectangle around
that specify the scope of the system and it called system
boundary.
IV. Packages (optional): “Packages are UML constructs that
enable you to organize model elements (such as use
cases) into groups”.( Ambysoft Inc 2012)

Figure3: Context Diagram
D. DSDM (Dynamic System Development Method)
"DSDM focuses on delivery of the business solution, rather
than just team activity. It makes steps to ensure the feasibility
and business sense of a project before it is created. It stresses
cooperation and collaboration between all interested parties.
DSDM makes heavy use of prototyping to make sure
interested parties have a clear picture of all aspects of the
system" (Marc Clifton J, Dunplap 2012). This methodology
basically consists of three major phases which are Pre-project,
the Project life-cycle and Post-project. The Project life-cycle is
divided into five stages which are feasibility study, business
study, functional model iteration, design and build iteration
and implementation.
DSDM Phases are the following:
 Pre-Project
This is the first phase of the methodology where the user need
to initiate the project overview, problem will be define, Aim,
objectives and the scope of the project.
 Feasibility Study

Figure2: Use Case Diagram
C. Context Diagram
“The DFD at the system level illustrates the context, that is,
the circumstances of its environment and is called the context
diagram.” (Jordan E 2011). It includes the following:
I. Single unnumbered process in shape of circle with system
name.
II. It shows the internal and external entities and the data
f
l
o
w
s
.

In this phase the problem of the system will be define and the
technical feasibility of the desired application is verified.
 Business Study
This phase includes business study that carried on in such a
way that business requirements will be specified and the
information requirements will be collected.
 Functional Model Iteration
This phase mainly is focused on building prototype and getting
it reviewed from the users to specify clearly the requirements
of the desired system.
 Design and Build Iteration
In this phase most concentration on the prototype where it
should be satisfactorily and properly engineered to suite the
operational environment. In addition it includes the designing
of the software during functional modelling.

 Implementation

Interface page is the first page that appear to the
visitor or the user. The user can view different things
based on menus available .

It involves that users are trained and the system is put into the
operational environment.
 Post-Project
This is the last phase where the deployment of the system is
taking place and whether the there is further enhancement
required.

Figure6: Interface (Index) page

Show cart form is the page that views all the product
been selected by the customer with its details like
price, total price and quantity and other options.
Figure4:
DSDM
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
After implementing the project, the new developed project
provides a web based application for Online shopping for a
bookstore. The application enable access of different users
based on their job role and level of access depending on the
privileges that assigned to each user. The application provide
an easy way to the customers to make shopping online for the
Bookstore any time, so saving time and effort. It provides the
availability where backup and recovery mechanism are playing
role to keep the data save in case of any accidental event may
occur. Moreover, security and integrity are involve where
encryption technique used for the secrecy data. It allows
customers to search, view, add cart, order, pay and delete cart.
User Interface
Login form is a form that through it the users can access the
application and do different transactions where it recognize the
each user based on their privileges given.

Figure7: Show Cart form
IV. CONCLUSION
I conclude that designing a web based application for
online shopping especially for the registered users has covered
all the necessary system requirements that need to be
incorporate to make a powerful application. The new web
based application provides friendly user interface where the
users can directly communicate with the application using
different menus. The application enable different users to
access based on privileges and access level given to each one.
It is. It enables customers to save time and effort by shopping
online and making different transaction. It enable the
customers to complete the payment transaction online as well
by providing high security for their information. In addition,
The application provides secure environment for all users
information.
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Abstract – smart oil field, intelligent oil field, and field of
the future are different names for the Digital Oil Field. This
paper will propose a network solution for an upstream oil and
gas organization to support their digital field program. The
network solution will address the current and the future
organization bandwidth and the coverage area requirements.
The online monitoring of the remote locations with a high
bandwidth link can be achieved by the advance wireless
technologies.
Index Terms- Digital Oil Field, Upstream organization, reservoir,
bandwidth, brown field

1.0 Introduction
1.1 What is Digital Oil Field
Digital Oil Field (DOF) Technologies have become
the standard for development of any oil field in the upstream
industry [1]. The concept behind the DOF is vague and the
definition of DOF varies from one organization/company to
another. Moreover, it is a multi disciplinary domain which
includes approaches/techniques from Instrumentation
Engineering, Process Management, Information Technologies
and working environment. Consequently, there are many
naming coined by different exploration and production (E&P)
companies like, smart fields, intelligent oil field, and field of
the future [2]. The digital oil and filed technologies have been
implemented in many oil fields since more than half a century.
However, the deep scale and the large deployment of DOF
came to the front only in the past ten years. The technologies
have been evolved drastically over the years. The
technological evolution started from gathering data from the
field to online monitoring and control, till reaching to the
operation visualization and corporative working environment.
In this paper, DOF is defined as per the specifications
and definition of SHELL petroleum [3]. The DOF is defined
as “Smart oil field” which is an extension of the smart well.
Smart well can be defined as the wells that can be monitor and
adjusted from another location. The vision behind the DOF is
to increase the reservoir, safety and the production rate while
reducing in cost. This vision can be archived by providing a
platform to integrate people, process and technologies [3] that
are the key factors in the DOF implantation.

1.2 Why Digital Oil Field
The upstream petroleum industry faces many
challenges that trigger the need for the DOF. Firstly, there is
an increased demand for energy worldwide due to exponential
consumption from various sectors such as transportation,
manufacturing industries. As a result of ever increasing world
population, there is a high demand for energy in every sector.
These demands push oil companies to maximize their
production from their existing or new oil fields. Second reason
is to take advantage of technological innovations while
exploring complex and difficulties oil field reservoirs. Most
oil companies were producing oil from their easily accessible
oil reservoirs in the past years. However, due to the increased
demand and due to the scarcity of easily accessible oil
reservoirs, it has become a necessity to produce oil from
challenging and deep reservoirs. This fact forces the upstream
companies to produce oil from the complex reservoirs that
required advance technologies and more knowledge.
1.3 Why Wireless Digital Oil Field
Online monitoring and control is a key factor in any
digital oil field implementation. Therefore the need for
sending live data from the field is essential for any upstream
industry. There are many challenges that face those companies
to transmit the online data from the field especially in the
harsh and remote areas.
1.

Remote Location of the Field and inaccessible from
any nearby network infrastructure owned by the
company or any local operators
2. Extreme environments which may contain hazardous
exploration materials
3. High speed connection is required for video

surveillance or other high bandwidth application
that may be used in the fields
4. The need to extend the corporate network and
accessibilities for Enterprise Resource Planning
5.

application (ERP) from the field
Limited local skill/talent on site to support the
infrastructure at the field

The above challenges can be addressed by the advance
wireless technologies. The following sections address the need
and technological interventions required to overcome the
challenges posed by the deep oil exploration.
1.4 Proposed Technological Intervention
This research will propose a solution for an organization
which deals with oil exploration. The solution will address the
below requirements to improve its production optimization.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Provide timely and quality data from the field that
can support production critical decision
Address the data/voice requirement for the drilling
operation
Provide data connectivity for the mobile users in the
field
Support the online surveillances of critical production
area in the field
Online adjustments for some of the field remote
instrumentations
Accommodate the future plan for the digital oil field
program
Cost effective solution with return of investment
within the first two years

The project will propose a wireless network infrastructure for
covering entire organization field as a solution that will be
able to meet the current and future requirements. The project
will justify why to go for the wireless solution, the advantages
and the disadvantages of the system and the future plan of the
system.
The solution will address the below points:







The logic flow of the data from the RTU to the
Server
The proposed solution physical design
The Radio Frequency to be used
The Wireless Technology Classification to be
used
Type of Radio equipments to be used
Bandwidth capabilities of the system
2.0 Literature review, Similar Project

2.1 High speed network for intelligent field
Several digital fields program were built over a high
speed wired network. Result in availabilities of literature
review that emphasis on using the wired network to support
the digital oil field connectivity. British Petroleum experience
in deploying over 1,800 KM of fiber in it is region around the
world [4] .The fist I-field in Saudi Arabian Oil Company was
built entirely over fiber optic cable network connecting the
digital instruments with the Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) and
the RTU to the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) server [5] . There are many approaches of using the

wired fiber network in the field; the most used is the
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) transmission network
design in redundant rings. The second way is used industrial
Ethernet over dark fiber from a third parties to reduce cost
associated with the expensive civil work of laying cables. The
core strength of the fiber network is the high bandwidth and
ability to accommodate any future requirement of increase in
the bandwidth. There is a limitation to use the fiber network in
the field like; it required an expensive timely civil work. The
fiber optic network solution for the brawn field and the remote
area seems to be not a feasible solution. In addition any future
requirement for connecting a new asset will require additional
investment.
2.2 GSM communication network for digital oil field
Oil and Gas companies can only utilized the GSM
network from the local telecom operator mostly if it is
operates on urban area. The pilot test project in Saudi Arabia
to use the GSM communication offers a feasible solution for
remote monitoring application [6]. The bandwidth that may
require by the oil companies to support it digital field program
can be addressed by the advance 3G and LTE GSM network
with cost effective. However, they are many concerns that
each oil companies should carefully think like, the corporate
data are transmit through a third party and the link is share
with public use. The above mention concerns lead to
compromise the quality and the security of the corporate data.
2.3 Wireless digital oil field
“For the Oil & Gas industry, wireless technology has
the potential to reduce operating cost as well as provide a wide
new range of application [7]. Most of the digital oil field
initiatives currently undergo with the wireless network, like
the recent experience of Petroleum Development of Oman
with 5,000 oil well to connect via a wireless network that
cover 54,000 square KM [8]. Other recent experience for the
wireless technology include TATWEER, Bahrain with 350
devices connected [8]and the experience of Norwegian
company Statoil Hydro that operate of 39 oil and gas field on
the Norwegian [7] The outcomes of the above projects prove
that the wireless network provide a robust and reliable
communication with cost effective compared with the wired
network. Moreover, adopting these technologies allow more
flexibilities to connect increased number of assets within the
converge area. With the help of the advance technologies in
the wireless sector like the first mile [9] and the ZigBee [10]
standard a significant enhancement in the throughput and the
converge area. There are some limitations for the wireless
network including the initial investment, spectrum to be used
and limited bandwidth to some extends unlike the fiber
network.
3.0 Methodology & Approach
This project will employed the following
methodology to understand the organization current and future

requirements proposing a suitable solution with proof of
concept for the proposed solution.
3.1 Management Vision
Understand and documented all concern management
vision on regards of the digital oil field approaches including
the future plans.
3.2 Field assessment
Understand and documented the current production
asset and the connectivity required for each asset. Evaluate for
the current infrastructure and it is usability for the proposed
solution. Finally environmental factors need to be considered
in the field assessment that includes the line of site at the field
and the harsh environment.
3.3 Formalize Requirements
The output of the field assessment and the management
vision should be formalized and documented. It should
identify the followings input to the system proposal:







Bandwidth required for the field assets connectivity
Future plan of connectivity and increase in the
bandwidth
Mobility of some of the asset within the field area
Existing infrastructure at the field that can be used in
the proposed solution
Any environmental factors need to be addressed in
the design of the system
Estimated cost of the solution and the return of
investment for the organization

Figure 1. Physical Design of the Wireless Field Solution [11]

The proposed data flow diagram for the system is showing in
Figure 2. The Data flow of the system transmits the wireless
sensors data like temperature, pressure and flow to the
SCADA server that link to the Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) database. The database will allow corporate application
to access the field data as well as online monitoring for the
operation.

3.4 System Design
1) Proposed Technology: Critically evaluate the
available technologies that can address the organization
requirements highlighting the advantages and disadvantages
for each technology and the best technology to be
implemented in the organization. A new technological
solution will be proposed using sensor based approach which
in turn accesses the wireless network infrastructure to
facilitate online control mechanisms.
2) Bandwidth Selection: The system design will
address the bandwidth selection either the free bandwidth or
the license based. Evaluate both options in term of the
security, the coverage area and the data rate.
3) Logic design of the system and Data flow
diagram: A blue print of the proposed solution and the data
flow diagram were the main output of this stage. The physical
design of the communication network system is shown in
Figure 1. The wireless network system will address the smart
wells, smart drilling, mobile users and Security items in this
field.

Figure 2. Data Flow Diagram

4.0 Analysis
As seen in the Literature review that different
literatures were based on different projects. Each
project was designed to fit different environments
and
accommodates
different
company’s
requirements. The lack of a standard technology that
can be employed by different companies’ digital field
programs; lead to Corporate IT group for each oil
companies to blue print their technology solution that
work well with the corporate environment. This
Project will be the base study for the organization to
design the IT infrastructure required for the digital
field initiatives. In addition this project will be a solid
documentation for the organization; a reference for
any future digital field projects. The expected output
solution of this project should meet the requirements
and facilities its Digital field program. As part of this
project a proof of concept (POC) for the design

solution to test the efficiency and reliabilities of the
system.
Future Work will focus on achieving the digital oil
field program based on the proposed wireless
network solution.
Critically evaluate the best
practices of the digital oil field programs and the way
forwarded with those programs.
5.0 Conclusion
The wireless technologies provide a robust reliable solution
for the upstream companies. There are different technologies
for the digital oil field network solution. Those technologies
differ in the strength and in the weaknesses from each other.
Despite the fact that that the advance wired network provide a
high speed network; it is not feasible in the brown fields. The
proposed wireless solution in this paper provides a cost
effective and addresses the current and future requirements for
the organization.
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Abstract— Cloud computing has been started showing
matured evidences to claim as the future technology to lead
the distributed computing. Cloud computing enables primary
business service models to be deployed as software, platform
and infrastructure. Each of this deployment technology has
its own domain of scientific researches and technical
implementations. On the other hand, mobile computing
imposes itself as a leading information and communication
technology with hundreds and thousands of smart mobile
applications. Around the globe, number of mobile users and
applications are growing as nothing like. Most of these mobile
users are getting the leverage to experience smart mobility
through their smart mobile devices with all of the available
thin client applications in application stores. This research is
a contribution to the science to reduce the gap between cloud
computing, mobile commuting and mobile telephony services.
Here the researchers propose a new design for mobile cloud
computing architecture to enable telephony services.
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Realizing that mobile computing and cloud computing are
growing fast to serve one purpose which is user’s
satisfaction is mandatory to understand the importance of
researching the opportunities of their collaboration.
One of the major outcomes of cloud computing with respect
to the current needs is the provision of mobility and
portability at its best to the smart device users. This
indicates the necessity of hand in hand collaboration
between mobile and cloud computing technologies.
In the current era; a single user is using multiple handheld
devices, synchronization a document on multiple devices is
an issue to consider. This worse when it comes to mobile
telephony services where interoperability and information
security playing vital roles.
Researching the opportunities to reduce the gap between
mobile computing, mobile telephony services and cloud
computing by implementing the mobile telephony services
on a public cloud is the aim of this research.

Index Terms—Cloud computing, Mobile computing, Mobile
telephony services, Private cloud, PaaS.
LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
A large range of information technology scientists and
experts believes that cloud computing is the future
technology of computing. Additionally, most of them
expect that most of the information technology users will
work mostly from a cyberspace based applications [1].
On the other hand, mobile operating systems and mobile
applications are developing intensely. Furthermore, with
the fast development of the internet access technologies
and networks; experts expect that in the coming years more
people will be accessing the internet from mobile and
embedded devices than from workstations, PCs or even
laptops. [2]
Moreover, internet fast development had accelerated the
development of cloud computing and mobile computing
technologies. Having in consideration the massive growth
of the open source mobile computing technology and the
impressive advancements on mobile telephony 4 th
generation, mobile applications yet to grow in number and
enhance in performance.

Since the establishment of matured cloud computing
concepts through the past few years with all of its potential
technologies, IT researchers has been studying, researching
and developing cloud technologies continually. Though,
cloud computing issues regarding storage in the cloud
(cyber storage), data processing power in the cloud, cloud
security and energy efficiency are affecting cloud
computing performance and development directly. That is
why researchers gave valuable research results in order to
enhance cloud development.

Cloud processing power
Processing power is compulsory for mobile devices in
order to interact properly with the users; especially when
they are interacting with an important application from
their point of view such as a banking application. Having
on mind that Mobile devices processing units are relatively
less powerful than the PC’s processing units. Therefore the

amount of data get processed by a mobile device’s
processing unit accordingly is less than the PC’s
considering the same processing time frame. Consequently
the time it requires to accomplish a task is relatively
longer. For a regular user, the delay on responding is
horribly annoying, for business users even worse.
SaaS cloud computing technology consumes cloud
resources to store user’s information and user’s usage
information. Likewise, these resources are used to perform
data processing in the cloud then the results will be
presented to the users in their thin or thick client devises.
Several structures for cloud processing power were
proposed with different scientific approaches such as
clustering algorithms and parallel computing algorithms;
each has advantages and disadvantages, though. This
variety of structural designs will enrich the humanity
experience and collective knowledge towards enhancing
cloud computing technologies. [3]

Cloud Storage:
Cloud storage as an on demand service, provides storage
space for its consumers. This technology helped
organizations in saving expenses of having these storage
devices in premises, above and beyond, the maintenance
expenses, operation expenses, and upgrade and
development expenses. Cloud storage made it easier to
access organization’s documents from anywhere with the
proper authorization. Moreover, cloud storage may
enhance organization’s documents versioning process
since all of the documents are stored and accessed through
the cloud. Additionally, the documents will be more secure
in the cloud storage when empowering proper policies
especially a “no local copy allowed in employee’s
machines” or such a policy. [4] [5]

account that is been accessed through the internet from
anywhere, anytime by any internet enable ICT device.
Then, it is now clear that email service is nothing but a
SaaS on demand software hosted somewhere on the cloud.
Consequently, regarding user’s concerns about the level of
security and privacy in the cloud; it is as offered from the
provider and accepted by the users through the privacy
agreement is available and widely used. [6] [7]

Energy efficiency:
Cloud computing technologies are expected to encourage
users to spend more time on it, therefore to consume more
energy (electricity). But that energy consumption is
divided into three domains: the client mobile device,
network infrastructure, and the cloud computing
technology service provider’s infrastructure (host servers).
Not like the regular software applications that run and
stores data locally in the client device; cloud computing
SaaS and PaaS consumes less resources from the client’s
device. That is because, SaaS and PaaS depend primarily
on the provider’s resources that it is executed in and its
related data is stored also in the cloud. [8] [9]
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The researchers considered four hypotheses for the
research problem at the early stage to work on.
-

Information Security in the Cloud:
Level of information security at any organization can go up
and down, depending on the organization’s strategies of
refreshing security controls. Though, not a single
organization in the world can claim that they are 100%
secured, but they can claim and promises a certain level of
security to the users. This level of security can be gained
through implementing security standers and best practices
as well as installing security controls.
On the other hand, from user’s perspective, and since the
internet access is mandatory in order to benefit from the
cloud computing services; cloud computing security is a
big issue for its users. Most of them have concerns about
their privacy and the security of their documents, credit
cards, financial records, social information, etc.
Additionally, lots of the users are repeatedly asking about
the place in the world of the servers that holds his\her
cloud account. These thoughts and more others are there
because of the user’s previous shallow but cumulative
knowledge about and fear from computer hackers and their
ways of piracy through the internet.
But aren’t we all using cloud computing services already?!
One of the widely used software as a service is the email
service [Ex: Hotmail, yahoo, AOL] where the user has an

-

Hypothesis # 1: The processing power of hand
held mobile device was moved to the cloud, the
computing performance will enhanced.
Hypothesis # 2: Moving hand held device storage
to the cloud will enable users to acquire more
storage space.
Hypothesis # 3: The migration of data from
mobile devices to cloud will ensure the security of
the same even in the case of loss/damage of the
mobile client.
Hypothesis # 4: Having smart mobility account in
the cloud enable user to consume mobile
telephony services anywhere, anytime by any
hand held mobile device with internet
connectivity.

Therefore, to investigate the truth-worthiness of these
hypothesize; a feasibility survey and a scientific research
where done.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
To identify the viability of the problem, the authors
distributed a feasibility survey among a selected sample
of IT Master students, IT scientists and IT experts after a
pilot survey. A total of 70 responses received. The survey
comprised of eight questions mainly focusing on the
synchronization of contact list among various smart
devices, sending SMS from any device with internet
connectivity, migrating SIM based telephony services to
cloud based, rely on the processing power of cloud
instead of hand held devices and mobile telephony
services on cloud.

The questions are of two parts:
Part one:
Question
Do you think it’s a good idea to have the
same contact list on all of your ICT
devices without the need to synchronize?
Do you think it’ll be useful and practical to
be able to place a phone call or to send an
SMS from any devices with internet
connectivity?
Would you like to be able to access your
documents from anywhere in the world?
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No
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Figure 1: Feasibility Survey part 1 results
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A simple analysis applied over the feasibility survey
responses to obtain participants thoughts about the survey
subject. Survey results shows that majority responses
supports the dissertation project hypothesize.
Responses to part one questions:
Q1
Q2

Yes

Q1

Taking in consideration that:
Totally
Agree
1

No

Q2

Do you think that having a mobile Account
in the cloud instead of SIM Cards is a good
idea?
Part two:
Question
Moving Processing power from
Hand held devices to the cloud will
make the processing Faster.
Moving Mobile device storage to the
cloud will enable users to acquire
more storage space.
Storing user’s data in the cloud
instead of storing them in the hand
held mobile device storage will
make it more secure.
Having smart mobile account in the
cloud enable user to use mobile
telephony
services
anywhere,
anytime by any hand held mobile
device internet enabled.
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Though some of the participants highlighted concerns
about information security over the cloud computing
technologies.

PROTOTYPE
The researchers are proposing a design for a suggested
mobile cloud platform as a service (PaaS) that is going to
work for the users as a mobile cloud account. This design
is the base line for developing the prototype.
As a platform the proposed mobile cloud PaaS, is designed
to have features that makes it as much as possible similar
to the regular cell phone to keep the users comfortable with
the new system.
The design architecture shows the overall frame of the
proposed PaaS.

-

Online Contact List: regardless the location that
the user is working from whether from the office,
on the road, or from home, he/she will always
have access to his/her contact list with the feature
of a personal photo for each contact along with
the contact details. Moreover, the user is able to
create, edit, delete or search for contact
information easily especially to search by an easy
to use search engine. Farther more, the user can
email or initial online chat with simple mouse
clicks.

Figure 3: Project architecture design

Prototype design:

Figure 6: cloud account contact list
-

Figure 4: prototype design Version 1.0

Online cloud Storage with File Explorer
software as a service: having this online storage
enables the user to keep files away from being
vulnerable to be lost, damage, or inaccessible only
from the office computer. This online storage is a
secured personal private storage hence even the
local administrator cannot access users accounts.
However, the user can access his/her documents
in this cloud storage through a web browser on a
thick or thin client. This feature allows the user to
create folders and to upload his/her files or
download them easily.

Figure 5: prototype design version 2.0

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION:
In the implementation phase, the researcher has been using
several development and implementation tools to deliver a
cloud computing prototype with the features and the
functionalities that were discussed in the prototype design
phase.

Cloud account:
To implement the cloud account; the researcher created an
account on the cloud of virtual OS company
[www.virtualos.biz] with the following specifications:

Figure 7: Cloud Storage
-

-

Multiple Browser Compatible: this cloud
account service is 100% web-based enabled
where the user can run it on several browser types
such as Internet Explorer 7/8, Safari, Firefox and
Chrome. Not just that, virtual-OS provided liteversion of android app available to download
from Android Market freely.
Platform as a service cloud account: the cloud
account service is a cloud platform as a service

-

enables the users to interact with the account
features according to their needs.
User’s applications: each user of this cloud
account can add his own preferred applications to
his account. These applications will run in the
user’s cloud account as a software as a service.

Figure 10: SMS Prototype Code

Figure 8: Cloud Account SAAS applications
[10]
However, cloud platform account has lots of other features
and a great potential of advance future development, the
cloud account platform as a service will be able to deliver
competitive cloud services.

Text message:
Microsoft visual studio 2010 has been used to implement
the Text messages (SMS) prototype. Moreover, Microsoft
SQL server 2008 has been used to create a database to
keep text messages details and history.
Through the way of developing this prototype; several
programmatically experiments were conducted to develop
a thick client application at first then to develop a thin
client application that runs over internet browser.
The SMS prototype has been designed to have the
functionalities of sending, receiving, reading, and replying
an SMS to and from a regular mobile cell phone.

Phone Call:
To develop and implement the phone call part of the
prototype, Microsoft visual studio 2010 has been used
along with a database to keep phone calls details and
history which has been developed and implemented in
Microsoft SQL Server 2008.
The implemented prototype has the functionalities of
making phone call and receiving phone calls.

Figure 11: phone call prototype design

Figure 12: phone call prototype code

Figure 9: SMS Prototype design

Through all of the programmatically experiments of
developing this prototype, each experiment makes the next
experiment better.
CONCLUSION
On conclusion to this research we can say that cloud
computing concept of delivering services on demand is
applicable to the mobile telephony services. The researcher
made an attempt to migrate the telephony services to a
cloud platform by making use of the available tools and
techniques for the mobile cloud computing. The initial

prototype was implemented and that to limited to SMS and
phone call. The researcher would like to continue the
research to implement the full-fledged telephony services
on a mobile cloud platform. The success of this
experimental research project can have the possibility to
make a revolution on smart device manufacturing where
they can compromise with many of the hurdles they are
facing as of now. The researcher here express his sincere
acknowledgement to all those who supported him in any
aspects during his research period.
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Abstract - In all economies but more in developing economies,
there is now a consensus among researchers and state policy
makers that small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are a strong
driving force for their overall economic development and
stability. It is often referred to SMEs as “the engine of growth”
and the main driver of the socio-economic development of any
country because they represent a vehicle to achieve national
objectives of jobs creation at low capital, enhancement of
standards of living, development of entrepreneurship capabilities
and reduction of rural-urban migration. The aim of this paper is
to review existing literature as well as empirical studies in order
to identify the major internal and external factors influencing the
growth of SMEs globally in order to reflect these factors to the
Omani context in future research to identify the major problems,
challenges and constraints, which have prevented SMEs from
playing the vital role in the Omani economic growth and
development.
Index Terms – SMEs, growth, challenges, business
environment, internal and external factors.

I. INTRODUCTION
In all economies but more in developing economies, there
is now a consensus among researchers and state policy makers
that small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are a strong driving
force for their overall economic development and stability. It
is often referred to SMEs as “the engine of growth” and the
main driver of the socio-economic development of any country
because they represent a vehicle to achieve national objectives
of jobs creation at low capital, enhancement of standards of
living, development of entrepreneurship capabilities and
reduction of rural-urban migration.
In Indonesia, SMEs account for more than 99.98% of all
enterprises and employ 96.2% of the total workforce
(Tambunan,2011) while in New Zealand this sector accounts
for more than 99% of the total enterprises and 60% of
employment. In European Union Countries SMEs make up to
99% of total number of enterprises, 67% of workforce and
59% of GDP. In the USA, SMEs accounts for more than half
of workforce while in the UK they employ about 67%
(Safiriyu and Morenikeji, 2012). SMEs in most economies in
the world generate a substantial share of GDP, which
according to Ayyagari et al. (2007) estimates is 50% of GDP
on average in high-income countries. Furthermore, SMEs are
considered as the main source of employment generation as

well as a breeding ground for entrepreneurship and innovation
(Ashrafi and Murtaza, 2008).
In Oman, Oil and gas is considered as the backbone of the
economy which constitutes around 80% of government
revenue. With an estimated oil reserves for less than 20 years,
there is an urgency today more than ever to develop a
diversified, innovative economy. Furthermore, population is
growing at a rate faster than the economy could sustain. This
created a great challenge to the government to create jobs to
keep up with growing number of population (Al-Shanfari,
2012).
Understanding the importance of SMEs to solve both
economic and social problems for the country, the government
has been taking diverse actions to promote entrepreneurship
and encourage Omanis to start-up their own businesses as a
mean for job creation at low capital and diversifying the
economy.
Despite SMEs importance and great efforts from the
government to support this sector, government attempts to
promote SMEs development and entrepreneurship has not
been fruitful so far. Omanis still look for a government job
which guarantees a steady income, job security and a good
pension scheme for retirement. According to Salah AlMawali – Director General of SMEs in Ministry of Commerce
and Industry (MoCI), there are approximately 91,000 SMEs
functioning in Oman that contribute to the country’s GDP by
only 13.8% (Muscat Daily, 2012). According to government
reports, there are approximately 160,000 employees working
in this sector. These estimates show that there is a great
potential for SMEs to be a strong driver for economic growth
and jobs creation.
The importance of SMEs and promoting entrepreneurship has
just been realized recently by policy makers and the public in
Oman. There seems to be a lack of research to investigate the
challenges that face this sector within Omani context. The aim
of this paper is to review existing literature as well as
empirical studies in order to identify the major internal and
external factors influencing the growth of SMEs globally in
order to reflect these factors to the Omani context in future
research to identify the major problems, challenges and
constraints, which have prevented SMEs from playing the vital
role in the Omani economic growth and development.

II.FACTORS AFFECTING SMES GROWTH
To identify the challenges that face SMEs, the business
environment of this sector must be studied since it imposes
constraints on an enterprise and have a considerable impact
and influence on the sector’s growth and development (Delmar
and Wiklund, 2008). The business environment is defined by
Keith Davis as: “the aggregate of all conditions, events and
influences that surround and affect it”. The business
environment is directly related to SMEs growth and
development since all enterprises have to interact and transact
with their environment. Hence, the effectiveness of this
interaction primarily determines the success or failure of a
business (Saleem, 2010).
The business environment may be divided into external and
internal environment. All enterprises have to tackle their
internal and external environment. The external environment
reflects the opportunities that are available to an enterprise and
threats it faces, whereas internal environment reveals its
strengths and weaknesses.
Enterprises are affected by external factors which are also
known as uncontrollable factors because they are beyond the
control of an individual enterprise such as political, economic,
social, technological, environmental and legal factors. The
other set of factors are internal, which are called controllable
factors since an enterprise have control over them. Internal
factors can be modified and altered by enterprises to suite the
external environment. Examples of internal factors are:
organizational resources, R&D and innovation, management
competency, access to finance, access to skilled labor access to
technology, marketing, and entrepreneurial capabilities.
A. External factors
External environment is composed of factors that influence an
industry as a whole and firms within it. These factors might be
considered as opportunities that if exploited effectively might
help an enterprise achieve growth and enhance performance.
On the other hand, external factors might be considered as
threats that hinder the growth of an enterprise.
External factors are grouped into seven segments:
demographic,
economic,
political/legal,
sociocultural,
technological, physical and global (Volberda et al.,2010).
Some of these factors will be studied in this research based on
suitability with SMEs context. In addition, other factors that
influence the growth of SMEs such as competition, access to
finance, and geographical location will be addressed.
a. Demographic
Demographic segment is concerned mainly with population
size, age structure, gender, geographic distribution, ethnic mix
and income distribution.
i. Population size
Population size gives an indicator of the market potential.
Growing markets provides opportunities to SMEs to sell their
products and services.
ii. Age structure

Another demographic factor that has a significant impact on
SMEs sector is age structure. Aging population is a significant
problem for countries like Japan because it created a shortage
on number young employees which caused enterprises to
enforce employees to work longer hours to compensate for this
shortage and to avoid the burden funding pension and health
care programmes for recruiting older employees (Volberda et
al., 2010). Scholars such as Bonte et al. (2009) argue that an
individual decision to start up a business is influenced by
his/her age and the age distribution of the region. Parker
(2004) argue that the prime age to start a business is 40 while
Reynolds et al. (2000) argue that individuals aged between 25
to 44 years are the most entrepreneurially active.
iii. Gender
Gender is also an influential demographic factor that affects
the growth of SMEs. In the business environment, the gap
between men and women always existed and their rate of
economic participation varies from country to country. Women
around the world account for approximately one third of
business startups and one fourth of established business
activity. Men and women pursue different goals on business
which leads to different approaches and perspectives to
entrepreneurial activities that will eventually help to achieve
economic diversification and growth (Terjesen and Elam,
2012). Policy makers around the world are seeking to promote
women’s participation in the economy by developing laws and
policies to suite the type of business and jobs women currently
holds.
iv. Geographic and income distribution
Geographic and income distribution represent a critical factor
for SMEs growth. Geographic distribution patterns classify
regions to those with dense and growing population and those
with sparse and stagnant population. SMEs seeking to sell
their products and services should recognize growth in dense
and growing population rather than the sparse and stagnant
population. Understanding the income distribution within a
population informs SMEs of different segments’ purchasing
power and discretionary income (income after providing for
basic needs of food and shelter). A wide base of middle class
in the population presents an opportunity for SMEs to grow
since it contributes positively to the macroeconomic
performance. On the other hand, income inequality is
considered an obstacle to economic development and growth
since it may reduce consumption and weaken the purchasing
powers and hence, affect the demand of products and services
of SMEs (Pressman, 2007).
b. Economic
The success and growth depends greatly on the state of the
national economy. In general, firms seek to compete in stable
economies with a strong growth potential. Among the main
economic factors that influence the growth of SMEs are:
inflation rate, interest rate, unemployment rate GDP, business
and personal saving rates.
c. Government policies, regulations and procedures
This section addresses factors concerned with regulations,
government policies and procedures that affect the growth of

SMEs. Governments are subject to political as well as
economic pressures to intervene to support enterprises
especially SMEs, because of their importance to the economic
development and employment creation. According to Dennis
(2011), governments employ two approaches to affect the
behavior of SMEs which are: reduction or elimination of
barriers to entry and growth; and encouragement of SMEs
growth by public provision of assistance (support programs)
that usually come in the form of finance and advisory services.
Governments can take other actions to foster entrepreneurship
and growth of SMEs sector in the long run such as improving
education, training and development of SMEs clusters.
Furthermore, Dickinson (2008) argues that business law
environment is critical to sustain and develop SMEs sector and
entrepreneurial activity within it. Countries with high rank on
ease of doing business scale tend to combine efficient
regulatory process with strong legal institutions that protect
SMEs rights.
d. Procedural requirements for registration and
licensing
Inefficient registration and licensing process can impose
excessive cost and delays that cause unnecessary burdens on
SMEs to start up. Doing Business Report 2013 which is a copublication of the World Bank and the International Finance
Corporation show that easing start-up formal procedures is
associated with increase of number of newly registered firms
while lowering cost registration leads to creating more
employment opportunities. The report shows that since 2005,
the average time to start up a business around the world has
fallen from 50 to 30 days while the average cost decreases
from 89% of income per capita to 31%. Governments
constantly introduce reforms to ease business startup
procedures by means of simplified registration formalities and
post-registration procedures (tax and social security
registration licensing), reduce or abolish minimum capital
requirement, introduction of IT and online procedures and
one-stop shop concepts.
e. Judicial System
The judicial system has been frequently cited by entrepreneurs
as a major obstacle to achieve growth of their firms. High cost
associated with settling legal claims and excessive delays in
court have a negative impact on entrepreneurship and hence,
SMEs startups and performance. The fundamental role of the
judicial system is to secure property rights and enforce
contracts in order to create a healthy business environment that
foster entrepreneurship and encourage investment. According
to Chemin (2009), providing an efficient and timely court
system has a significant impact on increasing the business
entry rate and consequently, increasing national GDP. For
instance, in Pakistan the judicial reform entitled the “Access to
Justice Programme” that cost 0.1% of national GDP increased
the entry rate by half and according to World Bank
Entrepreneurship Database increased GDP of Pakistan by
0.5%. This data highlights the importance role of the judicial
system for fostering entrepreneurship and overall economic
development.

f. Bureaucracy
Bureaucracy may be an obstacle for SMEs creation and growth
as it may cause delays for the procedures required to startup
and develop business, demand bribes and so on. Bureaucracy
may create other set of obstacles for creative entrepreneurs
that are exploiting new ideas as it has usually difficulty in
dealing with new ideas since it is built on rigid rules that may
not fit with those ideas. Creative entrepreneurs find
bureaucracy much more troublesome than ordinary business
owners (Svensson, 2008).
g. Public support
SMEs are constrained by their limited internal resources
compared with larger firms, especially regarding finance,
human resources, managerial resources, time, know-hows and
their knowledge base. Such limited resources hinders the
ability of SMEs to respond to opportunities and threats
presented by the external environment and to take advantage
of innovative activity in terms of R&D (North et al. , 2011).
Furthermore, SMEs have less ability than larger firms to shape
and influence their external environment e.g. regulations, labor
market, customers, suppliers and sources of finance. These
factors justifies for interventions designed to provide external
support for SMEs. These interventions are usually driven by
government or quasi-government organizations in order to
support the potential of innovation in SMEs by means of
providing ﬁnancial aids and training to support technological
innovativeness, technical support, marketing, external advice
and consultancy, implementation of new infrastructures such
as science parks and incubators and clustering of ﬁrms or
networking them with public and research institutions
(Boldrini, 2011).
h. Culture
According to Beugelsdijk (2007), societies differ in their
orientation towards entrepreneurial activity where some
societies show more entrepreneurial activity than others.
Society’s culture plays an important role in this regard. For
instance, the high level of entrepreneurial activity in the USA
has been related to cultural values like freedom, independence,
achievement, individualism and materialism. Extensive
research on individual behavior shows that cultural differences
between countries influence individual behavior to become
self-employed rather than employee (Mueller and Thomas,
2000). Furthermore, it was found that culture has an impact on
the level of innovation and capabilities for entrepreneurial
activities in any country (Ozgen,2012). According to Muellera
and Thomasb (2001), supportive national culture that
cultivates the mind and character of entrepreneurs increases
the entrepreneurial potential in a country. Business education
can motivate potential entrepreneurs not only by providing
technical tools (i.e. accounting, marketing, finance, etc.), but
also by changing their orientation towards self-reliance,
independent action, creativity and flexible thinking. Society’s
attitude towards entrepreneurship and the social statues
associated with it has a significant impact on the level of
entrepreneurial activities (Etzioni, 1987). Presence of
experienced entrepreneurs as role models and recognition of

exemplary entrepreneurial performance are other cultural
related factors that could boost the entrepreneurial activities
and hence, SMEs growth.
i. Competition
SMEs Competitiveness’ over larger firms stems from their
simplicity in terms of systems and procedures which leads to
more flexibility to adapt to the external environment, quicker
response and feedback to customer needs and shorter decision
making chain. Despite these supporting characteristics of
SMEs, they face a substantial pressure to sustain their
competitiveness due to globalization, technological advances
and the constantly changing needs of customers (Singh et al.,
2008).
Globalization presents tremendous opportunities for
aggressive entrepreneurs that could exploit them by serving
customers in the global market environment. Conversely,
globalization brought also intense competition that could
threat the growth of firms that are unwilling or unable to
enhance their competitiveness. SMEs, in particular are more
vulnerable to increased global competition due to lack of
innovation in capability development and their limited
resources compared to larger firms. SMEs should recognize
and manage the opportunities and challenges of globalization
by developing and sustaining a competitive advantage through
high-quality, low cost products in order to grow or at least
survive (Scully and Stanley, 1994).

B. Internal factors
In the last section, external factors affecting the business
environment of SMEs were examined. Armed with this
knowledge about the realties and conditions of their external
environment, firms have a better understanding of their market
opportunities and the characteristics of the competition. In this
section, the focus will be on the internal factors within the firm
itself. The internal environment reveals SMEs strengths and
weaknesses. Matching what a firm can do ( a function of
internal environment factors: resources, capabilities, and core
competencies) and what it might do (a function of
opportunities and threats imposed by the external
environment) allow the policy makers to develop a mission,
pursue a mission and select and develop strategies to promote
entrepreneurship and develop SMEs (Volberda et al, 2010).
Factors that are frequently considered as a part of the internal
environment include management competence, marketing,
access to skilled labor, access to finance and access to
technology.
a. Management competence
It is essential for SME owner-managers to possess
management competency in order for their firms to sustain
their position and growth. Management competency can be
defined as: a cluster of related knowledge, skills, and attitudes
that affect a major part of one’s job that is correlated with
performance on the job that can be measured against wellaccepted standards and can be improved via training and

development. Such competencies is generally developed
through formally recognized education and training
programmes combined with relevant practical experience.
Researchers have identified various managerial obstacles that
affect the growth of SMEs which include: lack of human
resources development policies, negligence in developing and
empowering employees, lack of low cost training facilities
(Yahya and Elsayed, 2012). Majid and Yasir (2012) study on
managerial competencies within SMEs sector in Pakistan
showed that like in other developing countries, SMEs in
Pakistan are built around one entrepreneur that perform all
business activities like marketing, accounting, production and
human resource management. The authors have identified five
major problems that face SMEs development in Pakistan with
regard to managerial capabilities namely lack of formal
education of SMEs owner-managers, lack of established
practices for environmental analysis, reactiveness nature of
entrepreneurs, negligence of the importance of the need for
training and education.
According to OECD report on Management Training in SMEs
(2002), in knowledge-based economies, investment in training
is believed to be one of the important factors to firms’ growth.
Good management is vital for better performance. The report
stated that there is a relationship between the degree of
management training and bottom-line performance of SMEs.
Studies in UK context indicated that formal training and
development cuts the failure rates by half, while the failures
rate in the first three years was reduced from one in three to
one in ten when training where undertaken. In Canada, studies
found that almost half the firms fail due to their internal
deficiencies rather than external factors. Managerial
weaknesses are a significant factor of SMEs failure. SMEs
owner-managers are less likely to be formally trained
compared to larger firms. Training owner-managers will
improve their managerial skills and hence, improve their firms’
performance which will reduce failure rate.
b. Access to finance
Numerous studies showed that in both developing and
developed economies access to finance constitutes one of the
major obstacles to growth of SMEs. Underdeveloped financial
system forces entrepreneurs to rely on self-financing or
borrowing from friends and family. Financial barriers that face
entrepreneurs include high interest rates, high collateral
requirements, proving credit worthiness, small cash flows,
inadequate credit history and lack of outside equity and
venture capital (Bukvic and Bartlett, 2003; Ardic et al., 2012).
According to Beck and Demirguc-Kunt (2006), SMEs, report
higher financing obstacles than larger firms. SMEs demand
small loans but face high transaction costs, higher interest rates
and higher risk premiums compared to larger firms, mainly
because of SMEs are typically more opaque and have less
collateral to offer. The authors go on by asserting that higher
financing obstacles faced by SMEs will lead to slower growth
of the sector.
Studies have shown that growth obstacles are lower in
countries with better developed financial and legal systems.

Firms in countries with effective and adaptable legal system
report lower financing obstacles while firms in countries with
underdeveloped financial and legal systems use less external
finance. Furthermore, it was found that firms are larger in
countries with rapid judicial conflict resolution and better
property right protection. Commercial laws and regulations
aim to create, register and enforce collateral in addition to an
effective bankruptcy system and stronger law enforcement are
crucial for financial transaction which might encourage banks
to lend SMEs (Ardic et al., 2012).
c. Access to skilled labor
Numerous studies have identified lack of skilled labor is
affecting the growth of SMEs. According to Holden et al.
(2007), firms can progress through recruiting graduates but
there seems to be a mutual distrust between SMEs and
graduates. SMEs aren’t fully engaged in the graduate
recruitment process because of the perceived lack of
experience and immediate “work ready skills”. On the other
hand, graduates are equally wary of SMEs employment. SMEs
are unable to attract and retain educated and skilled labor (e.g.
graduates) either because either they are not aware of SMEs
employment opportunities, or because they prefer to work for
the government or larger firms that can usually offer higher
salary, job security, a clear career path and better pension and
benefits. In order for SMEs sector to grow, the gap between
the owners-managers and graduates should be filled by
building a mutual attraction and nurturing confidence of both
parties.
According to Angel-Urdinola and Kuddo (2010), labor market
outcomes are influenced by a series of demand and supply
factors such as macroeconomic performance, business
environment, labor market policies, education and training and
labor regulation. Flexible labor regulations are essential for
promoting business startups, growth of established firms and
employment creation. The regulations should balance the need
to protect employees’ rights with the need to increase
flexibility in the labor market. Labor law regulates the
interaction between employers, employees and their
representative organizations (unions and associations) from
how employers contract the services of the employees to the
nature of exchange, including rights and responsibilities of
both sides, terms and conditions of work and the resolution of
disputes. Labor law is an important corner stone for a
favorable investment climate and has a direct impact on the
welfare of employees and their families.
Data from enterprise surveys indicate that in some Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) countries perceive labor regulation
as a major constraint to their growth and expanding formal
employment. For instance, Investment Climate Assessment
survey on various sectors on Egypt indicated that firms would
hire more workers if there are fewer restrictions on hiring and
firing. Restrictions on foreign labor have also influenced the
growth of firms in some countries. Taking the case of Taiwan
as an example, according to Chan (1999), economic
development in Taiwan are faced with a shortage in the labor
needed to meet the demand of its developing economy. This

shortage was caused by demographic factors (e.g. aging and
declined youth population), gender division of labor in society
which caused a low contribution rate of female in the labor
force and due to the lengthy education process and other
factors. To add to the problem, supply for labor in some
sectors seems to be problematic especially in those sectors that
demand high numbers of unskilled and semi-skilled labor such
as production, constructions and manufacturing. In Taiwan,
nationals are reluctant to apply for such jobs since they are
relatively low paid and handle “dirty” duties. The younger
generations became very choosy regarding the jobs since they
are looking for more comfortable jobs with high salaries. They
are no longer looking for difficult, dangerous, demanding or
dirty jobs.The growth of these economies must be supported
with adequate labor supply to cope with the increasing
demand. Shortage in labor has led to problems to the economy
that include delays in projects and rising costs of labor. Firms
engaged in labor intensive industries were forced to move
overseas to overcome this problem and maintain their
competitiveness. To deal with this problem, Taiwan
implemented a plan to regularize the importation of foreign
labor for construction and manufacturing sectors. Firms could
apply for foreign labor if the vacancies could not be filled by
local workers. The abundant supply of cheap labor has been a
major contributing factor to the Taiwan economy. After the
introduction of foreign labor policy, employers found that
local workers attitude improved. Even though the efficiency
and the quality of work of foreign workers are less than local
workers as stated by employers, the cheaper cost of foreign
labor combined with the improvement of the work attitude of
local workers contributed to maintain competitiveness and a
favorable investment environment.
d. Marketing
Starting up a successful business takes more than being able to
produce good products and services. No matter how excellent
the product or service a business is offering, without marketing
none of the potential customers will be aware of its presence.
Many promising business start-ups shut down because they
lack the required marketing skills.
SMEs have unique characteristics that differentiate them from
conventional marketing in large organizations. SMEs ownersmanagers need to market their products and services within the
constraints imposed to them such as limited resources,
expertise, impact and size.
E-marketing can be a very useful and cost effective way for
SMEs marketing. It allows SMEs owner-managers to advertise
their products and services to a wider audience with a less
cost. It can be used to increase awareness of promotional
activities and enhance their credibility by creating websites
and interacting with their customer by social media networks
(Gilmore, 2011).
As argued earlier, due to limited resources of SMEs, massive
marketing campaigns may not be the best marketing option for
SMEs. SMEs owners- managers stress the importance of wordof -mouth and networking as unique marketing methods for
SMEs because of the nature of their personal contact with

customers. SMEs networks are built around their normal
interactions and activities such as social networks, business
networks, industry and marketing networks. These networks
are relatively small and inexpensive in nature, usually with
people such as accountants and bank managers that solve their
problems (Gilmore et al., 2001). Networking helps ownersmangers gather required information, make evaluation and
assessments of the market and maintain awareness of market
related issues (Gilmore, 2011).
e. Access to technology
Technological advancements created opportunities for new
firms to emerge and existing firms to reinvent themselves.
Advanced technologies in areas such as e-commerce, internetbased solutions and relationship management have changed
the dynamics of competition globally. For SMEs, IT is
considered as an important enabler to achieve competitive
advantage, to compete with larger firms and to enhance
operational and commutation efficiency (Badrinarayanan and
West, 2010). According to Nguyen (2008), IT adoption can
help SMEs achieve growth and enhance their performance in a
number of ways by lowering production and labor costs, add
values to their products and services and increase their
competitive advantage. Despite the significance of IT, many
studies indicate that its adoption rate by SMEs is low
compared to other businesses. The author identified three
reasons for this. First, SMEs owner-managers are unclear how
and why to adopt IT. Second, owner-managers are uncertain
about the opportunities that IT could offer for their firms.
Third, SMEs don’t have the capabilities to adopt IT because of
lack business and IT strategy, limited financial resources and
limited IS skills.
III. Conclusion
This paper has examined and reviewed the extensive literature
in regard to the various internal and external factors affecting
development and growth of SMEs across the globe. These
research findings will be used to identify and clarify the key
challenges and problems of the SMEs in Oman too. The key
message from this study is that SMEs around the globe are
facing internal as well as external challenges, which could
hinder their resilience and competitiveness. The Internal
challenges within an SME include: lack of managerial
competence and training, access to finance, access to skilled
labor, access to technology and lack of marketing skills. The
external challenges include: population demography and
income distribution, competition, globalization, lack of public
support programmes, Low contribution of women
entrepreneurs in SMEs startups, high inflation and interest
rates, lack of efficient government policies, regulations and
procedures, high registration and licensing costs, inefficient
judicial system, bureaucracy and unsupportive national culture.
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Abstact- Baby tracking project is selected to help every
mother to locate her child when if the child is missed.
This project allows mothers to find their baby’s location
in long and short distance and have a feature of
activation of recoded mother sound to calm down the
baby’s in case mother is far away from her baby. For
short distance around 150 to 200m, the mother will have
small device to indicate baby location by activate the
buzzer .So the mother can hear the buzzer sound and
know exactly where her baby is. The mother will have a
mobile phone to send SMS to the baby’s device to get
the baby location for long distance. In addition, this
device will also activate a mother’s sound which is saved
in a baby device. This project can develop in the future
by adding some features such as identifying the danger
of where the baby is located and measuring the distance
range between the mother and the baby. The device can
be designed as a water resistant watch, so that it will
work even if the baby is playing in water or may drown

I. INTRODUCTION
“law enforcement statistics show that the number of
missing persons has increased by 500% in last 20 years,
and almost 80% of those missing persons were
children”[1].
Parents are always interested in the technological tools that
can help to improve their children’s safety. This project is
selected to help every mother who has a naughty child as
they can’t be controlled. Moreover, they intend to move
around the house very fast. So the mother might not pay
attention on her child for some time, so the child will have
a freedom to walk out the house boundaries and go to
dangerous places but this project can help mothers to find
their baby’s location.
It helpful for all parents to use baby tracking device
because kids can run off in a few seconds even if the parent
II. EXISTING TECHNOLOGY
There are many similar projects of baby tracking systems
such as vehicle tracking, bird tracking, and tracking system
in a travel bag and laptop.

Vehicle tracking is used in many countries because today
we can hear about car theft almost everywhere and it
became necessary to protect our cars .So by using a
navigators or tracking system can know where a vehicle is
located. This project is using a parallax GOS, PIC16F873
microcontroller, PL-2303 USB microcontroller and
MAX232 converter, and a laptop which has a program that
uses an interface aids to output information for the tracking.
The voltage supply of the circuit is 12 V and the current is
3.2A. [2], [3]. This project is large in size because it is
using two microcontrollers but the baby’s tracking project
uses only one microcontroller which reduces the size of the
device and makes it simple and it required less power
supply. In addition, in car tracking systems user has to
carry a laptop with him/her to interface and convert the
location information but by using baby’s tracking device
user can know the location only from the mobile phone
which makes it very easy and portable.
Bird tracking that is used in UAE for example it is used to
tracking the falcons .Emirates boys and men have a hobby
of owning falcons. They allow their falcons to fly and when
it doesn’t come back, they use their tracking system to
know the location of their falcons because the falcons are
very expensive. This project almost failed because it’s not
very useful, the falcons fly everywhere and most of the
time in no network areas so the device can’t receive the
request, so no use for the project. Also, many people steel
the falcons when they catch it especially when they see the
device around the falcon’s leg, they will know that this
falcon is expensive and they sell it because it not designed
well [4]. Baby tracking project will solve this problem
because it will be designed as a watch so even if a thief
kidnaps the baby, he/she will not know about the device
and this system is designed for the safety of the children so
most of the time they will be around network coverage
area.
Finally, one student of Sultan Qaboos University did a
project of tracking system in a travel bag and laptop but it
was very big and can’t be handled everywhere but baby
tracking project can be used everywhere and anytime
because it will include the smallest ICs which reduces the
size of the project. All these projects main functionality is
tracking devices but each one of them is used for a different
propose, and includes different features.

B. SOFTWARE DESIGN:

Figure 1 Physical look of bird tracking system.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
A.

The flow chart shown below explains the workings of the
baby tracking system. If the baby is not far away, the
mother has option to turn on a buzzer by pressing a button
on her device. A TLP signal is sent from the mother’s
device to the RLP in baby device. The RLP will decode
the signal and send it to the buzzer in the baby device. The
mother can then hear the sound and find the baby easily. If
the mother can’t hear the sound of the buzzer, she will
know the baby’s location by sending a SMS to the GSM
modem installed in the baby device. In response to that
mother get the location of the baby as a SMS. This part also
allows the baby to hear mother voice. The mother’s voice
will be saved in an IC chip that is connected with the
microcontroller.
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HARDWARE DESIGN:

The block diagram that shown in right side gives the major
blocks in baby tracking process without describing the
working. It shows how the components of the system are
interconnected. TLP and RLP work as a transmitter and
receiver of the signal to activate the buzzer.
A
microcontroller is used for interfacing serially to a GSM
and GPS modem. The GPS modem will continuously give
the data (location) to the microcontroller. AGSM modem is
used to receive the request of the mother and send the
location of the baby to the mother. A mobile phone is used
to receive the location. The memory chip ISD×××× is used
to store the mother’s voice so that the baby can hear it from
the speaker.

Figure 3 System flow chart

C. SYSTEM OPERATION

Figure 2 System block diagram

This system has two options for the mother to find her
baby. If the baby is not far away, the mother has option to
turn on a buzzer by pressing a button on her device. A TLP
signal is sent from the mother’s device to the RLP in baby
device. The RLP will decode the signal and send it to the
buzzer in the baby device. The mother can then hear the
sound and find the baby easily. If the mother can’t hear the
sound of the buzzer, she will know the baby’s location by
sending a SMS to the GSM modem installed in the baby

device. In response to that mother get the location of the
baby as a SMS. This part also allows the baby to hear
mother voice. The mother’s voice will be saved in an IC
chip that is connected with the microcontroller.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. SIMULATION RESULTS:

Figure 5 Baby device

Figure 4 simulation of project
This simulation is done by using micro basic program by
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) .All the codes are used to activate UART chip
which is inside the microcontroller. In this program will
compare the receive information with the word OK ,so
whenever the baby device find the word “OK” will send
the location to the mother and the mother’s sound will
activate automatically. Inside of baby device and mother
mobile phone, virtual terminal is used and inside of mother
sound, LED is used.
B. TEST RESULTS:

This project is tested in breadboard for each objective of
the system. For the first objective which is activating the
buzzer ,when the mother is press the swithch from the
mother device the buzzer sound will hear .This is used by
TLp(transimeter side) and RLP(recevier side).This featcher
is tested in different ranges (1m to 20m).For the second
objective which is sending location of the baby to the
mother mobile phone by using GSM and GPS moden.This
featcher is tested by sending different SMS to the baby
device ,but the baby device will send the baby location only
when recevie the word “location”.Therefore, this featcher is
tested in different places and in different wheather
condition to test the work of GPS and GSM
modem.Finally,For activating the mother sound,this
featcher is tested by using different speackers. it willwork
only with good volum speaker .
V. ADVNGAGES FUTURE SCOPE
This project can be improved in future by adding some
features such as identifying the dangers locations that the
baby can go to it, measuring the distance rang between the
mother and the baby, adding water resistance, so the device
can still work for example even
if the baby
is drowns or playing with water.
VI. CONCLUSION
Baby tracking device find baby location by using GPS and
GSM modem. It is used for short and long distance range.
Activating the buzzer is used to find the baby location for
short distance but by sending SMS to the baby device the
mother can locate her baby for long distance. Also, the
baby device can calm down the baby by hearing his mother
voice that is stored in baby device.
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Abstract
SQL injection is by adding something else to the base so
that it is in favor of penetrating and can pull information
from the base. This depends on the gaps revealed a weak
point in any code that uses a table in the database and
which is the exploitation of this code in queries made
through browser access to all databases.
SQL injection is a breakthrough way by exploiting
security holes in databases for locations or for applications
that deal with databases. The attack is often entering SQL
commands for the location of the victim by both input
custom forms for research or to log on or even in the title
bar of the site. These injections succeed when it fails
programmer or developer in the purification or filtering
input and outputs to and from the location. It should be
programmed on that does not allow the execution of any
pass-through SQL statements through input models,
taking care to prevent the emergence of warning messages
that are not addressed to the user. It is worth mentioning
that the applications that are open source and applications
attached with source code more vulnerable than others to
the success of SQL injection.
The risk of SQL injection vulnerability is in the strength of
the exploitation and the volume of information that may be
provided by the attacker. Hexjector is a script used to
check SQL injection vulnerability.
Keywords
SQL injection, vulnerability

I. Introduction
Sensitive data are stored in the web application such as
username, passwords, email, credit card details and extra.
Securing the web application from get access to backend
database and exploit theses sensitive data. Web application
receives many requests daily. It is difficult to distinguish
whether one of the attackers or the average user. Given the
ability to use the applications database systems, researchers
have found a way to exploit the databases configured with a
technique called SQL injection. In this paper, the research is
about secure mechanism of the web applications from SQL

injection. It is one of the most serious weaknesses in web
applications which give grant access by default to any
application.
The aim of this article is to analyze SQL injection
vulnerability. Moreover, how to deal with SQL injection risks,
and forensic available countermeasures
The research is providing awareness for the users of portable
devices or desktop machine either wired or wireless network.
The objectives of this research are to critically assess the
SQLIV (Structure Query Language Injection Vulnerability)
issues faced by database driven web applications.

II. SQL Injection
SQL injection is a technique used to exploit web applications
which harmful the user data available in the database. This
injection happens while web application receives the user
input. SQL injection is a type of code injection vulnerability
that target web applications in which malicious code is
inserted into strings that is passed to an instance of SQL server
to be processed and executed [1][2].
SQL injection is the most common attacks on web
applications. It are often not properly encrypted and hacking
tools used to find weaknesses and take advantage of
commonly available on the Internet. This kind of exploitation
is easy enough to achieve that even inexperienced hackers can
accomplish damage. However, in the hands of a very skilled
pirates, and it can be a symbol of the weakness of the Internet
reveals the root level access from the servers of the Internet,
and there are other attacks on servers connected to the network
can be achieved.

III. SQL Injection Vulnerabilities in Web Applications
Vulnerability problem caused by the entry of unchecked
which can lead hacker to inject code to bypass or modify the
originally intended function of the program to earn data
through privilege escalation or unauthorized access to the
system. Static analysis can be used to analyze web application
code for example, ASP or PHP scripts.
SQL injection attacks pretense huge risk for web applications
that rely on the backend database to extract dynamic content.
This attack is allowed hackers modify web applications to
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inject SQL command into the database. If web applications are
not protected properly, any malicious insertion to database can
cause penetration to database content. Web applications that
driven by the database using SQL (Structured Query
Language) is interface for many type of hackers. SQL
database is a honey that target hackers through different ways
such as web browser. Hackers can control database and get
information which really risky [3].
There is no way to make the database injection without
making space or marks or dash to the user entrance in the
query. There is no way to procedure SQL injection without the
use of the above by user input which is of type single quotes:
SELECT * FROM Employee WHERE Emp_id=2233;
The injection can be done like the following:
SELECT * FROM Employee WHERE Emp_id=2233or 1=1;
The lack of space between the '2233' and 'or' does not avoid
the query to recover information about all employees. If the
user want to use input of kind character, it is essential to use
single quotation marks. For the example bellow if the user
wasn’t use single, there is an error in syntax.
SELECT * FROM Employee WHERE Emp_id='ABC' ;
Double dashes are used to add comments in inquiries in SQL.
Hackers can use this as vulnerability and enter double dashes
as a comment to be add in the query. This Confirmed through
Ke Wei, M. Muthuprasanna and Suraj Kothari as saying that
the characters '- -' on the occasion of the beginning of a
comment in SQL, and everything is ignored [4]. The following
example shows the attacker injection for double dashes in
SQL.
SELECT * FROM Employee WHERE Emp_id=' ABC';- ' and
salary>1000 ;
Where ';- ' is attacker injection

data using different SQL operations. The attacker
may enter using the WHERE clause in order to
retrieve additional information.
B. Code injection: In this type the attacker injects code
by including striker and one or more of the new SQL
data to the current SQL code. Environments that are
not allowed to execute multiple SQL statements for
each database request are generally not susceptible to
this type of SQL injection.
C. Injection function call: In this type function is
inserted SQL database to a call that function injection
attack. Which calls for the inclusion may make
system calls or deal with the data in the database
tables.
D. Buffer overflows: In this type of attack is successful
against the database servers. It consists of the
manipulation of the input so as to cause the failure of
the system or calling for the implementation of the
malicious code [6].

V. Script Hexjector to check the location of the gaps of
SQL injection
The risk of SQL injection vulnerability is in the strength of the
exploitation and the volume of information that may be
provided by the attacker as in figure 2 [7]. Many experts see
that the protection gaps SQL injection is the most prevalent
and serious gaps in our day, where these gaps which still hit
thousands of websites on the internet and have not gotten to
the extent that they contain as full [8].

IV. SQL injection attacks
In this form of injection vulnerabilities, the user does not enter
liquidation. An attacker can easily exploit the database as in
figure 1 [5].

Figure 2: The risk area

Figure 1: SQL injection attack

There are four basic types of SQL injection attacks:
A. Manipulate SQL: In this type the attacker modify

Lies dangerous gaps SQL injection in the strength of the
exploitation and the volume of information that may be
provided by the attacker, Exploitation full and advanced to
this gap may be the attacker's macro-control on the server and
pull data without the knowledge of the Director server,
because the exploitation is through port 80, a port your
browser, Thus, the striker like a normal visitor to the site.
Also, in some cases up the seriousness of the gap to some
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extent penetrate the e-mail to a large number of members who
depend on the same password for their email when registering
at the site, especially with the non-use of the site for the
system programmer strong passwords, encryption, such as
MD5.
Indeed, this days abounded tools and programs exploit this
vulnerability and work environment vary from the Windows
operating system to the Linux operating system and it works
on a graphical interface or the command line Terminal
Today we'll talk about a different form of the tool is a script
language PHP programmer and lead same tools role the wellknown such as Havij or sqlninja
Script features Hexjector:
A. Examination of the target site and extract the SQL
injection gaps that may be available.
B. Experimenting with the appropriate exploitation of a
loophole.
C. Find a Site Manager Control Panel by guess link.
D. Work as any Web browser you will not need to open
links in your browser.
Some say that these features are unusual and are not
distinctive and did not come anything new, but according to
the opinion of others, the script distinctive as some of these
features are missing from the majority of programs and tools
is the possibility of added and modifications to the file guess
tables or colon or Control Panel Site Administrator, When
adding new options to guess with time and as experience
increases the success rate of penetrating the target site.

VI. SQL injection characteristics and goals of the
attackers
To counteract this type of attack should be known developer
site gaps and entrances that may be exploited by SQL
injection, including:
1. By injection models for the user input.
2. Injection via cookies.
3. Injections by server variables
And take advantage of this type when you use the sites and
content applications Cookies in the formulation of the SQL
sentences carried out at the server [9].
Varying goals and objectives that seek behind the attackers
and sometimes serve each other objectives, it is also not
necessarily be a single-target attack which has multiple goals
per attack and may be mentioned the most important of these
objectives in the following points:
1.

It is intended fingerprint database: type (Oracle, Access, etc)
and the number of issued and easily choose the types of
effective attack.

VII. Conclusion and Future Scope
In order to protect Web applications should believe that each
input purpose of sabotage until the contrary is proved [10].
Can use the following guidance:
A. Do not allow the user to direct the amendment SQL
syntax.
B. Preferably up to isolate the web application from the
database application, and is achieved by writing prior
to SQL statements in advance so implemented when
it is invoked every possible.
C. Purification input from all the symbols of
significance in the SQL and HTML such as {";} and
it is difficult to inventory all the symbols disruptive
D. It is advisable to always identify and inventory
allowed symbols instead.
E. Make sure of the type (type), numbers and symbols
entered in the input models.
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Explore the gaps in the target database.

To achieve this test all models striker input in order to identify
weaknesses in each of them, if any.
2.

Identify the fingerprint database.
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